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Introduction 

a. Overviews and ramifications 
The cover picture represents the Swedish photographer Julius Jaenzon 
shooting a nature short for A/S Norsk Kinematograf in Vestvågøy in Lofoten 
on March 10, 1910. Let me explain how it brings together several threads 
discussed in this thesis: geneaologies of ‘national cinema’; transnational 
mobility of film practitioners within Scandinavia; nature as a trope moving 
from still photography into silent cinema; and a theoretical backdrop of 
visual culture and archival issues. Jaenzon, obviously, is one of the 
emblematic figures from the Swedish feature-film successes known as the 
‘golden age of cinema,’ a cornerstone in the conception of Swedish national 
cinema which drew on Scandinavian and Nordic materials, putting 
ethnographic ‘Scandinavian-nesses’ to work, and inspired or provoked 
production practices in both Norway and Denmark. His apprentice years and 
early career, however, were spent in Norway, where one of his works counts 
as the first Norwegian fiction film, Fiskerlivets farer (Norsk Kinematograf, 
date unclear: 1906–1908). This lost film is less a foundation stone than a 
historiographic mystery, a case where the underlying and normative sense of 
the cinema industry as a nationally-collective joint effort has needed to be 
consciously fought, as Gunnar Iversen has addressed.1 In the thesis, I will 
return on occasion to Lofoten and other geographical sites used to embody a 
particularly resonant specificity and topographic authenticity on several, 
concurrent levels: local, national and Scandinavian. The photograph is taken 
by the productive Norwegian photographer Anders Beer Wilse. Beer Wilse 
also engaged in travelogue lectures with slides and in that way inscribed 
himself into the Scandinavian (proto-)history of nature film and actualités.2 
His giant collection of 200,000 images found its way into several museums 
and archives, and especially as many of the photographs are now available 
digitally to the general public, they form part of Norwegian visual memory. 
They are, however, imperfectly catalogued, and even in their digital state it 
takes extensive browsing to use them for research, which raises critical 
questions about the current situation for archival research with partly 
digitised resources.3 Part of Beer Wilse’s collection was the many 
Norwegian motifs taken by the Swede Axel Lindahl in the late nineteenth 
century, so to speak a ‘Julius Jaenzon’ of the previous generation without the 
film camera. Lindahl probably chose to work so much in Norway because of 
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its more advanced tourism industry and the visual culture that came with it.4 
In ways such as these, there is a merging and a flow in the national and the 
transnational in between all three Scandinavian countries, although with 
different inflections.  

Historian Peter Aronsson points to Scandinavian and Nordic thought as 
providing “a resource, a plastic arena, for the re-negotiation of state-history 
as it varies over time”.5 The thesis explores the Scandinavian as a discursive 
and practical factor in films and film culture from the silent era, by 
investigating those inter-Scandinavian discourses and practices against the 
background of international economic ambitions as well as national cultural 
aspirations which changed over time in the different countries. My working 
hypothesis is that the Scandinavian perspective can substantially supplement 
and revise individual national film histories. Although national cinema 
histories of the Scandinavian countries increasingly include some 
transnational threads (see below), such a consistent scope is new. It aims to 
add missing context to national developments and make visible border 
phenomena such as transnational collaborations and co-producing practices. 
Particularly from a Danish horizon, transnational readings of Danish silent 
cinema are rare outside of the contexts of its (won and lost) world market or 
the highly developed Danish-German relations. Norway is in a sense the 
opposite: the Norwegian silent era does not at all function as flagship in 
national cinema history, such as is the case in both Denmark and to a 
considerable degree in Sweden. Instead, cinema culture in the silent era was 
to a greater extent derived from other countries, a circumstance which has 
been acknowledged in Norwegian national cinema history more than is the 
case in Denmark and Sweden.6 However, when the silent-era film climate in 
Norway has been interpreted, national sentiments in film culture have been 
privileged over transnational-friendly ones, creating a lopsided account of 
events. Out of the three countries, Sweden has had the most interaction with 
both neighbouring countries and has been a practical base from which to 
carry out the investigation. My own positionality as researcher is shaped by 
being a Norwegian citizen living in Sweden. This has been, I believe, a 
prerequisite for spontaneously recognising a wealth of transnational links 
and conceiving of this project. My location and nationality also have limiting 
consequences: despite extensive research travel, the lion’s share of my 
research material is still of Swedish origin. In addition to this bias in the 
source material, there is likely some amount of privileging of Norwegian 
events as compared to their impact: if one country is ‘the odd one out’ in 
terms of the international relevance of its film production, it is Norway. 
Conversely, if one country differs from the others in terms of Scandinavian 
interaction, it is the internationally-oriented Denmark. My main areas of 
interest do, however, embrace all three countries: the effects of shared 
comprehension of language, a shared recent history of Scandinavist ideas, a 
notion of kindredness, a canonical literature for adaptation purposes that was 
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conceived of as in a sense common to all Scandinavians, and ideas of nature, 
character and disposition oscillating between Scandinavian and national 
realms. All three countries, then, contribute to a Scandinavian discussion to 
make it both meaningful and relevant.  

The case for transnational perspectives in general is stated with clarity by 
Andrew Higson, theoriser of national cinemas: 

The experience of border crossing takes place at two broad levels. First there 
is the level of production and the activities of film-makers. Since at least the 
1920s, films have been made as co-productions, bringing together resources 
and experience from different nation-states. For even longer, film-makers 
have been itinerant, moving from one production base to another, whether 
temporarily or on a more permanent basis. – The second way in which cinema 
operates on a transnational basis is in terms of the distribution and reception 
of films.7 

 
Higson points to the mobility of practitioners (I would add: not least stars) 
and co-producing practices on different levels of integration, and to imported 
and vernacularised film culture. I connect such – practices and film culture 
to the identity politics associated with Scandinavism, a relevant determining 
and defining category in its own right at this time. In leading my film-
historical research into these ‘softer’ areas of exploration and using sources 
that need to be handled in a more roundabout way than hard facts, I enlist the 
help of discourse-analytical techniques. In this way I cast a more finely 
meshed net than suggested in Higson’s passage. A relevant understanding of 
cinema, particularly where national cinema is an activated category, is its 
twofold status “as an industry and as a cluster of cultural strategies”.8 
Economic factors shape cultural patterns; and cinema is after all, as 
Valentina Vitali and Paul Willemen put it in the volume Theorising National 
Cinema, an adjunct of capitalism.9 The economic side is, however, not part 
of the direct scope for my own research; rather, I lean on previous research 
for instance in histories of film companies.  

Rather than attempting a full history of silent film relations between the 
Scandinavian countries, I tease out aspects of the relationship between the 
Scandinavian and the national – sometimes building around well-known 
phenomena, sometimes picking out the less familiar. This assembly of local 
and piecemeal histories working in tandem and using various kinds of 
sources is reminiscent of a bricolage, recycling available materials to apply 
them to new issues or units. The general sense of the term applies to both my 
wide selection of primary sources and to their intended usage: construction 
achieved by using whatever comes to hand,10 but also in a sense Claude 
Lévi-Strauss’ specialised definition originally pertaining to myths. Lévi-
Strauss describes ‘structured sets’ which uses ‘remains and debris of events’ 
– ‘fossilized evidence of the history of an individual or a society’, or simply, 
of national cinemas.11 Jacques Derrida widened the application from myths 
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to any discourse, claiming that “every discourse is bricoleur”.12 In the spirit 
of bricolage, my guiding principle in choosing cases has not been which 
films or events had the bigger or more lasting impact, or even which films or 
events are in themselves under-researched. Rather, I have in many cases 
been guided by the power of individual pieces or specific bodies of discourse 
to offer something relevant to nuance my line of argument. The silent era is 
already a historiographic battlefield of continuities and historical breaks; as 
bricoleuse I wish to offer connections between seemingly unrelated 
developments.  

Delineating a field to explore is a process in no way coextensive with 
formulating a research question, but as such are often called for 
internationally, a brief formulation of such a question could be: which 
notions can be gleaned about the relations between the Scandinavian and the 
national in the film culture of the silent era? The chapters correspond with 
the four mindsets of the study: location (nature, authenticity); proximity 
(neighbourhood, collaboration); textuality (literary heritage, script-writing); 
language (comprehension; language materiality). Chapter one deals with 
notions of nature in film culture and asks how these ideas may be part of the 
self-understanding of Scandinavians and of what Scandinavian films could 
offer to the world. The usage of Norwegian nature by Danish and Swedish 
production companies in actuality as well as fiction film is particularly 
examined. Beginning in the Swedish late 1910s, there is a sense of 
conflation between travel film and fiction, and the chapter traces how this 
reflected back on both fiction films and on actuality films. Furthermore, the 
Swedish mode of filmmaking from that era influenced both Norwegian and 
Danish films; in Denmark, natural locations were then commonly 
‘outsourced’ to Iceland and Norway, in a similar way to how some of the 
Swedish films were shot on location in Norway. The chapter investigates the 
changes in the conception of film location taking place in all of Scandinavia 
at this point and the role of region or province in relation to the levels of the 
national and Scandinavian. 

Sensibilities of the change from a (more) non-specific Danish mode of 
film production to a (more) characteristic and distinct, Swedish mode of film 
making are explored further in the contexts of both chapter two and three. In 
chapter two, practical Scandinavian co-operation in trade organisations and 
censorship authorities is outlined and discussed in terms of value systems 
and The chapter looks for differences, but also establishes the rise of a joint 
Scandinavianness conceived as ‘respectable’ and contrasted with foreign 
trash culture. Notions of interrelatedness and a practical sense of 
brotherhood within Scandinavia inform the chapter, which goes on to 
examine the Danish comedians Fyrtaarnet and Bivognen (Long and Short) as 
inter-Scandinavian phenomenon. Fy and Bi make for a pertinent case 
because they are firmly planted in Danish national film history, yet were also 
highly popular in many other countries The chapter investigates how they 
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were thought of within Scandinavia and how this may have differed from 
both their international and their intra-Danish status.  

Chapter three is organised by way of different kinds of writing. It starts 
out by tracing Norwegian reactions to canonical literature adapted into film 
by Swedes and partly challenges the existing historiography of these events. 
From the heights of this Helicon, the chapter then brings a magnifying glass 
to the grass roots to look at the increasing sense of nationalisation of 
Swedish film in amateur scriptwriting, which at the same time marked a turn 
away from ‘Danish’ practices. It also pieces together the story of a project 
that was never to be: an adaptation of Johan Bojer’s novel Den siste viking, 
involving Norwegian and Danish interests and suggesting different 
conceptions on those two sides of what a film like that should do.  

In the last chapter, language is foregrounded as a main facilitator of 
Scandinavian cooperation and as a temporary bridge for Scandinavian co-
production into synchronised sound. Firstly,  Scandinavian working 
communities are discussed in their capacity of depending upon language. 
Then, the first Danish as well as Norwegian talking picture, the co-
production Eskimo (George Schnéevoigt, Nordisk Tonefilm, Skandinavisk 
Talefilm and Norrønafilm, 1930), is discussed in terms of its language 
solutions as well as in its representation of Nordicness and Arcticness. 

Concepts of inclusion and exclusion  
The field studied has the following basic delimitations. Firstly, a timeline 
throughout the silent era in Scandinavia, including a discussion of some 
aspects of the transition to synchronised sound. An often cited phrase of 
Jonathan Crary’s is that there are no such things as periods (continuities and 
discontinuities) in history, only in historical explanation.13 Many of my 
concerns are equally relevant after sound; indeed, a number of multiple-
language versions of the early 1930s would have made prime material for 
extending the inquiry by some years.14 As the time bracket is already wide, 
however, such expansion is not feasible in this format. Furthermore, the easy 
exportability that distinguishes silent films from talking pictures informs my 
perspectives and motivates the demarcation up until and including 1930. Of 
course, this is not to say that the silent period is treated as a unity; regardless 
of the period, diachronic aspects are key. Secondly, the thesis investigates 
trans-Scandinavian, i.e. practices across nations, and inter-Scandinavian 
relations, i.e. the exchange between nations, in practices of film culture and 
film production. Below follows a definition of Scandinavia and of the 
Nordic region, an introduction to Scandinavist and nationalist ideas in 
Scandinavian history and a survey of the discussion of national cinema – in 
particular Scandinavian and Nordic national cinemas. Thirdly, the research 
takes place at a disciplinary crossroads between film studies and what is 
internationally known as Scandinavian studies (inside Scandinavia, the 
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corresponding affiliation would instead in many cases most closely be 
ethnology). As a specimen of film history, the thesis aims to take part in a 
corner of history proper, in order to work also outside of this metaphorically 
hyphenated disciplinary subgenre. As a result of the identification with 
‘Scandinavian studies’, any quotes in the Scandinavian languages have 
precedence over their bracketed translations into English.15 The motive for 
this is to retain the flavour and exactitude of the original quotes, under the 
premise that most readers have an understanding of these languages.16 
Furthermore, style in the primary sources, such as nuance of expression and 
choice of idiom, are an important concern (see below, subchapter c).17 For 
the same reason, I do not italicise Scandinavian words in the English text, as 
the usage of italics for words in a different language depends upon how 
familiar the term is to an intended audience. Instead, single quotes are as a 
rule used when a particular term is highlighted or discussed. Writing in 
English is a measure to ensure readability in larger circles, but also entails a 
certain mismatch: the English language comes with a different set of 
references and in this way invites a pretended outsider’s perspective on 
Scandinavia and, as a corollary, a need for a certain ‘popularisation’ to suit 
the text to a wider audience. I would like to avoid both aspects, as the thesis 
is meant to belong primarily within an intra-Scandinavian media-historical 
discourse. One consequence is that reading the thesis presupposes prior 
knowledge of the countries as well as their film production, or else a 
willingness to look up for instance names or locations of which 
Scandinavian film scholars are in general aware. Another is that film titles 
are given in the original language, with additional titling information at the 
first mention of the film.18 An additional nuance to the language 
complication is that my accustomed British English is not necessarily 
aligned with what is increasingly the lingua franca of silent-film research, 
particularly after the standardising influence of the terminology in Richard 
Abel’s encyclopedia: American English.19 For instance, I will discuss 
newspaper ‘cuttings’, not ‘clippings’. For practical reasons, American 
English as the academic Globish still makes its presence felt in the style of 
my references and quotes.20 

In naming the geographical delimitation of the thesis as Scandinavia, I 
use the definition usually employed within that region: Denmark, Sweden 
and Norway, as confirmed by the standard encyclopedias in each of the 
countries.21 As all three encyclopedias point out, ‘Scandinavia’ only 
internationally or else imprecisely comprises Finland and Iceland. Such a 
unit corresponds instead to the Scandinavian term ‘Norden’ or the Nordic 
countries. A circumstance to ponder as regards the Scandinavian 
delimitation is that Finland relates much of its early film history to Sweden, 
or at least, it is to a considerable degree documented in the Swedish 
language.22 Surely, a trans-Nordic study including Finland could have added 
valuable perspectives to the thesis. The main, practical reason for excluding 
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Finland is the comprehension issue when accessing secondary literature in 
(the Finno-Ugrian language) Finnish. Nevertheless, Finnish concerns cannot 
and should not be extracted from all discussions; however, it follows that 
where they surface, the term used for embracing the different countries will 
not be Scandinavian but Nordic. The distinction between the Scandinavian 
and the Nordic is never uncomplicated; for instance, Icelandic cultural 
heritage such as sagas were instrumental for defining a joint Scandinavian 
concept of identity, as well as for Scandinavian national identities. The 
conceptual extension of the Nordic, the Scandinavian and the national are 
integral parts of each other: not only as Matryoschka dolls (one inside 
another) but rather in the manner of overlapping Venn diagrams.  

Den store danske remarks that the unit Scandinavia in this definition is 
neither geographical, economic or political, but ‘bevidsthedshistorisk’ – 
‘consciousness historical’, and tied to cultural-ideological conceptions of 
Scandinavism. This observation is somewhat simplified: Scandinavism did 
have some considerable political and economic results, most notably 
common legislation, a postal and monetary union and, after 1905, 
deliberations about foreign affairs formalised as meetings between the three 
heads of states.23 The phrase ‘bevidsthedshistorisk’ is nevertheless well 
found, and it is primarily in this respect I address the unifying as well as the 
dividing aspects of the Scandinavian and national. Among my points of 
interest in trans- and inter-Scandinavian interaction in the film industry are 
the mobility of people, narratives, motifs, means of production and on-
location film crews. As regards film culture, important signposts are 
discourses of film politics conducted adjacently in the three countries, such 
as that of censorship; related media, among them theatre, journalism, literary 
original stories and music programmes; and ideas of affinity, difference and 
identity.  

The etymology of the name Scandinavia is according to Den store danske 
a derivation of Skåne (Scania), a province in (what has for some 350 years 
been) the south of Sweden. This circumstance leads, then, from transnational 
regions to intranational ones. Jutland, Dalarna (Dalecarlia), Värmland 
(Vermelandia), Nordland and Finnmark are a few such regions engaging in 
identity and heritage politics in films from the silent period. Cultural 
formations on regional levels as well as on national, Scandinavian and 
international ones interact, but the hub of these is usually the national. As 
Paul Willemen notes about the relationship between the national and the 
international, the two strands define each other, but not symmetrically: the 
baggage of each is always changing.24 An example is that the baggage 
coming with ‘nationalism’ differs widely between Sweden and Norway, for 
historical and political reasons surrounding the end and final stages of the 
Swedish-Norwegian union. Norwegian nationalism is traditionally liberal, 
democratic and based on a notion of freedom for the people. Swedish 
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nationalism, however, has for similar but inverted reasons been conservative, 
authoritarian and elitist.25 

I must draw attention to two other transnational contexts which I do not 
directly engage with, but which are in many cases present in the background, 
although with different inflections in different periods. One is Germany, 
primarily as a market for both films and film workers from Scandinavia, the 
Scandinavian embodiment of success in Berlin being Asta Nielsen.26 The 
other is Hollywood, primarily as a site for ‘vernacularised’ global film 
culture in one-way and occasionally two-way communication with more 
topical film cultures.27 A number of transnational efforts that exceed the 
Scandinavian scope criss-cross the timeline. Most notably, Danish film was 
for important periods oriented towards the world market at large. 
Transnational co-productions with Germany were not uncommon in Sweden 
and Norway in the 1920s. In the early 1910s, Svenska Bio cooperated 
extensively with Pathé. In the bigger picture, the trans-Scandinavian 
practices and discourses examined took place during a time of grand 
international ambitions as well as national ideas in cinema, and by means of 
my in-between frame on this scale I hope to offer an additional context to 
both. 

Scandinavia as a unit: Scandinavism  
The most recent comprehensive account of Scandinavism is Ruth Hemstad’s 
Fra Indian Summer til nordisk vinter (2008), with a particular view to 
Swedish-Norwegian relations in organisations and among professionals 
during the Swedish-Norwegian union and after its dissolution in 1905.28 
Important periods of Scandinavism for my thesis are, firstly, what Hemstad 
calls the ‘Nordic winter’ after the end of the Swedish-Norwegian personal 
union in 1905, when a number of Swedish-Norwegian collaborations were 
broken off particularly from the Swedish side.29 Until the conflicts 
surrounding the union’s dissolution, the major obstruction for Scandinavian 
co-operation at least politically, if not culturally, had instead been 
Norwegian feelings of antipathy for Denmark after centuries as a tributary 
land. Secondly, the following recommencement of Scandinavist contacts and 
collaborative practices towards 1920 is a particularly active historical 
context for my inquiries. For instance, World War I hastened the common 
understanding between the three countries.30 In Hemstad’s view, the Nordic 
wave that increasingly supplanted Scandinavism from the 1910s onwards is 
no stranger to Scandinavism, but a direct heir to it.31 Her research 
corresponds to a shift in interest from the study of political Scandinavism to 
cultural; the latter definitely superseded visions of political unions after the 
failed Norwegian and Swedish participation in the second Schleswig War 
against Prussia in 1864, but had already existed from the eighteenth century 
onwards.32 In 1994, the historian Kristian Hvidt called for academic 
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examinations of Nordic sense of affinity and belonging, arguing: “Det er det 
kulturelle og ikke det politiske, som er og har været ledetråden i 
sammenholdet.”33 (The cultural, not the political is and has been the binding 
agent in the unity.)34 Since then, Hemstad’s monograph as well as Kari 
Haarder Ekman’s PhD thesis in the history of ideas have answered the call.35 
Hvidt in particular appeals to further study of organisational collaborations 
such as industrial exhibitions or pan-Scandinavian professional meetings and 
congresses. The film industry was no exception, as I will show in chapter 
two.  

Ideas of a shared identity are partly rooted in theories of climate and 
population. These were popular on the continent in the eighteenth century, 
but in Sweden, they were given a particular nationalist slant by the 
‘göticism’ movement (often translated as Gothism or Gothicism), and 
assigned a patriotic specificity linked to Northern and barren formative 
conditions.36 One proponent, Jacob Fredrik Neikter, in the late eighteenth 
century had a theory of Sami describing Sami ancestors as ‘trolls’ since 
assimilated with humans,37 in what seems a manifestation of the need to 
explain otherness. Climate theories were similarly nationalised in Norway, 
where the historian Gerhard Schøning argued in 1771 that Norwegians were 
formed and ennobled by living or having ‘originally’ lived in mountains, 
enduring cold winters and participating in sports such as above all skiing.38 
Still in 1952, a Norwegian literary historian played up climate and topos 
when claiming that “[e]t fjellands diktning har et annet grunnpreg enn 
diktningen i slettelandet” ([t]he literature of a mountainous country has a 
different basic character than the literature of flat lands).39 By this time, 
however, ideas about national character were no longer present in history 
proper in the Nordic countries.40 In the edited volume Nordic Paths to 
National Identity, which collects accounts of the development of Nordic 
nationalisms, a key issue is the historical definitions of ‘folk’ in the different 
countries. The Danish concept of ‘folk’ and in particular ‘folkelighed’ is 
submerged in Grundtvigian connotations. Much simplified, it is an anti-
essentialist, anti-Herderian notion linking ‘folk’ to soil, God, and a notion of 
democracy building on the supposed common sense of Everyman.41 In 
Sweden, the conservative triad folk–nation–king in the 1900s morphed into a 
social-democrat folk–state–class, using the ‘folkhem’ terminology, during 
the years up until 1930.42 On Norway’s part, what was at stake was the 
nation-building insistence on continuities with ancient history.43 By 
extension, this presupposed a conception of modern Norwegian ‘folk’ as 
Viking descendants. (As for Finland, the corresponding word kansa long 
retained a Fennoman, peasant ring, compared to Sweden.44) 

Scandinavism to a degree competed with pan-Germanism, as advocated at 
times by Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson as its principal spokesman in Scandinavia.45 
More importantly, it fought certain national currents such as the Norwegian 
separatist ‘cultural nationalism’, particularly in the movements associated 
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with Norwegian Nynorsk.46 For Scandinavianists, however, the ideal of 
closer co-operation, affinity or a sense of belonging between the countries 
was not at odds with nationalism. Its aim was not assimilation, but a retained 
diversity.47 Neither was Scandinavism to be conceived of as complementary 
to nationalism, but rather overlapping.48 Bo Stråth has several times pointed 
out how the Scandinavian and the Nordic has been part and parcel of nation-
building and national identity in the separate Nordic countries.49 The 
Scandinavian impulse has represented inward consensus and community, not 
outward demarcation. Furthermore, the individual Scandinavian 
nationalisms are commonly explained by means of those of the neighbouring 
countries.50 Attitudes and prejudices about the respective countries, 
conversely, are commonly shaped by mechanisms of projection and 
difference-finding comparison. Two examples relating to my research are, 
firstly, that from a Swedish point of view, Denmark is frivolous, as 
Copenhagen has been a pleasure (and drinking) destination for Swedes since 
steam connections developed in the second half of the nineteenth century. In 
this way, Denmark developed into the cultural ‘south’ (warm, liberal, 
bohemian) to Sweden’s ‘north’ (efficient, grey, controlled).51 Secondly, 
likewise seen from Sweden, Norway has been defined as a country of 
wondrous natural beauty overshadowing that of Sweden: “Norge är ett 
turistland. Sverige icke” (Norway is a tourist country. Sweden is not),52 Carl 
G. Laurin wrote in 1924. Laurin expressed his view of mountainous Norway 
in this way apropos of an encounter with a nature-loving Swede around 
1880.53 In the late nineteenth century, in Laurin’s description, Norwegian 
nature “rörde sig dunkelt hos tusentals svenskar och svenskor” (stirred 
vaguely within thousands of Swedish men and women), because of 
Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson’s depictions.54  

In the present day, Scandinavism and its successor Nordism is even 
among its champions characterised by a certain wonder that it is still not 
obsolete.55 Academically, there is a relatively steady trickle of research on 
both contemporary and historical Nordic and Scandinavian matters. I would 
like to mention a recent historical project in a sense allied with mine,56 
Hanna Enefalk’s discourse-analytical study of patriotic songs in Sweden, 
Norway and Finland during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century.57 One of the interesting findings in Enefalk’s study is that Swedish 
lyrics during the Swedish-Norwegian union regarded the two peoples as one 
and the same, as did Swedish songbooks when including Norwegian songs. 
Norwegian songbooks, in contrast, marked out Swedish songs by composing 
them typographically in the antiqua reserved for foreign languages. Enefalk 
also found that the discourse about Swedishness was insecure during the 
union, as if implicitly asking whether the songs should rather speak of 
Scandinavia instead of Sweden. After 1905, however, Swedish songbooks 
explode in mentions of Sweden and Swedes, and the overall production of 
patriotic songs surged in Sweden but declined in Norway.58 Furthermore 
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Enefalk identified the role of the popular movements (‘folkrörelserna’) in 
reinforcing stereotypes such as the sunny summery Sweden, the sound and 
folksy Norway, and a Finland defined by its Fenno-Swedish archipelago 
culture.59  

National cinemas: contested categories, largely undisturbed 
practices 
Critical theorising of national cinema has had a broader breakthrough since 
its first consolidation in Great Britain in the mid-1980s,60 an initial phase 
which followed a boom in the study of nationalism,61 and particularly built 
on a constructivist conception of nationalism (‘nationalism constructs 
nations’) such as that of the social anthropologist Ernest Gellner. These 
reflections flowed into empirical accounts of national cinema, where it has 
become customary to at least somewhat problematise the concept.62 One 
example is Sabine Hake, whose influential portrayal of German film sees 
national cinema as a contested and unstable category. In her book, Hake 
draws attention to “the tensions among national, regional, and local 
traditions; among national, international, and global perspectives, and among 
cultural, economic, and political definitions of nation”.63 This both threefold 
and tripartite awareness looks almost too neat, but nevertheless encapsulates 
many important nuances.  

From the theoretical side, even Andrew Higson, perhaps national 
cinema’s foremost analyst in the United Kingdom, has reconsidered his 
earlier, perhaps simplified conception of British films: basically, that they 
have contributed to the production of a certain national ideology.64 Instead, 
Higson begins looking for expressions of cultural diversity, drawing 
attention to contested boundaries or meanings of identities, and from this 
perspective states – like Hake – that “the national is almost always a fragile 
and contingent compromise”.65 It follows that the national can be more or 
less successful in attaining what it aspires to. What, then, is it that the 
national impulse aims for? I subscribe to Paul Willemen’s definition that in 
practice, nationalism is a mode of address, seeking to bind people to 
identities and working by mobilising cultural-political power.66 This 
definition corresponds to Homi Bhabha’s concept of a common national 
culture: “the complex strategies of cultural identification and discursive 
address that function in the name of ‘the people’ or ‘the nation’ and make 
them the immanent subject of a range of social literary narratives”.67 Like 
Andrew Higson, I believe it vital to recognise that the national impulse 
cannot on its own determine signifying practices such as films.68 Put another 
way, identity does not produce subjectivity. Following Willemen’s Bhabha-
inspired definition, subjectivity is a counterpart to (national) identity, 
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exceeding identity and relating to it in diverse, fluid and potentially self-
reflexive ways.69  

Willemen furthermore makes a case for distinguishing between 
discourses of nationalism and a national cultural ‘specificity’.70 Such 
specificity is ingrained in films through national institutions (censorship, 
training institutions, means of production, licensing, etc.), but does not 
necessarily engage with nationalism in its sense of being “a particular, 
reductive, politically functional identity”.71 This is an interesting distinction 
to apply to Scandinavian silent films, where Danish, Swedish, and 
Norwegian film production can be annotated in different historical curves, 
each with discernible (although of course never quite unified) trends 
oscillating between Willemen’s notions of ‘specific’ and the ‘national’, and 
where they may borrow particularly successful ‘specificities’ from one 
another (see chapter one). Discussions of national cinema often begin in 
contemporary or recent films, but the places where national narratives 
unravel are certainly no less interesting in the historical perspective.  

At the core of national discourse is the (often ideological) usage of 
history. While analyses of national discourse in film often highlight current 
uses of history, historical examples are not as often discussed, such as cases 
from earlier periods of filmmaking. Obvious exceptions are analyses of the 
‘Great King’ film category: notably the German string of Frederick the Great 
films before and after sound, or in Sweden the privately financed, major 
two-part production Karl XII (John W. Brunius, Historisk film/Herman 
Rasch 1925), Två konungar the same year (Two Kings, Elis Ellis, SF 1925) 
and earlier on the likewise two-part Gustaf Wasa (John W. Brunius, 
Wasafilm 1918).72 In Denmark in the mid-1910s, Guldhornene (The Gold 
Horns, Kay van der Aa Kühle, Filmfabriken Danmark, 1914) had fulfilled 
similar functions. It goes, perhaps, without saying that in analysing 
conceptions of history in past configurations of the national, a layered sense 
of histories and historiographies presents itself and must be approached with 
a measure of orderliness. An amount of theorising of the uses and abuses of 
history is popular, and popularised, in Sweden under the heading 
‘historiebruk’ and is broadly present in history teaching in school.73 In 
particular, it has been put into function and further theorised by the historian 
Peter Aronsson.74 For clarity, I will use the phrase “use of history” to denote 
this line of reasoning, although the discussion about such ideas roams wider 
than this term or any other. Benedict Anderson’s ideas about this are most 
clearly expressed in his essay “Memory and Forgetting” for the second 
edition of Imagined Communities.75 In his account, European nationalisms 
developing in the first half of the nineteenth century imagined themselves as 
‘awakening from sleep’ and evoking a reattachment to more or less ancient 
roots.76 The result is an inverted sense of history where ancient roots are the 
results of the modern nation, just as other historical events seem to have 
logically preceded events that chronologically came first: “World War II 
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begets World War I; out of Sedan comes Austerlitz; the ancestor of the 
Warsaw Uprising is the state of Israel.”77 Such a fleeting sense of 
chronology in what Anderson calls the ‘biography’ of a nation adds yet 
another dimension of timelines and histories. In an article from 2008, a 
trans-Nordic venture by four historians from different countries usefully 
assesses past and present historiographies of the four Nordic countries 
covered.78 The article discusses different concepts of ‘folk’ and its relations 
to the states, and identifies master narratives and tensions within these. As 
regards past historiographies, their findings at large are consistent with 
Anderson’s observations in the sense that historians were instrumental to the 
construction of national identities.79 During the time bracket 1905–1940 
(after the Swedish-Norwegian union and before Scandinavia was drawn into 
World War II)80, the labour movement and recent large-scale modernisation 
of the societies were new issues to historiography, causing a major divide in 
master narratives. However, the most influential historians in all the four 
countries were still conservative during this period, exemplified by Carl 
Grimberg’s idealistic historical narrative.81  

Narrative and the workings of ideologies are traditionally seen as 
interlocking quantities: in a general sense through their processes of ordering 
and selection; and in the language of film studies from the 1970s, 
perspective, identification and apparatus. Benedict Anderson points out how 
histories of the (newly awakened) nations were strategically ‘emplotted’ and 
describes a selection of narratives of (internal) wars. In them, inhabitants of 
what has since become unified nations are portrayed as ‘brothers’ despite 
having fought on opposing sides.82 These manoeuvres are possible by means 
of a strategy referred to by Anderson as reminding the reader “of something 
which it is immediately obligatory to forget”: roughly, things that everybody 
knows but are still not spoken of properly. By example, it is necessary to 
immediately ‘forget’ that William the Conqueror was of course ‘Conqueror 
of the English’. If truly acknowledged, this fact “would turn the old Norman 
predator into a more successful precursor of Napoleon and Hitler”.83 Danish 
films about the Dano-Swedish war in 1658–60 locate themselves in a world 
of ideas which is comparable, but in a sense nostalgically inverted. The two 
literary adaptations Gøngehøvdingen (Carl Alstrup, Biorama 1909) and 
Lasse Maansson fra Skaane (A. W. Sandberg, Nordisk Film 1923) were 
made in different periods and production contexts, but both play up the 
(reluctant or whole-hearted) heroism of inhabitants of Scania and Halland 
loyal to the Danish crown but falling under Swedish rule. In both films, the 
love plots function as sensors for the moral-cum-’national’ status of the 
characters: Svend Povlsen (‘Gøngehøvdingen’) was a true Danish-allied 
rebel and, in the film, earns a social position through his valiant deeds which 
makes it possible for him to propose.84 The fictitious Lasse Månsson, on the 
other hand, is a loutish Swedish soldier who finds himself in love with a 
Danish maid. His heart is purified by her love, and he embraces his identity 
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as a Dane and chooses to change his allegiance. In this way, the ideas of 
romantic, loyal rebeldom and romantic courting fuse and relate to the idea of 
a ‘good man’. In both cases, the will to inclusion of different kinds of 
countrymen certainly normalises a conceived, historical Danishness even 
outside of the country’s current borders, but is broken up by the not-
forgotten circumstance that these areas never returned to the Danish Crown.  

Historical films, or films in historical settings,85 are one concern in this 
thesis, but mostly confined to certain time brackets (around 1910, in the late 
1910s, and in the 1920s) or else only exceptionally. In both Denmark and 
Sweden, during stretches of time historical settings were discouraged by the 
film-producing companies. This applied both to period drama and to 
historical films proper and was due to reasons of practical production and of 
exportability.86 Another site of interest throughout is language, and as 
Anderson points out, vernacular languages played a newly important role in 
this new conception of an ancestral national specificity.87 This observation 
has some bearings on this thesis and the negotiations of linguistic similarities 
and differences often going on in Scandinavian film culture. Furthermore, 
less solemn cultural or national characteristics than (the heavily gendered) 
narratives of wars and kings are, of course, no less interesting. For the 
purpose of pinpointing such concerns, Michael Billig has introduced the idea 
of ‘banal nationalism’, where experienced nationality begins in the details.88 
In effect, Billig subsumes what Willemen calls the ‘culturally specific’ 
underneath the umbrella of the ‘national’, and in the process gives it 
different overtones. Many everyday occurrences, Billig argues, weave a 
quotidian national web around inhabitants and makes nationalism an 
‘endemic condition’, not an ‘intermittent mood’ surfacing on constitution 
days or similar.89 Often quoted examples of such daily recurrent events are 
the nationally specific weather report or the sports pages, a linking of 
medialisation and the everyday reminiscent of the work of Michel de 
Certeau or, more recently, Sarah Pink.90 In its conception of national 
identity, Billig’s ‘banal nationalism’ is reminiscent of Louis Althusser’s 
view of what makes up ideology: small ritual practices determined by 
material institutions related to the state.91 Althusser does not, however, 
appear in Billig’s book. An advantage of the concept of banal nationalism is 
how difficult it is for analysts to out-define and distance themselves from 
nationalism; it is obvious that everyone is to some degree entangled. 
Nationalism, as Billig notes, is habitually projected onto ‘others’.92 For the 
sake of distinguishing between these potentially different models of what 
nationalism entails, as well as for the buoyancy of Billig’s argument, it is 
laudable that he avoids stretching the term ‘nationalism’ itself too far and 
reserves the compound ‘banal nationalism’ for his objects of study. When 
making use of Billig’s line of thought, I, too, heed this distinction. 

As for the outside borders of concepts of the national, Stephen Crofts 
notes that national cinema is commonly defined against American cinema.93 
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For anyone considering films and film culture after the late 1910s, this is a 
perspective difficult to leave aside.94 American cinema is, as many have 
pointed out, seldom treated as a national cinema. One exception is Richard 
Abel, who refreshingly conceives of American film culture as developing 
into a national-cinema mode, as he uncovers the changing French-American 
relations in early cinema from an American perspective.95 In the perspective 
of history and heritage, Hollywood and other national cinemas have had a 
sometimes uneasy relationship. Mette Hjort recounts Carl Theodor Dreyer’s 
plea in 1939 that there should be a Danish-produced biopic of Hans 
Christian Andersen.96 Dreyer argued that there would otherwise soon be a 
non-specific and, to a Danish audience, non-recognisable Hollywood version 
made, a prophecy which was fulfilled. Hjort then follows up with the case of 
Out of Africa (Sydney Pollack, 1985), a likewise non-specific and to Danish 
audiences non-recognisable Hollywood version of a time in Karen Blixen’s 
life. The opposition evoked by Hjort is ‘major culture’ (in her book, 
Hollywood) versus ‘minor culture’ (Denmark). This model illuminating the 
relationship between smaller and larger cultures (‘cultures’ are here 
understood as nations taking part in film culture) is highly relevant as a 
framing device both for intra-Nordic and for Hollywood–Nordic historical 
relations. Calibrating these spectacles for Scandinavia, a vibrant discussion 
in Norway around 1920 was Norwegian cultural heritage used by Swedes. In 
chapter two, I argue that Swedes were largely trusted to administer and make 
sense of Norwegian cultural heritage. 

Establishing the historical transnational in Scandinavian film 
Some pieces of a trans-Scandinavian film history of the silent era exist. 
Marguerite Engberg has acted as the chronicler of Danes in Swedish silent 
cinema, and Jan Olsson has shown how important Danish know-how was to 
the early Malmö film production company Frans Lundberg.97 An antiquated 
and anecdotal book about foreign actors in Danish silent film contributes 
with (in place of reliable facts) a good sense of the interest of a mediated 
cosmopolitan atmosphere and clues to Norwegian and Swedish actors’ 
images.98 More recently, the volume Nordic Explorations contains several 
transnational perspectives on silent-era events in the Nordic countries.99 As 
for other periods, early sound films in Scandinavia were often transnational, 
but have garnered insufficient attention.100 Later on, the for its time solitary 
and production-wise experimental co-production effort Sult 
(Hunger/Svält/Sult, Henning Carlsen, Denmark/Sweden/Norway: Henning 
Carlsen Film 1966) has given a fair share of attention, but the primary focus 
of the discussions has been its adaptation techniques from Hamsun’s novel 
to the big screen.101 As for the numerous Nordic or Scandinavian co-
productions from more recent years, from the 1980s onwards, these have 
been subject to relatively lively discussion, not least by Mette Hjort.102 The 
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volume Transnational Cinema in a Global North also deals with recent 
cinema and extends the scope from the national to other perspectives.103 I 
largely concur with the book’s identification of previous literature on 
(national) cinema in Nordic countries to its date of publication in 2005 as 
taking “the national category as a given”, such as Peter Cowie’s works.104 
Concerning other edited volumes in English, The Cinema of Scandinavia 
only very occasionally touches on transnational issues.105 Nordic National 
Cinemas very sketchily covers the wave of transnational co-productions 
from the 1980s onwards and does not dwell on the silent era. This double 
circumstance would explain why it does not reassess its pronounced (but 
within its own frames, duly problematised) focus on the national.106 Nordic 
Constellations, in contrast, takes its name from Jürgen Habermas’ 
‘postnational constellation’, marking a turn from separate national cinemas 
to globalised and transnational concerns, as well as local ones.107 Recently, 
the publication of Historical Dictionary of Scandinavian Cinema has been 
useful for the opportunity to quickly view aspects of cinema history in the 
Nordic countries both together and separately.108 As for accounts of 
(trans)nationality beyond Scandinavia in the silent era, the volume Early 
Cinema and the ‘National’ (2008) helpfully discusses and problematises the 
doctrine that nation was of little importance for early film.109  

As for intra-national historiography with a view to the transnational, 
Finland (mostly outside of my scope, as discussed) sets an excellent example 
at the present time with its current research project ‘Transnational History of 
Finnish Cinema’ (funded by Academy of Finland and running 2012–2014). 
Similar endeavours have not yet taken place in the Scandinavian countries. 
Since the introduction of film studies as an academic discipline in the 1960s 
(Denmark), 1970s (Sweden) and 1980s (Norway), national film histories 
have been renewed and revised in different ways. The young academic 
environment in Norway has only recently brought forth a substantial film 
history to replace Sigurd Evensmo’s long dominating work, which was 
commissioned by Kommunale Kinematografers Landsförbund (KKL).110 
The book is Gunnar Iversen’s Norsk filmhistorie from 2011, which as seen 
from my perspective commendably includes more transnational perspectives 
than has usually been the case in national film histories, even in a Norwegian 
context where accounting for influences from other film-producing countries 
has long made sense.111 Markku Nenonen’s relatively recent history of 
Finnish early film is another example of the inclusion of a fuller 
transnational context in the Nordic countries.112 Iversen’s book was a 
conscious act of rebellion against Evensmo’s influence, his term for this 
stance being ‘fadermord’ (patricide), a common way in Scandinavian 
languages of figuratively denoting acts of rebellious apostasy.113 Iversen’s 
impetus was Evensmo’s dismissive and summary dealing with specimens of 
Norwegian films.114 A recent biography of Evensmo confirms his ambivalent 
attitude to film despite his insistence that his book sought to counteract the 
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idea that cinema was a second-rate art.115 Reliable Norwegian histories 
previous to Iversen’s are the popularised Bedre enn sitt rykte and the 
comprehensive transmedia account Kinoens mørke, fjernsynets lys.116 
Nation-specific PhD theses of particular interest to this project have in 
Norway’s case been those of Ove Solum and Mona Pedersen.117  

Danish film research on the silent era also takes previous generations of 
cinema historians to task, in this case in the form of ‘matricide’ of the 
(female) nestor Marguerite Engberg, active in academics for a long period. 
Casper Tybjerg’s PhD thesis often argues against Engberg’s previous 
representations of events.118 However, Tybjerg also often builds on Engberg, 
whose systematic although sometimes mistaken efforts have been vital to 
Danish film-historical research. Tybjerg paints a broad and insightful picture 
including aspects of Nordisk Film’s international ambitions (such as variant 
endings for different countries) and Denmark’s all-important relations to 
Germany. These are also depicted in various details in the informative edited 
volume Schwarzer Traum und weisse Sklavin.119 In his valuable PhD thesis 
about Nordisk Films Kompagni, Isak Thorsen, too, revises Engberg’s 
conception of key events.120 As regards other company histories, Jan Nielsen 
has an eye for the Scandinavian angle in his history of the Danish 
distribution and production business Det skandinavisk-russiske 
handelshus/Filmfabriken Danmark.121 Denmark lacks a modern, general and 
integrated account of the history of Danish film, although an encyclopedic 
history exists.122 The standard history of Danish silent cinema culture which 
particularly addresses cinema theatres is Gunnar Sandfeld’s highly detailed 
Den stumme scene from 1966.123 

Sweden has seen synthesising film histories by the academics (and 
practitioners) Gösta Werner in 1970 and Rune Waldekranz in 1985.124 
Waldekranz was instrumental for a shift towards film-culture history in 
Sweden through his work on cinemas.125 Bengt Idestam-Almquist (‘Robin 
Hood’), critic and in-house researcher at the Swedish Film Institute, also 
issued a number of Swedish film histories with narrower time brackets.126 
Although riveting, these are opaque and their arguments sweeping, one 
reason being that Idestam-Almquist relies somewhat heavily on 
interviews.127 After Werner and Waldekranz followed Leif Furhammar’s 
influential film history in several editions from 1991 onwards, which does 
not challenge them, but is less person oriented.128 Like Waldekranz, 
Furhammar to a degree covers other aspects such as film culture. Neither 
work especially observes transnational aspects, nor do they particularly 
engage with each other in any form close to ‘patricide’. The ‘national-
cinema’ frame is largely unquestioned; Jan Olsson makes for one exception 
in establishing how the Swedish national film canon was shaped by 
reviewers, critics and academics particularly during the 1960s, enforcing an 
unambiguous terminology of artists, classics, and periods.129 Mats Björkin 
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acknowledges transnational elements beyond Scandinavia in Swedish silent 
film culture throughout in his PhD thesis.130 

Accounts from the Scandinavian countries that in some sense 
problematise or highlight national cinema are usefully read together, such as 
these specimens describing aspects of the early 1920s and, for Sweden, the 
preceding years: Both Casper Tybjerg and Anne Marit Myrstad have written 
accounts of how the Swedish so-called golden age of cinema triggered 
Danish and Norwegian national-minded film, and Bo Florin has described 
the Scandinavian literary originals of films that were part of the same 
Swedish golden age.131 Patrick Vonderau, Bo Florin and Arne Lunde have 
covered transnational aspects of the silent era with one foot in Scandinavia 
and the other abroad (Berlin or Hollywood).132 Also relevant to this thesis is 
early and anecdotal film-historical material, which is however treated on an 
equal footing with primary material. Leif Sinding’s and Arnold Hending’s 
books as well as a number of memoirs fall into this category. 

b. Material considerations 
 
A phrase from Michel Foucault’s pen lends itself smoothly to silent-era film 
historiography, where most of the films are lost, most of them probably 
irretrievably: the historian should “substitute for the enigmatic treasure of 
‘things’ anterior to discourse, the regular formation of objects that emerge 
only in discourse”.133 In the triangle of material, method, and theory, the 
three sides obviously determine each other mutually, and in this thesis, the 
historical sources available to a degree consist of external discourses which 
are set the task of producing meaningful patterns. As for the generally 
historical-materialist matrix sketched below in the next subchapter as the 
theoretical backdrop of the thesis, it encourages a network of different 
varieties of source material. In this way it accommodates Gomery and 
Allen’s by now classic dictum that film viewing is not always the 
appropriate research method.134 While striving to be always alert to a sense 
of the actual films in question135 – whether or not they have actually survived 
– the thesis relies most heavily on a main bulk of source material that 
comprises printed matter such as trade journals, daily press, programme 
booklets, posters, stills, and advertising, along with traditional archival 
sources such as correspondence, accounts and similar corporate paperwork. 
The main corporate sources are the Nordisk Films Kompagni’s archive and 
other collections held at the Danish Film Institute, the Svenska 
Biografteatern/Svensk Filmindustri archive held at the Swedish Film 
Institute, and to some extent the Gundersen Archive at the National Library 
of Norway. However, even these traditional sources are treated less as hard 
bricks for an empirical study than as ‘soft’ matter for discourse analysis. 
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Journalistic and trade-publication sources and their digitisation 
Many textual sources in film archives are press cuttings, and journalistic 
material in itself is in several respects a rich source for understanding film 
culture. While I do not study press culture directly and do not follow 
particular writers or formats, many parts of the thesis rely considerably on 
notions and inflections expressed in journalistic material. Two film scholars 
known for drawing on journalistic sources are Richard Abel and Jan Olsson. 
Abel, who has much experience in using local press as source material, 
reflects that newspaper discourse on film can be revealing of cultural-
historical context such as pre-existing cultural practices and new mass 
market structures brought on by film culture.136 One example is how 
photoplay pages, in Norman Fairclough’s terminology (see below), 
disembedded and recontextualised movie stories.  

This practice makes visible a media context which adds knowledge of 
target groups and therefore makes sense of programming, and which also 
points to a reciprocality between newspapers and film.137 This new 
readability of target groups may lead, for example, to more accurate gender 
assumptions, for instance that many film writers were female just like their 
principal readers, as a background to the gendering of the star discourse in 
newspapers.138 At other times, Abel somewhat problematises newspapers as 
direct historical sources – the historian must question “veracity, 
responsibility, and relevance” – but sees the local press as a great (and in 
film studies clearly underused) source for piecemeal and local histories.139 
Jan Olsson traces film culture in the press in detail in his book Los Angeles 
before Hollywood,140 and his approach is further described in a 2004 article 
describing journalistic writers dealing with film in their capacity as 
metaspectators.141 Their columns and other pieces may disclose how other 
societal discourses such as the regulatory one – i.e., censorship – framed 
early film culture. In the article, Olsson employs a binary opposition of soft 
(discourse)/hard (evidence) to unravel the threads of a film studies debate on 
the handling of historical sources about early film, notably the debate about 
exhibition in pre-transitional era Manhattan conducted in Cinema Journal. 
The key names were Robert C. Allen, Ben Singer, Judith Thissen and 
Roberta Pearson, and William Uricchio, and the debate as a whole displayed 
some limitations of both soft (i.e., newspaper sources) and hard data, or 
ultimately how each produces different scholarship.142 In my own position 
where I employ press sources, I escape the potential problematics of 
extracting hard evidence from discourse by instead using these ‘soft’ sources 
for ‘soft’ analysis.143 This basic choice is particularly relevant because I use 
press cuttings or else limited samples instead of going through entire 
volumes, which for the lengthy time frame and geographical scope of this 
thesis would be too time-consuming. Rather than attempt the 
transubstantiation of snippets which all depend on genre, style and cultural 
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and ideological circumstances into empirical fact, I have settled for a 
discourse-analytical approach to press texts as well as other kinds of sources. 
This aspect of my method most closely approximates Olsson’s tracing of 
conflating discourses; the discourse is, as it were, the message. Easier to 
view with a maintained sense of totality of material is the press discourse 
found in the different kinds of film journals and magazines. Practically 
speaking they can be read in entire volumes, and even more than is the case 
with newspapers they have a clear sender with an obvious and consequent 
agenda, which simplifies the assessment of them as source material. In the 
silent period film journals bloomed in Sweden, particularly after 1918. Both 
Denmark and Norway had considerably fewer ones, although films were 
quite often written about in more general culture or theatre journals in 
Denmark.144 

My temporal ‘standstill’ for the thesis (see below) takes place during a 
period of transition between material historical sources and digital ones in 
Scandinavia. Somewhat frustratingly, the thesis can just begin to reap a few 
fruits of current digitisation projects. My work, during these first stages of 
change (which I believe to be radical) in the array of possibilities for using 
historical sources, not least from the twentieth century, is in this way given a 
certain positionality. It needs to lean on archive collections (and relate 
actively to the selection that has been carried out there), but can to a degree 
broaden and supplement these sources with digital searches. As the term 
‘digital humanities’ hints at,145 this grand-scale development is more than a 
question of practical accessibility, simplified searchability and less need for 
travel: it is a digital turn, directly shaping research scopes and results. It 
offers a different level of systematic accuracy, and also extended 
possibilities of quantifiability, potentially marrying computational 
humanities’ history of data processing and new access to vast extents of 
publicly or scholarly accessible data.146 Obstacles are making themselves 
felt: Bob Nicholson in a recent article mentions copyright and inadvertent 
remediations often to some degree distorting the source: for newspapers, 
from single issues to bound volumes, then on to microfilm or, for more 
fragmented types or sources, fiche; and then straight on to digitisation from 
the filmed or photographed image.147 Slightly discouragingly, the image 
Nicholson paints of the situation for digitised historical sources in English a 
good ten years ago – in order to contrast with the current availability – seems 
to more or less go for Scandinavia today. Among the virtues of digitisation is 
a sense of empowerment on the side of the researcher; as Eric Schaefer 
describes it in a special issue of Cinema Journal discussing the film archive, 
with digital access the scholar can avoid having to pose as “humble 
supplicants waiting for admission at the gates of knowledge” in actual 
archival locations with sometimes complicated conditions of usage.148 

Awaiting the formation of a body of literature theorising the digital turn, I 
will try to point out the methodological effects of this turn in its current 
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Scandinavian stage of crisis (in the sense of crisis historiography, see 
subchapter 4 c). As regards the films viewed, almost all of the Swedish film 
material (limited as it is) has in fact been available digitally, as the National 
Library of Sweden cooperates closely with the Swedish Film Institute, 
digitising older analogue material on researchers’ demands.149 The films are 
in too low resolution for close analysis, but are valuable for somewhat less 
exacting needs. In contrast, a considerable share of the Danish film material 
only came in the form of reels viewed on an editing table, although the 
Danish Film Institute has also made a number of films available for viewing 
as digital files at their library and has issued a considerably larger number of 
silent film titles on DVD than their counterparts in Sweden or Norway. As 
for Norway, Mediateket at the National Library recently began offering film 
digitisation on request as computer files;150 however, the material I used was 
viewed on pre-existing, non-commercial VCR or DVD copies. A number of 
the relevant titles from each country have during the time of research been 
available to me as cinema screenings in their original formats. However, as 
the thesis relies only to a limited degree on close readings of films and even 
less on issues of film form, the significance of the question of medium has 
been prosaic as it has principally concerned screening costs.  

The situation is more charged with methodological consequence when it 
comes to printed sources. Most pressingly, this concerns historical press 
material, which are at my cut-off in late 2013 largely not yet available 
digitally in Scandinavia. The only digitised newspaper that has been of 
significant use for the thesis is the Norwegian Aftenposten, which did not at 
the time accommodate much film material compared to, for instance, Tidens 
Tegn. While American historic press is being digitised with increasingly 
good coverage through ProQuest, Media History Digital Library Newspaper 
Archive and the National Digital Newspaper Program, the situation for 
smaller countries is different. By October 2013, Norway has made only this 
one national daily from my period of study available, although the National 
Library of Norway has unusually ambitious plans of large-scale digitisation 
of its entire newspaper collection as well as all of the library’s other material 
content in its entirety.151 As for Sweden, the venture Digidaily (which ended 
in March 2013) has made a limited number of newspapers available, 
whereof two national dailies, both of which started publication in the 
nineteenth century (Aftonbladet and Svenska Dagbladet). Whereas the 
National Library of Sweden holds approximately 122 million physical 
newspaper pages, Digidaily has made between two and three million pages 
available.152 In comparison, the British Library’s more comprehensive 
project aims to make 40 million pages from 300 years of journalism 
available online.153 Through ProQuest, historical issues of The Guardian and 
The Observer are readable from Scandinavia, to name but a few of the 
international possibilities which set off the comparable Scandinavian 
meagreness.154 The British Film Institute, similarly, is in the process of 
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digitising four million press cuttings.155 In Denmark, no historic newspapers 
are as yet available digitally. A few are scanned by The State Library – 
Denmark’s alternative, province National Library in Aarhus – but are not 
open to the public, and coverage is sporadic. On examining the choice of 
papers and volumes, it is clear that in Denmark, the stress in the field of 
interest is partly shifted to papers of a largely specific historical interest and 
to a temporal concentration around the Second War of Schleswig. Both 
aspects are explained by these papers’ and years’ significance in Danish 
political history, important for the formation of Danish self-conception. The 
usefulness of this digitisation project for my research is accordingly limited 
exactly because of its close alignment with national history. Had it been 
possible for the thesis to lean on digitised and reasonably searchable 
Scandinavian material, then its use of press sources might possibly have 
turned out vastly different. Above all, a higher degree of exactitude in the 
assessment of how particular events or moments in time were understood 
could have been established. In what way this may have influenced the 
conclusions is, of course, not possible to conjecture. As it is, the thesis is as 
much about how material sources have been subject to someone’s 
(wondrous) acts of collecting and filing cuttings, that is, about provenance, 
as about the content.  

However, digitising comes with problems of its own. Optical character 
recognition (OCR) is treacherous and may cause crucial flaws in 
searchability and therefore representative reliability. Searchability, 
understood as indexing and retrieval, hinges above all on the correct 
recognition of so-called significant words in the text, a circumstance which 
may leave more marginal subjects and interests vulnerable. The British 
Library’s nineteenth century newspaper digitisation, a pilot project with 
40,000 pages of newsprint, was assessed for OCR accuracy by King’s 
Digital Consultancy Services, based within the Centre for Computing in the 
Humanities at King’s College London.  156 Among other aspects, the KDCS 
warned that simple character accuracy rates may be misleading, and stated in 
its presentation that in a 1,000 word text, a 90 per cent character accuracy 
might mean that anything between 90 per cent and 50 per cent of the words 
would be correct. The decisive factor for searchability, however, is still not 
the number of correct words, but rather the number of correct ‘significant 
words’, where the search results might possibly – following the laws of 
probability – be anything between almost 100 per cent or near zero. Consider 
this optically recognised text excerpt from a Swedish daily in 1919 about 
Svenska Bio’s current shooting and locations: 

Svenska Biograftea- terns Inspemingen av. Hjalmar Bergrnjsns »Hans nåds 
testamente» med dxMrl Mf ntzius sont kammarherren och ute» ta Almroth 
som Blenda är nu avshrtad och i dagarna har Victor Sjöström av- rest till 
Dalarna för att fortsätta med Karin Ingmarsdbtter. Det år nu be- stämt, att 
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titelrollen skaQ utföras av iru Tora Teje, som alltså har får prö- va sina krafter 
pé en filmron av en onnan läggning än Elga i Kbstrtl i Sendbrmr. Hr. Sjöström 
spelar Ing-:rrar och hr Harry Malmstedt ufi- Ingmar. Inspemingen försjggår i 
Nås, sftrrrma trakt där fngmarssönerna m- rpilades, medan den bekanta Över- 
svämningen i detta kapitel i boken i våras upptogs i Mora. Hr Mauritz Stiller 
beger sig döma vecka till Lofoten för att träffa för- bcicdande arrangemenf för 
inspel- ningen av ett skådespel.för vifkét hr Stiller och skalden Bertil 
Malmberg bära ansvaret I den storslagna na- turen där uppe har man en 
ypperlig miljö för handlingen i stycket - en miljö som förut icke tagits i 
anspråk vid någon filminspelning. Sedan V hr Stiller utsett lampliga platser 
och i övrigt ordnat för upptagningen, följer sällskapet, omkring 20 personer, 
efter. De förnämsta rollerna uppbäras .’av fru Karin Molander och hr Lars 
Håns- son, vilka härmed återbördats till Svenska Biografteatcm. I dagarna 
avslutar hr Ivan Hedqvist exteriörerna i Selma Lagerlöfs »Dun- ungen», 
varefter inomhusscenema o- medelbart böija upptagas pä ateljén på Lidmgön. 
För extriörerna har .man haft att tillgå en gammal vacker bruksegendom i 
Värmland, på pricken oen omgivning som Selma Lagerlöf tänkt sig för 
händelseförloppet i »Dunungen», nämligen en värmländsk gård på 1840- 
talet.157 [Translation not relevant] 

  
Although the text is legible for any Swedish-reader at home in Swedish film 
history, when the correctly read significant words are tallied up – in my 
calculation, the significant words amount to the proper nouns except 
geographical names or film characters – their share does not rise to more 
than 62.5 per cent. The production company’s name Svenska Biografteatern 
is not searchable, and neither is quite half of the film titles: Karin 
Ingmarsdotter, Klostret i Sendomir and Ingmarssönerna come out wrongly, 
whereas Hans nåds testamente and Dunungen (just) pull through. Some 
personal names are corrupted – Hjalmar Bergman, Karl Mantzius, Greta 
Almroth and Lars Hanson – but most are not. Harry Malmstedt is a mistake 
for Bertil Malmstedt (Harry is a different actor), but was nevertheless 
rendered correctly, as were Tora Teje, Karin Molander, Bertil Malmberg and 
Ivan Hedqvist. Furthermore, some of the most important names Selma 
Lagerlöf, Victor Sjöström and Mauritz Stiller emerge unscathed, but 
celebrity is not a factor in the character recognition. Digidaily matches 
words against a list from Swedish Archive Information (SVAR) of personal 
names and occupations, modern and historical word lists, and geographical 
names from the National Land Survey of Sweden (all but one of the 
geographical names in the excerpt came out correctly).158 

Digitised material undoubtedly offers many more hits in a much shorter 
time than browing physical sources, but as yet it cannot promise 
comprehensiveness. When British Library’s Digitisation Strategy 2008–2011 
lists the benefits of digitising their collection,159 it mentions issues of access, 
overview and visibility in accordance with ideals of visual knowledge in the 
media of museums and exhibitions from the nineteenth century onwards.160 
Materially, the documents or objects are spared and therefore better 
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preserved, and the library furthermore hopes that digitisation may “[r]eveal 
illegible and hidden text or images and permit non-intrusive testing of 
materials”, that is, provide a platform for unique tools to further knowledge 
about the collections. Most importantly in a theoretical respect, the library 
wishes digitisation to “[a]dd value to, and open up previously unimagined 
areas for research” as well as “[s]upport innovative methods of research” 
such as vector research. 

Press cutting collections: Engaging with the fragmented 
textual archive 
Even if ‘everybody’ in the field of film history uses press cutting collections, 
researchers seldom own up and credit the archive for the source. As a 
consequence, the humble but ubiquitous press cutting has never quite broken 
the surface in the theoretical and methodological discourses of film 
historiography nor in cultural history in general. What is more, the window 
of opportunity for a collective effort to theorise institutional, physical 
yellowed scraps has probably already closed. With the recent developments 
in digitising old volumes of printed media, any concern about the press 
cutting is likely to fade in perceived importance in comparison to these novel 
and vast opportunities for historians. Hopefully, the risk will be attended to 
that large-scale digitisation projects may to a degree neglect marginal 
material such as isolated or orphaned relics, which offers less efficiency than 
entire volumes. If so, they might end up in as even more marginal objects in 
the capacity of their ultimately material status. At least, then, in the rear-
view mirror, film historians in many archival spaces have as a dominant 
modus operandi relied on collections of press cuttings pertaining to the 
cinema, or have at the very least certainly been likely to now and then 
encounter them. It is the sheer amount of press cuttings available in archives 
that renders it necessary to take them into consideration. Their merits of 
manageability and availability are evident. For these reasons they have often 
served as mere secondary pointers to primary events, as obviously mediated 
accounts whose degree of veracity is has been the role of the film historian 
to lay down. I posit they are worth paying attention to in their own right. 

A distant visionary horizon may promise an eventually complete 
digitization of all press sources in all countries that hold relevant press 
cutting collections, each country with its specific legislation and copyright. 
Still, it is safe to assume that press cutting collections will need to fulfil their 
role for many years yet. Even after that sell-by date, their provenance and 
bias may still provide interesting material for studying their respective 
owners. Film press-cutting collections may be found in institutions such as 
national film institutes, censorship authorities or museums, as well as under 
the auspices of private operators such as certain foundations, associations, or 
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businesses. The practice of cutting, collecting and categorising press material 
about film in many cases began in the 1910s or 20s, or else whenever the 
organisation in question was founded. At the Danish and Swedish Film 
Institutes, the libraries hold press cuttings from the silent era in the files for 
individual films – mostly reviews – and in some cases in scrapbooks. The 
Norwegian National Library holds few cuttings, but has some scrapbooks 
primarily in its theatre history collection. Sigtunastiftelsen in Sweden holds 
indexed cuttings from 15–20 Swedish and Nordic newspapers from 1920 
onwards. Another source in Sweden that has surely been in use, but has 
seldom been named, is the large press cuttings archive for the Statens 
Biografbyrå, Sweden’s centralised censorship authority. The archive runs 
from 1912 until 1993, but has a gap from 1923 until 1925, which probably 
mirrors a cancellation of a previous agreement with a press cutting agency. 
Before 1923, the cuttings are collected in scrapbooks, probably by the 
Biografbyrå itself judging by the sometimes inadequate or unprofessional 
source information. Still, they were most likely culled from their original 
newspaper context by an agency (likely Svenska Telegrambyrån), judging 
by give-away markings in blue crayon. Underlinings and comments in 
cuttings also testify to active usage by the Biografbyrå – often in red, in 
contrast to the agency’s blue. After the more or less three-year gap, the 
cuttings seem to still come from an agency, but are not collected in 
scrapbooks but are archived as loose sheets. The Biografbyrå’s collections is 
an example of an internal, working archive, put together for practical 
purposes. As a working archive it can be likened to a newspaper morgue, but 
where the latter kind of archive is heuristically systematised for the needs of 
journalists, the censorship authority’s collections are not indexed, but 
organised in large books meant for continuous leafing or reading. It seems 
that they are arranged for giving an overview of the history of Swedish film 
censorship, an idea which would cohere with their status as the first such 
centralised institution in the world. The historian benefits from this, as an 
important disadvantage of all loose-leaf or indexed cutting systems – as well 
as of overly quick digital searches – is a weakened or non-existent sense of 
context and temporality. 

Although cinema historiography has become increasingly aware and 
reflective about the daily press as a source for film culture, the material 
discussed is usually entire newspaper volumes. Exactly individual cuttings 
are, on the other, hand the focus for Amelie Hastie’s study of the 
scrapbook,161 but as personal scrapbooks are private and not institutional 
sources they follow different mechanisms, being more haphazard, more 
subjective and more emotionally determined. Meanwhile, cutting collections 
remain distinctly underdiscussed despite being widely used. Despite the fact 
that the general archival discourse in the historical disciplines ordinarily 
concerns the textual archive, the more specific archival discourse in the field 
of cinema studies has to a degree shunned textual elements, and certainly the 
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textual fragment. Since the arrival of the New Film History, film fragments 
have been recognised as objects of study per se, and are not necessarily any 
less alluring to the researcher because they constitute only remnants of a lost 
totality. The opposite seems to be true, for instance in Nanna Verhoeff’s 
study of early westerns which bestows sustained attention on the filmic 
fragment.162 In contrast, the historiographical status of textual fragments is 
more indeterminate, and the multiple layers they form around the cinematic 
objects are sometimes straggling and sometimes overlapping. Industrial 
documentation, such as historical sources from production companies is 
commonly orderly, but other textual documentation in film libraries or 
archives frequently occur in a medley of press cuttings, manuscripts, 
documentation of cinema-going culture and other sources. In particular, the 
film programme booklet may usefully be subjected to a more sustained and 
theoretically informed awareness, to complement Mark Sandberg’s suitably 
Scandinavia-oriented contribution in article format from 2001.163 
Omnipresent in cinema culture in Sweden and other countries in the silent 
era, it is still a very frequent material trace of that cinema culture. Cinema 
patrons would routinely pick such booklets up at a small cost, and at the very 
least, the programme related a version of the plot and listed the cast. Later 
booklets also contained stills and star portraits, during the 1920s behind-the-
scenes material or essayistic texts and, during the transition to sound, song 
lyrics. In the Scandinavian countries, production companies, distributors, 
and cinemas as well as national film institutes or other collectors have 
frequently filed away at least one or a couple of variants per film. 

In the case of journalistic material from the period covered in this thesis, 
be it from daily press or trade press, one imminent methodological obstacle 
may be that is characterised by a number of problematic traits. One is 
anecdotal qualities, where facts are left unchecked. Another is certain 
conditions pertaining to historical genre which are now partly shrouded in 
obscurity. Unfamiliarity with the jargon specific to press piece formats past 
may cause a certain diffidence in the modern reader in pinning down the 
significance of turns of phrase, or perhaps about the aim of the whole piece. 
Finally, a historical lesser demand for originality (which may or may not be 
genre specific) may have led to a certain measure of circuitous relations in a 
triangle of informants or perhaps press releases, writers and other 
publications. Sometimes, such ‘citationism’, lack of journalistic 
independence, or conjunctions of informant and writer lead today’s reader 
into a veritable mirror maze of quoted utterances and hearsay, where sources 
are uncredited, contexts are fluid, and wordings cut loose from their origins. 
Any attempt to meet the issues outlined here requires a level of awareness of 
discourse analysis. The historian Jonathan Walker makes a case for a 
processual untanglement procedure of source material when using 
seventeenth-century Venetian archive sources. Walker argues that the 
researcher’s very itinerary through the material, with its dead ends and 
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detours, should be included in order to trace the borders of our collective 
ignorance; this is no less relevant for modern source materials that are often 
more heavily mediatised.164  

Furthermore, in the case of cuttings, the researcher faces the issue of 
fragmentation – sometimes, even in a literal sense when age, wear and tear 
splits individual cuttings. In basic terms, any collection presupposes the 
severance of its components from their original site. In comparison, the 
vastly more time-consuming practices of surveying entire volumes of 
magazines or continuities of daily press as sources for cinema or media 
culture can offer overview and a sense of control. Sizing up renegade press 
cuttings is a considerably more awkward and haphazard procedure. Firstly, 
the relative randomness marking any collection hampers them. Secondly, 
discussions of context and discourse are complicated by their double 
provenance, first in the original publication and later the collection. Within 
the latter, the cutting, to boot, is sometimes orphaned,165 or else the cinema 
scholar will suddenly need to fill the unaccustomed role as an interpreter of 
handwritten matter. Judging from their telltale colour markings and labels, in 
most cases press cutting services normally supplied the actual cutting, and 
did so giving standardised information about the source. Still, local 
archivists would often substitute this information with scribbles in a quick 
hand, in faded pencil, and/or in unexplained abbreviation.  

Current historiographical theory and method typically in some way or 
other question given structures and hierarchies. The very manifest structures 
of the press cuttings collection, however, are not external principles ordering 
a certain content. Instead, they are indelibly inscribed into the collection’s 
medium specificity. The content could not exist without the structure, much 
as the cuttings are one and the same object as the page they will in many 
cases be pasted onto – not even as two sides of the same piece of paper, but 
as one and the same. In this way it highlights the possibility to foreground 
these structures and the preconditions they inscribe, instead of trying to set 
the material free. It becomes obvious that this kind of archive is in effect a 
secondary source, not a primary source. Such an approach calls for the film 
historian to become a cultural historian or meta-archivist in general in order 
to appraise the cuttings and their contexts. This seems nevertheless a step 
nearer at hand than acting like a lawyer, an economist, a bureaucrat and 
other specialities often required from the film historian in order to make full 
sense of empirical material. 

On a final, hopeful note, an anecdote from my research may testify to the 
possibility of benign interaction between cuttings and digitisation, strangely 
rectifying the shortcomings of both. It began with the problem of identifying 
a cutting dated 1923 from the local conservative newspaper Vestlollands 
Avis, at the time unknown to me. To my eyes the handwriting seemed to 
depict the title as “Vestlan. Avis” instead of “Vestloll. Avis”. The easiest way 
to identify the publication would naturally be to consult a bibliography of 
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Danish newspapers, and the nearest one to me was located at the National 
Library; but it would be much quicker to carry out a few searches without 
removing myself to a different location. A simple first measure was to rule 
out any Norwegian paper, whose titles would be far more probable to start 
with ‘Vestlan.’, although the article’s grammar did not correspond to that of 
most Norwegian texts by 1923.166 There was Vestlandets Avis, a National 
Socialist publication which only existed in the 1930s. Further possibilities 
could have been Vestlandsposten, but this had ceased publication in 1916, or 
Vestlandsbonden, which had however merged with Bondebladet in 1915. 
Vestlandske Tidende was a possibility I could not yet rule out, but sooner 
than question the archivist’s handwritten but clear “Avis” I rightly doubted 
my own reading skills for this small piece of handwriting. Accordingly, the 
next step was to search the internet using possible alternative letters after the 
relatively clear “Vestl...”, starting with O for A, then U for N, then a 
combination of these possibilities; and so I would likely have continued for a 
while had I not at this point got one (as it turned out undeservedly lucky) 
single hit in an online digitisation of the Icelandic daily Vísir. In this 
newspaper, an article from 1914 referred to “Vestloll. Avis”, which had, 
however, thankfully been corrupted by the OCR into “Vestlou. Avis”, which 
is how I found it. In both press-cutting archives and in OCR, then, 
serendipity is present although in different ways. 

c. Redefining the standstill: Theoretical and 
methodological moorings 
 
In engaging with the source material, my approach connects to a generally 
New Film History-tinged concept of historiography, in combination with 
discourse analysis often leaning on other media. While I do not fully inscribe 
this thesis into the current reawakening of materialism in the humanities, it is 
certainly influenced by it from several directions forming a cluster of 
theoretically informed positions. In the midst of the cluster, a specific notion 
of positionality and the present takes shape. In his late, aphoristic text Über 
den Begriff der Geschichte (XVI), Walter Benjamin singled out his notion of 
the historian’s necessary position in the present: 

Auf den Begriff einer Gegenwart, die nicht Übergang ist sondern in der die 
Zeit einsteht und zum Stillstand gekommen ist, kann der historische 
Materialist nicht verzichten. Denn dieser Begriff definiert eben die 
Gegenwart, in der er für seine Person Geschichte schreibt. Der Historismus 
stellt das ‘ewige’ Bild der Vergangenheit, der historische Materialist eine 
Erfahrung mit ihr, die einzig dasteht.167  
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In translation: 

The historical materialist cannot do without the concept of a present which is 
not a transition, in which time originates and has come to a standstill. For this 
concept defines precisely the present in which he writes history for his person. 
Historicism depicts the ‘eternal’ picture of the past; the historical materialist, 
an experience with it, which stands alone.168 

 
The immediate context is that Benjamin’s essay ultimately confutes 
historical materialism in eschatology’s favour, which is a mission alien to 
the context of this thesis. Yet, the pinpointing of ‘presentness’ in the above 
excerpt echoes in recent discussions of the historian’s positionality and 
presentness, understood as limitations that may be turned around to be 
potentially fruitful. For Benjamin, the standstill (Stillstand) is a condition of 
dialectical time and offers a sudden vantage point to the historian – a willed 
stagnation that functions as a moment of clarity. Inside a take on history 
where dialectics no longer play an active part, the standstill may instead loan 
itself to describe a new validation of the historian’s position in the present 
and his or her activity of, in Vivian Sobchack’s phrase, re-presencing the 
past.169 Sobchack’s discussion may be seen as part of a trend appraising the 
historical trace in the present. After postmodern history’s linguistically 
oriented understanding of the past, seeing history as abstractly disconnected 
and signified, such a return of the historical source to the historian’s more 
immediate grasp represents a return to more tangible concerns.170 Evoked 
and put to use in this way, the present may help discern and define a 
historical positionality. Sobchack suggests that this can happen by means of 
conceiving of the present as a productive transhistorical relay – a notion 
close to Benjamin’s standstill – or as an insistent reminder of the materiality 
of the past which may overturn (media) historiographical hierarchies.171 The 
standstill indicates the need for a vantage point despite everything’s state of 
flux, and in this sense the present and its subjective circumstances for the 
researcher offers itself as historiographic tool. In partly aligning itself with 
the concept of positionality, the standstill can also be instrumental for 
making more concrete the meta level from which the historian must access 
the materials. To me, it may provide anchorage in the less than transparent 
waters of discursive formations to which I can never be fully external. 

Discourse analysis adapted for media history 
In classical Marxist terms, my interests in film history lie more with the 
superstructure than the base: more with the ideas expressed about films and 
film culture, than, say, with the more tangible conditions of the film industry 
or technological advances (that said, Marx’s point with this duality was of 
course to point out how each defines the other). The term discourse is a 
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much-used tool for pinpointing notions with an ideological slant, and I, too, 
will turn to it. Discourse analysis of an allegedly Foucauldian kind has been 
developed in a variety of directions, many of which markedly exceed 
Foucault’s own usage of the term, with or without acknowledging it.172 For 
some time, theorists within a range of subjects have drawn attention to how 
‘Foucauldian’ ideas of discourse and discourse analysis are often further 
removed from Foucault than they may seem at first glance.173 I orientate my 
own approach, then, after a discourse analysis that is more accurately 
described as derived from the Foucauldian tradition. In this sense I employ 
the term more in the spirit of Gadamer’s reception history or 
Wirkungsgeschichte, by paying attention to its new contexts.174 Discourse 
analysis is on its most profound level about analysing power; although this is 
not in a direct manner of speaking my own agenda, I am certainly discussing 
ideology, which always ultimately hinges on power. Methodological 
questions in the general discourse-analytical vein that are relevant to this 
study include how statements are constructed as norms; which interests these 
constructs serve; how they may affect felt identities; and what is left outside 
of their frame.175 To enhance these research questions and zero in on the 
micro level, I use terminology derived from critical discourse analysis.  

Two major proponents for critical discourse analysis are the linguists 
Norman Fairclough and Ruth Wodak.176 Like many forms of discourse 
analysis, this approach relates to the Foucauldian discourse concept in that it 
privileges the scrutiny of relations of power and resistance in a general 
sense. Foucault’s term, in his own usage, is both technical and limited.177 
Even so, the ‘Foucauldian’ discourse concept has a reputation for verging on 
the nebulous and all-pervasive.178 A relevant aspect of this critique is that 
even when tracing Foucault’s own phrasing closely, his conception of 
discourse is “situated far more closely to knowledge, materiality and power 
than it is to language”.179 In contrast, critical discourse analysis situates 
‘discourse’ some distance removed from the general usage of Foucault’s 
term, concentrating on textual particularities and details and viewing it 
within a linguistic mindset.180 In this move can also be gleaned a response to 
the common critique of Foucault’s discourse concept that it is ‘subjectless’, 
which it intentionally is.181 Edward Said (neglecting – equally intentionally, 
it seems – the generative side of discourse when wishing for a clearer sense 
of intention) summarises the core of Foucault’s work on discourse as the 
thesis that “individual statements, or the chances that individual authors can 
make individual statements, are not really likely”.182 In critical discourse 
analysis, agency works on a basic and individual level, being easily 
attributed grammatically. Critical discourse analysis is also partly derived 
from Frankfurt theory and in particular Jürgen Habermas; hence the 
‘critical’, referring to its potentially society-changing ambition.183 Discourse 
in this context is, then, a social practice possible to penetrate by examining, 
on the one hand, linguistic minutiae such as grammar, generic structure, 
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semantics and style; and simultaneously on the other, its relation to social 
reality to be looked for, in the language of film studies for instance in the 
framing devices and ‘off-screen space’ of the textual representation.184 In 
short, these methods of analysis are lower-level activities that form part of 
the larger project common to various leftist-tinged practices of textual 
analyses: engaging with ideology and hegemony. As a more wide-embracing 
counterbalance to such nitty-gritty level of linguistic detail, it is worth 
keeping in mind Foucault’s notion of ‘discursive formations’ – bodies of 
discourse characterised not by similarity, by some kind of formative 
regularity. Such structuring of the (potentially extreme) wealth of detail may 
help in pulling the context of regularity into view in, for instance, practices 
of printed publicity materials or the rhythm of the trade press.  

Both Fairclough and Wodak work from a position within the humanities. 
In a general sense, they are positioned within the tradition of ‘hermeneutics 
of suspicion’, identifying latent content with strategies capable of, in Paul 
Ricœur’s famous phrase, meeting guile “with double guile”.185 Wodak has 
besides introduced a historical dimension to critical discourse analysis by 
emphasising historical contexts for the contemporary utterances typically 
analysed (the ‘discourse historical method’).186 Such an approach implicitly 
points to the possibility of also subjecting historical textual sources to 
elements of critical discourse analysis. However, in my view Wodak as well 
as Fairclough primarily cater to a need for language analysis in social and 
political studies, as well as in media studies which traditionally straddles the 
social studies/humanities divide.187 My thesis could alternatively have made 
use of related, but more purely humanities-oriented approaches such as, 
notably, Algirdas Julien Greimas’ discourse semiotics, which would be 
equally useful for the purposes of attention to textual detail and uncovering 
latency phenomena.188 Nevertheless, for my intended usage – on historical 
sources that by definition exceed the intratextual by being peripheral to the 
true object of study – the social aspect of critical discourse analysis offers a 
different level of awareness to broader extratextual relevance. When 
practically evaluating different models for text and discourse analysis, 
Titschler et al. (‘et al.’ including Ruth Wodak) enlist the aid of Karl Weick’s 
immediately useful ‘research clock’.189 This instrument visualises the 
capacities of the different methods or approaches by postulating that any 
individual one can be pinpointed in terms of being ‘general’ (broad, at 12 
o’clock), ‘accurate’ (trustworthy, four o’clock) or ‘simple’ (not complex, 
eight o’clock), or in ‘clock times’ in between. Such ‘times’ may constitute, 
then, a combination of any two of these attributes, but as the face of the 
clock dictates, never all three, that is, general, accurate and simple.190 In the 
account by Titschler et al., narrative semiotics or discourse semiotics is 
described as possessing great accuracy, but neither generality nor simplicity.  

As an amount of general validity is desirable for my project in that it 
seeks to inscribe film culture into a larger cultural history, what is required is 
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“concepts to show relationships between micro-(texts) and macro-
phenomena”.191 Ideally, critical discourse analysis can offer optics to 
consider and compare individual statements and a postulated common base 
for a group of statements belonging to the same discourse or discursive 
formation – metaphorically, parole and épistémè.192 If we accept Weick’s 
research clock metaphor, this offers an image of how critical discourse 
analysis meets this demand: On its tripartite face, Titscher et al. locate 
critical discourse analysis as both accurate and, secondarily, general.193 In 
comparison, straightforward textual analysis (or, in their choice of words, 
‘content analysis’) is for instance pinned down as ‘simple’ (less complex) 
and neither ‘general’ nor ‘accurate’. Relevant terms which I will 
operationalise in my discussions, following Fairclough’s usage, include: 
assumptions (implicit textual meanings, categorised as existential, 
propositional, or value assumptions), collocations (words that habitually co-
occur), disembedding (the detachment of textual modes such as e.g. genre 
from one habitual context, and its flowing into others) and the related 
concept recontextualisation (the appropriation of a social practice, including 
its language, in the context of another).194 Such vocabulary is throughout 
complemented with a toolbox of generally accepted and widespread terms 
derived from textual analysis and contextualisation of ideas within the 
humanities, mainly terminology from other disciplines I have experience 
from such as the study of literature and the history of ideas.195  

The practices of studying discourse are fruits of the ‘linguistic turn’, but 
the awareness of language usage in this thesis is ultimately in the service of 
historiography and of analysing notions and culture more than societal 
power structures. Important historiographical discussions fall wholly outside 
of the scope of critical discourse analysis. These include the historical 
distance between sources and analyst, and the problem of representativity in 
the body of material. The net is often – and certainly in the case of this thesis 
– cast considerably wider than what is the case in social studies, in lack of 
any sense of wholeness of the body of material. This ‘honeycombed’ pattern 
of the materials defines important conditions for my ‘standstill’. One is the 
realisation that there may always be another source contradicting the source I 
am using (see Ann Rigney’s solution to this with the Foucauldian ‘scarcity 
principle’, below). Another is the knowledge that the same sources have in 
many cases been used before by other film historians, making historiography 
run the risk of repeat itself rather than revising itself. In this way, the 
discursive ‘formation’ may take on a new meaning: the self-cementing 
formation of the easily available pieces of discourse. In fact, my discourse-
analytical perspective has a direct link to an intensified risk of inadvertently 
corroborating earlier film-historical accounts, since I have close read and 
reassessed known and previously discussed sources as much as dug out 
previously neglected ones.  
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In short, the purposes of critical discourse analysis are only imperfectly 
aligned with my historical project. As I cannot adopt this approach in its 
entirety, neither can I lay claim to its full merits of accuracy nor generality. 
Nonetheless, even a mere leaning on it will provide support for systematic 
and observant reading and for stringing together the textual formulations in 
historical sources to their larger contexts. A further characteristic of critical 
discourse analysis is its bottom-heavy build, where the large superstructure 
otherwise associated with discourse theory in general is only delicately 
linked to the nitty-gritty of the methods.196 This circumstance facilitates 
drawing on the methods in question under the auspices of other theoretical 
(and more abstractly methodological) modes.  

When using methods such as those outlined here for a media history, one 
eternal dispute to momentarily settle is the question of the definition of 
‘medium’. In the discussion of how broad this definition should be, media 
studies is often accused of having traditionally adopted a narrow focus on 
certain ‘core’ media: broadcasting media and the (daily) press; whereas 
cultural historians working along broader lines tend to embrace very 
accommodating definitions which may include categories such as text, 
music, or speech.197 I adopt a midway position where it is self-evident to 
include in the definition a range of physical channels such as exhibitions, 
knitting patterns, postcards or sheet music. Such a stance allows for the 
inclusion of material primary sources and widens the scope to a practical 
degree while keeping the delineations signalled by the different chapters: for 
example, ‘language’ and ‘textuality’ may in a more abstract and 
accommodating definition have been classified as media in themselves, 
rather than modalities or dimensions of the material as well operative parts 
of what frames this material for us. 

Archive, fragmentation and narrativisation 
The archive is currently central to several terminologies in film studies, the 
term being activated in different, but related discourses and on various levels 
of abstraction: the digital archive; the archive as a metaphor of memory.198 
Such perspectives on the archive are to a large degree responsible for the fact 
that the word archive has reached the status of buzzword in cinema studies, 
media studies, and cultural history. Increasingly, the term is to be taken in a 
vastly abstract sense, as a mere figure of speech denoting, for instance, an 
eye-opening stance towards an entire body of undiscovered knowledge, 
welcoming an infinitude of new perspectives on cinema history. For 
instance, Vicki Callahan’s take is explicitly optimistic when she states: “The 
archive becomes in this context not the last edifice standing in a received 
history, but a dynamic agent of change and a space of becoming.”199 In the 
context that Callahan is referring to, what is at stake is rewriting early 
cinema history while including female film pioneers, and the archive is no 
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longer a tool, but is nominated an agent. There is a larger archive-discursive 
context for this move in that archives are often viewed as artifacts – or media 
– in themselves which actively shape the nature of documentary heritage, 
actively producing knowledge.200 

Finally there is the extradisciplinary discourse where archive equals 
physical source material and to some degree also fragmentation, which is 
relevant for the approach to significant parts of the material for this thesis. 
The fragmental status has shaped some of the backdrop for historians like 
Susan Stewart and Amelie Hastie in their discussions of extracinematic and 
paracinematic material such as personal belongings and scrapbooks of film-
historical individuals.201 Along the same lines, physical objects are included 
in their idea of a text. The fragment along with the peripheral object, both 
often passed over in their capacity of incomplete, unaccustomed or even 
improbable source material, is in this context tied to an examination of the 
previously neglected, such as the trivial. The motivation in raising the trivial 
up to eye level seems similar to that of Vicki Callahan’s endeavour to render 
a different historical content visible, though in Stewart’s and Hastie’s cases 
it is supported by an actual archival practice.  

Another issue demonstrated by Stewart and Hastie is how to use a 
fragmented source to wring as much as possible from a historiographical 
model which is itself built on fragmentation – that is, on views of history as 
not necessarily fluently congruous, as well as on research practices that 
make their limitations an asset. Such practices would be ‘piecemeal’ and 
micro-histories, terms that are related, but not interchangeable. In film 
history, piecemeal is David Bordwell’s term for finely knit film histories 
abstaining from broad scopes, a practice he dates from the 1970s onwards.202 
The term microhistory was coined by the historian Carlo Ginzburg and 
practised in many of his books.203 The limitations exercised in microhistory 
are applied temporally and geographically, and have influenced film 
historians including Scandinavian ones.204 While piecemeal history favours – 
not necessarily the trivial, but certainly the typical (as Bordwell points out, 
along lines laid down by Jean Mitry’s Historie du cinéma, although Mitry 
was in most respects a representative of anything but piecemeal) – 
microhistory may instead tend to privilege the odd, or make the odd typical 
(at least, the American David Bell observes, as exercised by Americans).205 
When one perceives of the history that emerges as a web of non-congruous 
suppositions, then the structures, processes and events of that history easily 
lend themselves to observation in terms of Hayden White’s influential ideas 
about narrativisation of the historical text.206 White’s observations resonate 
with academic discussion of related mechanisms of narrativisation which 
operate in the press. In part, these are even identical with patterns of history 
writing. In other words, the material involved in my analyses seems to 
mirror the actual practice of the analyses. In her study of American 
magazines, Carolyn Kitch touches upon the parallel between the narratives 
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of the press and of the historian, and points out how the tales in the press are 
cultural narratives that are recognisable while reading to help make more 
sense of the text.207 They are used to make the unknown understandable and 
are grounded in a larger, invisible matrix of narrative forms already existing 
but still sufficiently dynamic to be interesting.208 My appraisal of discourse 
predisposes the thesis to take interest in the narratives in the sources, and 
also to favour the particular and the exact – the ‘threads and traces’, to use 
one of Carlo Ginzburg’s book titles. For this reason, I will throughout quote 
relatively often and relatively lengthily, to be able to properly and 
transparently single out the quality of the notion I wish to draw from the 
quote. Although I cover the film (or, sometimes, media) histories of three 
countries within rather wide time brackets (that is, for a study of phenomena 
from the twentieth century), my approach is certainly piecemeal. Its 
‘knitting’, with Bordwell’s term, is sometimes extremely fine, and is not 
guided by whether the subject of study has been previously virtually 
unknown or whether it is well established for any first-year film student. In 
the thesis, both these extremes are present.  

A relation of both New Film History and the ‘cultural history of media’ as 
described above is literary history’s ‘new historicism’. Media theorist 
Wolfgang Ernst addresses the perils of new historicism as the risk of 
performing a Laurence Sterne-like meandering tale, all too digressive and 
eclectic. The mere flaneur in the archive will, in short, lack the necessary 
rigour.209 Ernst’s words of caution against the eclectic and the digressive 
might have been countered by some formulation of ambition towards 
totality.210 In the case of press cuttings as a concentration of traits of the 
fragmented, physical textual archive, such an ambition more or less 
automatically fails, even when observing the nearly impossible dictum of 
allowing for all manner of possible blanks. In fact, the press cutting 
collection seems to magnify all the undesirable traits of the traditional, non-
digital archive as depicted by Ernst.211 In his view, the desire to keep chaos 
at bay leads to the archive’s reliance on selection (an agenda for what to 
save), hierarchy (principles of grouping and categorising) and materiality 
(physical material in a physical room). These are, to him, incriminating 
qualities that fail to elevate research results above human shortcomings such 
as reliance on language and narrativity.212 All of these traits are intensified in 
the press cutting collection, or even qualitatively aggravated. For instance, 
the possibility of reading against the grain is undermined by the systematic 
elimination of that which seemed at the time of collecting not to belong. 
Carolyn Steedman comments how “[t]he archive gives rise to particular 
practices of reading. If you are an archival historian, you nearly always read 
something that was not intended for your eyes…”213 In the press cutting 
collection, at least those of public authorities and institutes, the exact 
opposite is true. It is all intended, in commendable and painstaking 
hopefulness, for the historian’s eyes. This is both a glorious opportunity and 
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a serious limitation to the researcher’s quest for an independent, higher-
ground perspective.  

A point pertaining to this discussion is made within comparative literature 
by Ann Rigney.214 Drawing on Foucault and relating to bricolage and 
historiography, Rigney launches a reading of Foucault’s ‘scarcity principle’, 
making it relevant to collective memory. She puts the concept in relation to 
terms such as recycling, fragment and the already mentioned bricolage. The 
scarcity principle (loi de rareté) from The archaeology of knowledge entails, 
simply put, how the things said (and, above all, recorded) about the world 
are only a very few statements among many possible, even liable, 
statements. This implies that what is actually said cannot have ‘absolute 
value’, only relative value for the historian or analytic. When Rigney applies 
this idea to culture, she states that culture “is always in limited supply” and 
furthermore that culture is based on selection and interpretation and cannot 
be viewed in its totality.215 For this thesis, which draws on various and 
sometimes fragmented source material, such a shifting of a statement’s value 
from the singular to the relational is an efficient underpinning of the 
discourse-analytical stance.  
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1. Location: Natural signifiers as heritage, 
exoticism and thereness 

 
The concept of space was key for the cultural turn in human geography in 
the 1980s and 1990s. The so-called new cultural geography to some degree 
considers space as medium, and contends that ‘landscape’ is not fixed, but 
rather a discourse which structures and purposes natural surroundings and 
engages in the political production of cultural identity.1 This approach is 
helpful for bringing out the mediated uses of nature in film and film culture 
with a view to the regional in relation to the national and the Scandinavian. 
Exploring notions of landscape as both territory and heritage, and ways that 
these ideas are sometimes at odds, is central to this chapter. Film culture 
seems to have assisted a (more long-standing) process when place 
increasingly ‘became’ discourse, as landscape started to partake also in the 
visual culture associated with twentieth-century modernity. In early film 
culture, natural surroundings were often emphasised as films’ advantage 
over the theatre stage, which it should make full use of; in this way, 
landscape was seen as a vital part of film language early on. At the same 
time, landscape was regularly marked as something ‘other’ to film: film 
people and film studios were generally urban. The localisation of the film 
businesses may be a reason why landscape was seldom a natural and self-
evident setting and environment in film, but was marked as something 
particular. This chapter examines the changing, but interrelating functions of 
nature in Swedish, Danish and Norwegian films and how they mirror a 
number of inter-Scandinavian interactions and concerns. Discussions in 
some way relating to Norway play a dominant part here, largely because of 
the country’s frequent status as supplier of raw materials for filmic views. In 
particular, visuals of Norwegian nature came to inform conceptions of the 
jointly Nordic, which were formulated in Sweden but at certain junctions 
also relevant to Danish film practices. In 1995, Jan Olsson called for more 
work with a transnational scope examining the dissemination in moving 
pictures of “en visuell retorik på nationell och nordisk grund” (a visual 
rhetoric on a national and Nordic basis) expressed in cartography and 
landscape, in the silent era.2 The mechanisms and negotiations of such a 
rhetoric and its iconographies is the central interest of this chapter. 
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a. “But this is not enough”: Scandinavian nature and the 
relationship between fiction and travelogue 

 
Hur har ej den svenska filmen öppnat ögonen på oss själva. De oupphörligen 
förekommande svenska ‘reseskildringarna’ på film taga oss ena gången med 
ner till Bohuslän, som visas oss av detta landskap tillgivna söner. Andra 
gången göra vi sällskap med någon djärv fjällklättrare upp till Sylarna i 
Jämtland. 

Men det är ej nog med detta. Vi ha vant oss att i varje svenskt ‘drama’ se 
för oss härliga svenska tavlor upprullas. Vi äro så vana vid detta att vi nästan 
känna en liten missräkning, då det ej förekommer – såsom i Herr Arnes 
Pengar – hur god filmen än för övrigt månde vara. I Stormyrtösen sågo vi 
Dalarnas sjöar och berg, i Berg-Ejvind Lapplands fjällvidder och skummande 
fjällvatten, i Mästerkatten Skånes vaggande vetefält o.s.v.3 

 
How has Swedish cinema not opened our own eyes. The unceasing Swedish 
film ‘travelogues’ may take us down to Bohuslän, shown to us by dedicated 
sons of this province. The next time, we accompany a brave mountaineer up 
to the Sylarna mountains in Jämtland. 

But this is not enough. We are used to seeing glorious Swedish paintings 
being rolled out in every Swedish ‘drama’. We are so used to this that we 
almost feel ever so slightly disappointed when it is not so – such as in Sir 
Arne’s Treasure – however good the film may be in other respects. In The 
Girl from Marsh Croft, we saw the lakes and mountains of Dalecarlia, in The 
Outlaw and his Wife the wide empty spaces and foaming streams of Lapland, 
in Puss in Boots the rocking wheat fields of Scania, etc. 

 
In Swedish, ‘province’ and ‘landscape’ are polysemous homonyms 
(landskap), a circumstance which brings together regions such as Bohuslän, 
Jämtland, Dalarna and Lappland mentioned in the piece above with nature.4 
The anonymous writer in the popular journal Filmen – presumably film 
censor and assiduous debater Gustaf Berg5 – made a pertinent observation by 
linking the use of nature in fiction and actuality film in Sweden in the late 
1910s.6 Foregrounding the link between travelogues and fiction film, the 
article also cited Fernanda Nissen (like Berg, a film censor and debater of 
cinema and society). Previously, at the 1919 Scandinavian film congress in 
Stockholm, Nissen had praised Swedish cinema for being a “national anthem 
in images” (en fædrelandssang i billeder).7 In the anonymous piece in 
Filmen, she was in turn commended for that choice of words. Nissen’s 
phrase would echo in other texts about Swedish films of the era,8 but in its 
original context the phrase offers a Norwegian perspective on what 
(Swedish, but by extension Norwegian) film should do and is thus a 
symptom of interests in Norwegian and Swedish film culture being 
temporarily aligned.9 
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At this time, notions of nature had become a substantial part of the self-
understanding in Swedish culture and media. In the late 1910s in Sweden 
and quite soon in all of Scandinavia, images of nature were gaining 
exceptionally in cultural value in the discourse concerning feature films. 
Newly formulated concepts of authenticity in the fiction film as regards 
physical location and setting arguably had roots in travel and nature films. In 
his PhD thesis, John Fullerton has briefly mentioned how natural landscape 
scenes in Swedish films of the late-1910s capitalised on scenic actualities.10 
Building on Fullerton’s observation, I will analyse more concretely how 
these film formats have interacted. In a recent discussion of Terje Vigen 
(Victor Sjöström, Svenska Bio, 1917), Christopher Oscarson has also made 
the point that Swedish fiction film drew on actuality films.11 For some 
stretches my discussion runs almost parallel to Oscarson’s, but a critical 
difference is his interest in aesthetics rather than discourse. Ultimately, 
Oscarson describes subject and identity in the film as embedded in an a 
priori given place. My purpose, meanwhile, is rather to glean how notions of 
place and location reflect and re-reflect a mosaic of conceptions of the 
Scandinavian and the national. My method is also different, in looking 
closely at how tropes from the actuality film made their mark on the culture 
of the fiction feature film, and at ways in which the actuality film in turn 
responded to the changed status of fiction. Actualities superseded fiction in 
social reputation because of their putative educational content.12 This 
valorisation can be found in many countries, but has been particularly clear 
in Sweden because of the early establishment of a centralised censorship 
authority. Actuality genres overlapped: whether the main focus was industry, 
sports, topical interest, nature or city tourism, the films often contained traits 
from some of these other fields of interest as well. Although the categories 
were somewhat vague to begin with (as discussed in the subchapter below), 
there is no doubt that specific subcategories of actualities existed and were in 
frequent use. For this reason it is nevertheless worth noting that, for 
example, a journalist in Svenska Dagbladet in 1916 did not blink when a 
‘nature film’ from Trollhättan and its large waterfall seems to have been as 
interested in the industry dam as in the waterfall’s natural beauty.13 By a 
related impulse, these genres spilled into fiction and added to films and film 
culture subjects such as outdoor sports, an element of ethnographic 
authenticity and what I find especially poignant: stories of film teams’ 
hardships in the wilderness. These were new Swedish trends from 1916, 
1917; and in different and sometimes meandering ways, they also influenced 
Danish and Norwegian cinema. Obviously, Terje Vigen and Berg-Ejvind och 
hans hustru (Victor Sjöström, Svenska Bio, 1918) were the most discussed 
and in several ways most influential Swedish films emphasising natural 
environments in the late 1910s. A corollary of this circumstance is that the 
most relevant material for this discussion also concerns these extremely 
well-known films; this is the rationale for centring part of the reasoning 
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around them, despite these films being so frequently discussed. Discourse 
analyses beginning in historical, textual sources seem to predispose for this 
practice: revisiting the already familiar and reconsidering its meanings, 
rather than covering new ground. The existing discourse about Terje Vigen 
and Berg-Ejvind och hans hustru is in part likely a construct of the 
awareness around these films – a circular phenomenon of discourse 
strengthening and shaping future discourse. 

Through programming, nature films and other topicals were organic parts 
of a dynamic cinema culture. Nonetheless, these once ubiquitous proto-
documentary cinema formats have mainly been studied in isolation. This 
section outlines a field of interaction between fiction and non-fiction – not in 
terms of programming, but in terms of influences and impulses. As I will 
show, tropes from the actuality film made their mark on the culture of the 
Scandinavian feature film. Nature and travel films have often been 
investigated in terms of movement and transport. However, the location-
oriented actualities such as travel and nature films also relied on a mediated 
sense of thereness. Such ‘thereness’ contributed to heightening the status of 
the fiction film in the social and artistic hierarchy. At the same time, the 
travel film borrowed topicality and interest from fiction films. Nature and 
travel films showcased locations for prestigious feature films or otherwise 
conflated fictional worlds with their physical locations.14 Discourses of 
fiction and non-fiction borrowed from each other in a bricolage-like manner, 
in Derrida‘s sense of the word. In developing Lévi-Strauss‘ bricolage 
concept to characterise discourse instead of myth, Derrida underlined how 
bricolaged discourse undermines notions of centre, privilege and origin.15 In 
this way it is open to the formation of new meanings of the borrowed pieces. 

In the reception of Berg-Ejvind och hans hustru, the most reiterated 
statements were comments on how the film engaged with nature: “Natur och 
naturlighet helt igenom – det är denna films stora styrka” (Nature and 
naturalness all through – that is the great strength of this film), was the 
phrase in Stockholms Dagblad.16 In several respects, Berg-Ejvind was an 
offshoot from Terje Vigen, the first specimen of the Swedish wave of nature-
focused films. The impact both films made on Danish film culture is relevant 
for the next subchapter, as is the mode of operation that both films use 
Swedish locations to stand in for other Nordic landscapes. All the same, a 
sense of an ‘authentic’ quality in their location shoots pervades their 
reception, above all in Sweden, but also to a degree in Denmark and 
Norway. Hand in hand with the discourse of ‘nature and naturalness’ went 
tales of dangers encountered while filming, particularly by Victor Sjöström 
himself. For Berg-Ejvind, he allegedly risked a fatal accident, and for Terje 
Vigen, his health in prolonged cold dips.17 Especially for Terje Vigen, the 
dangers were part of the film’s advance publicity and ‘aboutness’; clearly, 
the reviewers had been fed the tales from the production.18 For Berg-Ejvind, 
production stills display this kind of identity for the film by showing cast and 
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crew inconveniently skiing to location shoots, and Julius Jaenzon with a 
morose expression on his face posing in skiing gear with a hand-cranked 
camera. 

Danger and bodily feats in nature: A shooting trope shared by 
travelogues and fiction films 
Fiction films shot in Norway or Iceland offered special opportunities for 
acquiring an aura of adventure to surround the filmmaking endeavour. This 
idea was directly passed on from travel and nature films. The ideal 
travelogue photographer was a quasi-explorer, enduring hardships (heat, 
cold, hunger, blisters) and dangers (precipices, avalanches, beasts, high 
speed). The sort of thereness guaranteed by the photographer consisted of his 
bodily presence. This quality of physically relating to a certain spot was 
often expressed through a discourse of adventure and danger. In a marketing 
text for Nordisk Film’s travelogue Højfjeldstur i Norge (neg. 751) from 
1910, the photographer shoulders the burden of mountaineering on the 
audiences’ behalf: 

Charmen ved en saadan Højfjeldstur og dens Betydning som Helsebod for de 
svage Nerver ligger netop deri, at der er gjort saa uendelig lidt for at 
mageliggøre en saadan Tur: efter at man pr. Skyds (de smaa tohuulede, 
umagelige kærrer) er kørt saa højt op som Vejenes Fremkommelighet tillader 
det, maa man paa sine to Ben gaa Resten, og man lønnes rigeligt for det 
dermed forbundne alligevel saa ringe Besvær ...” 19 
 
The charm of such a mountain trip and its significance as health cure for weak 
nerves consists exactly in that so infinitely little has been done to make such a 
trip comfortable: after one has been driven by coach (the small two-wheeled, 
uncomfortable carts) as high up as the accessibility of the road allows, one 
must hike the rest of the way on one’s own pair of legs, and is richly rewarded 
for the nevertheless so trifling trouble involved.20 
 

This reasoning is somewhat paradoxical in that the audience is in fact denied 
the pleasure of an exclusive access, in not having taken the trouble and 
inconvenience themselves. Access in a less idealised mode – mass 
mediatisation – is, however, theirs. In a nature film from the year before, 
1909, the toil of a photographer with a Pathé camera in Norway was even 
documented by a companion film photographer:21 laboriously, the man 
moves across a snowy field as a tiny figure in a long shot, then climbs, loses 
his footing and plods through deep snow in closer shots. In this film, the 
meta-footage is integrated with the views; later such shots would be reserved 
for what we now call ‘behind the scenes’ products. For parts of the 
monumental documentary The Romance of the Far Fur Country (Hudson’s 
Bay Company, Canada, 1920), eight reels from the Canadian North which 
are currently being restored, two cameramen were employed.22 A segment in 
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a ‘behind-the-scenes’ film produced on the expedition depicted one 
cameraman filming the other on ice floes. The intertitle points out that the 
pictured cameraman risks his life to get a good shot, but omits to extend the 
same comment to cameraman number two, whom the audience seems to be 
supposed to overlook. Another intertitle states “It’s a great life – if you don’t 
weaken!”, a popular saying at the time, attributed to the writer John 
Buchan.23 Aptly, he spinoff film was also called It’s a Great Life, or Trials 
and Tribulations of a Cameraman.24 

Feature film discourses readily adapted the danger trope. A Swedish 
example set the tone: the programme booklet for Skandiafilm’s Bjørnstjerne 
Bjørnson adaptation Ett farligt frieri (Rune Carlsten, 1919), set in the 
dramatic nature of western Norway, described what it took to endure the 
strenuous shooting at the summer farm which is the location for the story’s 
climax: “Det fordrades ganska respektabla krafter för att kunna stå ut med 
sådana strapatser som exempelvis marschen upp till sätern. Under tre 
timmars tid gick man oavbrutet uppåt på en väg som egentligen ej alls var 
någon väg, i stickande solhetta, och utan möjlighet att få skugga.”25 (It was a 
three-hour uninterrupted trek on a road that was actually not a road at all, in 
the burning heat, and with no possibility of shadow.) Just as in the 
travelogues that seem to have influenced this streak, the hardships were put 
in relation to the quality of the final product also in the case of fiction films. 
When doing PR for the Long and Short vehicle Vore Venners Vinter 
(Palladium, 1923) in which the two constant companions go to Norway, the 
director Lau Lauritzen (Sr.) played up the adventure instead of the comedy. 
Lauritzen compared the Danes’ efforts in the winterscapes to what he saw as 
relentless American perfectionism in filmmaking. At last, the Danes could 
once again match the Americans, if in nothing else then in sheer effort; and 
they were given that opportunity by the landscape itself: 

Man hører saa ofte sige, at Amerikanerne ikke skyr nogen Anstrengelse for at 
skabe det ypperige, blot for at vise et enkelt Billede, der ruller over Lærredet i 
nogle Sekunder. 

Vi gjorde lidt af dette... 
De kender Hardangerjøklen. 
Her findes noget, der hedder Blaaisen, og som er et overordentligt smukt 

og karakteristisk Dalstrøg mellem Fjældene. 
Hertil vandrede vort Optog 10 Kilometer ud og lige saa langt hjem. [sic] 

gennem foddyb Sne, og da ingen af os er drevne Skiløbere, maatte det blive 
en træls Tur. 

Vi havde Førere med – der vandrede mageligt paa deres Ski gennem det 
ingenlunde ufarlige Terræn, og de forsikrede os, at det var en hel 
Rekordpræstation, vi havde utført! 
Det blev kun til nogle faa Billeder, men jeg tror, at der fangede vi lidt af al 
Norges Dejlighed.26 
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One often hears that the Americans spare no effort to create the exceptional, 
only to show a single image rolling across the screen for a few seconds. 

To an extent, so did we... 
You know the Hardangerjøkulen glacier. 

There is something named Blåisen (The Blue Ice), which is an 
extraordinarily beautiful and characteristic valley among the mountains. 

To this place our procession trekked for ten kilometres and then the same 
length homewards, through deep snow, and as none of us is experienced in 
skiing, it was destined to be a laborious trip. 

We brought rangers who strolled at a convenient pace on their skis through 
the terrain, which was not without its dangers, and they assured us that we had 
made quite the record achievement! 
We only took a few images, but I do think we caught something of all the 
delight of Norway. 

 
In the anecdote, the scant outcome of the excursion seems not at all to have 
detracted from the experience and from the value of the takes that were in 
fact secured. More in the vein of the uncanny, another journalist sitting with 
‘Lau Lau’ in his study was told an anecdote from the same production 
packed with atmosphere and suspense – a first-rate marketing tool – about 
“en Oplevelse, der for en Tid kastet en isnende Skygge af Uhygge ind over 
vort lille muntre Filmsselskab” (an experience which for some time threw a 
chilling shadow of horror on our small and gay film company).27 In front of 
the fireplace in the Norwegian mountains,28 the hotel host had told stories of 
men disappearing into glacier cracks and never being found. As Lauritzen 
retold the story, on the very same night a hotel guest ominously went 
missing. Some of the film crew joined the search party and were thrilled 
with the unusual and inaccessible nature views of nocturnal glaciers: 

Fantastisk var det at vandre over Vidderne ved Nattetide. Vi syntes, de var 
som Liglagner nu. Der var et sammenbidt Alvor, en tung Tavshed over disse 
Nordmænd, der gjorde Indtrykket saa meget stærkere. Fantastisk var det at 
følge Eftersøgerne ned i de Huler af Isen, der Gang paa Gang viste sig. [...] 
Naar Lygtens Lys skinnede paa de blinkende Isvægge i en saadan Hule, da 
brødes Straalerne i alle Iskrystaller, og man havde en Fornemmelse af at 
befinde sig indeni en kæmpemæssig Diamant, der af en eller anden lunefuld 
Rigman var blevet udhulet. 
 
It was fantastic to wander over the vast expanses of snow at night. Now we 
thought they were like the sheets covering a corpse. There was a seriousness 
with gritted teeth and a heavy silence about these Norwegians that made the 
impression so much stronger. It was fantastic to follow the searchers down 
into the ice caves which time and again appeared. [...] When the light of the 
torch shone on the gleaming ice walls of such a cave, the rays were fractured 
by all the ice crystals, and one got a sense of being inside a giant diamond 
hollowed out by some capricious rich man. 
 

The next day, Lau said, the missing guest returned from what had only been 
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an impromptu visit to nearby friends, but was thrown out of the hotel by a 
furious host. Still, an element of the mystery story lingered: The searchers 
followed footsteps leading to a mount and suddenly disappearing – and this 
is the end to Lau’s story: “... de hemmelighedsfulde Spor, der forsvandt i 
Ødemarken ...” (the mysterious tracks disappearing in the wilderness). 

From the shooting of Solskinsdalen (Emanuel Gregers, 1925), Alice 
O’Fredericks shared a story also referring to expectations raised by tales of 
the dangers of the wilderness. Although differently gendered, and comical 
instead of ominous, the tale shares Lau’s false-scare story structure and 
likewise begins Turn of the Screw-like with tales told in the evening. She 
told it with alleged regularity, later in life and as if to her grandchildren. The 
film historian Arnold Hending recounted it thus from an interview: 

Og saa plejer hun gerne at fortælle den pudsige Historie om Bjørnen. 
“Vi boede paa en Sætergaard i Højfjeldet. Det var vidunderligt. Men saa en 

Aften, da Talen var faldet paa Dyrelivet deroppe, fortalte en av Karlene os 
meget omstændeligt om Bjørnene og deres farlige Færden. Da vi gik til Ro, 
Karen Winther og jeg – vi sov i samme Rum – blev vi midt i vor ikke alt for 
søde Søvn vækket af en Kradsen paa Døren. ‘Bjørnen!’ hviskede vi, begge 
lige forskrækket. 

Vi fik ikke mere Søvn den Nat. Vi var rædselslagne, sad musestille og 
turde end ikke tale. Dyret blev – med smaa Mellemrum – ved med at rumstere 
derude. Først ved Morgengry fik vi tilkaldt nogle Folk, der med Vaaben 
skulde fjerne Bæstet. Og véd De, hvad det saa viste sig at være – et yndigt 
Gedekid, som vi var blevet Venner med! De kan nok tænke Dem, at vi tit blev 
drillet med vor frygtelige Bjørn!”29 

She likes to tell the curious story about the bear. 
“We stayed on a summer farm in the mountains. It was wonderful. But one 

evening as we spoke about animal life up there, one of the men told us all 
about bears and their deadly behaviour. When we went to bed, Karen Winther 
[who played the country girl] and I – we shared a room – we were in the midst 
of our not so sweet sleep woken by a scraping on the door. ‘The bear!’ we 
whispered, both of us equally shocked. 

We got no more sleep that night. We were stricken with fear, sitting as 
quiet as mice, not daring to speak. The animal continued to rummage about 
out there, pausing occasionally. Not until daylight could we summon armed 
people who would take care of the beast. And do you know what it turned out 
to be – the cutest goat kid we had befriended! As you can imagine, we were 
many times taunted with our terrible bear!” 
 

In the film, Alice O’Fredericks is indeed often surrounded by and visually 
associated with goat kids, lively, sure-footed and at home in the hills just like 
her Norwegian character.30 The anecdote about the ‘bear’ is well aligned 
with the humour of the film and its – sometimes nightly – pranks about 
country life where the joke is likewise on the city-dwellers, presented as 
nation-less or, intuitively, as Danes, despite names that are recognisable to a 
Danish audience as Norwegian.31  
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Figs. 1.1 and 1.2. Solskinsdalen, images held at the Danish Film Institute. 
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In the story, a professor’s teenagers – spoiled city brats – are brought to the 
‘untouched’ Sunshine Valley ‘discovered’ by the professor. In one of the 
gags, the girl is scared of a mouse at night and gets her brother to help her, 
but he is as panic-stricken as she is (fig. 1.1). As the programme booklet 
states, in the Sunshine Valley the air is cleaner and the people healthier, 
more honest and less complicated; and in this utopia, the ‘Danes’ are 
acculturated into non-industrialised, rural Norwegian life and do not return 
(fig. 1.2). As a consequence, the professor’s son eventually rises to the 
occasion and exposes himself to danger when trying to rescue a goat on a 
precipice. Both the film’s story and this piece of discourse, then, acted out 
anxieties about nature which were then mastered, and can be read as 
allegories of film teams learning to overcome natural perils. The idea of 
‘noble savages’ shaped by their more natural surroundings have obvious 
colonialist overtones, an aspect of the Norwegian-Danish relationship I will 
return to towards the end of the chapter. A concurrent source for this sort of 
narrative is the American serial-queen film, where heroines with an ability to 
take action were routinely exposed to some kind of fatal danger.32 In these 
American films, however, the challenges and dangers were usually 
associated with modernity: often trains, cars or tall structures, instead of 
wilderness. The character who had been phrased and rephrased in the US 
through the serial figures of Pauline, Helen and Elaine was a modern and 
sporty ‘new woman’. Indeed, the Scandinavian take on this figure might 
sometimes, not unlike Solskinsdalen, include a partial critique of modernity 
and civilisation through a return to simpler ways of living.33 Still, the gender 
negotiations visible in the serial-queen films are not as palpable in the 
Scandinavian films. All in all, this trend in American films should be seen as 
one influence rather than as a model. 

Even more than in Norway’s case, Denmark’s historical relationship to 
Iceland is aptly described with the term ‘colonialism’ in cultural matters, 
representations and ideas, even if the term is traditionally avoided in 
Iceland.34 The Danish films shot on Iceland in the late 1910s and early 1920s 
are surrounded by tales of the challenges and dangers of outdoor life. The 
anecdotal trope of danger of slipping a rope and falling down a precipice to a 
certain death was known from Victor Sjöström‘s stunt in Berg-Ejvind, as 
mentioned above. From the filming of Hadda Padda (Gu∂mundur Kamban 
and Svend Methling, Edda Film 1924), Clara Pontoppidan told of mortal 
danger to both herself and Methling as the character Hadda Padda was twice 
lowered down into a precipice.35 Preparing for the production Borgslægtens 
Historie (Gunnar Sommerfeldt, Nordisk 1920), some of the crew sought out 
adventure. In an advance press piece, the secretary Chresten Fribert told a 
story of how he and two others rode across the wilderness to the filming 
location instead of, like the rest of the cast and crew, taking the beaten track: 
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Vi var tre Mandfolk, som skød en Genvej over øde Marker, vi satte i Baad 
over en Flod, hvor Strømmen var saa stærk, at vore Heste, der svømmede, 
kom over en halv Fjerdingvej bort, og senere var vi helt oppe i Fjeldenes 
evige Sne, hvor vi red vild i Mørkningen og maatte opholde os paa vore Heste 
i nitten Timer i Træk.36 
 
We were three men who took a short cut over desolate lands, we took a boat 
across a river where the current was so strong that our horses, swimming, 
ended up a fjerdingvej away [the Danish fjerdingvej was 1,883 metres], and 
later we were all the way up in the eternal snow of the mountains, where we 
lost our way at dusk and had to stay on our horses for nineteen hours 
continuously. 

 
Going out of their way to seek adventure like this was perhaps partly for the 
value of subsequently letting the tales slip. Incidentally, one subcategory of 
these stories of inconvenience and sacrifice is the less serious-minded 
renderings, on the side of Danish filmmakers, of the hardships of making 
films in Norway during the hard-liquor prohibition era (1916–1927). I have 
found none such about Iceland, which had prohibition from 1915, but 
perhaps this should be taken as a signal that Iceland, despite the closer ties to 
Denmark, was conceived as more faraway and exotic on the whole and that 
prohibition seemed more of an anomaly in the less-exotic Norway. About 
the filming of Vore Venners Vinter, the actor Rasmus Christiansen ventured 
the following comment: 

Een Ting var modbydelig deroppe – Spiritusforbudet. Ikke Forbudet selv, men 
al den Spiritus, der følger med det. Vi blev som Børn, da vi ikke maatte faa 
noget, og vi blev syge. Saa fik vi Recepter – Spiritusrecepter naturligvis – og 
Medicinen kostede 20 Kr. pr. Flaske inklusive Lægens Honorar, og det var 
forbavsende, saa vi kom os.37 
 
One thing was ghastly up there – prohibition of hard liquor. Not prohibition 
itself, but all the hard liquor that went with it. We became like children who 
could not have what they wanted, and we became sick. Then we got 
prescriptions – alcohol prescriptions, naturally – and the medicine cost 20 
kroner per bottle including the doctor’s fee, and that was startling, so we 
recovered. 

 
This kind of joke is a classic type of banter between neighbours.38 On their 
side, Norwegians could also see fit to mention prohibition in apologetic 
terms when talking to Danes. A 1918 interview with Asta Nielsen in the film 
journal Helt og skurk partly concerned pantomime, the star’s ideal for silent 
film-making.39 Nielsen avoided the subject of alcohol when claiming that 
Norwegians were too serious-minded for pantomime. The journalist’s 
response, however, was that ‘we’ Norwegians had a better understanding of 
prohibition and bootlegging than of pantomime. Similarly, in 1919 the 
Norwegian soon-to-be director G.A. Olsen was asked by the Swedish 
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Filmbladet to report about the film sphere in Norway; Olsen concluded in 
the end that he was hoping for a new film congress for Copenhagen and that 
prohibition would not in the meantime reach Denmark, too.40 Prohibition 
was controversial within Norway’s borders, too, and in these cases where 
self-representation was at stake, the Danish view of it seems to have been 
anticipated and internalised. 

Locating the thereness of the fiction film 
The new and more serious and authentic status of the fiction film reflected 
back on the actualities, which responded to this change. At Svenska Bio, the 
space shared between travelogue and fiction film was actualised and played 
up in spinoff nature films displaying views from shooting locations for 
current feature films. Motifs from mountainous Abisko likely taken in 
connection with the filming of Berg-Ejvind och hans hustru in the summer 
of 1917 were marketed with an invocation of that epic: “Från fjällens värld. 
Kameraminnen från de storslaget natursköna trakterna kring Abisko, där 
Svenska Biografteaterns stora drama Berg-Ejvind och hans hustru 
inspelats.”41 (From the world of the mountains. Camera souvenirs from the 
grandiose areas of great natural beauty around Abisko, where Svenska Bio’s 
grand drama The Outlaw and his Wife was shot.) Judging from the list of 
intertitles, the film played up mountaineering, snow and ice. Starting at the 
train station at the Abisko tourist station, then called ‘Abiskojokk anhalt’, it 
goes on to depict the tourist hotel. The last seven intertitles describe scenes 
from the hike traversing mountains and led by a Sami guide, including a 
coffee break. In this way, the scenery in the film appears to be framed by the 
arrival and subsequent tour experience of a group of serious-minded 
excursionists unafraid of adventure. While I have found no trace of this film, 
another travel film also listed in the marketing material was taken at the 
same time and location. Abisko nationalpark (Abisko national park), as it is 
called, is lighter-hearted and leisure orientated, mostly depicting women in 
long, white summer dresses as well as a little boy. However, this film, too, 
focussed on the touristic experience: traversing the wilderness by train and 
boat, frolicking in nature and crossing a shallow river on foot, and finally 
relaxing on deck with coffee and wine, having been safely picked up again 
by the boat.42 While the general framing consisting of arrival by train and 
excursion with coffee is the same in the two films, Abisko nationalpark 
avoids all hardships worse than getting wet from the river crossing. The 
national park was relatively new, and a new idea in Europe; it had been 
established in 1909. The travel film’s framing of tourists as intermediaries 
between audience and landscape suggests a didactic function: here is how to 
experience and appreciate a national park.43 
The piece of infrastructure offered by the national park system as well as the 
idea of it itself were both attractive for filming.44 As the ethnologist Orvar 
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Löfgren has pointed out, mountains occupy a privileged space in the 
Swedish national discourse about nature, despite in fact being rare in the 
country as a whole.45 Abisko was Europe’s national park first along with 
eight other Swedish areas: importantly, most of these are mountainous.46 The 
entire national park idea in Sweden had a clear focus on mountains, and had, 
Löfgren argues, sprung from the Romantic ‘cult’ of the mountain. It is no 
coincidence, he notes, that the national hymn from 1844 mentions mountains 
in the first verse of the first stanza. In the publicity material for Berg-Ejvind, 
the range of publicity stills held at SFI seems careful to include both 
dramaturgical peaks and topographical ones alike. More strikingly, out of all 
the extant production stills, the stills chosen for the publicity material 
privilege views where mountainous backgrounds are visible behind the 
photographed scene. Only one reviewer, ‘N.’ in Social-Demokraten, 
objected that one well-known mountain horizon could be seen too many 
times.47 This privileging, then, supplies some background for how the 
Swedish North was the ideal nature sought after in Swedish films after 
Svenska Bio’s production shift of 1916, although very few stories for fiction 
films took place there.48  

Other actualities playfully conflated fictional worlds with the represented 
locations of those stories. The works of Selma Lagerlöf were becoming 
intensely actualised in Swedish film in the late 1910s. Although Dunungen 
(Downie) was the only Lagerlöf film actually set in Värmland before the 
1920s, the cinematic value of her works was still evoked in travel films from 
Värmland indicating places of interest in Lagerlöf’s universe. In the film Vid 
Frykens stränder (By the shores of lake Fryken), three out of seven intertitles 
concerned Lagerlöf, and two of these, locations for her fiction.49 In this way, 
travel films from Värmland functioned not unlike school children’s excursions 
and travel guides by the Swedish Tourist Federation, with similar content.50 
However, the line between fact and fiction is more deliberately blurred in a 
travel film from Jerusalem from 1920.51 The first instalments of the films 
based on Lagerlöf’s Jerusalem had come out, set in Dalecarlia and dealing 
with the fictional blood line ‘the sons of Ingmar’: Ingmarssönerna I and II as 
well as Karin Ingmarsdotter. In a later part of the story, an evangelical group 
of Dalecarlians emigrates to Jerusalem, and in the travel film, the real-life 
models for that gallery of characters were depicted. Their house was filmed 
and one of their members portrayed, an elderly man in a suit, bow-tie and hat. 
This man was treated as a spectacle, first approaching the camera and stopping 
to pose, then sitting down and chatting genially to the photographer, without 
any hint for the audience of what he was in fact saying. The intertitle stated 
semi-fictitiously: “Dalmasen Josef Larson, en av de till Jerusalem utvandrade 
Ingmarsönerna.”52 (The Dalecarlian Josef Larson, one of the sons of Ingmar 
who had emigrated to Jerusalem”.) The film goes on with touristic sights such 
as the Jaffa gate and King David Street, and had before the sequence with 
Larson shown places of biblical interest. 
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Fig. 1.3 The house of the real-life Swedish pilgrims who inspired Lagerlöf’s 
Jerusalem was used in Till Österland (1926). It also figured in the actuality-film 
portrayal of Josef Larsson from Dalecarlia, in the film branded as a ’son of 
Ingmar’. Image held at the Swedish Film Institute. 
 
 
Eventually, in the delayed film version of this part of the tale, which did not 
appear until 1926,53 the real-life emigrants’ house figured again (fig. 1.3).54 
Both the film and the production stills privileged a travel-film-like mode of 
representation with tourist sights and street life with ethnic variety.55 While 
the travel film clearly cannot be said to exactly reference the much later 
fiction film, it was still undoubtedly in a position to quite well anticipate the 
fiction film and what it was going to look like – mostly on the basis 
of visuals from within the travel-film genre. The Palestine ‘subcategory’ was 
exceedingly well known from travel films, other kinds of travelogue, and, 
for long period of time, stereographs.56 The link between education and 
biblical history was strong in Sweden as well as elsewhere at this time. In 
preliminary conclusion, at the point when this feature film finally appeared 
in 1926, the ‘acculturation’ of Scandinavian feature film into the customs of 
the nature and travel film was complete. In turn, the nature and travel films 
had re-responded to this. 

The double tie-in effect of marketing a travelogue by means of a fiction 
film, and vice versa, became visible to me when going through a file with 49 
travelogue descriptions for marketing purposes. I found one further such 
instance, indicating that the geographical conflation of fact and fiction was a 
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common enough practice at this stage. One of the last documents in the file 
is a description of a film from Landsort in the archipelago south of 
Stockholm, where Terje Vigen was shot.57 The film plays up Landsort’s 
position as an extreme outpost to the Baltic and its role in protecting 
seafarers. Like Terje Vigen, it depicts the work of a sea pilot in stormy 
weather. Lastly, it records the production of the feature film: “Ovanliga 
gäster bland Landsorts klippor. Svenska Biografteaterns skådespelartrupp 
rycker ut för att filma in Terje Vigen”. (Unusual guests among the cliffs of 
Landsort. Svenska Bio’s actors’ troupe turns out to shoot Terje Vigen.) Like 
what was the case with the nature film evoking Berg-Ejvind, the wording 
cuts straight across any discourse of the (openly) feigned Norwegian 
location, and instead plays up the primacy of the true Swedish location 
where a film actor is a rara avis.58 The rocks and skerries represented 
indexically in Terje Vigen range higher than Ibsen’s setting. Alternatively, a 
travel film from the feigned location outside Grimstad in Norway may have 
been thinkable to promote Terje Vigen in other film genres and continue the 
visual discourse about it, but this would surely have undermined Terje 
Vigen’s sense of authenticity. 

While I have not located the Landsort film, from the description this 
piece of Landsort discourse seems matter-of-fact when dealing with nature’s 
drama and dangerous sides. In comparison, the discourse about the feigned 
location, Grimstad, was characterised by the inhospitable and the 
forbidding.59 Taking this incongruity as a starting point, I now proceed to 
investigating conceptions of the simulated location of Terje Vigen. 

Wild and salty or blithe and sunny? Tracing the changing 
discourses of seaside resorts 
The nature discourse surrounding Terje Vigen has often been evoked.60 
Nevertheless, the reception of the film was first and foremost imbued with 
lines from the poem, summaries from the poem or eulogies of its 
significance and fame. There is a certain lag in the attention given to the role 
of nature: it seems that the Swedish press only learned in retrospect from the 
fuss around Terje Vigen that nature was a key discourse for this vein of 
films. As mentioned above, for Berg-Ejvind one year afterwards, a host of 
journalists were armed with exuberant praise of the majestic locations, with 
the key term being ‘ståtlig’ (grand, splendid, handsome) – spilling over to 
Victor Sjöström and his stature.61 In the reception of Berg-Ejvind, the nature 
discourse conversely fully overshadowed the mentions of the both popular 
and recent theatre production of the play. 

Nevertheless, when nature was in fact discussed in connection with Terje 
Vigen, the way it was referenced is interestingly unambiguous, despite actual 
ambiguity in the representation. In this respect, Terje Vigen represented part 
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of a changing discourse about Sørlandet and comparable locations on their 
way to becoming seaside resorts, a change that can be traced in other films 
including travel films. In the film’s Swedish reception, the location was seen 
as characterised by barren rocks and stormy weather. The idea about the 
storms was perhaps an effect of the advance reporting: during the production 
period, the weather had allegedly often been bad, although this does not 
particularly show in the final product.62 Göteborgs Morgonpost mentioned 
“hafvet med fräsande bränningar och ovädersdiger himmel” (the sea with its 
seething breakers and skies where the storm is coming).63 Social-
Demokraten likewise thought “det stormande havet och de kala klipporna” 
(the stormy ocean and bare rocks) the deepest impression of the film.64 
Skånska Aftonbladet also perceived of ocean and storm in the film as 
suitable décor for the dramatic situations.65 The word décor, denoting 
something illusory, is in fact an apt way of looking at these ideas of a stormy 
ocean. When viewing the film more objectively, there is only one scene 
onshore where the sea is somewhat rough; otherwise the sea scenes in the 
films are in fact shot in relatively calm weather, even the storm scene where 
Terje pilots an English yacht in distress. Instead, in visual terms the ‘storm’ 
is principally suggested by acting and by the set-piece boat deck tossing and 
turning, conceivably with help from the crew. As a production still reveals, 
when Victor Sjöström as Terje subsequently plunges an upturned oar 
through the hull of a lifeboat, a crew member splashes him with a bucket of 
water.66 Although the literary original, Henrik Ibsen‘s poem “Terje Vigen”, 
says “skumhvidt sprøjt” (foamy white sprays), the seas in this scene 
curiously enough lack white foam crests in Christian Krohg‘s older 
illustrations to the poem, too.67 In Krohg’s drawing showing the same scene 
with the oar, there is indeed a cluster of foam on the side, but the meaning of 
the foam seems to be indexical: it is formed by the breaking of waves onto 
Terje’s old rowing boat lying underwater on the spot. Similar takes from 
Landsort with unknown provenience, archived as part of a newsreel from 
1920, have been suspected to be from the production of Terje Vigen.68 The 
takes seem to be practice shots for a film scene with a rowing-boat in stormy 
weather, and in this case the waves break quite violently. Whether or not the 
images date from the production of Terje Vigen, Landsort was obviously a 
preferred location for this kind of scene. 

Despite the (accidental) visual undercommunication of stormy weathers 
in Terje Vigen, there is a hyperbole of weather at work in the film’s 
discourse. A Danish explication of the film in a programme booklet contains 
the idea of Terje’s rough character, as indeed that of all Norwegians, as 
shaped by nature. The text begins with a meditation on the fame of the 
poem: ‘Paany vil Digtet gaa sin Sejrsgang og bringe Bud fra Norges Klipper 
og nøgne Skær, fra en stolt og elskelig Menneskeslægt, der trodser Hav og 
Sorg og Nød...’69 (Once again, the poem will triumph and bring a message 
from the rocks and naked skerries of Norway, from a proud and lovable race 
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of people who bid defiance to sea and sorrow and want...) One point of 
interest here is the identification of a ‘race’ regarded as formed by nature, 
and as unchanged from the time of Napoleonic wars in the poem’s setting to 
the times of Ibsen and finally of the film. Another is the rocks and skerries 
mentioned in the same breath as sorrow and want: in fact, the suggestion is 
that they are directly linked to the sorrow and want. The link is true for Terje 
Vigen as a story, although not causally, but rather as a simile. The narrative 
of Terje Vigen is spun around the English blockade against Denmark-
Norway, when there were also bad harvests in Norway and many famished 
as a direct result of the blockade.70 In Ibsen’s poem, natural surroundings are 
not linked to these adverse conditions, but instead to Terje’s character. His 
home on the ‘ytterste nøgne ø’ (‘the outermost skerry wild’)71 signals the 
barrenness of his emotions after he lost his wife and daughter to famine 
during his captivity in England. There he turns blazing eyes on bad weather, 
as two of a kind – in the film, intensified in the famous shot of Terje raising 
both his clenched fists at the sea; also a powerful publicity still for the film 
often reproduced as a drawing in advertisements. This is the film’s only 
scene with actually foaming seas. At Terje’s death, the poem portrays the 
circumstances that formed him as forces of nature: ‘Han lagdes for solbrand 
og vindes vift, / og derfor blev græsset så stridt og stivt, / men med vilde 
blomster iblandt.’ (‘He lies where hot sun and salt wind hoarse, / Make the 
grass o’er his head both scant and scarce – / But – with a wild flower here 
and there.’ This translation from the British film programme booklet misses 
the unkempt and obstinate character of the grass and personality.)72 The 
film’s location has, in comparison, an element of excess. It conceives of 
Terje as embedded in and constructed by place, as Christopher Oscarson has 
established.73 Where the main function of the poem’s location descriptions 
was to interpret element of the narrative, then, the film’s locations determine 
the character itself. 

Through the poem’s detailed local geography it is inextricably linked to 
its location in the surroundings of Grimstad. At the time of the film’s 
production, the small region Sørlandet, to the very south of Norway and 
consisting of the two Agder counties, was just shifting from a predominantly 
fishing-farming economy to an economy of leisure. Dag Hundstad has 
researched the transformation of Sørlandet’s image from a plain and 
insignificant ‘terra incognita’ for Norwegians into their preferred holiday 
surroundings. This shift gained ground in the 1920s and was complete in the 
1930s, when the region was finally ‘to most Norwegians mainly associated 
with sun and summer’ and heavily defined by its coast’s archipelago 
landscape.74 Along similar lines, Berit Eide Johnsen has investigated the rise 
of the stereotype of a ‘soft’ Sørlandet with a soft-sounding dialect, ‘meek’ 
inhabitants with time on their hands who became perfect summer hosts for 
tourists, and a particular genre of regional humour.75 Eide Johnsen 
furthermore contends that during the twentieth century, Terje Vigen along 
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with other maritime characters from Sørlandet lost their original qualities 
and became one-dimensional fishermen figures in popular consciousness. 
Two later Norwegian films set in Sørlandet serve to highlight a different 
stage from Terje Vigen’s in this development: both Jomfru Trofast (Maid 
Constantia) and Felix were directed by Rasmus Breistein and premiered in 
1921. Both films display rounded islets and rocks beneath summery skies, 
and Felix was framed as a “skjærgaardsfilm” (archipelago film) in the 
opening titles. Particularly Jomfru Trofast is interesting as the original play 
the film was based on was written by Vilhelm Krag, the coiner of the term 
Sørlandet in 1902. There are similarities with Terje Vigen in that this film, 
too, partly depicts adversity and the threat of destitution. However, the 
aesthetics of the filmed environs in Jomfru Trofast differs from the agitated 
seas of Terje Vigen in embedding the (by then) habitual white wooden 
houses and rocky coast in a gentle, summery atmosphere. The main 
illustration for the programme booklet even omits the otherwise omnipresent 
rocks, and substitutes a less typical (although no less probable) grassy 
foreground with trees where the ‘maid Constantia’ sits in the sun, watching 
her young man’s ship head for the horizon.76 In Sweden, the discourse about 
Sørlandet was ‘set straight’ only as the press releases about Jomfru Trofast 
reached the country: the location Ny-Hellesund was described in Filmbladet 
“med hav och holmar och gröna kullar, ett äkta stycke ‘sörland’, som är 
allmänt känt från Amaldus Nielsens bekanta målningar” (with sea and islets 
and green hills, a true piece of ‘sørland’, as is known by people in general 
from Amaldus Nielsen’s familiar paintings).77 Allegedly, then, Swedish 
cinemagoers had all of a sudden known about Sørlandet all along.78 The 
description may quite likely have been lifted from Norwegian marketing 
material. 

Vilhelm Krag‘s works together with those of Gabriel Scott make up 
Sørlandet’s regional and romantic-melancholic ‘literary canon’.79 He was 
not, however, initially a booster for the new, ‘soft’ Sørlandet. As Hundstad 
notes, Krag stated in a geographical survey in 1916 that the nature of 
Sørlandet was dull and also, interestingly, poorly suited for visual mediation 
through diorama images, which were at the time a notable trend in 
Scandinavian biological museums:80 

Sørlandets Natur er uden al sensation. Den passer lidet for Diorama-Billeder. 
Lige til det allersidste lærte Børnene i Skolen, at denne Natur var styg – i 
Høiden ‘smaapen’. Saa det er vist ingen Fare for, at Sørlandet nogensinde skal 
blive Turistdistrikt.81 
 
The nature of Sørlandet is devoid of all sensation. It is a bad match for 
diorama images. Until very recently, children were taught in school that this 
nature was ugly – at best, ‘reasonably pretty’. So there appears to be no risk 
that Sørlandet will ever be a tourist district. 
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In retrospect Krag seems, of course, to have been on the wrong track: to the 
extent that Sørlandet was not already a tourist area, it would soon become 
one. Also, the time of writing was the year of Terje Vigen’s production – 
which was certainly not a diorama, but a piece of visual culture by extension 
linked to dioramas by way of the nature-film format (note that the Swedish 
stand-in location at Landsort – see below – bore an essential natural likeness 
to Sørlandet, unlike the pre-existing man-made environment: mansard-
roofed cottages as can be seen in Terje Vigen are not the tradition in 
Sørlandet).82 However, it is even more instructive to note the ongoing 
change that already registers in the formulation that the nature was 
considered homely until ‘very recently’. Two years earlier, Krag had likely 
been involved producing the local magistrate Daniel Koren‘s geographical 
description Omkring Lindesnæs (Around Lindesnes), a luxurious, illustrated 
volume whose aim was to arouse curiosity about Sørlandet and which on the 
contrary presents Sørlandet as an excellent location for tourism: “Der kan 
ikke tænkes en herligere maate at tilbringe sine sommerferier paa end at søke 
ut i skjærgaarden for alle dem som har sjøen kjær.”83 (I cannot think of a 
more magnificent way of spending the summer holidays than heading out 
into the archipelago, for anyone who cherishes the ocean.) These two 
somewhat contradictory statements place the mid-1910s in the initial stages 
for the region’s transformation from nondescript or ugly fishing villages to 
holiday paradise. In fact, tourism had grown from 1900 onwards.84 Even the 
impulse to produce Terje Vigen stemmed from Victor Sjöström visiting 
Grimstad as a tourist in the summer of 1916.85 A humorous piece by the 
Sørlandet-associated writer and film critic Alf Harbitz serves to date a stage 
of a beginning trickle of tourism in summer 1918: in the story, the city 
council has had a road built to their beautiful beach, and the next year, a total 
of ten bathing guests from the city appear.86 

Outside of Norway – or Scandinavian studies – the new idiom of the 
cheerful Sørlandet may not be an obligatory context to the film or its 
reception at all. On the contrary, it happens that the film instead shapes the 
understanding of the simulated location. In 1975, John Fullerton structured 
an early article on what he perceived as the “spirit of isolation and 
melancholy which abounds to this day in the Norwegian countryside near 
Grimstad”.87 Fullerton accentuated the felt barrenness of the rocky coastline 
and described it as ‘heavily indented’, with connotations more to violently 
torn-up jaggedness than calm inlets (although already Koren in 1914 put a 
strong emphasis on the latter, using the difficult-to-translate key term 
‘lun’).88 It is only when focussing on the coded landscape in itself that a shift 
is visible from the dramatic sea scenes in Terje Vigen via the ‘authentic’ 
environments of Jomfru Trofast, already better suited to the new, summery 
idiom. The shift is visibly completed after sound in Einar Sissener’s Syndere 
i sommersol (Sinners in Summertime, Norsk Talefilmproduksjon, 1934) 
where the character’s exceptional holiday existence in the sunny archipelago 
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is a prerequisite for their sexual licence.89 To make the point in terms of 
landscape, the rocks of Sørlandet had by then certainly ceased to be barren 
and ominous and started to be gently rounded, warmed by the sun and 
inviting a dive into glittering waves.90 
The treatment of other budding seaside resorts as weather-beaten places of 
natural drama can be spotted in Nordisk’s production in the mid-1910s. A 
travelogue portraying the isle of Bornholm was followed by this description 
of a tumultuous climate: 

Østersøen ved Bornholms Kyst. 
Som en Fortidsjætte skyder Stenøen sig op af Vandet. Ret umotiveret, som et 
Udtryk for Naturens Lunefuldhed, liger Øen midt i Østersøen, hvis fraadende 
Bølger danser en evig Runddans om den barske Ø. 
Paa de fleste Steder falder stejle Klippeskrænter brat ned til Vandet og danner 
saaledes et naturligt Værn mod Bølgernes Stormløb. Hvor det ikke er 
Tilfældet, maa af Menneskehænder opføres solide Kampestensdæmninger, 
henover hvilke da Søen sender sine salte Skumsprøjt.91 
 
The Baltic Sea at the coast of the isle of Bornholm. 
Like an ancient giant, the rock island shoots up of the water. For no apparent 
reason, as an expression of nature’s caprice, the island lies in the midst of the 
Baltic Sea, whose seething waves dance an eternal round dance around the 
rough isle. 
In most places, steep cliffs fall precipitously down to the water, forming a 
natural refuge against the onslaught of the waves. Where this is not so, human 
hands must build solid rock seawalls, over which the sea sends it salty sprays 
of foam. 

 
In the description used to promote of a nature film two years younger, 
however, a different register was already evoked. The same capricious cliffs 
combined with the same salty sprays were instead harmonious and beautiful, 
and the beach activities are stressed. The film must be negative 845, 
Bornholm (1911): 

Merkwürdig zerrissene Felsen verschmelzen in schöner Harmonie mit dem 
schäumenden Meer ... Längs des weissen Strandes entfaltet sich ein munteres, 
ungezwungenes Badeleben, das einen freudigen Gegensatz zu der ernsten 
Lebensführung der Bevölkerung der Insel bildet ...92 
 
Curiously torn cliffs fuse into a beautiful harmony with the foaming sea... 
Along the white beach, a merry, informal acquatic life unfolds, forming a 
happy counterpart to the stern lifestyle of the people of the isle ... 
 

Tourism had in fact been an important industry in Bornholm since the late 
nineteenth century, at that stage predominantly with German holiday-
makers.93 Nevertheless, the discourse about the location seems still in the 
early 1910s to be in the middle of a transformation. From being about 
desolate fishing villages, it turned to the seaside resort, just like the 
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development beginning in Sørlandet. In one representation of the Swedish 
west coast from 1909, the ongoing negotiations of these different kinds of 
discourse is also visible: that of fishing or other kinds of industries, which 
are masculinely charged and thematise danger or seriousness, versus that of 
sunbathing, which is femininely charged. In 1909 Cosmorama-Film made 
the series Vid Västkustens badorter (At the Seaside Resorts of the Western 
Coast). Nordisk Filmtidning’s item about the film Lysekil from the town of 
that name seems taken directly from the company’s own description, and in 
this explication, the different kinds of boats signal the different industries in 
Lysekil.94 The first industries thematised by the portrayed vessels are fishery 
and stone quarries, but ultimately comes along an elegant white passenger 
steamboat. The latter is the most emphasised in the text, as it indicates “den 
härliga och omtyckta badorten dit tusentals människor begifva sig för att 
söka hälsa och vederkvickelse” (the delightful and well-liked seaside resort 
where thousands of people go to seek health and invigoration). 

At the same time, the northwest of Jutland (Jylland) had been a location 
for bathing holidays for some fifty years.95 Even so, the actuality-film 
discourse about Jutland did not engage with its gigantic beaches. Rather, 
Nordisk’s subject matter was the barren Jutlandish heath and the efforts for 
its cultivation, and the sometimes furious North Sea. One film from 1913 
portrayed an old farming couple on the heaths (Den jyske Hede, The 
Jutlandic Heath, Nordisk negative 995), praising their industriousness on the 
sandy soil.96 The description for Nordsøen (The North Sea, negative 997, 
1913) with the subtitle I Storm og Stille (approximately, In Storm and 
Sunshine) underscored the dynamics between the Jutlandish coast in inviting 
conditions and in strong weather: “I Magsvejr kan Nordsøen være smilende 
og fristende som en idyllisk Skovsø, men naar Stormen gennempisker den, 
er den ikke god at komme i Lag med.” (In fair weather, the North Sea can be 
as smiling and tempting as an idyllic forest lake, but when it is whipped by 
storm, closer contact is not recommended.) Still as late as 1927, Vester-Vov-
Vov (At the North Sea, Lau Lauritzen Sr., Palladium) had a number of scenes 
from Jutland’s beaches and their immense amounts of sand, but portrayed 
storms, fishermen, smugglers and traditional costumes rather than modern 
sunbathers. The programme-booklet text began: “Vor Historie foregaar ved 
det brusende Vesterhav, hvor Fiskerne kæmper en haard Kamp for det 
daglige Brød.”97 (Our story takes place at the roaring North Sea, where the 
fishermen struggle hard for their daily bread.) The lag in representations of 
Jutland’s coast seems considerably greater than for the other budding resorts 
locations mentioned. Furthermore, it is doubly striking as the visual culture 
of Skagen’s beaches was very well known across Scandinavia since the era 
of the trans-Scandinavian Skagen painters, which had been at its height in 
the 1880s. Also, Jutland was favoured by the holiday-making well-to-do 
classes of the capital cities in the same way as Sørlandet and the Swedish 
west coast, and should be familiar also in its unmediated state.98 One 
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background to the prolonged ‘wild and dangerous’ idiom used about Jutland 
is the widespread prejudice in Denmark about Jutland’s backwardness.99 
Another is that the sand itself was ambiguous: since the mid-nineteenth 
century, it had signified not only summer and holiday, but also extreme 
sandstorms and dangerous erosion. 
One particularly bleak instance of travelogue discourse is the intertitles for 
Svenska Bio’s film from the Vesterålen island district, north of Lofoten.100 
The title is given as Nordlandets stränga kust (The Stern Coast of Nordland), 
with intertitles using a rhetoric of ‘dyster’ (gloomy) and ‘ogästvänlig’ 
(inhospitable)’. Two representative intertitles read: ‘Sjöfåglarnas tallösa 
skaror ge ett inslag av liv i den döda naturen’ (The countless flights of sea 
birds provide a streak of life in the dead nature), and: ‘Namnet Sortlandet, 
som denna ort har, kunde passa för mången trakt här uppe’ (The name of this 
town, Sortland [the Black Land] would be suitable for many a district up 
here). The records contain both a draft, probably written by the photographer 
Sven Petterson, and a revised version (I have quoted the latter). Today’s 
tourist discourse about Vesterålen mentions its ‘rich vegetation’ instead of a 
dead nature.101 A counter-example where this nature is magnificent instead 
of dead is a film travelogue from a boat trip – probably Hurtigruten – 
advertised in British weekly The Era much earlier, in 1901. This text instead 
mentions a “Northern world of wonder” and “scenes of grandeur that defy 
description”.102 The line was a tourist asset, and a mention of Hurtigruten 
would likely have produced a more positive charge if it had been present 
also in Svenska Bio’s Vesterålen text.103 

 In an unfilmed and undated Norwegian screenplay preserved at the DFI, 
it seems that the Norwegian self-representation of the northern regions 
included awareness of this potentially negative view from the foreign south. 
The script – which seems to be for an early talking film – is about a Dane 
coming to Northern Norway, and in one exchange of lines dramatises a 
double gaze on nature and its significance. The character Bjørnare asks the 
Dane his opinion about the landscape: 

“Naa! Hvad syns du saa idag om vort vakre land.” 
...” Du er en nar, Bjørnare! ... Du opfører dig som var vi i begrep med at fare 
like ind i Paradis. – Du taler som om landet skude være dækket med de 
skjønneste mandeltrær i blomst.... 
Nei Bjørnare, – der ute i syd, – i syden, der er Paradiset. ... Men her! – Ikke et 
grønt blad, - ikke et tre - ikke en blomst. — Intet – uten skrek – nat – taake – 
storm – nakne fjeld og kokende hav.”104 
 
“Well! What do you think about our beautiful country today.” 
... “You are a fool, Bjørnare! ... You behave as if we were about to enter 
Paradise. – You speak as if the land were covered with the prettiest almond 
trees in bloom... No, Bjørnare, – out there in the south, – in southern lands, 
there is Paradise. ... But here! – Not one green leaf, – not a tree – not a flower. 
— Nothing – but horror – night – fog – storm – naked mountains and boiling 
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seas.” 
 

The script seems to anticipate that the Norwegian, positive recognition of the 
region Northern Norway could entirely fail to be valued for an outsider and 
instead seen in terms of the utmost bleakness and feelings of dread – in fact, 
quite like the landscape and seas in Edgar Allan Poe‘s horror tale from the 
Moskenes, “A Descent into the Maelstrom” from 1841. The entire category 
‘Sørlandet’, on the other hand, was one to which the Swedish and Danish 
reception of the Terje Vigen at the time seems entirely oblivious. ‘Marfa’ 
(Elsa Danielsson) in Dagens Nyheter, for one, reported that it was set on the 
west coast of Norway, following the Norwegian categorisation of the area up 
until the 1900s.105 The wet and windy climate of the rest of Vestlandet 
perhaps partly explains the focus in the discourse on the stormy climate in 
Terje Vigen not as mirror for Terje’s character, but as pre-existent fact and 
prerequisite for his character. A Danish journalist mentions “storladne 
nordiske Landskaber og Partier fra det oprørte Hav langs Norges Vestkyst” 
(grandiose Nordic landscapes and scenes from the agitated seas along the 
west coast of Norway).106 Some confusion is added by information 
circulating that the location was Norway, not Sweden; perhaps press material 
had at some stage brought this information. This was indeed the plan to 
begin with, just as the plan was to engage Egil Eide for the role as Terje.107 
Danish newspapers cited this,108 one even presupposing a mountainous 
location: “Man har da ogsaa paa Fjældet bygget veritable Hytter, som dem, 
Digtet nævner...” (Veritable huts such as those mentioned in the poem have 
even been built up in the mountains...)109 Similarly, the Swedish Social-
Demokraten noted that the Norwegian mountains seemed to be, regrettably, 
missing from the picture.110 In Norway, Steinkjer’s local paper Indherred 
reported that most scenes were shot in Norway.111 

Both the Norwegian and the Swedish reception of the film dealt to a 
considerable degree with concepts of authenticity. Like the actuality film 
playing up the primacy of the actual location over the represented one, the 
press accepted and appreciated the film’s Landsort. One Swedish review was 
representative in stating: “Att filmen inspelats på svenska skär i stället för på 
norska kusten, stör nog inte illusionen.”112 (The fact that the film has been 
photographed on Swedish skerries instead of the Norwegian coast does not 
seem to disrupt the illusion.) A report from the premiere in Stockholm in 
Morgenbladet by the high-profiled journalist and cosmopolitan Dagmar 
Engelhart pointed out that Stockholm’s archipelago had “akkurat den samme 
natur som vor egen” (just the same nature as our own).113 Aftenposten also 
observed that the images from the sea and archipelago came out right and 
noted “ærlige bestrebelser mod pietet og realisme” (honest strivings towards 
veneration and realism).114 However, ethnographical detail did not seem 
right to “en landsmand af den store avdøde og af Terje Vigen” (a 
countryman of the great deceased and of Terje Vigen). Despite that 
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evaluation, according to Svenska Dagbladet’s advance reports about the 
film, both the costume designer and theatre set painter had been engaged 
from Norway (the well-reputed Andreas Bloch and Jens Wang, 
respectively).115 In their eventual review of the film, however, Svenska 
Dagbladet remarked among much praise on an oddity in its use of 
location:116 how the Skagen where Terje goes to bring home barley is not 
that iconic sandy location, but instead some rocky beach (that, too, probably 
Landsort).117 Regardless of the degree of felt success, the demonstrated 
willingness to discuss authenticity concepts is in itself significant: as 
discussed in subchapter c, it is this that characterises the change in the notion 
of location at this time. 

The Bergensbanen railway and Holmenkollen as heavily 
mediatised infrastructures for skiing images 
Toward the other end of the period of fiction-film interest in nature as 
outlined here, the film Bergenstoget plyndret inatt (Thin Ice, literally 
Bergenstoget robbed tonight, Uwe Jens Krafft, Norsk Super Film, Norway 
1928) was a late silent film making rather sophisticated use of two iconic 
filming locations, the Bergensbanen railway and Holmenkollen. The film is 
usually listed as a German-Norwegian co-production,118 but research by Nils 
Klevjer Aas repudiates this, seeing the film instead as a runaway production 
in low-cost Berlin studios (just like a string of Swedish films during the mid- 
to late 1920s).119 Klevjer Aas has examined this film and its literary original 
as media events of some richness.120 In my perspective, it is interesting how 
the film combines markers for modernity and for a more traditional national 
heritage. As a production with ambitions for international distribution,121 in a 
time when rural films were almost over and done with even in Norway, it 
nuances and tempers its national content, which still manages to find new 
expression. 

The plot is a concoction of hoaxes: PR tricks and April’s Fools Day 
combined resulted in big headlines which were not only misleading but were 
also misunderstood (in the end, a happy combination). There are plenty of 
modern features: city outfits and drawing-room comedy manners abound. 
The through-and-through modern business engaged in by the protagonist 
Tom is public relations. Only for the buzz value, Tom stages a robbery of the 
Bergensbanen train (between the stations Haugastøl and Finse) with the help 
of his friends, only to return the loot to the railway. It is through this daring 
deed that he makes headlines, reverses the declining ticket sales on the 
Norwegian Railways because of the PR value and impresses its head 
sufficiently to marry his daughter Grete. The original novel from 1923, 
written under pseudonym by two aspiring members of the cultural elite, 
Nordahl Grieg and Nils Lie, had itself been advertised with the fake news 
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headline “Bergenstoget plyndret i nat!” in all the Oslo papers.122 In the film, 
one of the men robbed on the train is reading that novel in his sleeping car. 

Grieg and Lie’s plot seems in fact to borrow vital elements from Sven 
Elvestad‘s script for Bladkongen (The Paper King, Alexander Christian, 
Nordisk 1916).123 In this film, which had been exhibited in Norway, the 
Norwegian Alf Blütecher played the reporter Henning who similarly needs 
to impress his employer – ‘Bladkongen’ – to obtain the hand of his 
daughter.124 The plot includes a gang of the protagonist’s colleagues 
breaking him out of a train prison convoy when he is falsely accused of theft. 
Exposing the real culprit and proving that he can sell news by making them, 
Henning gets the girl. The idea of toiling for a desired mate’s father until 
being found worthy is a broader figure, biblical in origin. In Scandinavian 
film, it reappears the next year in Den starkaste (Alf Sjöberg and Axel 
Lindblom, SF 1929) set in Norway. There, the idea appears in a more 
primordial sense more akin to the Old Testament’s tale of Laban’s 
daughters: making oneself useful in terms of hunting, farming and physical 
strength. Bergenstoget plyndret inatt and Bladkongen instead reward modern 
virtues such as setting the agenda for the press and creating PR value. 
Circumventing the law is not a problem – in the films. In Sweden, on the 
other hand, Bergenstoget plyndret inatt was however banned on the grounds 
that it glorified crime, and Bladkongen had been permitted for exhibition for 
adults only. In Norway, both films were allowed universal showing.125 
This attempt to make a modern production, aimed partly at audiences in 
German-speaking countries as well as internationally through Paul Richter‘s 
leading part, yet contained numerous markers of Norwegianness in terms of 
nature and sports, which were confirmed as such in the press.126 In this way 
it is the opposite of the comparable Swedish-German Karusellen (1923), 
which avoided all markers of Swedishness.127 The nationally-minded journal 
Filmen og vi was the most aggrandising about the film and its scenery. An 
advance article used the word ‘høisang’, the Germanic construction 
(Hohelied) devised by Martin Luther for denoting the Hebrew superlative 
translated into English as ‘song of songs’. Within the same sentence, the text 
even references the national anthem: 

Bergenstoget plyndret inatt er en høisang til ære for vår deilige natur – en 
film, som genialt har grepet det hvorfor, der er forklaringen på at “vi elsker 
dette landet som det stiger frem”. Vi elsker det, fordi det har en natur 
vidunderligere enn noe annet lands... – vi elsker det for dets hvite høihet over 
viddene – for dets ophøiede renhet i linjerne – og i denne films billeder toner 
det nu frem ... . Derfor blir Bergenstoget plyndret inatt i første rekke en 
glimrende propagandafilm for norsk natur ... .128 
 
Thin Ice is a song of songs honouring our lovely nature – a film which has 
ingeniously grasped the ‘why’ which explains that “we love this country as it 
rises forth”. We love it because it has a nature more wonderful than that of 
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any other country... – we love it for its white loftiness in the wide open spaces 
– for the elevated purity of its lines – and in the images of this film, these 
things emerge ... This is why Thin Ice is first and foremost an excellent 
propaganda film for Norwegian nature ... . 
 

After this oration, the article goes on to heap praise on the films’s true 
portrayal of Norway’s bright, lively and enterprising youth. In particular, it 
sees female beauty through the lens of dash and pluck when asserting that 
the charm of the sisters Aud and Ada Egede-Nissen, both of whom played in 
the film, was but a corollary of their sporty stamina. The plot confirms that 
the hallmark of a truly desirable mate of either sex is their capacity on skis. 
Despite the film’s German title, Schneeschuhbanditen (Snow Shoe Bandits), 
snow shoes are much less important for the imagery and plot than are skis. 
The film plays up skiing in the long chase scene where the military goes 
after Tom’s crew of ‘robbers’ on skis. Suspenseful tracking shots seem to 
have been executed with the camera strung onto a sledge, just as the German 
director and other Norwegian film makers had probably recently seen it in 
Abel Gance’s Napoléon vu par Abel Gance (1927). The parallel-turn 
manoeuvre (‘lappkast’ in Swedish), where skis are turned 180 degrees 
around one at a time, is given much attention when the camera centres on 
that event and then dwells on it – partly as a symbol for the military force 
giving up the chase and turning around, but also, as it seems, in admiration 
of the demonstrated excellent skiing technique.129 Grete’s impromptu 
performance with a loaned dog team, when trying to cover a snowy distance 
quickly to prevent what she thinks may be an old-fashioned duel between 
suitors, reaffirms her as a worthy love interest after her previous 
shenanigans. Likewise, Leif Sinding’s Syv dage for Elisabeth (Seven Days 
for Elisabeth, 1927), shot the year before in the same location, played up 
both the fascination of urban society at a fashionable skiing hotel and the 
morally superior virtues of skiing. When we first encounter the villain at 
Finse railway station, he stands out by not skiing, not being clad in 
sportswear, and by smoking a cigar. Later he tries to remove his rival, the 
film’s hero, by tampering with his skis. The love story is not clinched until 
the hero braves a snowstorm on his skis to save Elisabeth, and the preferred 
way of making fun of caricatured minor characters is to have them fall over 
on skis.130 

Matti Goksøyr has described the development towards skiing as a 
national sport in Norway, which had been complete by the 1890s.131 The 
impulse to conceive of skiing as national heritage was twofold: on the one 
hand archaeological findings of skis, and on the other, in particular the 
enormously influential explorer Fridtjof Nansen‘s apotheosis of skiing as the 
superior activity for producing a population that was hardy and strong of 
body as well as quick and healthy of mind.132 Skiing was positioned against 
an English take on sports which was conceived as too specialised and one-
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sided, striving for records instead of education.133 At the same time as the 
rhetoric surrounding skiing turned from the ‘manly’ to the ‘national’, the 
acculturation of skiing became easier when industrialisation had made 
Norway a sufficiently flourishing country for the population to enjoy winter 
temperatures instead of dreading them. Previously, the extolment of 
Norwegian winters had mostly been an exercise for academic exile 
environments in the balmier Copenhagen. By the 1890s, even regions where 
snow is usually scarce in winter embraced the new skiing ideology.134 The 
link between skiing and a constructed age-old continuity of national culture, 
then, should apply also to Bergenstoget plyndret inatt, and appears to have 
been fully grasped in the advance article in Filmen og vi. At the same time, a 
more relevant aspect of the skiing in the film is on the contrary its 
modernity. As is far more clearly represented in the Finse of Syv dage for 
Elisabeth, the clientele at Norwegian skiing resorts at this time was what is 
often referred to as the ‘knickerbocker nobility’ (knikkersadelen) – the 
sporting upper classes. These would enjoy both the getaway from the city 
and, paradoxically, the continued society life après-ski in evening dress, 
within their own sphere and with all modern conveniences. In Bergenstoget 
plyndret inatt, the representations of skiing arguably draw more from ideas 
about the ‘new woman’ than from heroic national heroes, and in real-life ski-
resort culture, too, the ski tracks were a good excuse for women to don 
trousers.135 The ethnologist Bjørg Eva Aasen mentions the figure of the fresh 
and modern, urban female skier as the darling of the skiing holiday 
advertisements from locations along Bergensbanen.136 Indeed, Aasen points 
out that the Bergensbanen was the first, and for a long time the only, railway 
section in Norway with an integrated advertisement concept in posters, 
folders, timetables and picture postcards. Not least in a transnational 
perspective, the skiers of Bergensbanen plyndret inatt come across as an 
intentionally modern kind of Norwegian self-representation towards German 
audiences already fascinated by the mountain film genre. Perhaps, these 
audiences were already acquainted with the concept of Bergensbanen. Aasen 
reproduces foreign-language advertising posters from the year of the railway 
section’s opening, 1909, including one in German. A further nuancing of the 
image of Bergensbanen, however, is found in the motif for a language-
neutral poster version: two women clad in national costumes on either side 
of a sign saying “Bergensbanen”. The costumes are one ‘hallingbunad’ and 
one ‘hardangerbunad’, both from areas along the way. The national, then, 
was used to market something very modern, but then national costumes were 
at the time intensely in vogue. This goes not least for the hardangerbunad, 
which was for some time nicknamed ‘Nasjonalen’ for its function of being a 
‘national costume’ for all of Norway.{Sivertsen, 2010 #1943} 137 The 
hardangerbunad in this way had a joint symbolism with Bergensbanen itself, 
as the railway section, too, also had a particular status as a national 
project.138 This identity was strengthened by the dissolution of the union 
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with Sweden and need for national integrality, and by prolonged political 
debate about its feasibility after which its eventual completion was seen as a 
victory in engineering. Tom’s motto in the film, “Den jernbanestrekningen 
skal bli den mest berømte i Skandinavien!” (That railway section is going to 
be the most famous in Scandinavia!) had arguably been fulfilled almost two 
decades previously. As Nils Klevjer Aas points out, the Bergen-Oslo railway 
had already in the year after its opening, 1910, been the location for a 
detective novel, namely Stein Riverton‘s (Sven Elvestad‘s) Mysteriet på 
Bergensbanen (Mystery on the Bergen railway). There nature-photography 
culture around the railway seems to be rich,139 for instance photographer 
Anders Beer Wilse used images from Bergensbanen in a slide-show lecture 
in Copenhagen.140 The accustomedness to mediatising the railway is also 
evident in an anecdote told by the Danish director Lau Lauritzen from when 
he was shooting Vore Venners Vinter at Finse: it was very easy, he noted, to 
get to borrow props such as an inspection trolley; the railway’s only 
condition was that Finse was not to be used as a stand-in for Switzerland, 
which had been the case with an earlier Danish production at Finse (this will 
have been Timeglasset).141 

By 1910, the Norwegian film press pointed to the international 
distribution of travel films from Bergensbanen as key for the development of 
winter tourism in the country.142 The number and provenance of the films are 
unclear, but Nordisk Film shot the Bergensbanen at its inauguration in 1909 
(distributed in colour).143 Pathé also filmed it, and certainly other companies, 
too.144 The other often-mediated location in the film, the ski-jump and 
skiing-competition location Holmenkollen in Oslo, was a far more popularly 
oriented leisure destination than Bergensbanen’s Finse. It drew enormous 
crowds from downtown in particular for the yearly Holmenkollen ski-
jumping competition, sometimes referred to as ‘the second national 
holiday’.145 The film mediation of this location, too, depended on public 
transport. In 1898, the light rail Holmenkollbanen had opened, and actuality 
films from the place boomed in 1916 and 1917 coincident with the line’s 
extension to Frognerseteren. All of the extant films I have seen from this 
period and location include shots of people welling forth from trains, and 
crowds in high spirits walking uphill from the station to the sports ground.146 
The first period of intensified interest in Holmenkollen, however, was the 
coverage of the ski-jumping in 1906. Judging from the images, the 
competition’s first year in an independent Norway was carried through in a 
snowstorm and celebrated with three Norwegian flags across the vertical 
face of the ski jump, directly below the jumping point. The Dane Peter Elfelt 
as well as an unknown company whose film is extant in Sweden shot similar 
sequences.147 The Danish film gives more attention to the attendance of the 
king and queen.148 Goksøyr points to this event as a crucial moment of 
acculturation of the formerly Danish prince and formerly English princess 
into the Norwegian ski culture of Holmenkollen, strenghtening their new 
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identity as Norwegians.149 By extension, Danish viewers as Scandinavians 
were acculturated into a mediatised understanding of Norway, an activity 
where they were participants in their capacity as media consumers and 
enjoyed a particular point of access to the event.150 In 1910, the sporty winter 
ideal was acknowledged and passed on by Nordisk in the marketing 
description for the film Vinteridyl (Winter Idyll, neg. 610): in winter, 

da synes Nordboen, at hans Land er Jordens skønneste, den rene og lette Luft 
fylder ham med Styrke og gør hans Muskler spænstige og smidige og Sneen, 
der er Hvermands Eje og Hvermands Glæde byder ham en Tumleplads, der er 
aaben baade for Rige og Fattige. En saadan solfyldt Vinterdag, tilbragt med 
Sport og Leg under aaben Himmel, giver fuldt saa megen Sundhed, Skønhed 
og Styrke som en Uge ved et af Sydens aller berømteste Badesteder – og saa 
er den billigere.151 
 
then the Northerner thinks his country the most beautiful on earth, the clean 
and light air fills him with strength and makes his muscles fit and strong, and 
the snow, everyman’s possession and everyman’s joy, offers him a 
playground open to both rich and poor. Such a sun-filled winter’s day, spent 
with sports and games under the open sky, gives quite so much health, beauty 
and strength as a week at one of the most famous sea resorts of the South – 
and then it is cheaper. 

 
Beside waxing poetic on the Norwegian winter sports notion as something 
quintessentially Nordic, the text is remarkable for its familiarity with Ivar 
Aasen‘s poem “Nordmannen” (‘Millom bakkar og berg’) from 1863. This 
poem and subsequent patriotic song, well-known in Norway, stages a 
conflict between the yearning for warmer latitudes in winter and a 
recognition, come summer, that there is nowhere more beautiful than his 
home. The film paratext turns this around to a statement that it is instead in 
winter that there is nowhere more beautiful, and that this fresh and healthy 
environment is superior to bathing holidays.152 While Norwegian authors 
writing in Norwegianised Danish (such as Bjørnson) or later Norwegian 
Bokmål are known to have been influential in Denmark,153 it is more 
surprising that a Norwegian Nynorsk writer such as Aasen is alluded to. The 
marketing text in this way almost overcommunicates its alignment with 
Norwegian sensibilities, one of several ways to relate to Norwegian content 
discussed below in the next section. For now, the most relevant aspect of the 
wording is how the substitution of summer for winter pivoted on the re-
evaluation of winter and outdoor wintery leisure. 

The royal connection with Holmenkollen came to persist, and the crown 
prince Olav participated in the ski jump competitions in 1922 and 1923, at 
the time of the writing of Bergensbanen plyndret i nat!. This variety of, to 
speak with the book’s universe, PR value, must have contributed to the 
choice of location for the protagonist’s initial attempt at impressing Grete: he 
would (too, just like the crown prince) participate in the ski-jumping 
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competition. He failed due to a dog on the landing-slope, a classic 
impediment which at some unknown point turned into a general figure of 
speech in Norwegian (‘bikkja i bakken’). The Norwegian journal Film 
predicted that the images from Holmenkollen would add to the film’s market 
value abroad.154 However, I suspect that the function of Holmenkollen lay 
predominantly in its affective appeal to domestic audiences, many of whom 
had been there themselves and taken part in the increasingly ritual 
Holmenkollen culture and its connection to the new royalty. As Aas 
mentions, Aftenposten’s reviewer was unimpressed by the Holmenkollen 
scenes, claiming they looked too much like long-familiar newsreels such as 
those cited above.155 Aas ascribes this to the actuality cameramen having 
shot this scene already before the arrival of the German director, Uwe Jens 
Krafft. One might equally well, however, argue that there was value for the 
domestic audience in this kind of mediated recognition, too. 
Bergensbanen was a more likely place of interest to the German audience, as 
a more likely tourist destination for them. At the same time, as I have shown, 
like Holmenkollen, so this engineered structure, too could be seen as a high-
profile part of the building of the national. Finse as a film location might 
have been given its utmost importance in this construction process if the 
plans for filming Ibsen‘s Brand had been realised. When the rights were 
obtained by Svenska Bio, the Swedish press was told that mountain scenes 
were to be taken at Myrdal and Finse “vid Bergenbanan” (along the 
Bergensbanen).156 However, within months Svenska Bio informed the press 
that the story was technically too difficult to adapt, and dropped it.157 As Nils 
Klevjer Aas points out, the oscillation within the film between values of 
(urban) modernity and of nationalised landscape was a way of combining 
‘Scandinavianness’ and international, Hollywood impulses.158 Mats Björkin 
has discussed how the contemporaneous Swedish-German Hans engelska fru 
(Gustaf Molander, Isepa, 1927) was seen as a combination of Swedish and 
the American.159 Similarly, Patrick Vonderau has pointed out about German-
Swedish co-productions in the late 1920s that they combined a ‘Swedish’ 
style with ‘Hollywood’ modernity.160 This Norwegian film with elements of 
the German, then, negotiated its self-representation by, as it were, double-
entry book-keeping. I will now turn to examining how representations of 
Norwegian nature were engaged into by Scandinavians, primarily Nordisk. 
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b. Employing possibilities: Scandinavian companies and 
nature views from Norway 
 
In 1872, Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson reflected on the visuality of Norwegian 
nature: “Alt norsk landskap synes mig ellers, i motsætning til dansk, at by 
lite behag i det nærværende, d.v.s. på den plet hvor man står, men desto 
oftere uændelig skjønhed i fjærnsyn.”161 (All Norwegian landscape seems to 
me, by the way, to be contrary to Danish landscape in that it offers little 
pleasure in the nearby, that is, on the spot where you stand, but all the more 
often infinite beauty from afar.) The word ‘fjernsyn’ [fjærnsyn], like its 
Swedish equivalent ‘fjärrsyn’, here denotes a distant view and has a literary 
flavour.162 In analogy with the German Fernsehen, also used in the literal 
nineteenth century meaning seeing things from afar,163 fjernsyn later came to 
designate television.164 Although the ‘television’ meaning is in itself 
irrelevant, it may serve as a reminder of how Norwegian nature has lent 
itself to mediated scenic views, and thus a good match for travel- and nature-
film production. 

In this sense, Norwegian views were set apart from Danish, but also to 
some degree Swedish views, and this was frequently the case also in the 
discourse around nature and travel films. In a draft for a marketing 
introduction for Svenska Bio’s collected Scandinavian nature film series 
(likely from 1916), Norwegian coastal views were underscored in particular: 
“Where is there a coast that in the immensity of its magnificence can rival 
that of Norway[?]”, the publicity text inquired (original English text for 
export purposes).165 Similarly, Nordisk’s Fra det høje Nord (neg. 828) had 
been marketed in 1911 as follows (this, too, original English text for export 
purposes): “I det hele taget møder man deroppe en Natur saa storslaaet, som 
man ikke træffer den andet Steds i Verden, og det er vel ogsaa en af 
Grundene til, at Nordland nu er det første i Rækken af Norges 
Seværdigheder.”166 (On the whole, up there you meet a nature unrivalled by 
no other place in the world, and that should be one of the reasons why 
Nordland is now number one in the line of Norwegian things worth seeing.) 

In other texts from both Nordisk and Svenska Bio, the Nordic and 
Northern idiom comprised images from both Norway and Sweden. Svenska 
Bio’s ‘Scandinavian’ series counted no films from Denmark, but rather 
combined Norwegian and Swedish views, including films from their 
Swedish “Vårt land” (Our Country) series.167 Svenska Bio conducted the 
discourse around Scandinavian views in the terms that they represented 
something unique that needed to be ‘broadcast’ to the world. The 
introduction for their Scandinavian nature film series, likely from 1916, 
began: 
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Various series of pictures from Nature as seen in the Scandinavian countries 
have already been placed on the international film-market, and have always 
been able to count on the patronage of a large and appreciative public. The 
natural features and conditions existing in the countries in question differ so 
much, however, from those of the rest of Europe, both as regards scenery and 
people, that sufficient matter remains for a considerable number of fresh 
filmings. As the Swedish Biograph Company has not wished to allow these 
possibilities to remain unemployed [my emphasis], it has this summer 
despatched a number of expeditions to various parts of the Scandinavian 
countries, and it now takes this opportunity of presenting the results of this 
work under the common title of Swedish Biograph’s Selected Travel Serie 
[sic].168 

 
In tandem with a conception of the North as decidedly different from the rest 
of Europe, the stated key objective of this series was in other words to make 
the most of and capitalise on Northern nature, so as not to allow footage 
possibilities lying idle to “remain unemployed”. In fact, many of the places 
portrayed had been filmed before, but this argument for the serie’s raison 
d’être suggests another meaning, too. As for the Norwegian locations, many 
local cinema-owners shot nature films,169 but it seems that the films that 
made it abroad were generally produced by foreign companies which 
regularly made nature films in Norway.170 An implication of Svenska Bio’s 
phrasing is a felt position as close to and privileged towards Northern nature, 
even with a superior knowledge of it, enabling them to single out further 
suitable sceneries. In this way they occupied a conceptual in-between 
position in relation to the Norwegian motifs: not domestic, yet not quite 
foreign. 

This material from Svenska Bio is difficult to match to specific films, as 
shorts from this time have not been catalogued in archives to the same extent 
as feature films and because titling practices were not unequivocal. The texts 
are drafts: some are edited in handwriting, some are obvious preliminary 
translations and all lack the customary company logotype. Therefore, the 
main value of the texts is not their function in actual exhibition practices, but 
rather the strategies they may reveal: how they perceive of the potential 
interest in each film. The same is true of the descriptions from Nordisk, 
although in this case the actual films are easy to identify. The descriptions 
are typewritten, not printed, and sometimes contain different versions of the 
same text. The file makes up an archival body of, often multilingual, 
paratexts for 80 of Nordisk’s own actuality films between 1908 and 1915, 
the years leading up to Svenska Bio’s series.171 Out of the 80 films, 16 
percent were travel and nature films from Denmark, 15 percent ditto from 
Norway, 11 percent ditto from Sweden, 45 percent from scattered other 
destinations, mostly continental, and 13 percent with different themes than 
nature or travel. The prioritising of nature films for publicity texts is likely 
an effect of their relatively long potential lifespan and good exportability. 
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Above all, the descriptions for Nordisk’s travel films from Norway and 
Sweden reveal the different uses the company saw from nature in the two 
countries. The typology is quite consistent: where Swedish nature is smiling 
and bright, Norwegian nature is dynamically animated. The Norwegian films 
are from the period 1910–1913, but the texts for the Swedish films are all the 
more coherent as they are all from the same period (1911), before Nordisk’s 
cooperation with Svenska Bio began. As the overall tone is generally 
recognisable, they may well have been written by the same person. In the 
case of Ångermanelven (The Ångermanelven river, neg. 830), the text 
contains many of the typical attributes: “For yndere af den svenske Naturs 
blide Skønhed, er en Tur op ad Ångermannselven at anbefale. Saa langt Øjet 
rækker, indrammes Elven af spinkle, jomfruelige Birke, hvis kniplingslette 
Løv stemmer sindet lyst og festeligt.”172 (For those who favour the gentle 
beauty of Swedish nature, a trip up the river Ångermanälven is 
recommended. As far as one can see, the river is framed by slender, virginal 
birches, whose foliage is as light as lace and disposes one’s mind to high and 
bright spirits.) Gentle, light and bright are key words, completed by the 
smiling fjord (and bright nature) in the text for Gennem den svenske 
Skærgaard (Through the Swedish Archipelago, neg. 829, released as Den 
svenske Skærgaard),173 and yet more virginal birches in Stockholms 
Skærgaard (Stockholm’s Archipelago, neg. 862). A favoured figure for the 
lightness of the nature was shepherd girls, described as blue-eyed or 
youthful, and in the Danish text denominated in less than correct Swedish 
terms as “‘Flickar’” within quotes (Wermland, neg. 826), or similarly 
“Jentar” (Ångermanelven). Furthermore, the formulation ‘as far as one can 
see’ of course recalls the original meaning of ‘fjernsyn’/’fjärrsyn’. 

If Swedish nature was passively smiling and peopled with different kinds 
of virgins, the Norwegian was differently gendered in being almost always 
active and with a touch of the dangerous. The emphasis on animation and 
dynamic quality in represented Norwegian nature is also found 
internationally: in his thesis about foreign-made travel films from Norway, 
Neil Fulton points particularly the word ‘dash’ often used in the discourse 
about these travel films, as the selling point of many films, expressing speed 
and excitement.174 In the texts for Nordisk’s films, the right time for a 
depiction of the effervescent Norwegian nature was spring. The text for 
Højfjeldstur i Norge (Trip into the mountains of Norway, neg. 751) from 
1910 painted an image of romping cattle let out for the summer, and 
previously naked hillsides suddenly covered in a blooming carpet of a 
thousand colours. For Sognefjord (neg. 822) from 1911, the text described a 
frenzied spring budding and sprouting, and bubbling new creeks astir. Norsk 
Natur (Norwegian Nature, neg. 837), also from 1911, pointed out contrasts 
and shifting atmospheres in the landscape, and concluded with the sudden 
appearance of prosaic, but good-natured pigs, “der snøfter rundt, 
ubekymrede om den Skønhed, der omgiver dem, og som aarlig lokker 
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Tusinder af Turister til Norge. Lykkelige Svin, som faar al den Skønhed 
gratis!”175 (... grunting about, unconcerned about the surrounding beauty, 
which yearly attracts thousands of tourists to Norway. What fortunate pigs, 
having all that beauty for free!) The text is just on the verge of likening 
tourists to pigs – possibly an oversight, considering the important selling 
point that touristic interest constituted for travel film. 

The numbers of tourists were also referred to in a somewhat later text, for 
Mod den evige Sne (Towards Eternal Snow, neg. 1021) from 1913. This 
specimen, however, played up stillness in nature instead of activity; but in its 
place, the text emphasises sensory experience: “Det er, som strømmede der 
ud fra disse Billeder den klare, rene Luft i hvilken man aander dybt og 
befriet ...” (It is as if there emanated from these images the clear, pure air 
which one breathes deeply and freely ...). This sense of hoped-for audience 
immersion can be seen as a different mode of the other texts’ vivid 
animation of nature. The film’s title alludes to a Norwegian patriotic song by 
Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, “Der ligger et land mod den evige sne” (1859/1863). 
By tacitly engaging in this kind of reference, the title as paratext relates to 
Norwegian national symbols in a similar mode as that adopted by Svenska 
Bio towards Norwegian locations: a perspective, as it were, only slightly 
from abroad. 

Although the sources from Nordisk and Svenska Bio are, then, not from 
the same time – they are clustered around, chiefly, 1911 on the one side and 
1916 on the other – they lend themselves more or less unproblematically to 
discussion in an integrated argument. Nature films make up a relatively 
consistent and only slowly changing genre as compared to fiction during the 
same period.176 A reason for their comparable stability is the existing 
tradition of landscape representation that they engaged with: travel books, 
travelogue slide shows, postcards. Before going on to exploring in greater 
detail the operational mode of Nordisk’s nature films from Norway, I will 
contextualise by showing how Norway also equalled nature in media culture 
internationally at the same time in one notable medium drawing on nature 
depiction: stereoscopic cards. As John Plunkett has shown, the stereoscope 
enjoyed a revival between 1890 and 1914 after its first period of popularity 
in the mid-nineteenth century.177 The revival was particularly associated with 
the American companies Underwood & Underwood and Keystone.178 During 
this latter period, the medium was associated with, on the one hand, indecent 
pictures viewed in penny arcades, but on the other hand also with 
educational material. 

The educational impulse was amply expressed in travel images, such as in 
Underwood and Underwood’s travel system from (at least) 1905 onwards, 
described by Robert DeLeskie.179 While travel images had long been a staple 
of stereoscopy, they were now more elaborate.180 Underwood and 
Underwood’s so-called stereoscopic tours were multi-media phenomena, 
combining the images with maps, charts and guide-books.181 Some series 
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were sold in cases with resembled hard-cover books, emphasising the 
respectability and desired association with bourgeois education and good 
breeding. At this stage, each set most often comprised one hundred 
images.182 Keystone View Company structured the distribution of their 
boxed sets in an educational system, selling to schools, public libraries and 
Sunday schools.183 In DeLeskie’s analysis, the guidebook texts tended to 
dwell on ageless and perennial aspects of the photographed locations and 
only occasionally engaged with topical events. Guide books for series from 
Norway and for Sweden (probably issued several years, but certainly at least 
in 1909) were written by academic Scandinavianists.184 In John Waldsmith’s 
book of stereo views – like William Darrah’s older volume, principally a 
practical guide for buyers – the list of common, extant single views from 
Europe include these varieties from Scandinavia: from Denmark, different 
city scenes from Copenhagen. From Sweden, Stockholm images and also a 
canal view from Södertälje (in my interpretation mainly in its capacity as a 
feat of engineering, as was often the case in actuality films, but also by 
virtue of being picturesque). From Norway, however, only a couple of 
images were from Kristiania/Oslo. The rest were taken in mountainous 
locations, often combining fjords with dramatic topography: Nærøyfjord, 
Geiranger, Seljestad, Setesdal.185 As for box sets from the Scandinavian 
countries, sets with images from Norway were more frequently occurring. 186 

Two points from this detour into stereoscopy lead further into my 
discussion: firstly, the instructive link between travel images and educational 
aspiration, which feeds into the discourse about location as heritage. 
Secondly, that the image of Norway in international stereography was indeed 
timeless (consistent with DeLeskie’s observation about the guidebook texts), 
and characterised by nature views dominated by the strong Norwegian 
signifiers mountains and fjords, as well as apparently somewhat more sought 
after than images from the rest of Scandinavia. The ‘timeless’ quality is 
possibly associated with a particularly strong tendency in visuals from 
Norway to adhere to what Bjørn Sørenssen calls a consistency of pre-
existing “standard touristic repertoire”, notably fjord vistas.187 Even the 
modern means of transportation often used for the making of travel and 
nature films were not new to film. It should be pointed out that it is evident 
from the many extant photos by Axel Lindahl, active in Norway in the 
1880s, that Lindahl liked to emphasise roads, railways, boats and canals and 
the vantage points provided by them. 

In Nordisk’s distribution records, there is nothing to be gleaned about any 
specific treatment of Scandinavian nature films. Instead, the records can tell 
more about Nordisk’s distribution patterns at large than about the specifics 
of film categories or genres.188 Their records of the export of nature films 
and travel films range from September 1912 to some time in 1924. During 
this time, the international distribution pattern that emerges is more or less 
independent of the individual films’ locations. On this background there is 
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no way of telling whether, for instance, snowy views were more or less 
interesting in a certain location for exhibition. Instead, the pattern is 
primarily chronological and seems to depend on the policy or status of 
Nordisk’s various forms of representation in different countries.189 Several 
countries or areas bought every film in periods, and then none at all during 
other phases. Almost all nature and travelogue films were sold to Germany. 
North America did not buy many of the titles sent there,190 but in the records 
it is obvious that when a film was actually sold, a great many copies were 
sent there. German, British and Russian buyers also took a higher number of 
copies than buyers in other countries. There are, however, a few reasonably 
clear lines, such as this linguistic pattern: Periodically, Austria and Hungary 
shared the same buying patterns, which were similar to those of Germany, 
Switzerland and the Netherlands. From what can be gleaned about Norway 
and Sweden, more or less the same films went to both countries as a 
consequence of Fotorama’s Scandinavian distribution rights. At this late 
stages of the actualités’ popularity, content was second to trade patterns. In 
the early stages of Nordisk’s distribution practice, individual actualités had 
been especially recommended to different cinema owners, among other 
things with a view to the local and sometimes the national. Nordisk’s 
actuality films concerning Swedish subjects or locations were several times 
marketed directly towards Swedish cinemas in individual letters.191 By 
contrast, in this period from 1912 onwards the films needed to cater to both 
the local and the general interest. A look at the correspondence with one of 
Nordisk’s travelling photographers may shed some light on some 
negotiations between the familiar and the exotic. 

Exotic and familiar, 50/50: Nordisk’s correspondence with 
Ludvig Lippert 
“Af Lapper har vi saa meget, saa det skal De ikke tage noget af. Findes der 
ikke mere i Sverrig, kunde de [sic] tage noget godt i Norge, enkelte Ting 
som f. Ex. Vossevangen.”192 (We have plenty of Lapps, so you must not 
shoot any of that. If there is nothing more in Sweden, you could shoot 
something good in Norway, a few things such as e.g. Vossevangen.) This 
message was sent by Nordisk Films to the travelling photographer Ludvig 
Lippert in 1909, at that moment on the road in Leksand in Dalarna 
(Dalecarlia), Sweden. As a typical excerpt from the instruction he routinely 
received, it may serve to give a sense of what Nordisk wanted him to 
capture. Although it went without saying that the Sami people were a highly 
relevant possible subject for filming, yet another such film could not at the 
moment be put on the market. Instead, the company saw a gap in their 
production for Vossevangen, a picturesque town on the cinematically 
beloved Bergensbanen railway, which was surrounded by mountains and 
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water and had frequently figured in paintings and photography. The 
considerable distance between Leksand and Vossevangen was not at all an 
issue from the perspective of Copenhagen; perhaps because being on the 
road was such a state of normality for Lippert, or else possibly because, in 
the eyes of the Copenhagen headquarters, locations in Norway and Sweden 
were closer neighbours conceptually than geographically. 

After Nordisk was founded in 1906, it produced a considerable number of 
short travelogues, especially during its first ten years of existence. During 
those years, the films from Sweden and Norway formed a backbone of the 
company’s travel film production. The pattern stayed with Nordisk’s 
travelogue production and above all distribution (including, for some years, 
Svenska Bio’s films internationally) in later stages. Thus, in the distribution 
records for 161 travel films distributed by Nordisk between 1914 and 1925, 
as many as 64 were shot in Norway, 52 in Denmark, 45 in Sweden, 14 from 
the European continent and five in unknown locations.193 As Patrick 
Vonderau has pointed out, Nordisk actually brought out far more views in 
Germany from Sweden and Norway than from Denmark because of 
Nordisk’s distribution of Svenska Bio’s films. 194 Previously, Nordisk had 
made travelogues from faraway locations, but not anymore – this practice 
stopped since it was not practical to compete with other companies in every 
location.195 The distribution of Nordisk’s films within Scandinavian can only 
partly be seen in Nordisk’s own records, as Fotorama had distribution rights 
for Scandinavia, but can be traced via censorship records. 

In this section, I will use leads mainly from correspondence records to 
discuss traces of discourse about the geographical actuality-film practices, 
and in particular those relating to Norwegian nature. In cinema studies, it is 
customary to link travel films from the silent era to modernity and in 
particular to modern means of conveyance, and to the tourism industry that 
was rapidly developing. However, it is equally true that travel films 
negotiate modernity with ethnographic and traditional elements inseparable 
from it. In this way, the opposition between the modern and the traditional 
operates intertwined with, the opposition between the familiar and the 
exotic, picturesque and ethnographic. Nordisk’s own production of travel 
films from Sweden and Norway generally came about in this way: Freelance 
travelling photographers would be sent off, usually alone, on sometimes 
extensive trips where they would get telegrams along the way with new 
directions, as well asa fresh film reels and money for general expenses. 
These photographers were not on the company’s payroll, but rather worked 
freelance using Nordisk’s film stock and equipment,196 and were paid a fee 
per film; although they must have worked on some sort of contract, judging 
from the manner in which they were ‘sublet’ to exhibitors, see above.197 
For Nordisk’s freelance travelling photographers, the correspondence 
suggests life was not necessarily easy;198 money problems were legion.199 A 
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1908 letter to one of them from a manager at the company offers a glimpse 
of their everyday life, obviously in response to a letter with a complaint: 

Det er lovlig tidlig De bliver træt synes jeg, paa saadan en Tur er det 
selvfølgelig altid anstrængende, men saa maa man spise godt om Aftenen og 
sove godt om Natten, saaledes har jeg maattet bære mig ad i mange Aar, der 
bliver jo ogsaa nog Dage imellem, hvor der bliver Hviletid.200 
 
I daresay this is quite early for you to get tired, of course a trip like yours is 
always strenous, but then you must eat well in the evenings and sleep well at 
night, that is what I have been forced to to do for many years, there will also 
be enough days in between when you will be able to rest. 
 

According to Isak Thorsen, out of Nordisk’s photographers, the two that 
travelled abroad were Langhoff (in 1907–1909) and Lippert (in 1907–
1912).201 Alfred Lind had been dispatched on a tours of Scandinavia, too, but 
those takes could not be used. For a considerable period of time, Nordisk’s 
organisation was far bigger and more established than any company in 
Sweden, let alone Norway. Although other European companies also used 
Swedish and Norwegian sceneries for travel films, Nordisk did so on a 
highly regular basis. Possible ‘hard’ reasons include that the Danish 
company enjoyed a geographic and linguistic proximity to these 
Scandinavian natural resources and therefore good opportunities to exploit 
them. ‘Soft’ reasons may have included a neighbouring country’s culturally 
and politically marked special access to these nature views and folk-dancing 
couples. In this sense, one may say that Nordisk partly identified and 
mobilised exotic elements of the North, and partly actively performed a 
premodern Scandinavian-ness more or less on behalf of the neighbouring 
Norwegians and Swedes. In Nordisk’s correspondence, the photographers 
are called upon to render visible something previously not shown, at the 
same time as the contents should be recognisable within pre-existing notions 
of what a view from the place in question would typically look like. The 
culture of foreign views in different media emphatically predates cinema; as 
Jennifer Lynn Peterson puts it, travel films entered into “a crowded field of 
exotic visual culture”,202 although as John Fullerton’s argues, at the same 
time film altered the way audiences were addressed by the older media.203 

This paradox of the familiar spliced with unique is the recipe for the take 
on exoticism in Nordisk’s travel films. From such a strategy, Ludvig Lippert 
was several times requested to shoot the unknown and the original; but in the 
light of all the correspondence taken together, the word ‘unknown’ chiefly 
denotes something not yet shot by a rival company.204 In the correspondence, 
the Nordisk manager Wilhelm Stæhr was normally the one giving orders of 
where to go and what to shoot, often in his dictatorial style known from Carl 
Th. Dreyer‘s autobiography.205 Lippert was kept up to date on other 
companies’ travelogue releases on several occasions. Outside of the 
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Scandinavian topography, one trip of some importance was Lippert’s 
Eastern tour in the autumn of 1908.206 The route was via Belgrade, 
Constantinople and Port Said to Bangkok.207 It was crucial for Nordisk to 
alert him that Pathé had just issued a film of Constantinople “paa Kryds og 
Tvers [sic]” – i.e., all over that city, and that also (the likewise French) 
Raleigh & Robert had made a Constantinople film. Hence, they wanted 
Lippert to save his precious film stock unless he was certain to capture the 
sultan as well as the palace including interiors, such footage apparently 
being a rarity.208 In preparation, Nordisk arranged to pay a Mr. Rosenberg at 
the Danish consulate DKK 500, provided he brokered exclusive access for 
Lippert to something of interest and paved the way for some original 
footage.209 

In these archival sources, Nordisk – or in particular, Stæhr – seems to 
somewhat overcommunicate the importance of the unique and original, 
judging by the fact that Nordisk’s travelogue output was by no means 
essentially different from other companies’ travelogues. Instead, the original 
should be recognisable within pre-existing notions of what a view from the 
place in question would typically look like. If the already familiar was a 
given which did not even need being addressed, Nordisk’s formulation was a 
well-balanced mixture of the accustomed and the new. In one letter from 
1911 when Lippert was shooting the French Riviera, the exact recipe reads: 
“Kendte Byer er tagne saa til, at de kun kan bruges, naar man blander en 60 
à 70 Mtr. af kendte Ting med Naturskønhed fra Byen eller Omegnen.”210 
(Well-known cities can only be used when mixing up 60 or 70 meters of 
well-known things with [less often seen views of] natural beauty from the 
city or its surroundings.) A complete travel film at the time would typically 
be about twice that length; in other words, Stæhr’s general recipe was a one-
to-one ratio of the established versus the fresh. During Lippert’s stay in 
Bangkok in 1909, he was told to photograph sacred white elephants, but at 
the same time that ordinary people were just as interesting.211 In Nice in 
1911, Lippert was ordered to see the potential of the everyday: “Se altid at 
faa Personer, originale i et eller andet Arbejde ganske nær paa, selv om 
Benene er skaaret af, det gør intet. Se nu at mande Dem op til at finde noget 
godt, smukt og interessant, og se ikke for sort og smaat paa alt hvad De 
træffer paa.”212 (Always capture people, original ones doing some kind of 
work quite close up, even if their legs get cut off, that does not matter. Pull 
yourself together and find something good, pretty and interesting, and do not 
look too bleakly and small-mindedly on everything in your way.) In 
Nordisk’s travelogue discourse, this sense of the word ‘original’, an 
authentic character, blends importantly and paradoxically with the demand 
for ‘original’ – i.e., fresh – views. When the authentic slides into the typical, 
stereotype is never far away, in spite of cliché being exactly what Stæhr in 
his letters wished to avoid. As Frank Kessler has summarised catalogue 
descriptions in general from 1906, ‘characteristic’, ‘native’, ‘quaint’ and 
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‘typical’ – often, typical of a national quality – were positively charged 
terms.213 Stæhr may have wished to refine these genre products where 
possible, but it seems that Nordisk, too, observed what Kessler designates 
the logic of tourism: images are “typical, because they are true; and true, 
because they are typical”; a commodification of the typical and the 
authentic.214 In the case of the Scandinavian travel films, Nordisk Film 
performed not only characteristic nation-ness in presenting views familiar 
from postcards, stereography, travel literature, etc, but also Nordicness. 

An ambition to develop the travelogue category can also be seen in 
Stæhr’s instructions for locations. Around 1907–08, a common trope for city 
travelogues was “paa Kryds og Tvers” (roundabout), a sister genre to the 
speedier, rural train phantom rides: Nordisk released Copenhagen, 
Kristiania, Hamburg, Berlin, Trondheim, New York, and Nuremberg “paa 
Kryds og Tværs [sic]”.215 In fact, this title structure became a fad to be soon 
abandoned, and soon, even at all employing a city name was potentially 
problematic. By 1911, Stæhr wrote to Lippert: “De ved vi bryder os aldeles 
ikke om at kalde en Film Genua eller Marseille – eller noget andet 
bestemt.”216 (You know that we do not care for naming a film Genova or 
Marseille, or anything else specific.) Intriguingly, Stæhr’s suggestion for 
what the films should be labelled instead is partly illegible, but the gist is 
clear: Firstly, country names were to be preferred over city names, as this 
made it easier to keep travelling if the weather was not right, continuing 
instead to a different location while the concept for the film remained intact. 
Secondly, the letter suggests using an attributive title structure with certain 
lyrical qualities, in the style of the Nordisk title Fra det høje Nord (neg. 828) 
released later the same year. The recommendation is clarified the next 
month, after mentioning two films that would be released in April of 1911 
(negatives 789 and 790): 

Vi tager 1 Jernbanetur i Sydfrankrig, 120 Mtr, og 1 Sydlandsk Natur og 
Folkeliv, 130 Mtr. Under saadanne Navne kan vi vel faa solgt 2 Stk. à 125 m. 
maaske 130 m., men under Stedernes Navne er det usalgbart. ... Jeg har netop 
i disse Dage set en Del ud til Kolorit af noget De har taget i Parkerne her og 
Lyngby-Skodsborg, smukke Interiør [sic] fra nordisk Sommer – Find noget 
lignende, sydlandsk Sommer.217 
 
We buy 1 Railway ride in southern France, 120 m., and 1 Southern nature and 
life, 130 m. Using such titles we can probably sell 2 copies à 125 or 130 m., 
but using the names of the locations it won’t sell. ... I have just these days 
chosen parts of your footage of the parks here and in Lyngby-Skodsborg for 
colouring, beautiful interiors [sic] of Nordic summer – find something like 
that, southern summer. 
 

The result was Under Sydens Sol (Under a Southern Sun, neg. 877), released 
in early 1912. This sort of title adds atmosphere, and a film with an 
evocative title was also immediately more marketable than a film that 
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sounded more or less like several others, from both the same and other 
companies.) On the whole, Nordisk’s releases at the time reflected this 
slightly obfuscating titling policy, as the travelogue titles mainly kept to a 
less particular and somewhat more poetic style: inter alia Sommeridyl (neg. 
887, Summer Idyll), Vinteridyl (neg. 610, Winter Idyll), Med Bjergbanen 
(neg. 882, On the Mountain Railway), where the titles give no clue as for in 
which country the films are shot. When comparing ‘before and after’ titles, it 
is subtly illustrative that Bergen from 1910 (neg. 762) was by 1914 instead 
Bergen i Sne (Bergen in snow, neg. 1118). Stockholm films were brought 
out fairly regularly, but whereas in 1907–1909 there was both Stockholm 
(neg. 273) and Stockholm (neg. 551) as well as Stockholms Skærgaard (neg. 
463, Stockholm’s archipelago), by 1911 there remained only the more 
specific Stockholms Skærgaard (neg. 852). When cities or towns were 
depicted, the titling practice was soon back to the brief and sober Skagen, 
Bornholm, Østersøen, etc. However, on a different geographical level than 
the local one, that of Norden – the Nordic countries and/or the north of 
Europe – the pattern is both stable, because continuous, and clear, because 
these titles are relatively frequent. The term Norden occurred regularly in 
this first phase of titling, between 1906 and 1909,218 but was wholly replaced 
by a derivation, the more descriptive and less circumscript adjective 
“nordisk”, between 1909 and 1916.219 On the most basic level, the transition 
may not be more radical than a shift from Vinter i Norden to Nordisk Vinter, 
but it nevertheless signals a more evocative and accommodating titling 
practice, seeking to draw on audiences’ imagination and expectation. On the 
level of transnational distribution, Patrick Vonderau has shown a related 
tendency in the German export market. When Nordisk’s films were retitled 
for German release, the titles frequently became not only less specific but 
also acquired a mythic aura of sorts, separating the clichés of the authentic 
and the typical from the national and instead attaching them to the Nordic. 
Such titles had little to do with specific countries and more with 
scenographic fixtures in an imaginative landscape.220 Most tellingly, the new 
titles activated the aura of fairytales. For instance, the Norwegian motif 
Lillehammer ved Vintertid (Lillehammer in winter) got the German name 
Ein nordisches Wintermärchen (A Nordic winter [fairy]tale).221 

In releasing the Norden films and in producing and/or distributing other 
films from Sweden and Norway, Nordisk displayed both an exoticising 
impulse and a sense of ownership. Returning briefly to the case of the sacred 
white elephants in Siam and their baths: One arbitrary Nordic counterpart to 
these white elephants seems to be what is known as sparkstötting, which can 
be referred to in American English as a kick-sled or a spark. One letter to the 
photographer Axel Sørensen asked for pictures of these sledges, saying: 
“Dette er navnlig et Moment som Direktøren gerne ønsker, og som der skal 
være meget af der oppe i Norge og Sverrig.” (This is an element that the 
director would very much like, and apparently there is a lot of it up there in 
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Norway and Sweden.)222 The sparkstötting or kick-sled is operated from the 
back part. The driver stands behind it on the runners, holds on to the handles 
and propels the sled forward using one foot to set it going, and may have a 
passenger seated in front. This construction the Danish letter-writer 
fundamentally misinterprets, describing instead “Sparkstøtning, d.v.s. 
Slædekørsel paa højryggede Slæder, hvor Personen sidder baglænds og 
sparker Slæden fram” (sledge-riding on high-backed sledges where the 
person is seated backwards and propels the sleigh on). 

My point is not to ridicule Danes ignorant of Scandinavian winter 
phenomena, but rather to show that a Danish film depicting a sparkstötting 
will be made on the terms of the foreign view, that is, exoticising; 
conceivably a mode of address directed towards international audiences 
more than Danish ones. The film’s ‘authenticity’ and ‘quirkiness’ is marked 
as Nordic rather than national, but the mode of identification is not 
straightforward: the message is not ‘look at us’, but ‘look at these people’. 
The expanded ‘look at us’, on the other hand, is an approach aligned with the 
logotype’s polar bear. Although polar bears hardly roam the streets of 
Copenhagen, they are associated with Greenland under Danish rule and 
inscribed into a perceived category of Nordicness, somewhere in which 
Danishness is also imbricated. In this way, visual representations of 
Scandinavia may be presented with a certain flourish of shared ownership. 
Allusions to Bjørnson and Ivar Aasen, as described above, were part of this 
mode. Such an approach may best be described as ‘ambassadorial’, in the 
sense that the company seems to appoint itself representative of the 
Scandinavian. The approaches may comfortably coincide and give the films 
a double function, doing the double duty of both home and away. 

Auto-exoticised Norway by the metre 
As chapters 3 and 4 will evidence, Denmark and particularly Nordisk Film in 
its most expansive phase was a close-to-home hub for (Swedish and) 
Norwegian actors as well as film writers. This relationship was further 
expressed through Norwegians eager to participate and courting a Danish 
industry catering to the world at large. In this spirit, several photographers 
wrote to Nordisk offering actualité negatives for sale by the metre and 
featuring footage of scenery or ethnological spectacle; or else presenting 
their plans for such productions. In this cultural economy, raw materials such 
as natural beauty, actors’ bodies, in this case even reels of negative film were 
offered up for ‘processing’ and ‘refinement’ abroad. Indeed, when the editor 
of a Norwegian trade paper in 1916 stated his hopes for a Norwegian film 
industry in, he particularly stressed the short nonfiction film such as the 
travel film and why it would be advantageous to make these domestically 
instead of letting foreign companies make them – in short, a suggestion to 
‘in-source’ the refinement procedures of (natural) resources.223 
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The descriptions of the footage for sale contain clues to why they are 
hoped to be palatable to the Danish company, and thus indicate the 
prospective sellers’ understanding of how this cultural economy works. 
Although the proposals in most cases did not yield any results, they may 
lend themselves to interpretation about what the Norwegian entrepreneurs 
regarded as representative, unique or interesting. However, several of the 
negatives for sale were turned down because they were considered clichéd or 
repetitive, indicating that the sellers were out of touch with the standards of 
the company.224 To photographer Engvig in Kristiansund, the company 
wrote: “Desværre beklager vi at vi maatte returnere den sidste Negativ til 
Dem, den indeholder ikke noget af Interesse og faldt saa fuldstændig 
sammen med alle tidligere norske Optagelser.”225 (Unfortunately we regret 
having to return the last negative to you, it does not contain anything of 
interest and coincided so completely with all previous Norwegian takes.) 
The yearly winter fishing in Lofoten is one example of an evidently all too 
predictable target for photographers, which they seemed to believe the Danes 
would buy hook, line and sinker. The well-tried hunting genre was suggested 
to be continued by photographer T. Køhn in Kristiansand, who planned a 
staged picture of reindeer hunting to be shot during the yearly reindeer 
slaughter, with the slaughtered animals as an illusion of quarry.226 These 
photographers seem to grope for the first things that come to their minds that 
they believe a foreign audience would want to see; they operate on ingrained 
assumptions of a Norway as they would presume it perceived from abroad. 
Conversely, the already jaded Nordisk sought to avoid the all too obvious, 
and would therefore most likely be able to market Norway as visual idea and 
as tourist destination in a qualitatively better and different register, perhaps 
because it envisioned and conceptualised Norway, as it were, just slightly 
from abroad. 

The Kristiansand photographer mentioned above, Køhn, contacted 
Nordisk in 1908, 1913, and 1914 hoping to sell footage.227 The films he 
offered depicted hunting, fishing and the difficult-to-access valley Setesdal 
which enjoyed a status as the young state of Norway’s most “authentic” and 
unspoilt location.228 Lastly, by the luxury of telegram, because of the topical 
nature of the subject, he offered footage of a regional fair or festival, 
“Helgelandsdagen” in northern Norway. The approach yielded the obviously 
dishonest snub that “vi overhovedet ikke udgiver aktuelle Film” (we do not 
release actualités (‘aktuelle Film’) at all”.229 Part of the problem may have 
been that Køhn tried to sell positive footage; Nordisk had already informed 
him the year before that they only bought original negatives. Also the 
heyday for local actualités tailored to individual exhibition locations was 
mainly over by 1914. Back when Køhn had made his first selling attempt at 
Nordisk, the market was very different. For one thing, in the same year, 
1908, Nordisk lent photographers to cinema exhibitors both in Denmark and 
abroad. The photographer Sørensen was on loan to the cinema director 
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Carstens in Trondheim,230 and Ludvig Lippert was sent to Th. Hermansen 
(who would later found Fotorama) in Aarhus.231 Audiences in Norway as 
well as Sweden routinely encountered local films at this time.232 

By 1913, however, the sales invitations must have been meant for a 
general Nordisk release instead of individual interested exhibitors. In that 
perspective, rural life in faraway Norwegian regions was likely not what 
buyers at Nordisk favoured. As for the fishing footage, it depicted herring 
fishing at Haugesund, i.e. the at the time intense Norwegian herring-fishing 
season in spring – seasonal herring fishing in the south-west of Norway 
yielded exceptional amounts from the early nineteenth century until 1968.233 
Because the letter proposing the hunting film is preserved, more is known 
about this particular film idea.234 Køhn suggested Nordisk sending a second 
photographer in addition to himself, for the purpose of staging a reindeer 
‘hunt’ during the slaughter season, somewhere he claims there would be a 
quantity of as many as 3–4,000 reindeer; a manoeuvre not unlike the staged 
‘actualités’ common in the US a few years earlier.235 On his resumé was a 
similar film shot five years earlier – back when he offered Nordisk the 
herring-fishing footage, and at the same time evidently contacted other 
companies.236 In the letter, Køhn broke down the planned film into a list of 
shots which in their coherence and narrative structure seem close to the 
documentary (in the original Norwegian, note the inconsistent use of capital 
letters for common nouns – a tentative adaptation to the contemporary 
Danish): 

 
1. Afreisen fra Hotellet. 

2. Paa vei til Jakttærrenget. (d.v.s. I Slæde gjennem de vakre snebelagte 

Dale). Samt flere Landskabsbilleder. 

3. Hesten kan ikke trække Slæden, og maa derfor paabindes Snesko, forat den 

ikke skal synke for dybt i Sneen. 

4. Ankomsten til Hytten. 

Jagtsignalet lyder tidlig om Morgenen 

5. Opbrud. (Ski, hunde, Slæder o.s.v.) 

6. Paa Ski i Skogen. 

7. Ren, Ren, Ren. 

8. Kaffe koges af Sne. 

9. Det første Skud. 

10. Renen falder. (flere Billeder) 

11. Den døde ren. 

12. Den døde ren slæbes bort i et taug for at renses for indmad o.s.v. 
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13. Jagtens udbytte 20–30 Dyr (eller flere) 

14. En ren parteres og uddeles til Jagtselskabets medhjelpere. (I parantes. – 

Mandskabet der deltager i Slagtningen.) 

15. Maaltid. 

16. Afreisen.237 

 
1. Departure from the hotel. 

2. On the way to the hunting terrain (i.e. in a sleigh through the beautiful 

snowy valleys). More landscape images 

3. The horse cannot pull the sleigh and needs snow shoes in order not to sink 

too deeply into the snow. 

4. Arrival at the cabin. 

5. The hunting signal sounds early in the morning. 

6. Striking camp. (Skis, dogs, sleighs etc.) 

7. Skiing in the forest. 

8. Reindeer, reindeer, reindeer. 

9. Coffee made from snow. 

10. The first shot is fired. 

11. The reindeer falls. (Multiple shots.) 

12. The dead reindeer. 

13. The dead reindeer is hauled away with ropes to be gutted, etc. 

14. The quarry. 20–30 animals or more. 

15. A reindeer is cut up and distributed among the helpers of the hunting party. 

(Parenthetically: [i.e., in actual fact these are:] The crew that takes part in 

the slaughter.) 

Meal. 

16. Departure. 

 
Nordisk expressed interest in the idea, although not in sending one of their 
own photographers. Instead, they would consider completed footage for 
buying; but in the end, the proposal came to naught. The general discrepancy 
between what the Norwegians hoped to sell and what Nordisk wanted to buy 
constituted a particular enunciation of a dynamics between the fresh and the 
already captured, the exotic and the representative. The attitude assumed by 
Køhn, the Norwegian photographer, is best described with the literary 
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historian Joep Leerssen‘s term auto-exoticism. Denoting a process where a 
minority culture absorbs ideas about itself from a dominant culture, the term 
was first used to describe how Irish authors depicted or performed Irishness 
as something extraordinary and ‘other’, intended for the eyes of a British 
reading public.238 Two aspects of auto-exoticism as a phenomenon are 
immediately relevant: how it is a tool for making a certain content suitable 
for a certain mode of consumption, and how it expresses a self-
understanding as that of someone colonised (whether born from a ‘colonial’ 
experience or from crass calculation). In this way it relates to the social-
anthropological concept of reified culture, as well as to the mechanisms in 
the Danish-Norwegian film relationship where raw materials were provided 
in Norway, but finished film products came from Denmark. Íris Ellenberger 
has described similar positions in “between self and other” in the case of 
Iceland and Denmark, arguing that colonialism should be conceived of in 
terms of ideas and culture rather than economy. 239 This would elucidate the 
particular blend of foreignness and familiarity characterising the relationship 
between Iceland and Denmark. In the “imagined geographies” of 
representations of Iceland, colonial ideology affected the ways in which 
Iceland was seen or imagined – both from within and without.240 Such a case 
can be made for Norway and Denmark: from both sides, the other country is 
perceived as almost-not-abroad, and a trying out of attitudes to deal with the 
differences and likenesses can be needed. 
 

c. Location as heritage 
 
The previous sections have drawn up an impulse of nature and authenticity 
oscillating between actuality films and fiction, and ideas of exotisation, 
cultural colonialism and joint ‘Nordic’ ownership associated with 
representations of Norway. I will now examine an underlying link between 
nature and heritage, arguing that this was often expressed through the role of 
region in films set in Sweden and Norway in the late 1910s and 1920s. 
Landscape in these films has been assessed formally and aesthetically,241 but 
I wish instead to extract the conceptions in how these landscapes were dealt 
with. Film culture took over conceptions of nationality, nature and 
Nordicness already in play in cultural discourse. When the Swedish daily 
Social-Demokraten reported from current Norwegian theatre in August 
1913, the journalist Vera von Kræmer visited the theatre productions of 
Oskar Braathen‘s Ungen and Nils Collett Vogt‘s De skadeskudte. A telling 
comment about the latter illustrates how nature was associated with Norway 
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and Norwegian national character in received culture as well as in the travel 
films covered above: 

“[Replikerna] föllo lätt på tungan, men hade dock innehåll, full vikt och 
skönhet. Av det sista kanske litet väl mycket, en svensk skulle aldrig tala om 
att han icke ville säga det och det: ‘ut i den klara vårluften’. Men norrmän äro 
nu långt mera intima med naturen än vi i genomsnitt, det kommer av deras 
fjäll, med längtan dit upp.”242 
 
[The lines] tripped off the tongue, but had nevertheless content, full weight 
and beauty. Of the latter perhaps somewhat too much, a Swede would never 
state that he did not wish to speak of this or that ‘into the clear spring air’. But 
Norwegians are far more intimate with nature than we are on average, it 
comes from their mountains, with the longing up there. 
 

Explaining a phrasing about spring air with this idea tinged with the 
Romantic sublime, that Norwegians long for the mountains, may seem at 
first more peculiar than representative.243 On closer inspection, the 
manoeuvre is built on existing premises and appears to be somewhat dated. 
By comparison, in 1872 Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson described a similar longing in 
a written travelogue from a journey north along the Norwegian coast. For 
him, the nature-as-heritage was essentially Nordic: “... så sandt nordboen 
elsker nordisk poesi og saga, må han elske at se en natur, der lægger tone til 
Eddaens største digte eller sagaens stærkeste handling. Længselen efter at 
optage slige naturindtryk er nedlagt i hver nordbo, han bygge ved havet eller 
mellem bjærge.”244 (... any Northerner with a love for Nordic poetry and 
saga must love to behold a nature which sets to music the greatest poetry of 
the Edda or the most potent action of the saga. The longing to be imparted 
with such natural impressions is imprinted on each Northerner, whether his 
home is by the sea or between mountains.) The combination of cultural 
heritage with natural surroundings is precisely what came to characterise the 
strong currents in Scandinavian cinema well-known from received film 
history. My mission here is to unpack this combination with an eye towards 
the ideas behind the components. 

In Scandinavian fiction film, the concept of location went through 
decisive changes particularly during the 1910s. An overview of location 
practices in Scandinavia may serve to elucidate the shift from represented to 
actual locations. Listing a few snowy or mountainous Norwegian and 
Swedish locations in Danish films may be particularly illustrative. In one 
letter to a restaurant at an outing destination outside Trondheim in mid-
March 1908, travelling photographer Axel Sørensen asked whether there 
was enough snow to make a large mound of it and whether it would stay put 
for two weeks so that they could shoot a bear hunt in it.245 As it turns out, the 
represented location was Russia: the planned film was Bjørnejagt i Rusland 
(Viggo Larsen, Bear hunt in Russia, 1909).246 In Atlantis (August Blom, 
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1913), Finse stood in for an American mountainous location not too far from 
New York City. In this case, too, Nordisk corresponded ahead of time with 
locals about filming conditions: they required the building of a set piece of a 
two-walled log cabin, as seen in the film’s climax.247 Enslingens hustru (The 
loner’s wife, Fritz Magnussen 1916) with the Norwegian Nicolai Johannsen 
was shot in Åre, but the represented location is the Alps. In Fjeldpigen (The 
mountain girl, Eduard Schnedler-Sørensen, 1917), Finse was once again an 
American mountainscape, but this time with a double meaning: 
conspicuously, three Norwegian male stars played in the film – Gunnar 
Tolnæs, Alf Blütecher and Thorleif Lund whose character is a brillant skier. 
An anecdote used in the marketing foregrounds how the entire crew did 
nothing in Norway for two weeks, waiting for the snowstorm they needed.248 
Actual location, then, figured in the discourse, if not in the film. 

From this point on, Norwegian locations more and more often represented 
themselves; most obviously in Swedish film. However, in Terje Vigen which 
was the first and most famous Swedish-made “Norwegian” film (1917), the 
all-important Norwegian coast nature was represented by proxy, in 
paradoxical symmetry to the practice where Norwegian nature acted as 
stand-in for other landscapes. In other Swedish-made films based on 
Norwegian literature, such as the Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson adaptations, the 
choice of an authentic location was crucial to the entire project. Later Danish 
cinema also occasionally – and influenced by the Swedish style – 
emphasised Norwegian locations, e.g. in Morænen (The House of Shadows, 
A. W. Sandberg, Nordisk 1924). Solskinsdalen occupies an interesting 
intermediate position: it foregrounds obvious Norwegianness, but takes place 
in an amalgamation of Norway and Denmark where the countryside is 
Norwegian and the city environment seems Danish. The development was 
not unequivocal, however. At this stage, the attitude to the stand-in location 
practice had changed in Denmark. While it is true that it was fully 
operational still in the tragedy Timeglasset (The Hourglass, Astra, Carl 
Gandrup), which came out in 1922, this film had been shot already in 1918. 
According to press sources,249 the company shot scenes for nine different 
films in Finse during the summer of 1918; it seems that only Timeglasset 
was released, and I have found no clues to the represented locations of the 
other films.250 In Timeglasset, the narrative according to the programme 
booklet demands mountaineers, pinnacles and crevasses,251 and Finse poses, 
again, as the Alps – or more exactly as a nondescript ‘Bjergene’ (the 
mountains), but the locals in these mountains have names like Dürer and 
Duroc. 

Tracing the dynamics of actual and represented locations can thus 
constitute a prism for the practices, habits and ideas connected to using – 
here, specifically – Norwegian locations in Scandinavian features. It also 
highlights shifts in the felt importance of a quality of authenticity. A 
forthcoming article by Mark Sandberg usefully formulates the question of at 
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what points in film history there has been particular value assigned to actual 
locations.252 Working through aspects of the attempted placelessness (or 
‘erasure of site-specificity’) of Danish film in the early 1910s, Sandberg 
identifies Atlantis in 1913 as a somewhat contradictory compromise and 
argues that in 1917 with Himmelskibet (A Trip to Mars, Nordisk, Holger-
Madsen), the idea of place was still cosmetic and far from crucial. The 
Danish film industry’s predominant reliance on artificial sets was in 
particular Nordisk’s recipe for success: Nordisk used their studio in Valby 
for both in- and outdoor shots and had an extensive array of backgrounds 
(‘masker’) for outdoor takes, including one for the Mediterranean and one 
with palms.253 Certain shootings were also performed on locations in 
Copenhagen (among them, many in the nearby parks) or beyond.254 It is 
logical in this mode of film production to make meta-films set in the film 
studio: Den frelsende Film (The Woman Tempted Me, Nordisk, Holger-
Madsen 1916) is set during a film production and features a murder which, 
the film diva realises, is inspired in detail by the plot of a film-in-the-film. 
The film-in-the-film provokes the murderer’s confession when screened in 
the courtroom and is thus the title’s frelsende (redeeming) film for the 
innocent suspect. In this way, the film diva’s inside knowledge of film 
production solves the mystery.255 Such mythologies around studio 
productions are more in line with Berlin’s and, of course, Hollywood’s film 
production than that of Sweden.256 Even so, it should be pointed out that 
Swedish film production, too, did in its way rely substantially on studios, in 
particular those large studios surrounding Stockholm in Lidingö and later on 
in Långängen (Stocksund, 1919) and Råsunda (1920). The common account 
of ‘golden-age’ films as dependent on nature and location is relative, and a 
more accurate description would be that the productions alternated between 
location shoots and the for all practical purposes equally important studio 
takes. The vital ingredient was that outdoor takes during this period were as 
a rule placed elsewhere than the studio’s own environment: whether the 
location in question was ‘actual’ or mimetic, it was not changed in any 
substantial way, but was – so to speak – a location trouvée. For the studio 
takes, a common mode of production for the ‘national’ fiction films was 
rebuilding parts of ethnographically correct houses in the studio.257 In fact, 
the entire practice of location substitution may be seen as an alternative 
‘studio’ mode of film-making in its ambition towards make-believe, present 
in Mauritz Stiller‘s nature-rich films for Svenska Bio and SF such as Sången 
om den eldröda blomman (Song of the Scarlet Flower, 1919), Johan (The 
Rapids of Life, 1921), and later Gösta Berlings saga (The Atonement of 
Gosta Berling, 1924), and of course as already discussed in Terje Vigen and 
Berg-Ejvind och hans hustru. 

Norwegian film industry during the same period shifted from a studio-
based to an outdoor model of production: the main production company 
during the late 1910s, Christiania Film Co, had a disproportionately grand 
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and expensive studio in Bygdøy, which appears to have invited a studio 
character of the Danish variety in the company’s films.258 However, there is 
scant possibility of actually assessing this characteristic in its first eight 
productions, which are lost. In 1918 Peter Lykke-Seest, who ran the 
company and directed the films, instead claimed the company’s ambition 
was to include “herlige naturbilleder” (gorgeous nature images) in all their 
coming films, although this was probably the expected thing to say in the 
new filmmaking paradigm from Sweden.259 The last film, Historien om en 
gut (The Story about a Boy, Peter Lykke-Seest, 1919) was, however, in fact 
a predominantly outdoor production, although it used mock locations, such 
as Norsk Folkemuseum as stand-in for the present-day countryside, and 
privileged the boy instead of nature in the frames. In a manner of speaking, 
Historien om en gut was on the threshold of the wave of Norwegian 
‘national’ and folkloric fiction films in natural surroundings which would 
last throughout the 1920s and which was directly influenced by Swedish film 
practices. The Swedish ideal of the authentic location in the late 1910s is 
apparent on the micro level in a correspondence with the consul of the 
Swedish consulate in Naples in 1918.260 The consul acts as intermediary 
about the Neapolitan writer Salvatore die Giacomo, suggesting Svenska Bio 
film one of his screenplay – particularly apt, the consul thought, as 
Scandinavians could no longer during the first world war visit Italy. Svenska 
Bio, however, declined, “då vi för att få en verklig och öfvertygande miljö, 
vore tvungna att förlägga en del af upptagningarna till Italien, hvilket f.n. är 
absolut omöjligt. Att förlägga alla upptagningarna här vore att förfuska 
alltsammans.” (... as we, to achieve a real and convincing environment, 
would be forced to locate some of the takes in Italy, which at the moment is 
absolutely impossible.) Still, Svenska Bio did not keep to this ideal; as Terje 
Vigen and several later big productions show, it was subject to negotiation. 

In Danish film culture, two films straddling years of change in the 
conception of location are Britta fra Bakken (Vilhelm Glückstadt, 
Filmfabriken Danmark 1915) and the Swedish production directed by Carl 
Th. Dreyer’s Prästänkan (SF, 1920). Both films rely on depicting folklore 
from a different Scandinavian country, but where Prästänkan engaged most 
conscientiously in Norwegian literature and folklore, Britta fra Bakken was 
conceived of entirely from and in Denmark. In an illusion of Swedishness, 
the names of the characters in the latter film were given as Nils Erson, 
Margit, Gösta, Martha, Britta, Elof, Annie and Erik. Jan Nielsen, in his 
extensive catalogue of the Danish production and distribution company 
Filmfabriken Danmark/Det Skandinavisk-Russiske Handelshus, notes that 
the two-reeler was promoted as a Swedish film shot on location in Dalarna 
(Dalecarlia). In reality, there is no doubt that the film was shot in Denmark, 
in the surroundings of Horsens in Jylland.261 However, neither the Danish 
nor the Swedish film institute’s database has as yet questioned Marguerite 
Engberg‘s erstwhile information that the film was shot in Dalarna.262 The 
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publicity value of an ‘authentic’ countryside location in tandem with 
ethnographic content is obvious in a review in the theatre (and cinema) 
journal Masken: “Man ser bl.a. en Række henrivende Høstbilleder fra de 
berømte Egne i Sveriges Hjerte, hvor de gamle Folkeskikke og Dragter har 
holdt sig lige ned i vor Tid.”263 (Among other things, one sees a succession 
of enchanting autumn images from those famous districts in the heart of 
Sweden where the old folk customs and costumes have been maintained 
right into our time.) Furthermore, the countryside images in themselves were 
praised despite a realisation that they were Danish. Politiken called the 
location bluff, but still ceded: “Man har derigennem Lejlighed til at beundre 
en henrivende dansk natur i festlig Solskinsbelysning, og Filmen former sig 
som en Række meget smukke Genrebilleder.”264 (One is given the 
opportunity to admire an enchanting Danish nature in splendid sunlight, and 
the film takes form as a succession of very beautiful genre images.) These 
two reviews are incidentally quite interesting in their likeness of wording 
despite the different rendering of facts, suggesting the journalists did not 
more or less copy press material, as one would otherwise suspect. The 
choice of words may be as dependent on genre as were allegedly the film’s 
nature images. 

Conversely, the location and folklore fidelity in Prästänkan is a subject 
well covered by Mark Sandberg.265 The combination of Dreyer’s aesthetic 
ambition towards location realism and producers at this point well 
accustomed to this kind of ‘folklore’ fiction film resulted in a joint effort of 
great ethnographic exactitude (Dreyer’s predilection for the Swedish film 
trends at this point were well-publicised). As Sandberg describes, there is a 
striking sense of convergence of the fictional and documentary in this 
museum production. Firstly, ethnographic detours in the depictions of the 
film’s wedding and funeral are notable, and furthermore, just as the fiction 
film employed a ‘rhetoric of authenticity’, the culture-historical documentary 
produced at the same time also made use of elements of fiction.266 Location 
as the ultimate guarantor for heritage and quality in Prästänkan highlights a 
notion of nature and location countering previous, ‘inferior’ film culture, 
which I will now go on to establish. 

Nature conceived as quality guarantor 
The underlying link between nature and heritage is another aspect of the 
authenticity discourse known from actuality films, and can be most clearly 
seen in fiction films. This is expressed in ideas of people shaped by natural 
environments, and of nature, including cultural landscapes transformed by 
people, conceived as unspoilt culture. In 1920, an article in Swedish covered 
the subject of contemporary Swedish film for a Norwegian film journal. The 
author contrasted the (overly) civilised American film as ‘culture’ to the 
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Swedish rural films as ‘nature’, subsuming both farmer types and cultivated 
land under the ‘nature’ heading:267 

Fiolen spelar i den ljusa sommarnatten. Folket i sina allmogedräkter trår 
dansens lätta fjät. På stugoknuten står den gamle och ser på. Se det bistra 
uttrycket i hans ansikte, se den beslutsamma blick, som tindrar ur hans öga. Se 
hur naturen sover, hur de gula stråna stå i jämna fyrkanter. ... Det är naturen. 
Så förvandlas tavlan som genom ett trollslag. En ursinnig kapellmästare 
stampar takten för sitt kapell. Se pianot den moderna uppfinningen och se de 
praktfulla salarna där fint klädda societetspersoner virvla i den moderna 
dansen. Se den unge mannen, de slöa ögonen. Det är kulturen. ... Detta är 
skillnaden mellan svensk nationell filmkonst och amerikansk filmrutin. 
Naturen är den svenska, och kulturen den amerikanska filmkonsten.268 
 
The fiddle is playing in the pale summer night. People in folk costumes lightly 
tread the dance. By the cottage’s corner stands the old man, looking on. 
Behold the stern expression in his face, behold the resolute gaze twinkling in 
his eye. Behold nature sleeping, how the yellow straws stand in even squares. 
... That is nature. Then the image changes as if by magic. A furious conductor 
beats the time for his orchestra with his foot. See the piano, that modern 
invention, and see the magnificent ballrooms where nicely clad high society 
whirl in modern dance. See the young man, his listless eyes. That is culture. ... 
This is the difference between Swedish national film art and American film 
routine. Nature is the Swedish and culture the American film art. 
 

In Norway as well as in Sweden, the idea was that nature in domestic film 
production would ensure export options as well as securing a genuine sense 
of beauty in the film which would act as guarantor for ‘quality’ and 
‘authenticity’. The article above ended with a statement of the maxim of the 
newly established merger Svensk Filmindustri: “‘Svensk film för nationell 
reklam’ är den svenska filmtrustens lösen. Bolaget vill med filmens hjälp 
sprida kännedom om Sverige överallt i världen.” (‘Swedish film for national 
publicity’ is the watchword for the new Swedish film trust. The company 
wishes to, with the aid of film, spread the knowledge about Sweden 
everywhere in the world.) As Laura Horak shows in a forthcoming article, 
there had been a turn in Swedish film production towards the international 
market also before Svenska Bio’s explicit policy of fewer and more 
expensive films, and when SF took over the production line from Svenska 
Bio (and also from Skandia, which had emulated Svenska Bio), it enlisted 
the help of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to facilitate their expansion into 
foreign markets.269 The space of the Norwegian stories and locations in this 
mindset is not forgotten in this account tailored to Norwegian audience. As 
the article asserted: “Det är icke enbart Sverige utan även Norge som på så 
sätt blir bekant, ty i Norge ha många svenska filmer blivit inspelade.” (Not 
only Sweden, but also Norway will become famous in this way, for many 
Swedish films have been photographed in Norway.) In Norway, not 
everyone agreed; as has often been pointed out, voiced concerns for the 
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domestic film production sometimes contained criticism of foreign 
companies filming there. Incidentally, the most consistent and insistent voice 
was that of the editor of the journal in question, Filmen og vi. Some years 
later, one of the journal’s editorials pondered: 

En natur så alsidig skjøn som Norges finder man neppe noget andet sted. Det 
bedste bevis er jo, at filmselskaper i vore naboland stadig henlægger 
optagelser til Norge. Og naar disse film kommer ut i verden med 
vedkommende lands stempel falder publikum i henrykkelse og sier: Hvor dog 
Sverige er et deilig land. Dit maa vi dra i ferien. Nei, saa Danmark er 
vidunderlig. Jeg visste ikke, at man der eiet slik natur! Og de andre 
indkasserer alle fordele for en turistpropaganda.270 
 
A nature so versatilely beautiful as that of Norway is hardly found in any 
other place. The best proof for this is how film companies from our 
neighbouring countries keep locating their productions in Norway. And when 
these films reach the world with the stamp of the country in question, the 
enraptured audience says: What a lovely country Sweden is. We must go there 
on holiday. Oh, how wonderful Denmark is. I had no idea of the nature they 
own! And the others pocket all the advantages for a tourist propaganda. 
 

In this view diametrically opposite from the Swedish article, Swedish or 
Danish films were not thought to be able to market Norway abroad. The 
editor, Gustav Berg-Jæger, purports to be discussing the tourism industry, 
but his underlying concern is, of course, the domestic film industry. ‘The 
others’ in this piece ‘pocketing’ the abstract quantity of publicity value 
seems an unwieldy figurative phrase, whereas the image of Scandinavian 
companies pocketing the proceeds from products using filmed Norwegian 
nature comes more easily to mind. Furthermore, the phrase ‘the others’ 
erects a virtual protectionist wall around the delights of the great Norwegian 
outdoors and alienates Swedish and Danish film producers from the 
suggested Norwegian ‘we’. Also, Berg-Jæger’s idea of the population of a 
nation having ownership of that country’s nature has the implication that this 
ownership should be exercised. Many others expressed the idea that nature 
was an economic asset to Norwegian film. For instance, nature was the only 
‘pro’ argument mentioned by the star Egil Eide when he was asked in an 
interview, preceding the ‘national breakthrough’ of Norwegian film, to 
assess the chances of domestic film production.271 Berg-Jæger, however, 
used a more aggressive tone, but also expounded the most upon his ideas. In 
an earlier debate piece written in his own name, he used the ownership idiom 
in the same sense – to champion the idea that a domestic film production 
was necessary to prevent Swedish or other foreign companies from ‘taking 
advantage’ of Norwegian stories and sceneries – but in this case, possible 
contents of the category ‘nature’ were specified. Ethnographic and 
geographic qualities combined through ‘nature’ to a treasure chest of 
possible riches to draw from: 
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Tænk paa hvad vi eier av natur! Vort folkeliv indebærer stof som i film 
formaar at interessere i alle verdensdele. Tænk paa lapperne med sine 
renhjorder; skogslivet under tømmerhugsten, fløternes haarde og farlige 
arbeide, vore fiskere, ja der kunde nævnes en lang række kulturskildrende 
forekomster som vel anbragt i film vilde vække begeistring overalt.272 
 
Think of what we own in terms of nature! The life of our people results in 
material that in a film is able to interest [audiences] in all parts of the world. 
Think of the Lapps [the Sami] with their reindeer herds, life in the forest 
during the felling of the timber, the harsh and dangerous work of the log-
drivers, our fishermen, yes, a long string of ethnographic occurrences could be 
mentioned which would excite rapture everywhere if fitted in a film. 

 
This was, then, another side to the usage of authentic beautiful location: its 
expression in terms of human activity (culture) in these locations; in this 
case, ethnographic practices with primordial overtones. This is another 
impulse from actuality film (and, at this point, from the feature-length 
travelogue documentaries of the 1920s), where there were often a sliding 
scale between nature and culture – most notably between the ethnographic 
and geographic, such as above. The touristic interest concerned both aspects, 
and the discipline of geography also embodied this doubleness. In 1964, the 
geographer William D. Pattison made an influential categorisation of four 
consistent traditions in geography, present to different degrees from 
antiquity to the mid-twentieth century.273 One of these was the ‘man–land 
tradition’, comprising a protracted geodeterminism where nature formed 
humans, later to be succeeded by an opposite trend, the anthropocentric turn 
of cultural history. Pattison dated the first appearance of this turn to the mid-
1930s, and furthermore offered a value statement about it, lamenting how the 
cultural historians dropped “a curtain of culture between land and man”. 
Geodeterminism is certainly a suitable category for both Berg-Jæger‘s vision 
of Norwegians on film harvesting timber and fish and for the attitude 
towards nature in Scandinavian film at large at this time. What Pattison 
called a ‘curtain of culture’ is, of course, the interesting and relevant aspect 
also in my examination of the expressions of such geodeterminism. 

In Sweden, an idea of educational geography fitting the ‘man-land 
tradition’ closely is that which appeared in Selma Lagerlöf‘s fiction 
schoolbook for the lower forms, Nils Holgerssons underbara resa genom 
Sverige (1906–1907), where lakes and mountains are treated on a par with 
industries, towns and historical landmarks. Nils Holgersson arguably 
strengthened the conception and status of geography in public 
consciousness. Geography became a university subject in Sweden around 
1900 and was strengthened as school subject, too; and an important vein in 
the subject was the historically orientated regional geography as exemplified 
by Nils Holgersson.274 Discussing Lagerlöf and geography, the cultural 
geographer Gabriel Bladh – working in the tradition Pattison so disdained 
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when describing landscape as always “situated, embedded, and embodied” – 
points out that this brand of scientific geography blurred the categories 
between the ethnographic and the natural, between ‘landskap’ as province 
and ‘landskap’ as scenery.275 

This current practice of institutional geography, then, was what travel and 
nature films aligned themselves with, and in turn what fiction films related 
to. Eilif Skaar, head of export at Svenska Bio, presented a categorisation of 
the company’s different kinds of films in an article in Filmbladet in 1915: 
nature films, actuality films, scientific films and lastly fiction films 
[“fotografering av scenisk konst (inspelade films)”].276 The designation 
‘nature film’ is here clearly intended to embrace cultural geography, as 
Skaar’s examples of what the nature film has been able to show include both 
scenes devoid of humans and characterised by humans. For instance, the 
nature film has among other things “framtrollat för [vardagsmänniskan] 
karavanens tysta gång genom öknen” (conjured for [the everyday man] the 
silent passage of the caravan through the desert).277 Skaar goes on to state 
that the nature film primarily creates love for nature, but also, secondarily, 
acquaints the audience with people in other locations: “Naturfilmens första 
uppgift är därför att hos alla människor föda kärlek till naturen och 
därigenom också öka deras kännedom om andra människors förhållanden 
och levnadsvillkor (det geografiska vetandet)”. (The foremost task of the 
nature film is to engender love for nature in all mankind, and by reason of 
that also enhance their knowledge of the circumstances and living conditions 
for other people [geographical knowledge]). In this description, the 
educational function of the nature is closely followed by an idea of moral 
uplift, which was more often mentioned in cinema discourse in connection 
with particularly ‘worthy’ fiction films. 

The sometimes multiple purposes of actuality films do not necessarily 
become clearer when taking their genre into consideration. The film-
producing companies operated with different categories of non-fiction, but 
did not necessarily stick to those. Skaar‘s contribution in Filmbladet was 
likely apropos of a previous discussion in the same journal about the 
definitions of ‘aktuell film’, translated as actuality film or as actualité. 
Swedish Pathé’s representative Siegmund Popert had submitted the question, 
which Filmbladet asked Gustaf Berg at the censorship authorities to 
straighten out.278 Popert’s own opinion was that an actuality film must be 
topical, one that loses interest after a short while. As Pathé’s representative, 
it is no wonder that he concurred with the French conception of actualité: a 
film presenting a topical event.279 However, Berg’s reply did not go along 
those lines. He started by explaining that the classification system used at the 
Board of Censorship, Biografbyrån, was only internally relevant, and omits 
to explain the system. In fact, in Biografbyrån’s statistics the term nature 
film counter-intuitively covered all non-fiction film.280 Berg himself later the 
same year and in the same journal as a matter of course mentioned nature 
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film (‘naturfilm’) and fiction film (‘inspelad film’) as the two existing 
overall categories of films in the statistics, with subcategories such as 
actuality film.281 

In his reply to Popert, Berg went on to describe other, legal implications 
of the term actuality film. One was that actuality films recorded less than ten 
days prior to their exhibition could be freely screened if permitted by the 
local police authorities. This can be seen as a measure to allow the still 
frequently occurring local films to be shown without engaging with central 
bureaucracy, that is, springing from geographical considerations. An 
alternative view is to emphasise the temporal over the geographical: if the 
point is taken to be to permit timely exhibition before the films would lose in 
topicality, this usage of the word actuality would be more in line with 
Popert‘s conception. The special rule for local actuality films also suggests a 
conceptual distinction between films that were drawn ‘directly’ from nature 
or current events were less risky than films that were staged and imitative. 
The other implication concerned distribution agreements, where the term 
according to Berg signalled that the film was a new product and not an older 
one sharing the same subject matter. Berg was explicit that a film comprised 
by the category actuality film in both these legal senses could very well be a 
nature film. Berg‘s reply, then, attaches at least the legal practices 
surrounding the Swedish actuality film more closely to an American 
definition, where the term actuality may accommodate all sorts of non-
fiction film, than the French definition encompassing topical films alone.282 
At about the same time, Nordisk sold their and Svenska Bio’s films to 
Germany under the headings “Drama, Komödie, Naturbild, Lustspiel, 
Artistenbild, Trickfilm, Industriefilm, Sozial, Schattenspiele”.283 That is, 
drama, comedy [Komödie], nature film, comedy [Lustspiel], performer’s 
film [acrobats, etc.], trick films, industry films, social films and shadow 
plays.284 The films were marketed in a Schlager-Liste, list of [would-be] 
successes, but after Nordisk’s distribution of Svenska Bio’s films came to an 
end in 1917–1918, nature films fell out of the list.285 One reason was that 
Nordisk made fewer nature films themselves than did Svenska Bio; another 
may be that the era of the short nature film was beginning to come to a close. 
In the Scandinavian perspective, it is instructive to see how the nature film 
was in its heyday placed as the opposite of the melodrama that Danish film 
throughout many years stood for. In 1913, the head of Svenska Bio Charles 
Magnusson disparagingly used a Danish term to express his regret that 
Stockholm audiences statistically preferred ‘thrilling’ dramas to nature films. 
Magnusson even contrasted it with overtones of the Romantic sublime 
associated with breathtaking nature: “Det är sorgligt att behöva säga att 
naturscenerier i regel icke uppskattas till fulla värdet. Det är icke 
‘nervpirrende’ [sic] nog för vårt rastlösa släkte att stanna i beundran inför 
Schweitzeralper [sic] och dylika banala ting.”286 (It is sad that I need to state 
that natural scenery as a rule is not appreciated at its full value. It is not 
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sufficiently thrilling for our restless kind to stop in admiration before Swiss 
Alps and banal things like that.) The often caustic Magnusson was of course 
ironic when using the word banal. The choice of the Danish word 
‘nervepirrende’ (over the exactly equivalent Swedish variant ‘nervpirrande’), 
during the full force of the Danish reign, was a covert critique of the 
sensationalism of Danish melodrama. To be sure, Magnusson almost 
immediately started to emulate the Danish melodrama, but soon it was 
Denmark’s turn to imitate the Swedish recipe. The same contrast between 
melodrama and sensationalist crime on the one hand and nature on the other 
was underlined by the Norwegian filmmaker Peter Lykke-Seest. Interviewed 
about the same subject as Egil Eide, as described above – the possibilities of 
Norwegian film abroad – in the same year (1918) and the same journal, 
Lykke-Seest claimed: “Jeg tror publikum snart vil ha faat nok av 
forbryderfilmer, sensationer og tomt utstyr. Det vil kræve skjønhet. Skjønhet 
og stemning. Og der vil naturen gi os mere end menneskene.”287 (I think the 
audience will soon have had enough of crime films, sensations and empty 
decorations. It will demand beauty. Beauty and atmosphere. And in that 
respect nature will provide more than humans.) Both in terms of ideas and in 
the retrospective light of the film production to come, the Swedish trend 
seems, then, to have had a quick and easy breakthrough in Norway. I will 
now turn to Denmark, where its effect was more partial, but influenced some 
large productions as well as, famously, Carl Th. Dreyer. 
 

Relocating the Swedish peasant film: Norway and Iceland in 
Danish fiction film 
The Swedish take on nature in films would also prove contagious in Danish 
film culture, which began embracing specificity and a quality of the sublime 
associated with an idea of unembellished, pre-existing nature. While the new 
idiom did by no means inform the whole of Danish film culture, it seems a 
natural part of the Danish film discourse by the time when Stiller’s Gunnar 
Hedes saga (SF, 1922) reached Denmark. One particularly instructive 
review spoke of the story’s retained naïve, fresh and dewy charm on screen, 
including the nature scenery. The review tied film as art to the unfeigned 
veracity of the nature shot, having mentioned especially views of the 
reindeer herd wandering through valleys and rivers and over plateaus in 
snow: 

For en Gangs Skyld var al Forlorenhed, alle tricks [sic] strøget bort – man 
stod Ansigt til Ansigt med Naturen i al dens Skønhed og Gru. Her er noget, 
som ingen Roman, intet Skuespil, ingen anden Kunstart end Filmen er i Stand 
til at give – her hersker den suverænt og uden at man kan forklare det, har 
man et flygtigt Øjeblik anet det uopnaaelige.288 
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For once, all falseness, all tricks wiped away – one stood face to face with 
nature in all its beauty and horror. Here is something that no novel, no play, 
no other art than film is capable of giving – here it reigns supreme, and 
without knowing it, one has in a fleeting moment sensed the unattainable. 

 
Previously in Danish film culture, discussions of film as art had been tied to 
either fine acting by theatre performers or to established authors either 
writing directly for the cinema or else making their works available for 
adaptation.289 Also the idea of regions as structuring bearers of values of 
natural and ethnological authenticity was picked up in the Danish discourse. 
At the premiere of Fante-Anne during the exhibition season 1920/1921, the 
booklet Paladsteatrets Filmsnyheder stated with a view to Norwegian 
nature: “Hvor er det ubegribeligt, at Norge ikke for længe siden har kastet 
sig alvorligt over Filmen.” 290 (How incomprehensible it is that Norway has 
not long ago gone seriously in for filming.) The booklet goes on to list 
landscape types suitable for filming, mentioning the Jotunheimen mountains, 
the Gudbrandsdalen valley, waterfalls, rivers and the western coast which is 
seen as inviting an Alexander Kielland adaptation (in other words, the writer 
is thinking of the Stavanger area). The text employs a smattering of lofty 
adjectives: mægtig, storladen, storslaaet, gigantisk, mystisk (powerful, 
grandiose, magnificent, gigantic, mysterious), creating a certain hyperbole as 
a figure of fantastic opportunity. Clearly, the anonymous writer conceives of 
a potential, more frequent production of Norwegian films as the natural 
response to the Swedish wave: “Og den Dag kommer sikkert, hvor Norge 
ogsaa faar sin Sjøstrøm – sin Stiller – der i fuldt Maal kan bringe Landets 
sælsomme betagende Digtning og Landets storslagne Natur ud over 
Verden.” (The day will surely come when Norway, too, has its Sjöström – its 
Stiller – who can fully bring the remarkable, captivating literature and 
grandiose nature of the country to the rest of the world.) The article ends 
with the courteous hope that Norwegian film will one day dominate the 
Copenhagen cinema theatre as much as Swedish or American. The profound 
impact that Swedish films had on the growing Norwegian film industry in 
the 1920s is well documented, although the Norwegian ‘national 
breakthrough’ never reached the scope or sophistication of the Swedish 
movement.291 To a large degree, the ‘aboutness’ of the wave of nationally-
minded Norwegian films throughout the 1920s consisted of nature images. 
Most of these films had few interior shots, and Til sæters (To the mountain 
pasture, Harry Ivarson, 1924) had none at all: it borrowed from the nature-
film mode of production by renouncing electricity for lighting and camera.292 

In Til sæters and many other films, nature is coded: streams or preferably 
waterfalls were the backdrop for true love, and the mountain pasture was a 
liminal space for youth regulating their love affairs without the interference 
of elders. 
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However, the influences that made their way into Danish film are less 
straightforward. I will attempt a brief exposé of the strategies tried in 
connection with the recession of Danish film during the last stages of the 
first world war, and their roots: One strategy was for sequels and remakes, 
such as the string of ‘maharaja’ films.293 A more immediate one was to 
continue the string of films promoting lofty ideals, in particular pacifism.294 
Three idealist films by Holger-Madsen at Nordisk, Pax Æterna (1917), 
Himmelskibet (1918) and the political drama Folkets Ven (1918), also 
advocating concord, typify this strategy, which combined internationalism 
with literary connotations.295 The latter two films were written by Sophus 
Michaëlis, whose ideal in accordance with Nordisk’s at this point unmet 
need for international markets was for films to act as a truly international, 
educational factor, “suveræn i sin nationale Uafhængighed” (supreme in its 
national independence).296 This continuation of Nordisk’s traditional 
international policy would to some extent continue into the 1920s with A. 
W. Sandberg‘s string of Dickens adaptations: Vor fælles Ven (Our Mutual 
Friend, 1921), Store Forventninger (Great Expectations, 1922), David 
Copperfield (1922) and Lille Dorrit (Little Dorrit, 1924). Like the 
screenplays by the author and poet Michaëlis, the Dickens adaptations were 
also a new figuration of the Danish literary film, in the wake of what has in 
German been called Autorenfilme. Associated with Nordisk and originating 
from their Berlin office,297 these were often directed by August Blom, such 
as Atlantis (with Holger-Madsen, 1913) and Elskovsleg (Liebelei, with 
Holger-Madsen, 1914). Some of Vilhelm Glückstadt‘s efforts for 
Filmfabriken Danmark, De dødes Ø (The Isle of Death, 1913) and Enhver 
(Everyman, 1915), can also be seen as responses to the idea.298 Finally, as 
Casper Tybjerg has discussed, the Danish film press eagerly promoted the 
idea of a national Danish film expressing inherent Danishness in the wake of 
the ‘national’ ideas in Swedish and, indeed, Norwegian and eventually 
Finnish film in the same period.299 This exhortation, however, was only very 
partially fulfilled. Among a handful of films, Tybjerg mainly discusses Carl 
Th. Dreyer‘s Der var engang (Once upon a Time, Sophus Madsen Film, 
1922). 

Nevertheless, among Dreyer’s films, Der var engang is not the most 
Swedish-influenced: that epithet goes to the, on the contrary, distinctly un-
Danish looks of Prästänkan and Glomdalsbruden (Victoria Film, Norway 
1920), both set in Norway. These two films are symptoms of the direction 
advocated by Dreyer also for Danish film, as stated in his well-known praise 
of Swedish film in early 1920: true-to-life images of characters; atmosphere 
over technology.300 Dreyer’s ideal of painstaking location authenticity, 
which has been discussed by Mark Sandberg, coheres seamlessly with these 
ideas.301 Previously, such efforts as regards location had not been inherent in 
conceptions of the literary in Denmark. For instance, Elskovsleg had been 
obvious in transposing Schnitzler‘s Vienna to Copenhagen, a move which 
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brought about both praise and blame.302 A 1919 article in Filmen, calling for 
Danish films in the Swedish vein, criticised Danish film production in terms 
of location, connecting it to folkloric culture and national character: “Skulde 
en af vore Films være særlig virkningsfuld, saa tog vi til Kullen og lod dens 
Klipper være Baggrunde, vi udnyttede aldrig den danske Natur, den danske 
Folkevise og det danske Sind.”303 (Whenever one of our films was to be 
especially effective, we went to Kullen [in Sweden] and used the cliffs there 
as settings, we never made the most of Danish nature, Danish folk songs and 
the Danish disposition.) 

As the quote suggests, the rocky Kullen as well as the beaches of 
nearby Mölle were indeed well-mediated spots. They were popular stand-in 
location choices with Nordisk because of the combination of Kullen’s 
different-looking natural surroundings and Kullen and Mölle’s relative 
proximity to Copenhagen – an easy boat trip away, and well-assorted in 
terms of infrastructure such as hotels and restaurants.304 Casper Tybjerg 
mentions a Napoleon film using Kullen to stand in for St. Helena.305 Frans 
Lundberg in Malmö, well-informed of Danish working methods, also 
employed the area for Svartsjuka/Kärleksdrömmen (Jealousy, 1912). There 
was, however, another reason for filming there. Mölle was an early bathing 
resort much-frequented by Danes and Germans, famous and controversial 
for its German-fashion unisex bathing.306 In the unfinished Opiumhålan (The 
Opium Den, Eric Malmberg, 1911), Svenska Bio likely sought to capitalise 
on the Mölle’s titillating status in the public consciousness.307 Clusters of 
swimsuited or sun-dressed holidaymakers – likely mostly foreign – at the 
water’s edge was a popular motif employed by Swedish companies such as 
Viking, Orientaliska Teatern and Svenska Bio as well as Nordisk Film. 
Nordisk’s Badeliv ved Kullen (Beach holidaying at Kullen, neg. 832, 1911) 
had a marketing text containing the following argument (the German version 
is the only extant): 

Natürlich finden sich hier auch unzählige Moralprediger, die es für anstössig 
halten, dass Damen und Herren zusammen baden, aber wenn man unser Bild 
betrachtet, sieht man ein, wie unbegründet ihre Entrüstung ist. Findet man 
doch kaum eine lustigere und harmlosere Zerstreuung als das 
gemenschaftliche Baden. Seht wie die Gesichter der jungen Mädchen strahlen, 
wenn sich ihr weisser, geschmeidiger Körpler unter lauten Kreischen in die 
Wogen stürtzt, oder seht euch die Herren an, wie sie gleich ausgelassenen 
Kindern Ringelrosenkranz tanzen oder einander bespritzen! Könnte die Seele 
einer Mutter daran Anstoss nehmen? Unmöglich! Da müsste man schon ein 
reiner Puritaner sein!308 
 
Naturally, countless sermonisers appear here, too, who consider it indecent 
that ladies and gentlemen swim together, but when one sees our film, one 
realises how unfounded their indignation is. It is hard to find a more fun and 
harmless amusement than mixed bathing. See how the young girls’ faces 
radiate when their white, lithe bodies jump into the sea squealing aloud, or 
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watch the gentlemen as they play Ring a Ring o’Roses or splash each other 
like merry children! Could the soul of a mother take offence? Impossible! In 
that case one [she] would have to be a true puritan! 
 

Criticism was forestalled, then, by framing the film as a depiction of the 
innocent joy of living instead of a product of the obvious visual interest in 
the bathing bodies. The text for En tur til Kullen (A Trip to Kullen, neg. 
1002, 1912) was more matter-of-fact and drew on the arrival of tourists and 
less elaborated summer fun.309 In 1923, when scenes for one of the Danish 
Fyrtaarnet & Bivognen comedies was shot there, this location was no longer 
only a stand-in: it was mentioned in the press alongside Scandinavian 
locations of touristic interest such as Stockholm’s archipelago and 
Norwegian mountains.310 The meaning of the location seems, in other words, 
to have undergone some harmonisation with the Swedish practices where 
location had intrinsic value. Still, the Fy & Bi films with their scantily clad 
‘Lau-Girls’ fit Kullen’s identity as a frivolous swimsuited holidaying 
destination without the more serious connotations of the Norwegian 
landscape.311 

By the time Terje Vigen and Berg-Ejvind reached Denmark, the 
authenticity idiom was not new to Danish film culture, but the examples had 
been few and far between. When the author and scriptwriter Palle 
Rosenkrantz described his vision for Guldhornene in 1913 (The Golden 
Horns, Kay van der Aa Kühle, Filmfabriken Danmark 1914), he explained 
the film’s ambitions towards correct historical costume and also towards 
displaying different parts of Danish nature in this way: “– De véd, at danske 
Film i Udlandet nyder den største Anseelse og sælges over hele Evropa, og 
det faldt mig derfor ind, at det kunde være morsomt at skrive en Film, der 
gav Udlandet et virkeligt Indtryk af dansk Historie og dansk Natur.”312 (– 
You know that Danish films abroad are enjoying the best of reputations and 
are sold all over Europe, and so it occurred to me that it might be fun to 
write a film which gave other countries a true impression of Danish history 
and Danish nature.) In other words, Rosenkrantz’s idea was that the current 
age of international expansion in Danish film was a Trojan horse for slipping 
in a sense of Danish specificity. However, the advance article in Filmen still 
wavered between calling it Danish or Scandinavian, starting out with the 
label ‘Danish’ and then adding nuance: “Filmen er derfor først og fremmest 
national – for en stor Dels Vedkommende i alt Fald – skandinavisk, om man 
vil.”313 (The film is thus primarily national – at least as regards a large 
portion of it – Scandinavian, if you will.) At this time, ‘Danishness’ in film 
practice was of course normally the non-specific. 

As for the Swedish-influenced films, Erik Nørgaard mentions Lasse 
Månsson fra Skaane (Struggling Hearts, A.W. Sandberg, Nordisk Film 
1923) as the exemplary film.314 However, this categorisation mostly amounts 
to the film’s story being set in historical times and to its striving to depict 
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costumes correctly. In these senses, the film can equally well be seen as 
attaching itself to the tradition of Guldhornene and other, earlier Danish 
historical films, in which case the role of the Swedish films was perhaps 
more as triggers than as inspirations. Instead, I will turn to two notable cases, 
also from Nordisk, where Danish-produced films mimicked Swedish film by 
assigning qualities of the ‘authentic’ to locations in nature-rich films: 
Borgslægtens Historie and Morænen. These films found their expression in 
Icelandic and Norwegian landscapes and their inner motivation in the Danish 
relations to Iceland and to Norway. Another important deviation in the 1920s 
from the otherwise still often ‘locationless’ Danish film is Danish film’s 
biggest successes in the 1920s, Fy & Bi (Long & Short). These comedies 
frequently relied on location and in particular concepts of region or province. 
Transnational aspects of the Fy & Bi films are dealt with in the next chapter, 
but this chapter discusses the function of region in other films. 

Morænen: a triangle of nature, psychology and 
Nordicness 
Morænen was reported to have been planned since about 1916–1917, which 
puts the idea of it amidst Svenska Bio’s shift in production strategy, possibly 
as an immediate reaction to Terje Vigen, if the initial idea shared the final 
product’s emphasis on nature.315 The reason it had been shelved was 
purportedly that the mentally deficient character played by Peter Malberg 
was thought too hard to stomach for audiences. After the wave of new 
Swedish films, which were sometimes thought about abroad as grisly,316 this 
did perhaps not seem such a big deal after all. 

Already the advance reports about Morænen accentuated the 
‘Swedishness’ of the film, with reference to the ‘artistic’ quality of the 
project as well as the Norwegian location, relatively unusual in Danish 
fiction film. 317 It was anticipated that the film was going to be reminiscent of 
Berg-Ejvind.318 Also the reviews when the film came out emphasised the 
‘Swedish’ trait with appreciation: 
 

Der er lidt ‘svensk Film’ over disse Scenerier udenfor og indeni denne stolte 
norske Bondegaard – en smukkere Kompliment kan ikke siges til dansk Film. 
Og ogsaa vore Københavner-Skuespillere har heldigt lært af svensk 
Filmskunst. ... [Sigurd] Langberg har skabt en sikker norsk Bonde-Type. Den 
blonde nordiske Mø ... spilles af Karina Bell ...319 
 
There is a sense of ‘Swedish film’ over these sceneries outside and inside of 
this noble Norwegian farm – a more beautiful compliment cannot be paid to 
Danish film. Our Copenhagener actors, too, have fortunately learnt from 
Swedish film art. ... [Sigurd] Langberg has created a confident Norwegian 
farmer type. The blonde Nordic maid ... is played by Karina Bell ... 
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Both the visuals and the performances as Norwegian and ‘Nordic’ characters 
were stressed. Parallels to the Swedish film discourse from the ‘golden age’ 
were several. Firstly, (renewed) national pride in Nordisk Film was a 
recurrent theme.320 The film was hailed as a sign of an emerging transition 
from melodrama to art in Danish cinema, the key term being ‘vægtig’ 
(weighty, serious).321 Like in Sweden, the Danish discourse stated how the 
film would be good ‘propaganda’ abroad for Danish acting and culture, its 
Norwegian location notwithstanding.322 Secondly, a marked contrast to 
American film was played up, and American films were described as ten a 
penny and featuring mushy heroes made of marzipan – in other words, 
lacking in a Scandinavian sense of heroic masculinity: 

Men intet er mere forkert end at tro, at Morænen er kedelig – den er alvorlig, 
gribende og meget stærkt virkende – ikke nogen amerikansk Marcipanhelte-
Film. Men den er uhyre spændende. Og det er ikke ret mange af dem, der har 
set Filmen, der ikke har Fornemmelsen af, at den er en større Oplevelse end 
en halv Snes af Dusin-Amerikanerne.323 
 
Nothing would be more wrong than believing Morænen was tedious – it is 
serious, poignant and very effective – not an American marzipan-hero film. 
But it is incredibly suspenseful. And not many of those who have seen the 
film fail to feel that it is a bigger experience than half a score ten-a-penny 
Americans [literally: half a score ‘dozen’ Americans]. 

 
Although this journalist put some effort into repudiating rumours that the 
film was dull, two other newspapers confirmed that audiences did indeed 
find the film boring.324 Overtaxing the audience’s patience was, however, 
one of the risks of an endeavour towards a different sense of respectability. 
The third conjunction with the Swedish discourse was, then, the way the film 
partook in a discourse of respectability, understood as cinema’s saviour and 
future. One provincial newspaper put it this way: “Den stumme Kunst 
fejrede i Aftes en af sine skønneste Triumfer, og selv dens argeste 
Modstander maatte blive omvendt ved at se Peter Malbergs mesterlige 
Udførelse af den stakkels sindssyge Aslak i Morænen. Mere ægte og 
gribende Kunst ses næppe paa noget Teater herhjemme.”325 (Tonight, silent 
art achieved one of its finest triumphs, and even its most arrant opponents 
must be converted by seeing Peter Malberg’s masterly performance as the 
poor, crazy Aslak in Morænen. A more genuine and touching piece of art is 
hardly seen on any theatre stage here.) The notion of outperforming theatre 
amounted to the highest imaginable acclaim for fiction film as art, removing 
it from the ‘base’ genres of detective stories and erotic melodrama. 
Paradoxically, the theatre certainly had its less decorous genres, too; but this 
is a fact which seldom figured in the contemporaneous discourse about the 
arts. 
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Fig. 1.4. In Morænen (1924), a rocky moraine slope in Norway acts as an 
overarching metaphor of death, barrenness and buried history. Image held at 
the Danish Film Institute. 
 
 
Morænen, literally ‘The Moraine’, was a psychological drama with pregnant 
nature symbolism – the dark tragedy of the waters; the stony inimicality of 
the moraine. It was not, such as the Swedish films set in Norway, an 
adaptation of a Norwegian original literary text, but rather a ‘literary’ film 
written by Laurids Skands, using a Norwegian setting. In the film, the 
moraine is where the ageing tyrannical patriarch Thor Brekanæs goes to 
ponder the ill fortune of his life (fig. 1.4); it is also where he is murdered. 
Moraine landscape, where debris from the ground was once scoured beneath 
or in front of a sliding and melting glacier, is far more common in West 
Denmark than in Norway, and was not in itself a reason to choose a setting 
abroad.326 Possibly, this setting was a late addition to the allegedly older film 
idea. Rather, the mountainous background to the Norwegian moraine 
photographed was probably an important reason for the location choice. The 
director A. W. Sandberg still felt the need to explain the concept of the 
moraine in an interview about the film: “Morænen er, som De véd, det Sted, 
hvor Gletscheren aflejrer de Stenmasser, den har ført med paa sin Vej, det 
Sted, hvor den smelter og dør.”327 (The moraine is, as you will know, the 
place where the glacier deposits the masses of rock it has brought with it on 
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its way, the place where it melts and dies.) The inserted ‘som De véd’ rather 
underlines the anticipated ignorance of the reader than the purported 
expectation of the opposite. The choice of wording is echoed in the 
intertitles, which speak of the moraine as the ‘cemetery’ of Thor’s memories, 
and state that people said there were ghosts about. The theme of death in the 
moraine underlines a symbolical conception of this barren stone belt as a 
physical scar from an enormous upheaval – a parallel to the personal history 
of the character of old Brekanæs, who once forced his young wife from an 
arranged marriage to commit suicide. In this vein, Claus Kjær has presented 
a pop-psychoanalytical reading of the moraine as repressed memories: the 
eventual return of the misdeeds of old times.328 
The psychology of the film, which tied character to geography, was arguably 
another reason for the Norwegian location. In the film, intertitles draw nature 
into character description, and thus, the young wife likens Thor to a 
mountain: “Jeg blev gift under Tvang – og aldrig har jeg elsket Dig, saalidt 
som jeg kunde elske et Fjeld!” (I married under duress – and I never loved 
you, no more than I could love a mountain!) One review observed how the 
author “med en blændende Fantasi lader Ødemarkens Natur, den yderste 
Klippe med Istidens Moræner, ligesom smelte sammen med Menneskene, 
der bor paa disse Klipper” (with a dazzling imagination lets the nature of the 
wilderness, the outermost rock with the moraines of the ice age, so to speak 
merge with the people who live on these rocks).329 While the geological 
description in the review is fuzzy at best, the notion of nature expressing the 
human ‘nature’ of those living there is crystal clear. The film’s status as 
‘Autorenfilm’ is grasped in and passed on by many reviews. Another review 
also drawing the comparison between nature and dramatic content 
furthermore offers a value statement about it: “Laurids Skands Skuespil er 
tungt og mørkt som den tunge, norske Natur, det udspilles i ...”330. (The play 
by Laurids Skands is heavy and dark as the heavy, Norwegian nature where 
it takes place ...) Like Brekanæs’ character, the nature is described as “en 
højnordisk barsk Egn” (a high Nordic, harsh region).331 

The film’s connection between nature and psychology, then, seems well-
observed at the time, cohering well with the film discourse of the Swedish 
‘golden age’, where aesthetically determined links between nature and 
character featured often. In the discourse about films by Sjöström as well as 
during this Swedish period in general, Bo Florin notes that the description of 
nature as animated has been very common, but has usually been inexact. 
Florin goes on to analyse images of nature in Berg-Ejvind as a dialectic 
between the interior and the exterior, nuancing but also confirming the link 
between nature and character.332 In the particular discourse about Morænen, 
however, there seems to be one more element to the equation between nature 
and psychology, suggested in the last quote about the character Thor 
Brekanæs: what seemed to be duality formation is in fact a triangle of nature, 
psychology and lastly Nordicness. A review from Folkets Avis draws these 
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three threads together with formidable clarity (along with the ‘Autorenfilm’ 
and art perspectives, too): “Man strides endnu, om Filmen er Kunst, og 
samtidig skrives et Films-Drapa, som dette. Monumentalt, mejslet som i 
Granit, bearbejdet af en Digters Syner, minder denne Film om hine 
ældgamle Edda-Kvad, hvis mørke, truende og skæbnetunge Linjer er som 
skaaret af Islands og Norges Fjelde.”333 (There are still those who dispute 
whether film is art, and at the same time a film drápa [lay; lofty narrative 
poem about a person] like this is written. Monumental, chiselled as if in 
granite, processed by the visions of a poet, this film is reminiscent of the 
ancient Edda ballads, whose dark, threatening and ominous lines appear to 
be sliced out of the mountains of Iceland and Norway.) The image of a 
physical link established between Old Norse poetry and rocky West 
Scandinavian nature is designed to bestow a resonance of heritage and 
tradition on the use of nature in Morænen. Old Norse literature was in the 
highest esteem as bearer of a joint Nordic heritage at this time, although its 
imprints on film culture were few. The famous theologian and archbishop 
Nathan Söderblom seems to have noticed this when he, according to an 
anecdote taken down by Ragnar Hyltén-Cavallius, urged the crew of 
Carolina Rediviva (Ivan Hedqvist, SF 1920), on location in Uppsala, to film 
Icelandic sagas instead.334 This was, in Söderblom’s view, the future of film; 
certainly it was his interpretation of which specific orientation the Nordic-
themed films of the Swedish ‘golden age’ should take. Saga films never 
became a category to take into account in Scandinavia, although some 
adaptations of sagas or of more recent literary material in the saga vein were 
intended at different points during the silent era.335 Sagas also figured in the 
script-writing contest organised in Norway by Kommunenes Filmcentral and 
Aftenposten in 1922 (see chapter two).336 Films did flirt with the saga non-
committally, however, such as the Norwegian Fager er lien (Fair is the 
Hillside, Harry Ivarson, 1925), the title of which referenced the thirteenth-
century Brennu-Njáls saga. In the narrative of the saga, when Gunnar of 
Hlíðarendi is about to flee the country, he famously stops to consider the 
beauty of his home grounds and decides to stay, defying what is implied to 
be certain death: “Fögur er hlíðin svo að mér hefir hún aldrei jafnfögur sýnst, 
bleikir akrar en slegin tún, og mun eg ríða heim aftur og fara hvergi.” An 
English translation from 1861 runs: “Fair is the Lithe; so fair that it has 
never seemed to me so fair; the corn fields are white to harvest, and the 
home mead is mown; and now I will ride back home, and not fare abroad at 
all.”337 In Sweden, the National Romantic poet Verner von Heidenstam 
actualised the story in a poem in 1895, “För mig finns ingen väg från 
hemmets dörr” (For me exists no path away from the door of my home), 
isolating the absolute value bestowed by this episode on cultural landscape, 
within a distinctly Nordic sphere. Borgslægtens Historie, too, attached itself 
to the sphere of the sagas in the discourse around the film. In an advance 
article in Berlingske Tidende, a crew member described the location as “en 
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gammel Gaard fra Njals-Tiden, som var fuldkommen egnet til vore 
Optagelser” (an old farm from the times of Njál, perfectly suited to our 
takes).338 The Njál reference seems extraneous as the film is not at all set in 
‘the times of Njál’ around the year 1000, but rather in a relatively 
nondescript nineteenth century. The function of this farm and of mentioning 
it, then, is not to bestow historical atmosphere but to invoke ‘Icelandicness’ 
and an air of the saga. 

A geodeterminist link between people and nature was often evoked upon 
in film discourse at this time and was particularly applied by Danes on 
Swedes and Norwegians, as well as on Norwegians by Swedes. Such 
exoticisation abounds in this description in the Danish programme booklet 
for Fante-Anne: 

Det er Norges dejlige Poesi, der møder os i denne Film. Dalenes Poesi – 
Fjældenes storslagne Poesi – og Sæterens med Køernes Bjældeklang, Fosser 
og Elve bruser. Og mellem alt dette bor Mennesker – der virker fremmed paa 
os – fordi deres Natur – deres Følelsesliv – er os ukendt.339 
 
We encounter the lovely poetry of Norway in this film. The poetry of the 
valleys – the magnificent poetry of the mountains – and that of the mountain 
pastures, with the sound of bells from cows, roaring waterfalls and rivers. And 
between all of this live people – who seem strange to us – because their nature 
– their emotional life – is unknown to us. 

 
Inner and outer nature are equated in this formulation, where even the 
artistically poetical is somewhat reductively ascribed to nature. In the Danish 
programme booklet for the adaptation of Knut Hamsun‘s Markens Grøde 
(Gunnar Sommerfeldt, Norrøna Film, Norway 1921), the Danish director 
wrote about the film in the same idiom, inscribing characters into nature with 
ample use of expressive dashes: 

– Højt oppe Lierne – bag dem de snedækte Fjeldtoppe – den store Bræ – nede 
i Dalen de store Skove – Bække og Elve – brusende Fossefald – Nordlys og 
Midnatssol – tunge, tavse Kvinder og Mænd – Arbejdets Børn – stærke som 
Skovens Kæmper – stride som Elvene – vilde som Fjeldene – og stundom 
blide som den lyse Sommernat – maatte Handlingen og Spillet staa Maal 
dermed....340 
 
– High up, the hillsides – behind them, the snow-covered mountain tops – the 
big glacier – down in the valley, the great forests – creeks and rivers – roaring 
waterfalls – northern lights and midnight sun – heavy, silent women and men 
– children of toil – strong as the giants of the forest – headstrong [‘stride’, 
torrential] as the rivers – wild as the mountains – and sometimes gentle as the 
light summer night – hopefully the action and performance will match it... 

 
When the text is read in isolation, the description of the people seems at first 
quite aptly to capture the film’s (and Hamsun’s) protagonists, the decidedly 
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particular or ‘different’ outcasts Isak and Inger; but this is not what 
Sommerfeldt primarily wishes to comment on. If juxtaposing the piece to the 
existing trope of the Norwegian formed by nature, it is easier to see that his 
subject is a particular understanding of abstract Norwegianness. What 
Sommerfeldt speaks of is pre-existing elements in his abstract view of his 
found location and his (pre?-)conception of the people there, coloured by 
Markens grøde‘s settlers in the wilderness. In effect, then, he more or less 
equates that Norwegianness with the qualities of these characters. This 
practice is not as extraordinary as it may sound; a Swedish reviewer made 
the same manoeuvre with the severe Sæmund Granliden of Synnöve 
Solbakken (John W. Brunius, Skandia, Sweden 1919), played with, in his 
mind, too little severity by Egil Eide: 

Egil Eide har kanske för litet av den norske bondens sträva, tysta, grubblande 
väsen ... Den som vistats i Norge någon tid och lärt känna den norska naturen 
och den norska folkkaraktären, kan ej låta bli att frapperas av de levande 
bilderna och det solljus, som vilar över denna film. Norge är icke solens och 
ljusets land. Det är mörkt och kargt trots sin utomordentliga naturskönhet, och 
sådan är även folket.341 
 
Egil Eide has perhaps too little of the rough, silent, brooding character of the 
Norwegian farmer ... When one has spent some time in Norway and got to 
know Norwegian nature and Norwegian national character, one is astonished 
by the living images and the sunshine pervading this film. Norway is not the 
land of sun and light. It is dark and barren despite its extraordinary natural 
beauty, and so is the people. 

 
The quote shows a readiness to categorically apply the description “dark and 
barren” to Norwegian landscape in the abstract as well as to the ‘national 
character’. This seems to have been an established opinion among Danes. 
Compare with this passage from Georg Brandes‘ little book on Ibsen and 
Bjørnson (from its Swedish translation from the Danish): 

Det kunde kanske synas som om Ibsen med sitt egendomliga och skygga, 
allvarsfulla och slutna väsen vore mera nationel [norsk] än den ljusa 
framtidsbebådaren Bjørnson. Men ... också det öppna, öppenmunta [da. 
åbenmundete] och högröstade, äfven det frimodiga och muntra är norskt ...342 
 
It may seem that Ibsen with his peculiar and shy, serious and reserved 
character was more national [Norwegian] than that figure of light and 
announcer of the future, Bjørnson. But ... also the open, indiscreet and loud-
voice, also the outspoken and merry is Norwegian ... 
 

In Norway, Ibsen is traditionally considered the ‘un-Norwegian’ cosmopolite 
and critic of everything Norwegian, and Bjørnson conversely as the 
embodiment of Norwegianness in constant discussion about points of 
patriotic interest. It is interesting that the notion of a typically Norwegian 
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and northern gloom and reserve from a Danish point of view should 
overshadow these arguably established personas of the two authors. Likely, 
the fresh and sporty ideal that had a breakthrough with skiing culture 
successively replaced this sombre image of Norwegians. Another Swedish 
review of the same film is somewhat more positively charged in a similar 
statement: “Det är Norges bönder i helg och söcken, som diktaren har 
skildrat, och livslevande stå de framför oss, kärva och gedigna såsom landet 
självt danat dem.”343 (These are the farmers of Norway both on weekdays 
and Sundays, like the author depicted them, and lifelike they stand before us, 
austere and sterling such as the country itself shaped them.) In this take, he 
characters are rough and genuine rather than gloomy and bleak. Other 
reviewers of the film, however, were more conscientious about comparing 
the performances to the well-known characters rather than to their own 
conceptions of Norwegianness. In fact, the two reviews quoted above would 
also make more sense if – unwarrantably benevolently – read in the context 
of the characters. A statement drawing on the ‘gloomy and bleak’ quality 
would work as a depreciatory comment about the lifestyle of the Solbakken 
family, whereas ‘rough and genuine’ would suit (male) family members at 
Granliden. It seems, then, that the personalities of fictional characters spill 
out on ideas of Norwegianness in this instance, too, as was indeed the case 
also with Terje Vigen (see above). Male characters of the older generation 
seem particularly likely to occasion such spillage, perhaps because they were 
thought a great part of the film’s ‘aboutness’. Then as now, male characters 
defined most films, and arguably, youth was not in the same sense crucial for 
character interest as it often is in mainstream cinema today. 

The geodeterminist impulse has also been present in the discourse about 
Danish films. Earlier on, a German Asta Nielsen/Urban Gad production had 
been claimed as ‘culturally’ Danish on the grounds of the treatment of 
nature. Die Kinder des Generals (The General’s Children, Urban Gad, 
Deutsche Bioskop 1912), the journal Filmen claimed, contained a sense of 
the Danish particularly about the (German) settings: 

... maa man indrømme, at en Film som denne har en egen Karakter og Ynde, 
og at denne Ynde er dansk. Lad den være optaget i Tyskland, med mange 
tyske Skuespillere udenom vor Landsmandinde, der er dog noget ægte dansk 
over den, i Omgivelsernes fine Valg, i Scenen i Baaden, i Skovscenerne og 
Forlovelsesdeklarationen. Der er i og for sig ikke noget særligt mærkeligt i 
denne Film, men Udlændingerne vilde blot have lavet den annerledes, 
Naturomgivelserne var bleven andre, større, voldsommere, maaske mere 
effektfulde, men de vilde have savnet denne fine Charme, som Danmarks 
Natur er saa rig paa, og som vi danske har indsuget fra Naturen.344 
 
... [every]one must admit that a film like this has a character and grace of its 
own, and that this grace is a Danish one. Let it be produced in Germany, with 
many German actors in addition to our countrywoman, there is still something 
genuinely Danish about it, in the fine selection of surroundings, in the scene in 
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the boat, in the scenes in the forest and the announcement of the engagement. 
There is in itself nothing very remarkable about this film, but the foreigners 
would simply have made it differently, the natural surroundings would have 
been others, greater, more powerful, perhaps more effective, but they would 
have lacked this fine charm, of which Denmark’s nature has so much, and that 
we Danes have imbibed from nature. 
 

According to this piece, the qualities of the film’s settings chosen by Urban 
Gad are also found in Denmark; therefore, they are felt to be Danish despite 
not representing a Danish location. Furthermore, it is implied that Gad and 
Nielsen as Danes take part in this pre-existing Danishness learnt from nature, 
securing the ‘Danishness’ of the atmosphere through Gad’s intentional 
production choices. The frame of mind registering potential conjunctions 
between nature, national character and fictional characters was, then, present 
in Denmark, too; it is just somewhat unusual that it was at this time 
connected with Danish, or ‘Danish’, film. In the Danish discourse, 
remarking in similar terms upon Swedish film was closer at hand, such as in 
the case of a regionally framed adaption from a stageplay, Hälsingar 
(William Larsson, Triumvir, Sweden 1923). The Danish programme booklet 
for Hälsingar begins: “Sverige er et Granitland, – vejrbidt og med Fyrremos 
i Revnerne staar dets Granit-Aasyn og kløver Vind og Vejr ... Sverige er et 
Granitland, som Slægtled efter Slægtled har set stoute, granvoksne Mænd og 
stolte, ærekære Kvinder fødes og dø overalt, hvor Klippen gav Plads til en 
Vugge eller en Grav ...”345 (Sweden is a land of granite, weather-beaten and 
with moss in the cracks, its granite face stands splitting wind and weather ... 
Sweden is a land of granite, where generation after generation has seen stout 
men of a build like spruces and proud, cavalier women be born and die 
everywhere where the rock could accommodate a cradle or a grave ...) The 
notion of living on a small piece of rock echoes the phrase with the 
‘outermost rock’ from the review of Morænen. Ultimately, it mirrors the 
self-conception of the writers’ own Danish nature as a cultivated and fertile 
ground for living on – a nationalisation of the Danish landscape which 
preceded its Swedish and Norwegian counterparts.346 The Swedish 
programme booklet for Hälsingar (1923) neither exoticised the characters 
nor attributed nature characteristics to them – instead, the selling phrase was: 
“En filmberättelse om folk med styrka i själen och eld i lynnet” (A film tale 
of people with strength in their souls and fire in their temperaments).347 On a 
side note, the export titles for Hälsingar interestingly underlined different 
uses of its ‘aboutness’ in different countries: in Germany Schwedenblut 
(Swedish Blood), using all of Sweden as the film’s selling point, whereas 
Denmark and Finland played up the well-known, trans-Nordic theme of 
mountain pastures.348 For the 1933 version (Ivar Johansson, Svensk Talfilm), 
the Danish title was however changed to Nordlandsfolk (Northerners), using 
the ambiguous denomination ‘Nordland’.349 
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Confusion about the elastically used term ‘Nordland’ had long been 
common in film discourse in Denmark as well as in Germany.350 Nordland, a 
province in Norway, and Norrland, a region in Sweden, combined with a 
more general meaning of ‘northern regions’ to decidedly woolly effects. 
Nordisk’s travel film Fra det høje Nord (1911, neg. 828) was marketed with 
a text locating the film in Norway, but nevertheless treating ‘Nordland’ as a 
fuzzy category in between a common and a proper noun by twice declining it 
according to gender, and once not.351 The text begins: “I umindelige Tider 
har Nordlandets snedekte Fjælde og tavse Ødemarker faaet Lov til at 
henligge i tilbagetrukken Ro ...” (From times immemorial, the snow-covered 
mountaines and silent wilderness of the Nordland has been allowed to 
remain in secluded peace ...), and ends: “Nordland ... er det første i Rækken 
af Norges Seværdigheder.” (Nordland ... is the foremost of the things worth 
seeing in Norway.) However, the German translation of the same text, now 
titled Aus dem hohen Norden, interprets ‘Nordland’ as Sweden’s Norrland. 
The translator seems unconcerned when exchanging not only the original 
text’s ‘Nordland’ for ‘Norrland’, but even ‘Norway’ for ‘Sweden’. Thus, the 
German version ends: “... dass Norrland jetzt die erste Stelle unter den 
Sehenswürdigkeiten Schwedens einnimmt.” (... that Norrland is now the 
foremost of the things worth seeing in Sweden.) The expressive mention of 
snow “auf den Zinnen den Felsen” (on the pinnacles of the mountains) did 
not deter from changing the location, although craggy peaks are unusual in 
Swedish mountains, and neither did a mention of the steam ship as a pioneer 
of civilisation in faraway places, implying above all Hurtigruten along the 
Norwegian coast. Either, the translator sought to ‘correct’ the Danish 
version, or else acted from an idea of interchangeability of these Northern 
areas around the Arctic Circle. 

Inconclusiveness about the meaning of ‘Nordland’ also played a part in 
the reception and advance discourse about Morænen. An advance article 
covering the film’s production placed it in “det nordlige Norge” (northern 
Norway) and anticipated fine “Nordlandsbilleder” (images from the province 
Nordland in northern Norway, alternatively ‘northern images’). However, 
the true setting was the inland Gudbrandsdalen valley. A caption in the 
article correctly locates the takes to Gudbrandsdalen,352 but still tells of 
beautiful ‘fjord scenes’ although a ‘fjord’ in the Danish language is salty.353 
This ambiguity embraces the film text itself as well. The term ‘fjord’ appears 
in the intertitles, naming the water where Brekanæs’ wife had drowned 
herself (and wherefrom a voice tells one of the sons to slay his father with a 
stone). It follows that reviews must be excused for passing on the ‘fjord’ 
idiom.354 What takes place in the combination of inland, mountainous valley 
on the one hand and fjord on the other is different iconic locations in 
Norway merging into one single signifier – not unlike how nature and 
character in the discourse cited above were also reduced to one signifier. 
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It is significant that in the cases cited here (or generally), concepts of 
region or province did not transfer to Denmark with their national 
connotations more or less intact, because they more often retained their 
meaning in the transitions between Norway and Sweden. Ethnography and 
specificity taking the form of the regional in Norway and Sweden were more 
directly understood – within both countries as well as transnationally – to 
translate to the larger category of the national. In contrast, at this time region 
was generally not operationalised in Danish film drama photographed within 
the country’s borders. An example is Præsten i Vejlby (The Hand of Fate, 
August Blom, Nordisk 1922) set in seventeenth-century Jutland. Certainly, 
the film’s geographical location was played up in the title and made use of 
the actual location, and the author of the original short story from 1829, 
Steen Steensen Blicher, was associated with the region.355 Still, the publicity 
strategy in the posters and programme booklet privileged the melodramatic 
value of the true story of a miscarriage of justice, as well as the film’s 
literary status as an adaptation. The pictorial worth of historical costumes 
was well utilised, but any particular discourse of the landscape seems absent. 
George Schnéevoigt‘s sound version from 1931 followed the same pattern. 
When Danish film (again, apart from the Long & Short comedies) 
emphasised landscape, the landscapes in question were or had been 
politically related to Denmark: in Norway or Iceland. Out of the couple of 
films shot in Iceland, an interesting alleged half-failure is Borgslægtens 
Historie. 

Borgslægtens Historie as response to Berg-Ejvind och hans 
hustru 
Along with the later Danish-Icelandic Hadda Padda from 1924, 
Borgslægtens Historie from 1920 partook in a Danish-Icelandic relation in a 
more pronounced way than did the Swedish Berg-Ejvind. Like Bjærg-Ejvind 
og hans Hustru/Fjalla-Eyvindur, the literary works Hadda Padda and 
Borgslægtens Historie had been written while their respective authors lived 
on Danish soil in the first half of the 1910s. Berg-Ejvind och hans hustru 
was an important film to the Danish audience. It had the honour of 
inaugurating Copenhagen’s magnificent Palads-Teater cinema in February 
1918, a circumstance Casper Tybjerg interprets as foremost due to the owner 
Sophus Madsen‘s engagement in the distribution company Dansk-Svensk 
Film, which was a collaboration with Charles Magnusson of Svenska Bio 
(and secondarily, due to the film’s qualities).356 As Tybjerg points out 
elsewhere, Madsen later financed Carl Th. Dreyer’s fairytale, national film 
Der var engang – (Once upon a Time, 1922) with reference to the Swedish 
literary adaptations he had become accustomed to seeing in his theatre.357 
This detail underlines the role of Berg-Ejvind as influencing Danish films, 
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but in the case described here, not films seeking to formulate a specificity of 
a ‘Danish’ national product, but films depicting Icelandic nature and drawing 
on recent works by Icelandic authors. 

At this point, a look at Berg-Ejvind may elucidate some points about the 
attempted traits of Borgslægtens Historie. The play Bjærg-Ejvind og hans 
Hustru had relatively recently been produced on theatre stages in 
Stockholm,358 but the Swedish reception of the film seldom referenced 
this;359 a sign that the film had already through its extensive advance 
publicity subsumed the play’s place in public consciousness. Instead, the 
fixed point for discussion about Berg-Ejvind was the film’s use of nature.360 
The location choices were applauded and their alleged likeness to Icelandic 
landscape stressed, a key word being ‘vederhäftighet’ (trustworthiness, 
accuracy). The location was, after all, approved by the play’s author, in an 
interview in Politiken prior to the film’s inter-Scandinavian premiere.361 
Jóhann Sigurjónsson stepped forward as guarantor of the location’s felt 
authenticity when declaring Lapland had the ‘same’ mountains, views, and 
clear air as Iceland.362 As quoted in a Norwegian programme booklet, Jóhann 
Sigurjónsson also phrased the likeness in a more metaphysical sense: “‘Jeg 
har vandret tilfods gjennem Islands ødeste trakter,’ sa han, ‘og nu [i 
filmen] var det, som jeg kjendte igjen hver plass. Men fremfor alt var det den 
indre usynlige likhet – den, som ligger i selve jorden.”363 (I have wandered 
on foot through the most desolate areas of Iceland, he said, and now [in the 
film] it was as if I recognised every spot. But above all, it was the inner, 
invisible likeness – that which lies in the soil itself.) Establishing the 
judgement by means of the observations and insights of a lone ramble gives 
the account almost spiritual overtones, and the imponderable affinity 
between Lapland and Iceland hidden in the earth’s interior can only be 
understood as a mystical phrasing of Nordic kindredship. 

As established above in this chapter, the location Abisko had intrinsic 
value of its own, primarily the publicity value stemming form its relatively 
recent establishment as a national park. One account of the reception of 
Berg-Ejvind abroad mentioned that Victor Sjöström complained about 
British viewers – believing the film was actually shot in Iceland – one might, 
perhaps, have thought this testimonial of a perfect illusion would instead 
have been perceived as flattering and reaffirming.364 If correct, this is another 
clue to the rationale for not only choosing a Swedish location (out of 
necessity, during the Great War) but for also cultivating general awareness 
of this location. Returning for a moment to this chapter’s introductory quote 
from 1920, commenting on the past few years’ practice of screening 
Swedish nature, it is noteworthy that Berg-Ejvind is evoked as a ‘patriotic’ 
film on the grounds of its actual, Swedish location: “Vi ha vant oss att i varje 
svenskt ‘drama’ se för oss härliga svenska tavlor upprullas. Vi äro så vana 
vid detta att vi nästan känna en liten missräkning, då det ej förekommer – 
såsom i Herr Arnes Pengar – hur god filmen än för övrigt månde vara. I 
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Stormyrtösen sågo vi Dalarnas sjöar och berg, i Berg-Ejvind Lapplands 
fjällvidder och skummande fjällvatten ...”365 (We are used to seeing glorious 
Swedish paintings being rolled out in every Swedish ‘drama’. We are so 
used to this that we almost feel ever so slightly disappointed when it is not so 
– such as in Sir Arne’s Treasure – however good the film may be in other 
respects. In The Girl from Marsh Croft, we saw the lakes and mountains of 
Dalecarlia, in The Outlaw and his Wife the wide empty spaces and foaming 
streams of Lapland ...) In this account, then, selling films by regional 
identification is indicated to be key. Displacement of represented foreign 
settings was no (necessary) impediment to this regional cartography, 
whereas rearrangements within Sweden jeopardised the element of regional 
authenticity. The text mentions Herr Arnes pengar as a film lacking in 
nature scenes; in fact it has several striking nature scenes, although these are 
shot in stand-in locations instead of the story’s Marstrand, a location 
traditionally used by Gothenburg’s film-producing company Hasselblads, 
but not by the Stockholm companies. Marguerite Engberg actually used Herr 
Arnes pengar as exemplary for the Swedish usage of nature, contrasted with 
Danish film: “Men en evne til at udnytte dansk natur og dansk klima 
dramatisk, således som Mauritz Stiller kunne det med svensk natur, for eks. i 
Hr. Arnes Penge (1919), finder vi desværre ikke hos danske 
stumfilminstruktører.”366 (However, the ability to make full use of Danish 
nature and Danish climate dramatically, like Mauritz Stiller could with 
Swedish nature, for example in Sir Arne’s Treasure (1919), we unfortunately 
do not find with Danish silent-film directors.) The use of Mauritz Stiller to 
emblematise nature use is unusual, despite being fully valid.367 Instead, the 
figure invoked has traditionally been Victor Sjöström, more congenial for 
this purpose through his personal embodiment in the performances as Terje 
Vigen and Ejvind. 

If Berg-Ejvind had in the end little use for the represented Icelandic 
location, in Danish films actual Icelandic locations were clearly given a 
function. In the cultural relationship between Denmark and Iceland, the 
Icelandic take has been that Icelanders were more serious with “a broader 
view and a more deeply-rooted culture”.368 Such a view of the Icelander 
seems to resonate quite well with the contents of the chosen literary originals 
for the films set in Iceland, and was in this way passed on into the film 
adaptations also from the Danish side (likely, there was in any case already 
an amount of reciprocity to the two-sided understanding of the relation 
between Icelanders and Danes). Iceland, then, lent itself as the perfect foil 
for the many non-specific drawing-room melodramas. In Sweden, 
Borgslægtens Historie was received as a ‘Scandinavian’ film, connoting to 
films in the vein of the ‘Swedish golden age’: Filmbladet reviewed it in 
tandem with the Norwegian rural feature film Kaksen paa Øverland(G.A. 
Olsen, Nora Film, 1920), thinking these two of a kind, under the headline 
“Två skandinaviska filmer” (Two Scandinavian films).369 In Denmark, the 
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film was seen as an attempt towards the ‘Swedish’.370 The cinema Palads-
Teater’s own publication attempted to frame the film in the same terms as 
the later discourse about Morænen, focussing on a proud comeback of 
Nordisk Film, but in this case specifically as rising from beneath Swedish 
domination.371 A critical review in Københavns Amts Folkeblad was clear in 
using Swedish film as the gauge and the film’s intended benchmark: “... man 
maa jo erindre, at denne Film skulde hævde sig med de svenske Selma 
Lagerløf-film.”372 (One must remember that this film was supposed to hold 
its own against the Swedish Selma Lagerlöf films.) Sjöström‘s combination 
of the artistic and the realistic was praised, and was seen as lacking here. 
What the implications of this stated ‘realism’ are, or more exactly, what they 
are contrasted with, is not clear. However, if ‘realism’ is interpreted as 
‘authenticism’, the reviewer’s opinion makes sense in the context of the rest 
of the review and the overall reception of Borgslægtens Historie. For 
instance, in the reviewer’s mind, the landscape – Sjöström’s bearer of 
authenticity value – did not offer the film anything of value: “Og saa disse 
trøstesløse islandske Landskaber, som blev gjort endnu mere kedsommelige 
ved en ensidig og idèforladt [sic] Fotografs Optagelse ...” (And these dreary 
Icelandic landscapes made even more tedious through the work of a single-
minded photographer utterly devoid of ideas...) The photography was 
criticised by several, particularly the use of silhouette technique; likely, this 
was regarded as too much like the old-fashioned genre of the shadow play. 
‘Realism’, then, seems here to have consisted in attitude and stylistic 
freshness; arguably it also touched on concepts of character psychology, 
vital to the discourse about the Sjöström films. Framed as external 
physiognomy, realism-as-psychology made a strong appearance in another 
review of Borgslægtens Historie. The performances failed to embody a piece 
of Iceland, as they were expected to: “Der var ikke Anelse af Island i denne 
Præst” (There was no trace of Iceland in this priest), was the judgement upon 
Sommerfeldt’s own acting contribution.373 Publicity material, however, 
underscored authenticity by means of actual location and contrasted it with 
Nordisk’s previous practices: “Der var engang, hvor man syntes det var 
ganske naturligt at fremstille en ‘stærkt befærdet parisisk Gade’ – paa 
Amager – et Alpelandskab ude ved Damhussøen. Det gaar ikke længer. Nu 
sender Filmen sine Skibe ud paa Togter til fjerne Egne.”374 (Once upon a 
time, it seemed natural to depict a “heavily crowded Parisian street” – on 
Amager – an alp landscape out by Lake Damhussøen [both locations are in 
Copenhagen]. That is no longer possible. Now, cinema sends its ships out on 
raids to distant lands.) Making films actually set in Amager (for instance), 
were, then, not an option which sprung to mind; rather, the distant Iceland as 
well as Norway fit the bill as Denmark’s other. Location as idea in these 
cases entailed that Norway and Iceland equalled nature, at home and abroad, 
and performed a Nordicness ‘more Nordic’ than Denmark’s own. 
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Regions in Norway and Sweden and the reification of 
ethnographic content 
The vicarage where Morænen was enacted was originally from the 
Gudbrandsdalen valley (and modified interiors were reconstructed in 
Nordisk’s studio).375 Synnöve Solbakken and Prästänkan had also been made 
on location in Gudbrandsdalen, and the awareness of Gudbrandsdalen folk 
culture was generally high due to the Maihaugen museum, the location of 
Prästänkan. The films from Gudbrandsdalen had made the journal Film og 
Kino consider other options for the future, such as the neighbouring 
Østerdalen valley: 

Gudbrandsdalen er blit vor spesielle filmbygd, og saalænge det er kunstnerisk 
værdifuld film som spilles ind deroppe kan vi bare være glad for at det er dette 
ekte norsk dalføre som benyttes som miljø for de norske filmene. Men 
Gudbrandsdalen faar vel snart sine konkurrenter. Hvad skal man si om 
Østerdalen? Der gror ogsaa det norske folkelynne og norske seder frodig og 
med usvækket og oprindelig kraft. Østerdalens skoge spiller en stor rolle i 
norsk literatur, Jakob B. Bull har øst emner for roman efter roman fra sin 
fædrenedals folkeliv.376 
 
Gudbrandsdalen has become our special film district, and as long as the films 
made up there are artistically valuable we should only be glad that this 
genuine, Norwegian valley is the location employed as environment for the 
Norwegian films [the films made in Norway by foreign companies]. But 
Gudbrandsdalen will soon enough have competition. What can be said for 
Østerdalen? There, too, Norwegian national character and Norwegian costums 
grow lushly and with unabated and primordial power. The forests of 
Østerdalen play a great part in Norwegian literature, Jakob B. Bull has 
scooped subjects for novel after novel from the life of his native valley. 
 

A few years later, Østerdalen would indeed have ‘its own’ film, with the 
ethnographically accurate Glomdalsbruden (Carl Th. Dreyer, Victoria Film, 
Norway 1926) which was to be sure based on a story by Jakob Breda Bull as 
seemed suitable and proper already in this piece from 1920 in Film og Kino. 
Norwegian valleys among mountains were seen as veritable goldmines for 
ethnographic content because of their relative isolation as compared to 
coastal areas (on a par with Sweden’s Dalarna). However, other kinds of 
geographical units resonated with this way of thinking, too. Both in Sweden 
from 1917 onwards and in Norway throughout the 1920s, locations for 
fiction films were charged with significance through the mechanism of 
region or province. Like traditional costumes in the middle of their process 
of standardisation and reconstruction, or the proliferating open-air folk 
museums, there was a felt need that each county, valley or stretch of coast 
should have at least one film made there. Although this filmmaking model 
was given overtones of a national function by marketing the national abroad 
or enhancing national culture, it was, of course, first and foremost 
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commercial. The social anthropologist Thomas Hylland Eriksen has 
discussed Norwegian folk costume in the context of a tension that follows 
commercial or political interests in culture: the tension between discourses 
of cultural authenticity and an ‘inevitable’ simplification and standardisation 
of form.377 Hylland Eriksen’s discussion also incidentally suggests a model 
for understanding the ownership discourse – of nature and of heritage such 
as literature – in Scandinavian film culture at this time. As he states, “... for 
culture to be turned into a form of property, a process of externalization and 
reification of symbols is necessary.”378 Both ownership and 
commercialisation, then, as sometimes conflicting and sometimes conflating 
forces, rely on the reification of the culture it invokes. An underlying attitude 
feeding into the ownership discourse was that both nature and literature, as 
two kinds of heritage, were limited resources that could be ‘used up’. 
Returning again to the quote in the beginning of this chapter describing the 
different regions of Sweden covered by fiction film, there is a hint of an 
argument that Swedish film had taken the task upon itself to make Norway 
visible on the screen for expatriates and a sense that Norwegian filmmaking 
was seeing this chance pass by.379 

An attempt at negotiating of ownership and its relation to 
commercialisation is offered by the Danish director Holger-Madsen. In 
1924, he shot the German Der Mann um Mitternacht (The Man at Midnight, 
Berlin Eiko-Film 1925) set in Norway, setting up several layers of intended 
Norwegianness by starring the Austrian star calling himself Olaf Fjord, who 
allegedly often posed as a Norwegian. The film staged Norwegian national 
sentiment as seen from abroad by representing a return to Norway out of 
love for the fatherland.380 Holger-Madsen’s appetite for such imagery seems 
to have been whetted. As he told the press, he then wished to start a 
Norwegian film-producing company independent from KF, “bygget paa 
norsk litteratur og norsk natur” (building on Norwegian literature and 
Norwegian nature).381 As he explained: “Ingen natur i verden stemmer til 
patos som den norske og litteraturen er jo verdensberømt paa forhaand.” (No 
nature in the world disposes for pathos like the Norwegian, and the literature 
is of course world famous in advance.) The company never came to fruition, 
but Holger-Madsen’s bidding for a share in Norwegian ‘ownership’ of the 
said nature and literature is interesting on account of its uncommonly direct 
profit motives. When listing good reasons for setting up such a company, 
Holger-Madsen reiterated the saleable point about nature and literature, but 
also added others – some social niceties, and then one unexpectedly frank 
business reason: “Norge burde for længe siden været med i det internationale 
filmliv: Verdenskjendt literatur, gode skuespillere, smukke kvinder, høie 
fjeld og lav valuta.” (Norway should long ago have been a part of 
international film life: world-famous literature, good actors, beautiful 
women, high mountains and low currency.) It is true that Norway was a low-
cost production country of sorts to the Danish at this time: in the month of 
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the interview, the Danish exchange rate to the Norwegian krone was 
119.82.382 It had been above 110 for slightly more than a year and would 
remain so for another two years.383 Around the same time, other 
transnational interests were engaged in a bid for the same assets: a German-
Norwegian company was planned to be set up, with the business idea of 
making ‘quality’ films in Norwegian locations and with a Norwegian literary 
manager.384 

Hylland Eriksen makes a case for “exploring commercialized or 
politicized expressions of culture as contestable acts of symbolic invention” 
– in short, for challenging the commercialised and reified versions – but adds 
that any distinction between ‘experienced’ and ‘fabricated’ culture is 
blurred. That is, the receiver may well experience a simplified and 
standardised piece of culture as authentic. Judging from press sources, this 
happened in many cases in Scandinavian film culture at this time, with 
general great acceptance of the ethnographic depictions in films, and 
relatively few quarrels in reviews or letters to editors about details. Drawing 
on this relationship between ‘lived’ and ‘reified’ culture, then, I will attempt 
to unpick a few aspects of region as building block for the use of ‘culture’ in 
film production. Region was not always played up in the discourse even 
when it figured prominently in individual films. Towards the end of the 
1920s, Svensk Filmindustri released Den starkaste. At this point, repeated 
criticisms had been made towards ‘rural’ films in both Sweden and Norway. 
This may be a contributing reason why this film was profiled as an ‘Arctic’ 
film. The film does contain spectacular scenes from the ice floes and wildlife 
of the Arctic Ocean, which undoubtedly provided great production value, but 
these only appear in the second half of the film. Until the fifth act out of 
eight, as well as towards the end, the environs are instead mostly countryside 
Troms in northern Norway (Ramfjorden, south of Tromsø), and in part the 
city of Tromsø. 

On this basis, the film is actually more aptly seen as a ‘regional’ film 
portraying Troms. Among the landscape sequences from the terra firma, 
there are some especially fine surroundings for the female protagonist 
Ingeborg as she carts corn to the mill. There are, however, gender aspects to 
the relation between these two locations, Troms and the open Arctic Ocean. 
In the academic discourse about the cultural landscape of Northern Norway, 
the description ‘two landscapes’ have been used to denote the different 
visual characteristics of two traditional ways of life (made iconic also by 
visual culture): coastal fishermen and inland reindeer herding.385 These ‘two 
landscapes’ have then been contrasted to the agricultural cultural landscapes 
of the Norwegian South. However, as Michael Jones has argued, this dual 
concept lacks important aspects in that it is gender-blind, underplaying 
female activity such as the running of farms while the men were fishing.386 A 
‘third’ landscape of subsistence agriculture is, then, historically significant 
but neglected. In the film, this kind of landscape is clearly marked as 
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feminine, and dominates the film both quantitatively and in character 
motivation (the male protagonist’s adventures in the Arctic are aimed at 
eventually marrying Ingeborg and moving in with her on the farm). Even the 
design of the opening titles plays up the ethnographic quality by imitating 
wood carvings. The discourse about the film, however, has remained coded 
as ‘male’. 

Earlier in the period, the usage of region was less coy. A straightforward 
case is the Selma Lagerlöf films, where region was in most cases central. 
Gabriel Bladh has shown how cultural regionalism and the idea of 
‘landskap’ were central to the of Selma Lagerlöf’s writings and informed 
“the making of a national Swedish landscape”.387 Particularly Gösta Berlings 
saga imparted a “backward-looking and romantic” picture of Värmland, 
looking for identity in the already irrecoverable past.388 At the time of its 
writing in the late nineteenth century, identity-formation such as folkloristic 
interest was steered towards the provinces instead of the national level.389 
‘Landskap’, a long obsolete political delimitation, was again actualised in a 
body of historical and geographical literature and provincial historical 
societies, creating a communal-geographical sense of continuity and 
belonging in a time of rapid change associated with processes of modernity. 
Naturalistic romanticism was often place-bound, and artists and writers in 
particular combined the ideas of the anthropocentric, lived-in landscape with 
landscape as scenery. The most crucial symbolism of the region was still its 
capacity as metonymy for the native country as a whole. Thus, nature scenes 
in Tösen från Stormyrtorpet‘s Dalarna (Dalecarlia) – Grycksbo and Rättvik 
were among the locations – were abstracted in the film’s programme booklet 
to “... oförgätligt sköna bilder av vårt svenska fädernesland, tagna i sol och 
skugga, bilder av floder och berg och tjusande insjöar.”390 (... unforgettably 
fair images of our Swedish fatherland, taken in sun and shadow, images of 
rivers and mountains and enticing lakes.) In similar terms elevating the 
regional level to the national, Ingmarssönerna coaxed even more purple 
prose out of a reviewer: “Man var sanneligen stolt att vara svensk under de 
timmar, då denna inkarnation av svenskt kynne och ursvensk natur 
upprullades inför ens blickar ... framför allt en kärlek till svensk bygd och 
svensk kultur, som träder fram, strålande och värmande, i varje liten detalj i 
det stora verket.”391 (One was truly proud to be Swedish during those hours 
when this incarnation of Swedish character and genuinely Swedish nature 
was rolled out before one’s gaze ... above all, a love for Swedish countryside 
and Swedish culture emerges, radiant and warming, in every little detail in 
this great work.) In this phrase, there is already a sliding signification at 
work in the term ‘bygd’, the etymology of which is ‘settlement’ but which 
can or could in Swedish usage mean anything from hamlet, district (perhaps 
the word’s most commonly used sense now), countryside in general 
(‘landsbygd’), or in a lofty idiom even the entire country conceived of as a 
fatherland cultivated by ancestors.392 The element of belonging is 
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particularly obvious in the term ‘hembygd’, native district (also sometimes 
used about urban areas). The reviewer capitalised on this indistinctness of 
the term and succeeded in hinting at a specific and a generalised 
geographical level all at once. 

In their strong reliance on ethnography, the Selma Lagerlöf adaptations 
from Dalecarlia were understood as a sort of ‘museum’ films. One review 
lauding these museum-like qualities even bestowed upon Ingmarssönerna a 
property of the biblically untouchable. The review reported that the film 
would be shortened for export purposes, but that alterations were not an 
option for Sweden: 

Säkert är dock, att man på svensk botten icke skall tillåta, att en enda liten 
detalj frånskiljes eller tillägges filmen sådan den nu i sin helhet ter sig. Den är 
helt enkelt ett kulturhistoriskt aktstycke och har som sådant högt andligt värde 
– den är därigenom att räkna som nationell egendom.393 
 
It is, however, certain that within Sweden it will not be allowed that a single 
tiny detail is separated or added to the film the way it now looks in its entirety. 
It is simply a culture-historical official document and as such it has great 
spiritual value – it is thereby to be counted as national property. 
 

Although most reviews were less highfalutin, the idea of the film’s 
ethnographic value was largely agreed upon. Dalarna has been an unusually 
conservative region ethnologically speaking: the cultural geographer Ulf 
Sporrong has discussed its long, archaic continuation of previous customs of 
both Western Scandinavia and Sweden.394 For this reason, Dalecarlia has 
often signified a value of the ‘authentic’, in a Scandinavian perspective most 
closely corresponding to that of Norway’s Setesdal valley. The small amount 
of criticism raised about these Lagerlöf films was grounded in the 
understanding of them as museum-like: the points of view aired in the press 
by the couple Bannbers, the secretary and archivist in Dalarna’s folklore 
society and his wife, concerned smaller and local incongruities.395 One likely 
more smarting criticism from within the cultural elite concerned the well-
groomed, Sunday-like representation of the farmers, which was pointed out 
by several but notably by August Brunius, art critic and brother of the 
filmmaker John W. Brunius.396 This harmonised badly with the historical 
(self-)image of Dalecarlian farmers as perpetual rebels, ever-ready to take 
action in repeated uprisings throughout Swedish history. Agricultural 
practices out on the field was a dominant part of the visual identity of the 
Jerusalem films, as seen in promotion stills and in the films themselves: the 
making of hay (Karin Ingmarsdotter, Ingmarsarvet), ploughing 
(Ingmarssönerna). The felt lack of grit in such depicted manual-labour 
agriculture (which speaks against a too literal reading of the Danish 
comment about these films as ‘realist’, see above) equates an alienation from 
the everyday which is another characteristic of reification processes of 
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culture and tradition. The same objection was to be raised about Norwegian 
rural films in Norway, particularly Til sæters, but from the side of the film 
journalists the criticism was presented with a measure of understanding or 
perhaps fatherly indulgence: 

Søndagsbønder har nu engang – og med rette – folkets hjerter. La bare de 
lurblaasende sæterjenter være virkelighetsfjerne og sukkersøte, det skader 
ikke. Vi liker dem slik – der er farve og festivitas over de nationalromantiske 
motiver. Den graa bonderealisme har sikkert ikke saa store chanser overfor 
publikum.397 
 
It is a fact that Sunday farmers possess – and rightly so – the hearts of the 
people. Go on and let the horn-blowing girls of the mountain pastures be 
unrealistic and sugar-coated, that does not hurt. We like them that way – there 
is something colourful and festive about the National Romantic motifs. The 
grey peasant realism does probably not stand much of a chance with the 
audience. 

 
A notable force reifying (rural) tradition and folklore, Thomas Hylland 
Eriksen points out, is nationalism.398 Tradition is not re-created by 
nationalism, but is on the contrary seen as a constant, enabling people to talk 
about culture as something permanent and homogenous. In my view, 
reification played an important part in these films’ mode of representation. 

The most recent discussion of the role of countryside and tradition in the 
Lagerlöf films (rather than a focus on literature and adaptation) is that of 
Ebba Segerberg‘s 1999 PhD thesis.399 Segerberg attempts to unlink the rural 
representations in the Lagerlöf films, notably Tösen från Stormyrtorpet, from 
their nationalistic reception. Instead, she ties them to a progressive stance – 
‘progressive’ being defined as providing “any kind of a model for the 
future”.400 Segerberg rightly points out that the narratives are not in 
themselves particularly nationalistic and also notes that in Tösen, the 
significance of what already happened in the narrative is not set, but can be 
changed, creating space for a more positive narrative outcome transgressing 
a controlling past or linear progress.401 This makes possible social mobility 
for the individual, rather in an American sense. Segerberg calls for more 
complexity in the consideration of the possible nostalgia in rural 
representations, and invokes rural components in the social-democrat take on 
social structure in asserting that “the Social Democrats harnessed a great 
deal of the energy of the rural past in their ideological construct 
‘folkhemmet’”. 402 This interesting argument invites some scrutiny. Granted, 
it has been established that the success of Social Democrat parties in all of 
Scandinavia relied on cooperation with liberals, including liberal farmers.403 
In embracing the whole of society instead of just the working classes, they 
needed to rely on the secondary support of farmers and other groups to shape 
the Scandinavian ‘folkhem’ ideas.404 However, these circumstances are no 
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direct support for Segerberg’s claim, and the evidence she cites is a single 
electoral poster from 1911 with a political flirtation on the side of the Social 
Democrats aimed at farmers.405 The political situation for farmers was at that 
time that no political party catered directly for the interests of farmers, at 
least not of those operating on a smaller scale,406 and the farmer’s vote was 
therefore appealed to. In the first half of the 1910s, the farming population in 
general were nevertheless associated with conservative leanings.407 Other 
probings of the nuances of how the countryside and nostalgia were used in 
Scandinavia’s ideological and political history in the first decades of the 
twentieth century have instead been done in terms of the different political 
trajectories of Norway and Sweden. As regards Selma Lagerlöf specifically, 
making visible the existence of the exposed and vulnerable was a constant 
theme in her writings, but the estate owner was never anything like a social 
democrat.408 A basic difference in the points of departure between 
Segerberg’s inquiry and mine is, incidentally, made clear when Segerberg 
revises the ‘golden age’ concept by asserting that the idea of a Swedish 
national film genre “never caught on”, on the basis that it was the most 
important within Sweden.409 It is true that the actual exhibition abroad of 
these films was limited compared to the impression one may get from the 
discourse around them both home and away, but Bo Florin and others have, 
of course, thoroughly established the existence and relative significance of 
this national film trend.410 A different matter is my own argument that the 
building blocks of the idea of the national inherent to that period are indeed 
interesting to discuss revisionistically, in that they were often Nordic. 
Segerberg’s argument requires her to dismiss the contemporaneous discourse 
about film as irrelevant. A history of discourse is, of course, different to any 
history of actual films, but in my perspective the place of discourse as a 
component of film culture and therefore film history is difficult to contest. 

What speaks against Segerberg’s reading of the rural content of the 
Lagerlöf films shot on location in Dalecarlia and Värmland in the context of 
my thesis is the reification which is at work in them and which visually 
speaks louder than narrative analysis. The production stills chosen for 
publicity material underline the central importance of ethnographic 
authenticity: in a striking full-length portrait of Tora Teje as Karin 
Ingmarsdotter, she is not only in full traditional finery but is also represented 
with an unusual display of detail faithful to the character (fig. 1.5) and a 
facial expression immediately recognisable from the film role. She carries 
her psalm-book – bought during a fateful trip to the town in the beginning of 
the film, which cast its shadow over the rest of the narrative – in one hand 
and a garment cast over the other arm; unnecessary, it may seem, but playing 
up the ambition towards authenticity. Her earnest gaze strongly dominates 
the image and underlines the role of character psychology for the felt 
authenticity of the film.  
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Fig. 1.5. Tora Teje in the title role in Karin Ingmarsdotter (1920) fully combines 
folkloric and psychological interest, expressing the ideals of Swedish film at the 
time almost allegorically. Image held at the Swedish Film Institute.  
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This visual representation condenses excellently how folkloric content and 
character interest came together in the film, and beyond, as an allegory for 
this moment in time in Swedish film-making. In a painted version where the 
colours and patterns of the costume came into their own, the image was also 
used in a poster for the film. For Ingmarssönerna, too, the publicity images 
offered a parade of traditional costumes, which in the film itself is 
particularly palpable in the church scene. Tösen från Stormyrtorpet 
contained the same ingredients, but reserved their effect more exclusively for 
character description, such as the ostentatious, traditional bridal display of 
the haughty Hildur. A comparable difference in the material surrounding the 
films is that the programme booklet for Tösen was designed according to 
earlier practices of relatively simple leaflets, whereas the Jerusalem films 
had well worked-out, uniformly folkloric designs.411 The awareness of the 
publicity value of the folklore aspects seems to have increased as the film 
practices became more established. As a corollary of this, then, the 
reification processes associated with the representations of rural life were 
augmented at the same rate. 

Similar developments could be traced in the 1920s in all of Scandinavia, 
but they were ambiguous and subject to negotiation. In Norway, Til sæters 
from 1924 was marketed in the film’s programme booklet with an active 
anti-reification stance: “Interiørerne har vi lagt saa nær virkeligheten som 
mulig. Det er feilagtig at tro, at bondegaardene i Norge er en række museer. 
Storbønderne liker komfort i stuen – de gamle møbler overlater de til rike 
byfolk at snobbe sig med.”412 (The interiors are made to be as close to reality 
as possible. It is a mistake to believe that Norwegian farms are a string of 
museums. The wealthy farmers like their sitting-rooms to be comfortable – 
old furniture is better left to rich city-dwellers who use them for snobbery.) 
While the observation about the farms may hold, the statement about the 
film does not: it is a blatantly unrealistic film which plainly uses museum 
locations (fig. 1.6).413 Even the open space in front of the museum restaurant, 
habitually used for folk-dancing shows, is used for exactly folk dancing in 
the film, replicating visual-culture practices of the museum more than 
anything else. The intention of the passage, however, is probably less to 
make a statement about the way the film was actually made than to aim a 
pinprick at the Swedish films made in Norway which, it is intimated, got it 
wrong, too. The next chapter discusses attitudes, cooperation and criticisms 
of the respective Scandinavian neighbouring countries. Til sæters was 
among the subjects for inflamed debate. 
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Fig. 1.6. Represented authenticity: Locations in Norsk Folkemuseum were used 
for Til sæters. The film’s school is in Mjøenstua. 1924. Image held at Nasjonal-
biblioteket. 
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2. Kindredship: Proximity and distance in 
Scandinavia 

This chapter discusses continuities between the Scandinavian cinema 
cultures as well as frictions between them. It will touch down in the three 
related, but different censorship systems and will eventually home in on the 
Danish film comedians Fy & Bi (Long & Short) as a case where a 
Scandinavian kinship perspective may produce different knowledge. First, 
however, it offers some general observations about links, collaborations and 
differences in various parts of Scandinavian cinema culture and 
organisations. 

a. Shared and diverging cinema cultures 
The film practices and cultures of the Scandinavian countries were set apart 
by some critical differences, among them how exhibition was organised. In 
the Danish system, a limited number of commissions for running a cinema 
theatre were distributed by the state. The Swedish situation was unregulated 
and was during the 1910s to a considerable degree vertically integrated,1 
whereas Norwegian theatres at the same time increasingly came under 
municipal control. These differences were subject to lively discussion in 
transnational trade-organisation contacts, as mentioned in the discussion 
below in this section about joint film congresses. As regards film production, 
clear patterns of influence and emulation appear at different junctions in 
history: Swedish fiction-film production in the early 1910s, along with the 
small Norwegian output of the same time, drew on the Danish style. Around 
1920, as shown in chapter one, Swedish film affected above all Norwegian, 
but also Danish film. Relations to film cultures and film industries elsewhere 
were also comparable – attitudes to, for instance, American film and 
collaborations with the German film industry in the 1920s were similar 
across the Scandinavian borders. The terms of production were in many 
respects different. In Denmark, Nordisk Film especially was accustomed to 
producing many copies of numerous films for a vast international audience. 
In Sweden, a good run nationally would typically suffice for a film to pay 
off, and particularly from 1917, fewer films (and not as great quantities of 
prints) were made. Norwegian film production in the 1910s was small, and 
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in the 1920s it was partly dependent on initiatives from the municipalities 
through their joint organisation KKL (Kommunale Kinematografers 
Landsforbund).2 As regards the selection of films shown, Scandinavia 
frequently formed a single market in distribution agreements. For instance, 
Nordisk as Scandinavia’s indisputably greatest production company had a 
relatively uniform presence in Scandinavia through its distribution in all 
three countries by Fotorama. The censorship systems for the three countries 
were largely comparable, as the Danish and Norwegian censorship 
legislation and authorities were modelled on those of Sweden. An important 
prerequisite for these workings of kindredship apart from geographical 
proximity and joint history is the similarity of the Scandinavian languages, 
which I will address in chapter four. 

Over such concrete conditions – of production, exhibition, state control 
and more – floated attitudes and sentiments, historically anchored in 
discourse. Swedish attitudes to Danish film may often clarify Swedish self-
images as well as images of the Danish, and one relatively early piece of 
discourse was a film shown at the students’ carnival in the university town 
Lund in southern Sweden in 1908 as part of an ironic student tradition. The 
carnival featured a film programme screened on May 13, and one of the 
elements was a parody of Nordisk Film’s (in)famous Løvejagten (The Lion 
Hunt, Viggo Larsen, 1907): Lejonjakten (The Lion Hunt, [Karl Oscar 
Krantz,] 1908).3 According to Svensk Filmografi the parody follows the 
original closely (although of course obliquely), a circumstance that suggests 
that the audience was expected to be well acquainted with Nordisk’s lion 
hunt. The arrival of the police in the film deviates, however, from the 
original. The programme booklet, cited by Bengt Idestam-Almquist and 
Ragnar Allberg, commented on the scene: “5. Ett oväntat slut, som får sin 
förklaring af följande. Som bemälda jakt bedrifvits å tid, då lejon och 
känguru ej äro lofliga i Lund enligt Kongl. maj:ts nådiga jaktstadga, 
inskrider ordningsmakten på ett numera ej ovanligt sätt.” (An unexpected 
ending, explained by the following. As the aforesaid hunt was pursued 
during a period when lion and kangaroo are not legal [quarry] in Lund 
according to His Royal Majesty’s gracious hunting statutes, the police 
intervene in a nowadays not unusual way.)4 The phrase ‘nowadays not 
unusual’ referred to recent local events,5 but the element of police 
intervention was also driving at the Danish Minister of Justice’s attempt at 
stopping Ole Olsen‘s ‘lion hunt’. The minister Peter Adler Alberti had 
explicitly forbidden Olsen to harm the lions. The lions met with death 
anyway, and when the film was banned in Denmark Olsen distributed it on 
the Swedish side of the Sound. Copenhageners flocked to Malmö to see it.6 
The students’ parody film in Lund reflected attitudes in learned circles 
towards the uses of the still new medium, including crudely represented 
exotic locations and controversial visual content, but also by extension 
framed these within a Swedish-Danish and Scanian-Danish relationship.7 
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Condescending attitudes towards Danish film despite its period of great 
international success and acclaim can be summarised by a Swedish piece in 
Skånska Dagbladet in 1917 headlined “När filmgrevarne florerade. Ur 
Köpenhamnslivet” (When film counts were rampant. From Copenhagen 
life), maliciously reporting about the has-been ring to the preferred Danish 
mode of fiction filmmaking, portraying melodramatic relations in a 
cosmopolitan high society, which was by then outmoded.8 The piece 
concluded in an outspoken manner by hoping that “filmsindustrien kommer 
in i en sundare och mera solitt anlagd verksamhet och att såväl 
filmsaristokratien som filmsproletariatet försvinna och lemna plats för en 
mindre äventyrlig, men förmodligen bättre ansedd filmsmedelklass” (that the 
activities of the film industry will henceforth be sounder and more solidly 
founded, and that both the film aristocracy and the film proletariat will make 
themselves scarce and leave room for a less adventurous, but hopefully more 
esteemed film middle class). As I read the piece, what is referred to is faux 
finery on the one hand and the underworld of society of the other, both 
equally unwelcome according to the norms that had developed in Sweden. 
There, Danish film at this point equalled entertainment, even if it took 
(active) ignorance of its elements of literary and idealist ambitions to 
maintain this view. The section on censorship will expand on these 
sentiments. Famously, Carl Th. Dreyer expressed the same criticisms of 
Danish film in 1920 –– including the nickname ‘count’ films – only more 
virulently phrased. Dreyer not only framed his points within a eulogy to 
Swedish film, but also took the perspective of neighbouring countries (that 
is, Sweden) by referring to antipathy towards Danish film that he perceived 
there: “En tvivlsom Odeur klæbede stadig ved dansk Film og skræmmede 
Intelligensen bort – denne Odeur, der er saa vedhængende, at publikum i 
vore mere kræsne Nabolande endnu holder sig for næsen bare de ser en 
Reklameplakat for en dansk Film.” 9 (A questionable odour was [in the mid-
1910s] still incident to Danish film and scared away intelligence – this odour 
that is so insistent that audiences in our more discerning neighbouring 
countries still hold their noses if they so much as see an advertising poster 
for a Danish film.) 

Dreyer’s article praised Benjamin Christensen‘s ‘atypical’ Danish works. 
Christensen, however, chose on his return from the US in 1917 instead to 
extol American film to attain a similar contrast to Danish film.10 “I Amerika 
tager Instruktørerne Film alvorligt og bliver selv taget alvorligt” (In 
America, directors take film seriously and are themselves taken seriously), 
he said. This favourable impression from his study tour was at odds with 
much of the Scandinavian discourse about American film at the time, in 
effect uniting Scandinavia against a giant film-producing nation. A 
correspondent letter to the Swedish journal Biografbladet in 1922 reported 
from California: “Publiken, den stora massan, vill inte se någonting som 
sätter tankeförmågan på prov, men däremot tycker den om stora gester, 
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slagsmål, syndens lön, dygdens belöning och gott slut.”11 (The audience, the 
mass, does not want to see anything that challenges their reasoning power, 
rather it likes grand gestures, fights, the wages of sin, the reward of virtue 
and a happy ending.) This critique is not at all unlike earlier Swedish 
criticisms of Danish film. The correspondent was Tage Cronström, who 
distributed Swedish films to the US.12 Cronström’s acrimonious tip on how 
Swedish films would better suit the American market was to simplify them 
to the point that “även ett barn aldrig tappar den röda tråden” (even a child 
will not lose the main thread). 

Hollywood was equated with big money and big business, and so was 
Nordisk in earlier Swedish reporting. This attitude also shaped Swedish 
reporting about Swedish-Danish industry conflicts. Business relations 
between Sweden and Denmark were close and at times tense. Jan Olsson has 
covered aspects of this, in particular the relations between Svenska Bio, 
Nordisk Film and Pathé, a three-legged constellation of influential 
companies on the Swedish market.13 Danish and Swedish interests 
sometimes coincided. A (final) Swedish conflict with Pathé broke loose in 
1915, with Svenska Bio along with a number of its associates placing a 
boycott on theatres doing business with Pathé,14 and the Danish journal 
Filmen referred to the discord with great interest and interpreted it as similar 
to recent Danish events.15 However, the Danish conflict in question, between 
Nordisk and Pathé, had been interpreted differently by Dagens Nyheter in 
Sweden – namely as a warning that the Danes were aiming to conquer the 
Swedish market: “Man vill i själva verket i Köpenhamn sitta och dekretera 
vad vi i Sverge skola se på våra biografer.”16 (In reality, they wish to sit in 
Copenhagen and decree what we in Sweden are going to watch in our 
cinemas.) The Swedish film market was attractive to Nordisk because it had 
no concession obstacles; establishing new cinemas was a simple affair. 
Although scepticism towards Nordisk was a relatively steady undercurrent, 
relations between the largest Swedish production company Svenska Bio and 
Nordisk had at this point in fact been warm for some time. The period in the 
early to mid-1910s when Svenska Bio tried their hand at emulating Nordisk 
was accompanied by closer ties with Nordisk. For some years, the 
collaboration extended to Nordisk producing Svenska Bio’s prints at their 
facilities in Copenhagen. An earlier conflict was Fotorama’s (and by 
extension, Nordisk’s) distribution-agreement violations in Sweden in 1912–
1913 and certain countermoves by Svenska Bio, described perhaps 
hyperbolically by Bengt Idestam-Almquist as a ‘Danish-Swedish film 
war’.17 The incidents occasioned this Christmas verse in the journal 
Biografen in 1913: 

Tror ni direktörn för Nordisk 
Film ej fridens julljus tänt 
och ej längre är så mordisk 
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på en stackars konkurrent?18 
 

Antagonism was, however, always mitigated with contemporaneous 
conceptions of a joint Scandinavian character which also applied to film 
culture. A standard question in film journals put to persons with experience 
from another Scandinavian country was how the taste in films differed 
between those countries; the expected polite answer would be that it did 
not.19 Other film cultures perceived as different were, on the other side, 
readily frowned upon. This was in Denmark and Sweden the case with the 
undesirable ‘Latin temper’ described as part of a depraved film culture.20 
Differences between north and south could also emerge in more technical 
matters. An early piece of evidence about this is Nordisk’s correspondence 
from February 1908. The company received complaints about the tempo in a 
film from Portugal, which must have been Sørgehøjtidlighederne i Lissabon 
(The memorial services in Lisbon, neg. 322, 1908) following the death of 
Carlos I on February 1. The buyers Biokronan in Gothenburg as well as 
Norsk Kinematograf in Kristiania protested that the film moved too 
quickly.21 This may of course very well be a result of the cinematographer 
having cranked at the wrong rate, but Nordisk’s reply was that the movement 
was not too fast for southerners. In this way they implied that the tempo was 
not the cinematographer’s fault but simply the way people would naturally 
move in Portugal. They added: “Det bemærkes at for at Bevægelserne ikke 
skal virke alt for unaturlig overfor Nordboen, har vi foreslaaet at køre Filmen 
langsomt.” (Please note that in order to prevent the movements from 
seeming unnatural to the northerner, we have suggested to run the film 
slowly.)22 

By 1916, tempo was still accentuated as an element which set Danish film 
apart from that of other film industries. The dramatist Axel Breidahl (who 
would later among other things write Ebberød Bank, see below in this 
chapter) ascribed Danish successes to slow acting:23 

... Roen, Besindigheden i Bevægelserne, Reservertheden i Følelsesudbrudene, 
Minespillets beherskede Udtryksfuldhed, alt dette diminuerende, 
decrescerende, som paa en Scene maaske vil forekomme en Udlænding 
langtrukkent, men som paa Filmen er det eneste saliggørende, det, der 
betinger Filmens rette Tempo. 
 
... the calm, the deliberation of the movements, the reservedness of the 
outbursts of feeling, the restrained significance of the facial expressions, all 
the diminuendo, decrescendo, which would perhaps on a stage appear to a 
foreigner to be tedious, but which in film is the only saving grace, that which 
conditions the right tempo of film. 
 

Exactly deliberation and calm was later ascribed to Swedish film and as an 
equally exclusive feature not appearing anywhere else. An article in 
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Biografbladet from 1922 stated: “I vilket annat land som helst skulle samma 
stoff förvandlats till ett melodram, men den svenske författaren förlorar 
aldrig sin behärskning...”24 (In any other country, the same material would 
be transformed into melodrama, but the Swedish film writer never loses his 
self-command...). A similar hallmark for the good Danish film as opposed to 
films from other (continental) countries had earlier on been described by 
Jens Locher as how the film kiss was conducted: not exaggerated, but just 
right.25 

In the film press, the awareness of the output of the other Scandinavian 
countries in was generally good throughout the silent era. Not all films dealt 
with in the press reached the other countries. Many Danish films reached 
Norway and Sweden, although once centralised censorship had been 
established, a number of Danish films were cut or banned in Sweden. 
Swedish films in Denmark had a great impact during the Swedish ‘golden 
age’ – for instance, Berg-Ejvind had the honour of inaugurating the 
Paladstheatret in Copenhagen.26 Before that, the press interest in Swedish 
films was to a large degree about Danish actors performing in them. As for 
Norwegian films, the dissemination of those mirrors Scandinavian feelings 
of kindredship more than Danish or Swedish ones, because of the much 
smaller scale of the industry and lesser obvious international interest in most 
of the films. The few and far-between bursts of Norwegian cinematic 
operation in the 1910s had trouble reaching other countries at all. The films 
of Peter Lykke-Seest got some attention in Sweden but not in Denmark. This 
circumstance is not explained by his activities at Svenska Bio, as he also 
wrote six films for Nordisk in 1912–1916. In the 1920s, Norwegian films 
were more frequently screened in Sweden than in Denmark. Possibly, the 
perceived likeness to the concerns and themes of Swedish film was simply 
greater; also, there is a sense in the press that Swedes wished Norwegian 
film to succeed. The practical Scandinavist Gustaf Berg phrased his 
sentiments (or wishful thinking) in this direction that good Norwegian film 
“också ur svensk synpunkt är alldeles särskilt välkommen” (is also from a 
Swedish point of view absolutely and especially welcome).27 

Finally, an interesting aspect of distribution patterns within Scandinavia is 
that Svenska Bio instituted a practice of having a number of films open in 
Oslo in 1914–1915. I take this phenomenon as a likely signal that the 
Norwegian market was not a peripheral one to them. This time frame is 
coincident with their ‘Little Copenhagen’ era when a number of Danish (and 
Norwegian) actors and crew members were engaged at Svenska Bio (see 
chapter four). Many of the premieres in Oslo were Egil Eide films. Eide 
worked mostly with Mauritz Stiller during these years, and out of his eight 
films for Svenska Bio in 1913–1915, five opened in Oslo, two in 
Copenhagen and one in Stockholm.28 As Swedish film was ‘nationalised’ 
and marketed increasingly as art instead of entertainment from 1916 
onwards, first nights in Sweden became events of stronger media interest, 
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greater pomp and more substantial national and cultural significance. A 
couple of Dreyer‘s Danish films premiered in Norway, too: Præsidenten 
(The President, 1919) and Blade af Satans Bog (Leaves from Satan’s Book, 
1920). In both films the Norwegian actor Hallvard Hoff had important roles, 
but Hoff was nowhere as famous as Eide, and his performances were likely 
not the reasons for this practice. Prästänkan (1920), Svenska Bio’s Dreyer 
production with a very strong Norwegian interest, instead followed the by 
then established first-night rules in terms of a national, Swedish cultural 
event, and thus premiered in Sweden. 

Templates of Nordicness: Performing territory, branding 
identity 
Appealing to the Scandinavian and Nordic in naming practices and/or in the 
scope of businesses was a way of performing a claim to territory and 
identity. The branding and naming of companies and cinemas was subject to 
various sources of influence, but one strand particularly strong in company 
names and noticeable also in cinema theatres was heritage and patriotism. 
Names connoting to the Norse, national, Nordic, and Scandinavian anchored 
the relatively new film medium to the safe, traditional, and/or highflown. 
Among the names of production or distribution companies in this genre, 
Nordisk Films Kompagni (and their American affiliate, Great Northern Film 
Company) of course figures prominently along with the brief existence of 
Skandiafilm (under that name). Other names evoking origin and belonging 
were Norvegia Film Co., Dania, Scania and Skanlandia. These differed from 
more straightforward geographical names such as Christiania Films Co. or 
Svensk Filmindustri by employing poetic or archaising (Latin) variants of 
the geographical terminology. Norrøna-Film, Viking and Svea added a touch 
of history and heritage. Names invoking Scandinavian and Nordic identity 
abounded: Skandinavisk Film-Central, Skandinavisk Film, Skandinavisk 
Films Union, Skandinavisk Kunstfilms-Kompagni, Det skandinavisk-
russiske Handelshus, Nordiska Filmsfabriken and the ambitiously planned, 
but never-to-be Interskandinav (see below).29 Finland likewise had Nordiska 
Biografkompaniet. The short-lived Copenhagen Films Co. was established in 
the same year as Dania (1913), but differed from the more patriotic Dania by 
its international name form, denoting an orientation towards the international 
market and voiding the sense of belonging otherwise inherent in such a 
name.30 

These names were not tied to a certain period, but were relatively constant 
over time. Nordisk Film in 1906 signalled a northern identity – Ole Olsen‘s 
previous activities had been trans-Scandinavian – and perhaps also an initial 
(and soon outgrown) ambition of being relevant to the entire Nordic 
market.31 Early film journals shared the same pattern: Nordisk Filmtidning in 
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Sweden, Nordisk Biograf-Tidende and Skandinavisk Films-Revue in 
Denmark, displaying an ambition to broaden the target groups past the 
national market. Nordisk’s logotype polar bear matched the company’s name 
– Nordic used the Arctic idiom also for its participation in the exhibition 
Erste Internationale Kinematographen-Industrie-Ausstellung in Hamburg, 
exhibiting in an ice pavillion32 – and was included in the film prints like 
Pathé’s Gallic cockerel. The logotype was similarly origin-specific for the 
short-lived – and somewhat under-researched – compound company 
Skandia, a merge between Hasselblad, Victoria and Pathé Sweden, which 
was soon in turn to merge with Svenska Bio.33 Skandia’s logotype was a 
stripy-sailed Viking ship on the waves, and in evoking this their films started 
with a production-logo sequence of waves crashing onto a rock shore.34 
As for cinema-theatre names, cinemas worldwide have naming templates in 
common – the Odeons and Apollos are manifestations of this – but local 
patterns are, of course, distinguishable as well. In Copenhagen, one notable 
trend was names alluding to film and universe, such as Kosmorama, 
Metropol Teatret and World Cinema.35 There was also a breadth of 
international-sounding names particularly by the 1920s with Carlton, 
Colosseum and Rialto. Oslo had also had an international trend with 
Colosseum and the early Cordial (the latter being a more common name for 
tourist hotels),36 as well as refined and cultivated names like Kino-Palæet 
and Paladstheatret, which were also patterned on Copenhagen’s theatres.37 In 
Stockholm, by some contrast, a smattering of nationally and Scandinavian-
sounding names was present: by 1910 Götiska Teatern, by 1915 Sture, in the 
1920s Skandia and Göta Lejon.38 Gothenburg, likewise, had Svea (1909), 
Oden (1919) and Wasa (1920).39 The signifying powers of these names are 
visible in the prestigious 1912 Svea theatre in Sundsvall, with its dominant 
national-romantic ceiling decorations and vaguely Viking-style expression.40 
This theatre was not only called Svea, it definitely performed Swedishness. 
Incoherently, however, the corresponding Sveasalen in Stockholm had 
instead been decorated in Moorish style when it was built as a cabaret stage 
in the 1880s, and when the cinema Röda Kvarn opened on the premises the 
jolly clash of branding and expectation was fully consistent with the often 
unperturbed capitalism defining film culture.41 

Just as in Copenhagen, names were international at first in Stockholm and 
Gothenburg, too: in Stockholm Amerikanska Teatern, Paris, Berlin and 
London, and by the mid-1910s Imperial and Jorden Rundt (Around the 
World). Both Swedish cities also had names derived from continental 
entertainment or culture establishments: Röda lyktan, Röda kvarn, 
Pariserteatern, Maxim and Scala, and exoticising names: Alhambra, 
Oriental, Orientaliska Teatern, or tourist destinations such as Rivoli.42 
Another international trend picked up on was names from Greek mythology, 
such as, in both cities, Olympia, Apollo, Fenix, and in Stockholm Flora and 
Sibyllan, followed in the 1920s by Arcadia. Arguably, Greek mythology 
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fulfilled a similar function to the Norse names like Svea, Sture and Göta 
Lejon: they were used for respectability, as a counterbalance to exoticisms. 
The technique of applying a Northern name to entertainment culture for the 
purpose of connoting to the proper and decent was the same for the earlier 
establishment Skandinavisk Panoptikon, a wax cabinet opened in 
Copenhagen in 1885.43 

Practical pan-Scandinavian initiatives in companies and consortiums 
sometimes, but not necessarily, drew on a Nordic identity. The beginnings of 
such ventures – often not followed through – were mentioned repeatedly in 
the press during several stages in the silent era. Notably, this was the case in 
conjunction with the planned launching of new and expensive technologies 
or else with a drive for literariness. During the temporary sound fad in 
1913,44 a Swedish-Danish consortium bought Edison’s kinetophone system 
for use in Sweden and Denmark.45 The Swedish buyers, according to Nya 
Dagligt Allehanda, were Lars Bergström on behalf of Victoria for the rights 
in Stockholm, the Danish-Swedish Edvard Kock on behalf of Malmö 
Biograf for Malmö, and Svenska Bio for the remaining Sweden.46 This joint 
purchase was paradoxical, as the kinetophone raised immediate language 
questions when used for multiple speech areas. The actor August Falck 
commented that such issues would be a great difficulty; according to him, 
the idea was to shoot the same films three times over to cover the different 
Scandinavian languages, and he thought there was no economy in this.47 
Exactly that kind of procedure was, of course, later used for producing 
multiple-language version films for a short period of time in the early 1930s, 
among them a number of Scandinavian ones. Back in 1913, Falck joked that 
the kinetophone would suit Idists (Ido speakers) best. Ido was a topical 
metaphor at the time: the constructed language had been suggested in 1908 
as a simpler alternative to Esperanto, and was by 1913 still in the process of 
being refined and improved.48 

This was not the last consortium introducing a sound system in 
Scandinavia. The film Eskimo in 1930 was a Danish-Norwegian co-
production exported in tandem with Dansk Talefilm’s system, and the film’s 
co-producer Skandinavisk Talefilm was planned as a great, multiple-
language version venture which was never to be (see chapter 4). The most 
ambitious pan-Scandinavian company planned throughout the silent era was, 
however, the company usually named in Sweden as Interskandinav. In 1918, 
its name was reported in Filmen as Skandinavien, and its orientation as 
literary.49 Svenska Dagbladet gave the account that Urban Gad would be its 
leader, that studios were to be built in all three Scandinavian capitals and 
that a number of famous names from Scandinavian stage and literary circles 
were implicated: the theatre directors Gustaf Collijn, Halfdan Christensen 
and Johannes Nielsen, and the authors Johan Bojer, Hjalmar Söderberg and 
Henrik Pontoppidan.50 The egalitarian initiative to include one person of 
each category from each of the three countries reveals the Scandinavianist 
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ambition and indicates that the company was rooted in ideals rather than 
strict business concerns. Aftonbladet commented on the rumour that 
Söderberg was to be literary adviser by feigning a humorous interview in 
verse. In the piece, Söderberg was said to have promised that he would: 

– Se till att främst den [filmen] ej blir omoralisk, 
att smaken ej blir alltför kannibalisk, 
liksom Collijn är även jag oryggligt 
besluten att programmet hålles hyggligt.51 
 

The ambition towards respectability and censorship-friendliness was key in 
the Swedish formula at this time. In Sweden, this was a time of rumours 
concerning merges, and one turned out to be true: the establishing of 
Skandia, which had similar ambitions to Interskandinav, but on the national 
level. Skandia, its director Nils Bouveng said, sought to be an upholder of 
culture and an educator.52 In other words Skandia was ready to fill the slot 
described by Interskandinav. Along with Svenska Bio which had initiated 
this production philosophy, Skandia would practice such inter-
Scandinavianness. The difference boils down to these production practices 
taking place within a Swedish company context instead of a trans-
Scandinavian one. 

Lacking the means of production which were provided in Skandia’s case 
by a base of already existing, merging film-production companies, 
Interskandinav never took off. Eager press reports about the company 
demonstrate that the idea was spot on in the current film culture, but 
observant newspaper readers soon had reason to suspect that the initiative 
may come to nought. Dagens Nyheter reported on May 12 that 
Interskandinav did not divulge anything about the plans for the summer 
season, the all-important shooting period for film productions.53 Svenska 
Dagbladet referred to a statement by Urban Gad that the company’s 
productions were still very much in the preparation stages.54 According to 
the paper, Gad had said that many Scandinavian films were to be shot “till 
nästa år” (next year/for next year), it being unclear whether their films in 
pre-production were planned for releases in 1919, or whether the productions 
themselves were planned for 1919. As 1919 came and Interskandinav’s 
projects were not heard of, Filmbladet reported at last that the initiative had 
“skändligen spruckit” (shamefully crumbled).55 The journal described the 
planned company as something “non plus ultra” and as “världens åttonde 
underverk på filminspelningens område” (the world’s eighth wonder on the 
area of film production), but drily concluded: “Det går ofta så med 
underverken i vårt realistiska tidevarv.” (That is often the destiny of wonders 
in our realistic age.) 

Distribution companies often had a more or less pronounced 
Scandinavian scope, as rights often comprised Scandinavia as a whole. The 
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fate of one can be lightly traced in Jens Christian Gundersen‘s 
correspondence: Overseas (called Oversea by Gundersen), the Danish John 
Olsen‘s company which was run in companionship with Gundersen and with 
Svenska Bio represented by Oscar Hemberg.56 From 1918 onwards, 
negotiations went on to further formalise this collaboration into a 
Scandinavian consortium. However, in the correspondence it is clear that 
Gundersen hesitated to risk cutting short his other contacts and entering fully 
into an exclusive co-operation with Overseas, likely because there were 
other irons in the fire that Gundersen wished to protect. 

Finally – around 1927 – the Norwegian director Leif Sinding had 
similarly high-flown ideas for a Swedish-Norwegian collaboration, or so he 
states in his (not fully dependable) memoirs.57 Sinding’s plan was to 
establish a Norwegian subsidiary company to Wasa Film AB. This newly-
formed company behind the two Gustaf Wasa films was dominated by a 
group of exhibitors in support of historical and national pictures.58 The 
primary aim of the subsidiary company would be to distribute Wasa’s output 
in Norway, but the secondary aim was to make Swedish-Norwegian co-
productions. According to Sinding, the resulting films would partly draw on 
Norwegian stories, and he claims that the Swedes at Wasa were much 
interested in the plan. Wasa, however, soon folded. Sinding’s idea to frame 
his own brand of national-mindedness inside a trans-Scandinavian initiative 
with likewise nationally-minded Swedes is an interesting formula of the 
advantages of transnational activity. The seeming paradox dissolves when 
considering the capability of the Scandinavian to enhance instead of 
counteract a national level of meaning (see Introduction). Sinding likely 
envisioned his initiative as a renaissance of sorts of the principles behind the 
Swedish ‘golden age’, only a decade later, and with Norwegian producers 
having their share of the cake. 

The controversy over the ‘mole’ Alf Harbitz 
On the topic of the Norwegians wanting ‘their’ share, some activities of the 
Norwegian critic Alf Harbitz shed some light on the interplay between 
Scandinavian trade journals and on concepts of exclusively national affairs 
to be kept within the nation’s borders. The more or less permanent feature of 
reporting between the countries in the trade press was a practical expression 
of inter-Scandinavian sensibilities throughout the silent era. An unexpected 
side effect of this reporting was the controversy around Alf Harbitz’s pieces 
about Norwegian film in the Swedish journal Biografbladet. Harbitz’ 
persona and writings were perceived as having a subtle and somewhat elitist 
touch.59 His literary criticism expressed belief in a “høi, aandelig kultur” 
(high, intellectual culture) producing a broad outlook.60 An ideal of the 
power of the outlook was in itself inscribed into the title of a journal Harbitz 
edited in 1909–1910, Kringsjaa. He also carried his idealist notions into the 
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Norwegian language debate, where he criticised Norwegian Nynorsk for its 
‘heaviness’, not being able to express abstract thinking or technical and 
professional terminology.61 Perhaps surprisingly, Harbitz was on the 
committee for the film journal Kino og Revy’s beauty contest for prospective 
female film actresses, together with the sculptor Kristian Haug and the actor 
Egil Eide. Evidently, all three were cast in this role to lend the contest a 
somewhat ambiguous guise of seriosity. Kino og Revy had jokingly 
described Harbitz’ competence in female beauty with a highbrow reference 
to Faust: he had an eye for das ewig Weibliche.62 

This kind of persona predisposed Harbitz to be a sometimes stern film 
critic. In the growing, national-minded Norwegian film business of the 
1920s, however, negative reviews could be seen as contrary to the rules of 
the game. In this sense, assisting the development of Norwegian national 
film was seen as a moral obligation. As was noted also by the Swedish 
Filmbladet, there was controversy in the Norwegian press regarding in what 
terms it was reasonable to review and discuss domestic products, and 
Harbitz’s outlet Morgenbladet was consistently among the most outspoken 
in bringing up shortcomings.63 Filmavisen mentions that Harbitz was once 
beaten up after a negative review of a Norwegian film, and took legal 
action.64 The relationship between the few film producers and the press was 
partly inflamed. Leif Sinding exemplifies the idea that the budding industry 
should be helped, not thwarted, and should above all not be compared to the 
products of industries with far more plentiful resources such as the 
American. In his later memoir book of Norwegian film – inaccurate in detail, 
but seemingly accurate in feeling – he still called the press injudicious in 
slating Norwegian films.65 An exception, according to Sinding, was the 
editor Rolf Thommessen in Tidens Tegn, who wished Norwegian film well. 
Tidens Tegn did indeed contain frequent and substantial pieces on film, and 
Sinding quotes abundantly from the paper in his book. Sinding’s criticism 
obscures the trend of critics actively boosting Norwegian film by stressing 
Norwegian film as national project rather than cultural product. The film’s 
marketing certainly underscored this aspect – the cover design of the 
preserved programme booklet is simply a Norwegian flag both front and 
back, and the text argues with agitation that the Norwegian economy 
required that films using Norwegian nature as a backdrop should be 
Norwegian products. Outside of the marketing context, several writers and 
editors flew similar flags, and in this vein of film writing, the national origin 
of the product was in itself cause for celebration – at least if the product was 
considered acceptable or good. This had previously been the case with 
Fante-Anne, which had garnered reviews such as this: 

En helt og holdent norsk film! Stof, regie, fremstilling[,] miljø, selv 
fotografering. ... Aften efter aften har Fante-Anne trukket prop fuldt hus ... En 
saadan mottagelse maa da virke opflammende paa alle dem som var med paa 
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at vaage forsøket – opflamme dem til at fortsætte og ta op alle de opgaver som 
venter norsk film.66 
 
A wholly Norwegian film! Subject, direction, representation, environment, 
even photography. Evening after evening, Fante-Anne has drawn full houses 
... Such a reception must be igniting to all those who were part of making the 
attempt – igniting them to carry on and shoulder all the tasks that await 
Norwegian film. 

 

The piece prioritises comments about the film’s origin, its success and the 
future potential of the actors and filmmakers over the actual (and sober) 
assessment of the film’s quality. Within a press climate that could this easily 
accommodate and amplify such national zeal and spirit of enterprise, Harbitz 
stuck his neck further out than most. When reviewing the domestic 
production Til sæters (Harry Ivarson, 1924) for the Norwegian paper 
Morgenbladet under the signature Brille, he described dashed hopes: 
“Skulde man denne gang opleve den sukces som vi næsten altid er blit snytt 
for? Desværre, Til sæters betegner ikke noget fremskridt, tvertimot.”67 
(Would one this time experience the success that we have almost always 
been cheated of? Alas, no, Til sæters is not a mark of progress, quite the 
contrary.) Despite mentioning the film’s beautiful images, Harbitz struck 
down on ‘elemental’ mistakes and on attempts at comedy. The reaction was 
immediate in the next issue of the journal Filmavisen, an organ representing 
the interests of the film industry. Filmavisen mentioned the assault four 
years earlier with relish, punning Victor Sjöström‘s Hollywood film He Who 
Gets Slapped(MGM, 1924): 

Den herostratiske berømmelse herr Harbitz dengang vandt – den avstraffede 
kritiker lot saken gaa til retten – har øiensynlig git ham blot paa tand. Han 
anvender iaar i sin anmeldelse av Til Sæters nøiagtig de samme skjældsord 
som i 1920. Det skjæbnesvangre ord ‘dilletant’ gaar igjen. Han som fik 
ørefikene, har hat lyst til at gjenopfriske sin berømmelse.68 
 
The notoriety Mr. Harbitz attained back then – [for] the punished critic took 
the case to court – has evidently made him taste blood. This year, he uses 
exactly the same insults in his review of Til sæters as in 1920. The fateful 
word dilettante repeats itself. He who got slapped has wished to renew his 
fame. 
 

Filmavisen understood Harbitz’s criticism as unwarrantably vicious and as 
directed specifically towards private films not funded by Kommunernes 
Filmcentral. The worst of it, in their view, was that Harbitz had repeated the 
same censure in the Swedish journal Biografbladet, where he could 
undisturbed unfold all his “enestaaende ondsindethet og bitterhet” 
(unparalleled malice and bitterness). What was at stake was the reputation of 
Norwegian film abroad, which must not be tainted, and by extension the 
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future of the private initiative in Norwegian film. Bergen’s Gula Tidend 
named Til sæters the first Norwegian film produced with the intention of 
entering the international market.69 On a sidenote, the piece did deem the 
film artistically unsuccessful, but concluded on an optimistic note 
characteristic of much of the press discourse in support of Norwegian film: 
“Freist ányom! Betre næste gong!” (Try again! Better next time!). This pat 
on the back seems, however, an afterthought and even a concession: a 
shorter review had already appeared in the paper some days earlier, 
mentioning some of the same points and likely written by the same 
journalist. The first piece had rather more venomously indicated the opposite 
direction for future efforts – the dustbin: “Norsk film! – nei, det er nok ein 
vonlaus tanke, nár ein ser [Til sæters]”.70 (Norwegian film! – no, that seems 
a hopeless thought when viewing [Til sæters].) The two texts together 
suggest that the discourse had a collectively self-regulating function, which 
Harbitz refused. 

As Gula Tidend indicated, the importance of the films’ capacity to assert 
themselves in international competition was a self-evident topic. The 
immediate context was, of course, the global presence gained by Swedish 
films, and surely also the knowledge of earlier Danish world dominance. Not 
many Norwegian films were, however, successful in being distributed 
further than Sweden and (somewhat less likely) Finland and Denmark. 
Filmavisen worried about exportability as it sneered about Harbitz, in a hot-
tempered mixture of styles: “Og hvor berusende skjønt har det ikke været at 
forsøke at latterliggjøre for utlandet de mænd som med beskedne midler, 
men med en ukuelig vilje vil søke at skape en levedygtig norsk film. La 
svenskerne endelig bare tro at vi er lutter idioter og klodrianer her hjemme.” 
(And how intoxicatingly delicious it must have been to try to ridicule abroad 
those men who with modest means, but with an irrepressible will, wish to 
create a viable Norwegian film. By all means, let the Swedes believe we are 
nothing but idiots and bunglers around here.) 

It is true that in the article in Biografbladet, Harbitz had three times used 
the word dilettante or a derivation thereof.71 At the heart of his critique was 
what he saw as the film’s provinciality.72 Harbitz had foreseen that he would 
be regarded as disloyal to the national film industry, and in Filmavisen’s 
view his actions did indeed make him a traitor and a mole. The journal 
conferred on him their special diploma, an anti-award bestowed on those 
they considered particularly worthy of their contempt. In the explanatory 
statement, he was ironically congratulated on “den maate han har været 
istand til i det svenske fagtidsskrift Biografbladet at føre sit muldvarparbeide 
for norsk film videre” (the way that he had been able to further his mole 
work for Norwegian film in the Swedish trade journal Biografbladet).73 
Going back over previous pieces by Harbitz in Biografbladet, these were in 
fact quite consistently negative. One gave the opinion that what was lacking 
in Norwegian film production was talent (not funding, as was the most usual 
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complaint): “Sverige har hat mændene, talenterne, vi har hittill bare hat folk 
av den næstbedste kategori. Det er det som gjør forskjellen.”74 (Sweden has 
had the men, the talent; we have this far only had people of the next best 
category. That is what makes the difference.) Another made somewhat 
ironical remarks about the cinema culture in Oslo.75 

Harbitz answered in Biografbladet, partly by stating that the superior 
Swedish film was his benchmark for the defective Norwegian production.76 
He was backed up by a commenting piece in the same issue praising the 
impartiality of their ‘correspondents’ (the usual locations for reporting from 
abroad were Copenhagen and Stockholm).77 In the next issue of Filmavisen, 
another two separate pieces were devoted to Harbitz. One was a response by 
the scriptwriter and Filmavisen associate G.A. Olsen, who meets what he 
sees as a personal attack with another personal attack, this time on the editor 
of Biografbladet, Knut Jeurling, who had supported Harbitz.78 The other was 
an overview of the controversy and restated the main points from the 
previous issue: that Harbitz’s errand was not criticism, but to undermine the 
Swedish confidence in Norwegian filmmaking, and that he wanted to harm 
the private businesses while privileging the products financed by the 
municipal system.79 It also incorrectly singled out Harbitz as the only critic 
finding nothing of value in Til sæters (firstly, he did find something of value, 
and secondly, other critics were more severe). Then, more interestingly, the 
blame draws near to the raw root of the matter: Harbitz, the piece states, 
must have understood from reports in Filmavisen that the consortium behind 
Til sæters intended to keep producing films. This is why film society ought 
to be protective and realise that critique may be damaging. The piece 
concluded at a heightened pitch: “Der kan blandt virkelige nordmænd kun 
være en mening om at herr Harbitz’ optræden er baade unational og 
forkastelig” (There can among true Norwegians only exist one opinion that 
Mr. Harbitz’s conduct is both unnational and reprehensible) and, finally: 
“Det er paa tide at rydde op blandt alle de Harbitzser som forsøker att gjøre 
det til et rent helvede at lave film her tillands.” (It is about time we cleaned 
up among all the Harbitzes making film-production in this country pure 
hell.) Patriotism, then, entailed camaraderie and a forced consensus. The 
journal would continue to pinprick Harbitz when it saw a chance.80 

A will towards systematic Scandinavism: The Scandinavian 
Film Congress 
Organisational collaboration was a transnational activity both more 
ambitious and much less frequent than the trade-press reporting between the 
countries. Impetus towards, and occasionally the actual realisation of, 
Scandinavian organisational co-operation in the film industry was a recurrent 
topic in the silent era. Using predominantly Swedish trade journals, I will 
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trace this discourse from 1909 to 1929. The first year in this bracket 
represents a congress in Malmö in southern Sweden in May 1909, preceding 
which the cooperation between distributors in Scandinavia was a hot topic. 
At this time, distribution practices were considered complex enough to 
demand transnational collaboration for future developments, and the 
congress seems to have been conceived as a Scandinavian venture.81 In the 
end the congress was, however, not a success in the Scandinavian 
perspective; only in the national perspective. The group photo of the 
participants published in (the otherwise suitably named) Nordisk Filmtidning 
showed only one Dane and no Norwegians.82 Instead, this ‘Scandinavian’ 
congress was afterwards redubbed ‘the Malmö congress’ and seen as the 
foundational moment for the short-lived Svenska Filmsförbundet, headed by 
Charles Magnusson.83 

What deflated the Scandinavian ambition at this point seems above all to 
have been the beginnings of the establishing of national equivalent 
structures, which just preceded the congress: according to the journal, the 
Danish distributors side had just set up their own organisation on March 1. 
Nevertheless, the Swedish journal reporting about the congress was 
undeterred when subsequently calling for a Nordic initiative on the side of 
exhibitors.84 Such joint action – as “ett enda helt eller nationsvis” (either a 
single whole or nation-wise) – would, the journal considered, strengthen 
them all and give them collective agency, instead of toiling under the yoke 
of others – ’others’, no doubt, referring to the said distributors.85 The 
comparative lack of interest on the Danish side is easily explained by the 
already at this point greater scale and international orientation of the Danish 
industry, and was later mirrored by the weak response in Denmark to Gustaf 
Berg‘s initiatives to formalised, recurrent meetings between Scandinavian 
censorship authorities. One small ripple in these otherwise still waters in 
1913 was the Danish journal Filmen reporting about plans for a jointly 
Scandinavian address book for the film industry.86 

This situation changed somewhat in the less prosperous years for Danish 
film during the first world war. Gustaf Berg persevered, and in 1918 called 
for a Swedish initiative to further Scandinavism in film once the war 
ended.87 Referring to the current situation with no rivalry to speak of 
between the Swedish, Danish and Norwegian film markets – the difficulty in 
acquiring and exporting film were equal to all – Berg thought the time ripe 
for a consolidation of Scandinavian kinship (‘konsolidering av 
samhörigheten’). As with Scandinavist sentiments in general, the primary 
value assumption behind the suggestion seems to have been a sense of 
belonging and brotherhood thought to be self-evident, but there were also 
practical reasons. In particular, Berg thought the Norwegian and Danish 
markets would profit from an alignment with the Swedish model as regards 
exhibition, instead of the municipality and concession systems.88 Svenska 
Dagbladet followed up with the news that Berg’s idea was met with 
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enthusiasm in Denmark among ‘film experts’ who were not named.89 In 
Denmark, the suggestion rang a bell especially as regards joint purchases of 
film stock, a problem for the Danish film business which had gambled on an 
amount of over-production to disseminate once the situation had calmed 
down internationally. Berg’s idea was later likewise heartily recommended 
in the Danish journal Filmen.90 

A jointly Scandinavian congress was then organised in Stockholm in 
1919. Producers, exhibitors, distributors, censors and other interested parties 
from the three countries met and discussed subjects such as those outlined by 
Berg the year before (the Danish and Norwegian cinema systems), as well as 
the question “Bör en fast organisation bildas för samarbete mellan 
skandinaviska film- och biografmän?” (Should a permanent organisation be 
founded for the co-operation between Scandinavians in the film and film-
theatre business?)91 The last question, however, was passed over without 
comment in the reporting from the discussions. After the congress, more 
intimate organisational modes of cooperation did indeed fail to come off. 
Two years later, and an editorial in Filmbladet was compelled to ask “Hur 
gick det med det skandinaviska samarbetet[?]” (How did the Scandinavian 
cooperation turn out[?]).92 At the time, the atmosphere of the congress was 
portrayed as enthusiastic and Scandinavian-minded enough, but Filmbladet 
disclosed in the editorial in question in 1921 that the annual meeting of the 
organising body, the exhibitors’ federation Biografägareförbundet, had 
decided on the Scandinavian congress against the advice of the central 
committee. According to the journal the opponents of organising the 
congress feared that there would not be sufficient subjects to discuss, an 
objection that the editorial dismissed altogether. Still, the hope unanimously 
expressed by the congress that the event would be followed by subsequent, 
regular congresses had remained unfulfilled. 

Filmbladet was an eager applauder of the congress also at the time when 
it took place. The journal used its editorials and many pages of reporting to 
discuss the congress for three issues consecutively, and warmly expressed its 
hopes for a joint future. By comparison, the expectations stated in the Danish 
Kinobladet were far more modest: “Selv om der ikke kommer særlig store 
positive Resultater ud af Kongressen – det gør der jo ikke af alle Kongresser 
– er det kun godt, at Skandinaviens Filmfolk mødes og lærer hinanden og 
Branscheforholdene andetstedts at kende.”93 In Kinobladet’s view, part of 
the Danish agenda for the meeting was like the Swedish one to act for the 
avoidance of the municipal system to be introduced in more countries than 
Norway. However, unlike the prevalent Swedish views, the Danish 
participants would wish to preserve the Danish concessional system which 
the Danish exhibitors already in possession of the desirable concessions of 
course benefited from. In emphasising how the Swedes were eager to 
rekindle the Scandinavian co-operation, the journal managed to convey 
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between the lines a certain doubt about the usefulness of the congress from 
the Danish perspective. 

Back in Sweden, the first of Filmbladet’s editorials about the congress 
was penned by the initiator of the congress, Gustaf Berg. Such overlapping 
of roles was characteristic of the period, and Berg was, unlike Kinobladet, of 
the opinion that the function of the gathering was not to introduce the 
participants to each other, because surely, they were already well 
acquainted.94 The argument is typical of Berg and was certainly true of his 
own person. In retrospect, the answer to Filmbladet’s later question of what 
happened to the Scandinavian co-operation is that Scandinavian ‘kinship’ 
was henceforth performed in terms of personal exchanges, and not least by 
Gustaf Berg himself. Berg was a constant speaker in particularly the 
Norwegian film congresses and his talks were often subsequently published 
in both Norwegian and Swedish trade press.95 Berg’s toasts at the 
congresses’ banquets (as well as other social gatherings in film circles) were 
famous and numerous. Berg himself with an amount of self-irony rebuked a 
report in Filmbladet from a Norwegian congress in 1923 on the grounds that 
“vår referent icke omnämnde mer än tre av de många fästtal dir. Berg höll 
vid banketten” (the rapporteur did not mention more than three of the many 
toasts Director Berg gave at the banquet).96 Berg‘s personal and professional 
persona and views seem not only aligned but also entangled on the national 
as well as transnational plane: already in 1913, he wrote to Charles 
Magnusson  at Svenska Bio “naturligtvis helt privat” (naturally wholly 
privately) to congratulate him on the merits and the new, artsier orientation 
of Ingeborg Holm (Victor Sjöström, 1913), a censorship-friendly film in the 
officially approved vein.97 

At later, comparable national conferences, Scandinavian deputations were 
self-evident participants, primarily between Sweden and Norway. Cordiality 
was emphasised in the discourse. “Det behöver väl näppeligen framhållas att 
våra vänner från andra sidan Kölen äro hjärtligt välkomna” (It hardly needs 
pointing out that our friends from across the [Swedish-Norwegian] border 
are warmly welcome), Filmbladet took care to state about the Norwegian 
visitors to the Swedish congress in 1923.98 Norwegian film congresses were 
obviously patterned on the Swedish ones, with the same focus on a middle-
class, so to speak all-male banqueting culture reminiscent of student parties 
or perhaps military forms of social intercourse (many of the businessmen 
had a military background).99 Creative frolics during the social events 
included the conferring of decorations, specially written drinking-songs with 
numerous verses and menus wittily formulated with film-star allusions.100 
An example of how such antics took place within a collective (in this case: 
national) frame of reference is these stanzas from a drinking-song about the 
Swedish film industry at their congress in 1921, written by the exhibitor (and 
later film director) Bror Abelli. The stanzas more or less lightly taunted 
Svensk Filmindustri’s recent, critical shortage of liquid means, and rhymed 
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the managing director Nils Bouveng with the new studios at Långängen 
(built by Skandia just before the merge into SF – Bouveng came at that point 
from Skandia): 

Uppå den långa ängen 
blev missväxt för Bovängen! 
Begreifen Sie poängen, 
den är ej elakt ment!101 
 

At the congress in Oslo in 1923, the Swedes present were gallantly singled 
out and celebrated with decorations as well as a special cabaret song – 
possibly in acknowledgement of such forms of partying as especially 
‘Swedish’, in the Norwegians’ experience. 

Although no Scandinavian organisation was established, there was 
another joint film congress as much later as 1926. This time the scope was 
Nordic, not only Scandinavian, and the congress was held in Copenhagen. 
Biografbladet saw the immediate relevance of such a gathering in the 
context of the far-reaching internationalisation of the film business in the 
mid-1920s and the need of small countries to make their voices heard.102 The 
programme promised talks about legislation, economy and cultural film (the 
latter by Gustaf Berg as usual).103 As before, the ambition was politely 
voiced by the organisers that the congress may lead to an amplification of 
Scandinavian co-operation.104 The same stance was as usual phrased in a 
unanimous resolution at the end of the congress.105 Once again, however, the 
congress seemed to be the most taxing effort in the Scandinavian direction 
that the national organisations could accept; and although the next joint 
congress was planned for Oslo in 1929 it seems that no such event took 
place. Synchronised sound was likely one reason why these co-operative 
efforts ultimately fell apart. 

Organisational co-operation did, however, go on for most of the 1910s 
and 1920s within the context of the censorship authorities in the 
Scandinavian countries. This is the subject of the next section. 

b. Censorship as seen from next door: The Swedish, 
Norwegian, and Danish censorship systems mutually 
mirrored 

The centre of the discourse: in/famous Swedish censorship 
Censorship has been of growing interest to film historians (and theorists) at 
least since Annette Kuhn‘s Cinema, Censorship and Sexuality in the 
1980s.106 In Sweden as well as to varying degrees in many other countries, 
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the source material of censorship records is wide reaching, but historical 
examinations of this rich empirical material in no way exclude ‘softer’ 
analyses of censorship discourses.107 Anne Marit Myrstad in a recent article 
draws on discourse in the case of the Norwegian censor Fernanda Nissen, in 
order to examine the degree of consistency between public image and 
discourse on the one hand and Nissen’s actual practice on the other.108 My 
scope in this section is rather to explore the public images of the 
Scandinavian censorship systems and how they related to each other. Some 
of the relevance of this question hinges on how censorship practices, in 
combination with reactions to these, can act as reliable pointers to value 
assumptions in film culture and what is seen as acceptable or not at certain 
points in time. In 1920, the influential film critic Märta Lindqvist, signing 
off (among her other signatures) as ‘Quelqu’une’, paid a visit to the film 
censor Gunnar Bjurman at work at Biografbyrån and reflected on it in a long 
piece in the Sunday paper.109 At the vantage point of having already seen 
more than eight years of centralised censorship in Sweden, she considered 
the conditional nature of film culture. In Japan, she recounted, film kisses 
were out of the question, and therefore Western films were normally 
substantially cut before screening. An Italian children’s film suffered cuts in 
Sweden because it contained footage of a leopard attacking a camel – not 
considered a sight suitable for children’s eyes in Sweden, but, she mused, 
evidently comme-il-faut in Italy. Lindqvist went on to compare these 
instances of foreignness to an equally outlandish Swedish past by retelling 
an anecdote from the years preceding the instalment of central censorship in 
1911, when the local police had the authority to cut or ban films for their 
own area. The anecdote was that the power of the scissors had been 
bestowed on a public prosecutor, who turned out to be prone to eliminating 
all scenes where maids broke chinaware: “‘sån’t kan dom ändå’, sade 
fiskalen, och det var hans filmkultur” (‘they know how to do that without 
being told’, said the prosecutor, and that was his film culture). The point that 
film culture was not a stable given in Sweden, either, could easily have been 
used in the article to explore the degree of contingency of, and different 
agents within, the current film culture by 1920. However, the joke structure 
in the rendering of the prosecutor’s line (as well as its informal transcription) 
instead indicates a certain stance of historical chauvinism, in the sense of a 
felt superiority to the past, confirmed by the rest of the article. At the present 
time, Lindqvist signalled, professionalism and consensus were the 
foundations of a censorship practice where decisions were seldom appealed 
against. Her text presents two, in Norman Fairclough‘s term, ‘propositional 
assumptions’ about what was the case in Swedish film culture at the time: 
firstly, that consensus largely prevailed and conflicts between censorship 
authorities and the film business were rare; and secondly, that the discourse 
at this time was dominated by the question of “filmkulturens höjande” (the 
elevation of film culture). This elevation was an undertaking where an idea 
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of cooperation and consensus was vital, and where the (main) direction 
towards ‘quality’, literature, heritage and nature already taken by precursors 
of the new dominant production company Svensk Filmindustri could be 
interpreted as the ultimate rapprochement between film production and state 
control. 

Lindqvist’s story reflects issues and notions dealt with in this section, 
which I will raise to an inter-Scandinavian level. Censorship was centralised 
and nationally regulated from 1911 in Sweden and 1913 in Denmark and 
Norway; before this, films were regulated locally by the police, often 
delegating to educationalists.110 The authorities were similarly named: 
Statens Biografbyrå (Sweden), Statens Filmcensur (Denmark) and Statens 
Filmkontroll (Norway). The starting point for my discussion is the 
contemporary view of Swedish censors at the Biografbyrån as the strictest in 
the world, an estimation that seems supported by evidence.111 This notion 
was amplified in Denmark, where Swedish censorship was considered 
exceedingly severe and demanding.112 Some numbers from the trade press 
indicate that in 1918, the Swedish censors banned around ten times more 
films than the Danish, and the rate was unchanged by 1925. Among 
Norwegians, it was more common to think it ‘somewhat’ strict, that is, 
slightly stricter than censorship by Norway’s Statens Filmkontroll.113 This 
seems also to have likely been the case empirically,114 and the censors seem 
to have thought so; for instance, Fernanda Nissen recounted in an interview 
that she had received a talking-to from Gustaf Berg because the Norwegian 
censors were not sufficiently severe on the films.115 In Norway, the 
(relatively marginal) private film industry of in the 1920s was the most 
openly critical of Swedish censorship, for instance for the extensive cuts in 
Himmeluret (Amund Rydland, Leif Sinding, A/S Cinema, 1925).116 A salient 
point for a discussion cutting across Scandinavian borders is that Swedish 
censorship openly disfavoured the Danish melodrama. While this stance 
towards Danish film is well known, it has not been complemented with 
views from the Danish side and triangulated with Norwegian positions. I will 
contextualise this field and some offshoots from it with the hypothesis that 
the Swedish viewpoint to some degree prevailed in the film discourse in all 
of Scandinavia when the dispute was more or less settled in the 1920s. In 
this I concur with Jan Olsson‘s observations about productive aspects of 
censorship clearly complementing the repressive sides in the Swedish 
case.117 Olsson’s focus is early narrative Swedish cinema, when increasingly 
shared ideas and ideals about film from the sides of the film business, the 
press and the government begin to occur, pointing towards the later period 
when these standards as well as the concord about them were substantially 
enhanced. Åsa Jernudd has made a similar suggestion.118 As regards this 
later ‘quality’ period from 1917 onwards, Olsson remarks elsewhere that the 
doors persistently closed by Swedish censorship may likely have contributed 
to pointing out a new direction for Svenska Bio’s production practices.119 To 
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a degree, historical developments can be observed to approximately 
correspond to the shaping ambitions of censorship. The censorship 
authorities certainly encouraged this kind of narrative: development in film 
culture towards mature adulthood, leaving sensationalism behind. This is 
eminently visible in the writings of the long-standing censor Gustaf Berg, a 
prolific writer whose particular brand of censorship mentality is easy to 
follow through the years. As a good rhetorician, Berg seems to have been 
very influential on colleagues and sympathisers: many statements by other 
Swedish and Norwegian censors match his stances well. When he wrote a 
history of Swedish film in the time bracket 1910–1935, he referred to the 
first years of the time span as ‘slyngelår’ (literally, rascal years; unruly 
immature years).120 More exactly, he meant – as he had expressed in 1921 – 
“filmens passerade, tämligen jämna framåtskridande till det konstnärliga 
kravets fulla genombrott” (the former, rather regular progress of film until 
the full breakthrough of the artistic claim).121 

Also within Sweden, the Swedish Biografbyrån particularly in its early 
days has been seen in retrospect as overly harsh. Film scholar and 
practitioner Gösta Werner has passed severe stricture for instance on the 
handling of the banned Trädgårdsmästaren, which he defends by claiming 
that the plot is irrecognisable in the censors’ version of it.122 I cannot 
agree;123 comparing the censors’ account of the film with impressions from 
my viewing, it seems that the censors have grasped the inferences offered by 
the story well, especially as regards the suggestion of prostitution.124 There is 
no doubt, however, that the (excessive) strictness of the Swedish censors was 
an issue near to Werner’s heart. This is plain from the indignant tone and 
flowery language: 

Man förstår lätt att ingen av de myndiga censorerna uppfattade sig som en 
örtagårdsmästare, som med sin sekatör skulle ansa och varsamt beskära 
plantorna i filmens lustgård. De såg i sig snarare en lieman, beredd att möta 
filmens hydra, ett månghövdat vidunder, vars alla ögon glänste och glittrade 
lockande av farliga och fasliga laster, lister och lustar.125 
 
One quickly understands that the authoritative censors did not consider 
themselves as gardeners, using pruning shears to tend and carefully trim the 
plants in an Eden of films. Rather, they conceived of themselves as grim 
reapers, ready to face the hydra of film, a many-headed monster, its manifold 
eyes gleaming and glittering temptingly with fearful and frightful vices, tricks 
and desires. 

 

Such a view of the Swedish censors as film slashers with their scissors 
always wide open for use would certainly have been recognised by the 
Danish industry. Jan Olsson has discussed hostility towards foreign, 
particularly Danish film in the moralising or discontent Swedish film 
discourse and also in the rhetoric of the censorship authorities.126 Not least 
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the censor Walter Fevrell was known for already during the hot censorship 
debates preceding the establishment of the Biografbyrån having condemned 
the contents of the Danish multiple-reel films.127 Now, such opinions were 
brought into the practice of the central authority.128 By extension, Danish 
film production was conceptualised as ‘un-Nordic’ by its association with 
the tastes of ‘inferior’ cultures in the markets it catered to. Olsson quotes the 
later censor Marie-Louise Gagner from 1911: “Just detta att en hel del half- 
eller icke alls civiliserade länder utgöra förträffliga afsättningsorter för films, 
gör, att man vid filmsfabrikerna rättar sig efter smaken därstädes.” (Exactly 
this, that a number of half- or not at all civilised countries constitute 
excellent outlets for film, has the consequence that the film factories adjust 
to the taste there.)129 Such guardedness towards foreign sensationalism had 
arguably become ingrained in some film-debating circles at least from the 
anti-pulp fiction campaigns targeting the Nick Carter dime novels, which 
peaked in 1908–1909.130 The Danish mode of production was also in itself 
regarded as problematic because it was turning sensationalism into gold, as 
described in a debate booklet officially issued by Biografbyrån and penned 
by Gustaf Berg.131 In censorship records, Danish films in Sweden were 
particularly affected by bans.132 This was also recognised in Denmark. One 
conservative politician who had evidently been lending an ear to Swedish 
colleagues complained during a session in parliament debating film 
censorship in October 1912 (in modernised transcription): 

Det er ikke morsomt, når man taler med en svensk rigsdagsmand, at få at vide, 
at hva der kommer til Sverige af slette, d.v.s. moralsk nedbrydende film, 
kommer ikke fra Paris, men fra København. Det er nu en stor fejltagelse, som 
folk ofte gør sig skyldige i, at alt det dårlige netop kommer fra Paris. Paris har 
et dårligt rygte i den retning, men ofte ganske med urette. Nej, det kommer 
altså fra København.133 
 
It is not very pleasant, when talking to a Swedish member of parliament, to 
hear that the influx in Sweden of poor, that is, morally subversive films, 
comes not from Paris, but from Copenhagen. These days people are often 
making the great mistake [of believing] that everything bad comes from Paris. 
Paris has a bad reputation in that direction, but often unjustly so. No, you see, 
it comes from Copenhagen. 
 

What Copenhagen was to Stockholm, Paris was to Copenhagen. In 1911, 
Copenhagen’s film and theatre censor P.A. (Peter Andreas Plum) Rosenberg 
spoke of the French films as more dangerous choices for buyers: 
“Biografdirektørene optræder med megen Forsigtighed i Valget af de 
fremmede Stykker. Vi faar derfor i Stedet for de nervepirrende, men 
desværre mest kunstneriske franske Film en Række lette, ret godtkøbs tyske 
og amerikanske Sager.”134 (The cinema managers act with great caution in 
the choice of foreign plays. Therefore, instead of the thrilling, but regrettably 
most artistic French films we get a string of light, pretty ordinary German 
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and American items.) If Rosenberg thought primarily of the French films 
d’art, the word ‘thrilling’ used by him would befit the plot for instance in the 
famous La Mort du duc de Guise (The Assassination of the Duke of Guise, 
Charles le Bargy and André Calmettes, 1908). It could also be that 
Rosenberg referred more widely to a sensation-seeking element in French 
film; in the Danish of censorship discourses during this time, there is an easy 
slide between ‘nervepirrende’ (thrilling) and just ‘pirrende’ (titillating). 

The mechanism where foreign (film) culture was blamed for undesirable 
traits is recognisable from one of the predecessors of film entertainment, 
variety shows. Björn Ivarsson Lilieblad has discussed such sentiments in his 
PhD thesis examining variety shows in Sweden.135 The early 1890s saw a 
growth in Scandinavian and Swedish performers which Lilieblad links to a 
notion that Swedish performers were more respectable. A Swedish variety 
theatre history from 1918 supposed that this was indeed the fact; Lilieblad 
counters this by assigning this notion to the realm of national myth where the 
impure is introduced from abroad.136 In film history, Richard Abel has 
pointed out how xenophobic propensities were activated against Pathé in the 
U.S.137 As for Sweden, Jan Olsson has shown that Frans Lundberg’s films 
were severely struck down upon, and has linked this to their transnational, 
part-Danish conditions of production.138 
 

Recurrent appeals to Scandinavism and a mutual 
understanding: Gustaf Berg 
After the Danish erotic melodrama was no longer an issue for Swedish 
censorship, a certain tone remained when speaking of foreign films and their 
(inherent) strangeness. Gustaf Berg, previously a long-standing censor, 
repeatedly spoke about cultural differences in film cultures in negative terms 
in the 1920s. Berg was remarkably consistent in ideas, tone and address in 
his writings although they emerged in sometimes widely differing contexts. 
They could be professional writings about censorship or educational film, 
advertising material for Skandia’s films, or general comments on current 
films or film history at congresses or in trade journals. In a talk in 
Copenhagen in 1926, he said: 

Vi, som syssla med film, se dagligen för våra ögon, hur ursprungslandet kan 
lysa igenom även den skickligt och medvetet internationellt inriktade 
filmskapelsen. Vi få någon gång se denna särprägling, till exempel i fransk 
eller italiensk film, så stark att vederbörande film helt enkelt inte kan senteras 
i våra miljöer.139 
 
We who work with film see everyday before our own eyes how the country of 
origin can shine through even skillful and deliberately internationally 
orientated film creations. Sometimes this distinctive character, for instance in 
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French or Italian film, is so strong that the film in question simply cannot be 
appreciated in our environment. 

 

French and Italian film had taken over the role of the intolerable innuendo of 
the erotic melodrama and sensationalism of the crime films. Exactly what 
could not be appreciated in the film culture of the South is further specified 
in another of Berg‘s speeches, in Kristiania (Oslo) five years earlier: Italian 
film in particular, but also French film, did not transcend a particular, 
Southern mannerism that did not go together with the temperament of 
Northerners. “Man älskar, hatar, lider, hämnas o.s.v. i de italienska liksom i 
viss mån även i de franska dramerna på ett sätt som merendels förefaller vår 
nyktra och ‘jævne’ publik åtskilliga grader för patetiskt för att tagas på 
allvar.”140 (One loves, hates, suffers, avenges oneself etc. in the Italian as 
well as to a certain extent in the French dramas, in a way that usually 
appears to our sober and steady [‘jevn’, Norwegian] audience a great many 
degrees too pathetic to be taken seriously.) At the time of the talk in Norway 
in 1921, the Danish film production had not only seen trends for literary 
films (1913) and pacifist films (1914–1918) go by, but had also emulated the 
Swedish ‘quality’ trend with its distinctive image consisting of nature, 
psychology and literary heritage (see chapter one). Berg gives the impression 
he had at this point joined forces with the Danes instead of fighting them. He 
had, however, also expressed himself in terms of the mutual understanding 
in film culture between Scandinavian countries much earlier: in times when 
such a description was from a censorship perspective far more debatable, 
and in effect amounted to a value assumption, registering what was desirable 
to him rather than what was the case. In December 1914, Berg was invited to 
write a piece in a special issue of the Danish Filmen, edited by Fotorama.141 
His text was simultaneously published in the Swedish Biografen.142 Berg’s 
musings were based on a figure of thought he labelled “det [sic, den] røde 
streg” i film” (the red line in film), a connection between Denmark and 
Sweden (and, secondarily, Norway).143 This red line is a somewhat 
mysterious expression which would seem to suggest a quality of division, 
but on reading the piece, the figure of the red line instead turns out to be 
about belonging: a string, or rather a bond, and it eventually takes on the 
meaning of ‘red’, that is, approved, films in the two censorship systems. 
Fotorama’s purpose with the special edition seems, indeed, to consist in 
observing and strengthening bonds between the Scandinavian countries, 
which constituted the company’s distribution market for Nordisk’s films. It 
contained little but their own advertisements for films for which they had 
sole rights for Scandinavia, some Christmas greetings and a couple of letters 
from cinema owners. 

In the piece, Gustaf Berg started by wondering what themes might be 
expected of him and suggests slightly tongue-in-cheek “i dessa det nordiska 
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kungamötets begeistrade dagar något om den interskandinaviska 
filmententens cordialitet” (in these enthusiastic days of the conference of the 
Nordic kings, something about the cordiality of the inter-Scandinavian film 
entente). Berg was referring to the Danish, Swedish and Norwegian kings 
coming together in December 1914 to discuss the First World War and 
Scandinavia, a heavily mediatised event also in film. He reflected in this way 
on the relationship between the Swedish and Danish film spheres: “Det är 
Danmark, som före oss visat, hur det går till att spela för hela världen. 
Danmark är föregångslandet i film, och det är endast med censuren vi haft 
försprång. Det finnes dock elaka människor här hos oss, som påstå, att vi ha 
Danmark att tacka för det också...” [original three dots] (Denmark has shown 
us how one can make [photo-]plays for the whole world. Denmark is the 
leading country in film, and we have only had the lead when it comes to 
censorship. There are, however, malevolent tongues here with us who claim 
that we can thank Denmark for that, too...) Berg here referred to the felt 
necessity of film censorship as being a consequence of the influx of Danish 
melodrama. He expounded on this historical description by clarifying (or, 
perhaps exemplifying) that it was Danish film-makers trying to emulate De 
fire Djævle (The Four Daredevils, Robert Dinesen/Alfred Lind, Nordisk 
1911) who set the trend for defining films as “en blandning av cirkus, 
menageri och Nick Carter” (a mixture of circus, menagerie and Nick Carter). 
Swedish censorship was in his view a direct consequence of that trend 
flowing into Sweden because of the ‘red-line’ connection, and so, he stated a 
tad ironically, he and his colleagues should thank Danish film for their civil-
service employment. With a polite flourish typical of the times, he addressed 
the censorship colours red and white as the component parts of the Danish 
flag: the red line had “till ära för Dannebrogens andra färg också korsats av 
censurens ‘vita’” (in the honour of the second colour in the flag of Denmark 
also been crossed with the censorship ‘white’). 

The nod to the white colour is echoed in Jan Olsson‘s term ‘the white 
discourse’, white being the colour of the censorship index card archived for 
banned films.144 The white discourse signals a desirable shade of Nordicness, 
purged of the excesses associated with international environments and 
foreign film culture. This Nordicness is infused instead with the ‘whiteness’ 
and serenity exemplified by the specifically Swedish or Nordic Lagerlöf 
films, untouched by censorship and privileged in its value system. As the ties 
between the Scandinavian countries were increasingly coloured in the red – 
approved – censorship colour, Berg concluded, the film environments as 
well as the peoples of the three countries would in his mind be brought 
closer. In this way, this politely worded piece about concord and good 
relations was ultimately a call for betterment framed in a Scandinavian 
perspective. By 1921, he was of the opinion that this goal had been attained 
at least insomuch as the three different systems had become more 
comparable, in fact as alike as they would ever be: age limits had been 
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introduced in Norway, and the new censorship regulations in Denmark had 
been laid along the Swedish and Norwegian lines.145 As Berg said, the three 
offices had “hunnit jämka sig fram till så pass mycken skandinavisk 
likformighet på detta område, som praktiskt är möjligt” (eventually adjusted 
to as much Scandinavian uniformity in this area as is practically possible).146 
He added, as it seems most truthfully, that such a rapprochement had been a 
personal wish of his during his time as a censor. 

Weeding bad apples vs. sowing a future Eden 
Berg’s wishes had previously been obstructed by the Danish and Swedish 
models standing out as each other’s opposites in the question of what kind of 
role censorship should play in society: a necessary evil or an instrument for 
uplift. The latter approach was not self-evident in Sweden, either, until 
Statens Biografbyrå had begun its function. In 1909, a film journal calling 
for educational films endorsed self-regulation and dismissed censorship: 
“Genom censuren motverkas rörelsen i stället för förbättras. Den förbjuder 
det som är dåligt men vare vill eller kanske ej ens kan befordra det goda.”147 
(Through censorship, the industry is obstructed instead of improved. It 
prohibits what is bad, but it neither wishes nor perhaps even can promote the 
good.) As it turned out, Swedish censorship did indeed wish to promote what 
was ‘good’. As Björn Harström has shown in his relatively recent PhD 
thesis, Swedish censorship from 1911 onwards and up until the Second 
World War was dominated by a belief in betterment, or what he terms 
perfectionism.148 The board’s activities were not only meant to control film 
products that, measured against the regulations, were undesirable, but also to 
promote culturally and morally valuable directions in the film supply. The 
elimination of ‘bad’ films would empower the state in conveying and 
implementing ideals for a righteous life, Harström states.149 Gustaf Berg 
expressed the generative power of the censors in this way in 1913: the 
censor’s scissors, he said, differed from the surgeon’s by the prohibitive 
function of their mere existence; in other words, shaping the films already 
before they were submitted for inspection.150 Ove Solum and Mona Pedersen 
have noted a similar ambition in Norway of seeing film culture as a project 
with a national inflection of shaping a future Norway.151 Anne Marit 
Myrstad has recently observed the same, pointing out the progressive aspects 
of Norwegian censorship in the particular case of the censor Fernanda 
Nissen.152 In doing so, she partly challenges Tanya Pedersen Nymo‘s 
previous account, which had put more emphasis on the cultural-conservative 
currents.153 

There is no doubt that Statens Biografbyrå as a Swedish innovation 
influenced the equivalent developments in Denmark and Norway.154 The 
discourses around the precensorship systems in the three countries 
consistently referenced each other, particularly during the first years. At the 
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same time, there were clear differences between the countries which are all 
the more interesting when they shape the perspective on the others. When 
looking at the ideas expressed, the Danish discourse differed the most 
through its pronounced ideal of weeding out bad apples and otherwise 
leaving the film business be, in place of the concept of shaping a future 
cinemascape. Swedish censorship was consistently vilified in Denmark in 
the early 1910s for its perceived strictness and excessive meddling. The 
Danish discourse also spoke early against adult censorship, in 1916.155 In 
Sweden, I have not seen an instance of this earlier than 1929, when Gustaf 
Berg proposed the idea.156 It was put into practice in Denmark in 1969, when 
adult censorship was abolished, but only much later was the same principle 
recognised also in Norway (2004) and Sweden (2010).157 Norwegian 
censorship aligned itself more closely with the Swedish on many counts, but 
not in the case of the adults-only certificate which was an option in both 
Sweden and Denmark. This was not introduced in Norway until 1921, after 
lengthy debates. It is likely that the Scandinavian film congress of 1919, 
where the Norwegian ‘anomaly’ was adressed, was part of what tipped the 
scales in this issue.158 

The second Scandinavian centralised censorship arrangement was in 
practice the Danish, which was not introduced as a law proper, but a 
“Bekendtgørelse fra Justitsministeriet” (order from the Department of 
Justice) which in practice established Statens Filmcensur. The order was 
issued on July 15, 1913, a mere three weeks after the installation of Carl 
Theodor Zahle‘s second government. Formed by the social-liberal party 
Radikale Venstre, this government was supported by the Social Democrats 
in opposition to the other major political force at the time, the liberal 
Venstre. Just as the previous time Zahle formed a government in Denmark 
some years earlier, he himself held the post as minister of justice, in addition 
to the self-evident prime minister (Konseilspræsident), and so the censorship 
arrangement became associated with him and the party.159 An actual bill was 
not passed until 1922, as part of the reading of changes in the law for the 
cinema-management concession system.160 The wording of the eventual bill 
aligned itself with the Swedish one from 1911 as well as the Norwegian 
from 1913 in its structure,161 beginning approximately “Censors must not 
approve films if their exhibition is contrary to...”, and using the otherwise 
not very common phrase ‘forraaende’ (brutalising). The phrase has later 
been regarded as diffuse and not well suited for legislation, and would 
probably not have been a natural choice at the time, either, if the Swedish 
wording had not already employed it.162 The Norwegian act from 1913 also 
contained the word, and the term ‘moralsk nedbrydende’ (morally 
subversive) employed in the bill was taken from the Norwegian act only. 
The Danish course of events has been described thoroughly, although not 
disinterestedly, in Gunnar Sandfeld‘s account of the silent era in Denmark 
from 1966.163 One caveat is that Sandfeld’s account of Swedish and 
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Norwegian censorship is coloured by the use of Danish sources 
contemporary to the events described, and therefore with a clear bias 
towards Danish censorship ideas.164 After Sandfeld’s book, Danish film 
historiography has omitted to include domestic censorship perspectives in 
the histories of Danish film.165 As these histories have largely been 
orientated towards production history and not film culture, any discussions 
that have actually taken censorship into consideration have instead 
privileged perspectives about how foreign censorship influenced Danish 
companies.166 This circumstance mirrors, then, how the domestic market was 
of little importance for Danish film production during the years of hot 
censorship debate. 

The Norwegian developments have been described in detail by Ove 
Solum and Tanya Pedersen Nymo, and are also explored in the new volume 
Film til folket: sensur og kinopolitikk i 100 år.167 The history of censorship 
has been integrated in Norwegian film histories considerably more than is 
the case in Denmark.168 The Norwegian bill regulated three areas, all of the 
utmost importance to film exhibition: municipal concessions, a first step 
towards the municipalisation of Norwegian cinemas, prescribed standards 
for cinema theatres and precensorship.169 When the bill was passed, the 
political situation was comparable to the Danish one: a liberal government 
(Venstre) had just been installed by a landslide election, to the disadvantage 
of the conservatives. The developments in Norway and Denmark ran 
parallel: this was Gunnar Knudsen‘s second government in Norway and Carl 
Theodor Zahle‘s second in Denmark, and both Knudsen and Zahle were 
known for radical reform welfare politics supported by Social Democrats. 
Educationalists were influential at this time in Norwegian politics just as in 
the censorship debates: according to the historian Rune Slagstad, they 
dominated what he calls ‘den folkedannende venstrestaten’ (the educative 
Venstre state).170 A trend at this time was operationalising society as an 
‘educational space’, and teachers were moulders of public opinion and held 
prominent positions both locally and nationally.171 One result of the ‘Venstre 
state’ was the development of the child welfare system,172 an immediate 
relative to film censorship. Nevertheless, the primary support for the 
censorship bill was concentrated not primarily in Venstre, which was split in 
this question, but in the Social Democrat party, which had also been 
strengthened in the 1912 elections.173 The Social Democrats had particular 
interests in the bill, as it inscribed municipal control into the Norwegian 
cinema system. However, the profiling of film censorship as a progressive 
cause which went with the decision was no coincidence. Censorship has 
often been associated with cultural conservatism, but such conservatism was 
countered, nuanced and sometimes strengthened by a concomitant vein of 
progressivity. In Norway, the dividing lines were the most pragmatic: an 
illustration is that the conservative daily Aftenposten turned from embracing 
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film censorship to opposing it once it became clear that the system would be 
associated with municipal control.174 

The Swedish political situation did not fit the same mould as the Danish 
and Norwegian: Sweden had a moderately conservative minority 
government (Lantmanna- och borgarepartiet) during the passing of the 
Swedish bill.175 However, the discourse about the arrangement was not 
framed as a party-political issue in Sweden, but as arising from practical-
bureaucratic concerns. In the journal Filmen a few years later, the Danish 
situation was understood as contrary to this: the bureaucrats were considered 
to perform the task at odds with the intended spirit.176 While the Swedish 
ideal in this matter can be described as top-down with considerable 
confidence in the judgement of civil servants, the Danish was bottom-up: 
less state interference was desired, and the film businesses themselves were 
thought to know what was best. The analysis in Filmen was that despite 
centralised censorship having been a great step forward, bureaucracy turned 
this blessing into a curse by neglecting to let the progressive ideas prevail 
and allowing instead for what it thought to be reactionary forces: “Man 
havde i Ministeriet aabenbart ikke Forstaaelsen af, at man i Valget af 
Censurens Mænd ikke kunde være forsigtig nok, og at det frem for alt galdt 
om at finde frisindede, selvstændige og forstaaende Mænd, og derfor endte 
de radikales Gave til Filmen i den rene Reaktion.” (Evidently, the Ministry 
did not recognise that one must be extremely careful in the choice of 
censors, and that the important thing above all was to find broad-minded, 
independent and understanding men, and this is why the gift of the Radicals 
[the social-liberals in Radikale Venstre] to film ended up in pure reaction.) 
The gendered choice of wording in ‘Censurens Mænd’ is not a coincidence, 
as I will discuss below. The criticism in the piece seems above all to be 
aimed at the educational censor, Anton Nicolaisen.177 Filmen went on to 
state that Radikale Venstre should disavow censorship, as it was no longer 
recognisable as their brainchild. Both the 1913 and 1922 formulations left 
considerable scope for interpretation in the practical application, and when 
the civil servants were thought too strict for the business, this probably 
means they were stricter than expected from the wordings in the regulations. 
There was a narrative of progress towards betterment at work in Denmark, 
too, but this consisted of a one-sided perceived will to self-regulation in the 
film business.178 When Rosenberg described his principles for conducting 
censorship, he stated: “... forresten er det sjældent nu, at de Billeder der 
optages gaar over Sømmelighedens Grænser. Det var værre i Begyndelsen, 
men Biografteatrene har vist indset, at den Slags Billeder ikke er nogen 
særlig god Vare paa Verdensmarkedet.”179 (... by the way it is seldom these 
days that the films that are produced exceed the limits of decorum. It was 
worse in the beginning [of film], but the companies seem to have realised 
that that kind of film is not a particularly good product on the world market.) 
As Sandfeld shows, ambitions for the betterment of film culture was 
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sometimes used as an argument also from prospective cinema managers 
when applying for a concession to run a cinema during the years preceding 
centralised censorship, when the moral debate about film was intensified.180 
The strategy was, however, not successful, likely at least partly because the 
claims did not necessarily come across as credible. 

The idea of shaping the field of film in the ‘Swedish’ way was vocally 
turned down. In 1914, the daily Politiken warned that the point of being a 
censor was to do as little as possible. The censor’s task was not to step in and 
guide a certain development; whoever wanted to do that should become a 
screenwriter instead, and write better films than those existing. Instead, the 
censor’s duty was only to cut what is brutal and indecent and nothing more, 
keeping the demarcation between control and practice clean: 

 [H]vis den ny Censor vil tiltræde sit Embede i den Tro, at der paahviler ham 
en positiv Opgave i Retning af at lede en ny Kunstarts hele Udvikling, saa 
tager han fejl. Det er ikke hans Opgave, i alt Fald ikke som Censor. ... Der er 
ingen værre Fare for Censorer, end naar de tror, at de skal gribe aktivt ind og 
lede en Udvikling.181 
 
[I]f the new censor wishes to take office in the belief that with him rests a 
positive task, something like leading the entire development of a new art 
form, then he is wrong. This is not his task, in any case not as a censor. ... 
There is no worse danger for censors than believing that they should actively 
interfere and lead a development. 
 

Politiken stated and restated the point so that it would escape no reader. 
Central censorship was by some seen as a setback and inferior to the 
previous, local system. At the time of preceding central censorship, 
Denmark’s or more accurately Copenhagen’s self-image reflected in the film 
press was that there was on the whole no better censorship system, 
particularly in the years preceding centralised censorship. A satirical 
drawing and accompanying text in Filmen in 1912 commented on the 
reactions in the US to the boxing fight ‘of the century’, the famous Jeffries–
Johnson bout.182 After lynchings of black people following the black boxer’s 
victory, censorship targeted the film chronicling the bout – instead of, it is 
implied, justice having its course with the lynchers.183 In Denmark, by 
contrast, censorship was said to be exercised as “en yderst liberal Institution” 
(a most liberal institution). The film industry’s favourite censor was P.A. 
Rosenberg. Rosenberg was engaged as a theatre censor in Copenhagen when 
he was also given the task of controlling films in the same city, which he 
tended from 1909 and until central censorship was installed in 1913. A 
public figure who was for many years sought after as a lecturer and 
populariser, Rosenberg was a more noticeable presence in the media than the 
later, national censors. His posthumous characterisation in Dansk Biografisk 
Leksikon is that ideologically, he was anti-Brandes, believing in “de 
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folkelige og religiøse værdier i dansk åndsliv mod importeret radikalisme” 
(popular and religious values in Danish intellectual life against imported 
radicalism).184 Despite, or because of, such cultural conservatism, the 
encyclopedia describes that in terms of his work as a censor, he had a light 
touch and “røgtede opgaven med omhu og takt” (heeded his duty with care 
and consideration). 

This understanding is emphatically shared by Rosenberg’s 
contemporaries (and therefore, also by Sandfeld). Already at the beginning 
of his mission, Nordisk Biograf-Tidende characterised him as a benefactor 
and protector against the haphazard prohibitions of the police, as working in 
tactful silence and as a figure deserving confidence and gratitude from 
everyone who had been subjected to his decisions.185 When national censors 
were to be appointed, Politiken called for someone just like him, stating that 
it seemed best that “Stillingen besættes med en erfaren og kyndig Æstetiker, 
hvem mangeaarig Virksomhed i Litteraturens Tjeneste har gjort mild og 
overbærende” (the post should be filled by an experienced and competent 
aesthetician who has become mild and indulgent by many years’ work in the 
service of literature).186 After other censors had in fact been engaged, the 
journal Filmen missed Rosenberg greatly: the new censors, according to 
Filmen, did not grasp the manner of representation in films and yielded to 
personal aversions.187 These censors, then, should have learned from 
Rosenberg: 

Han [Rosenberg] begaar aldrig Taabeligheder af den Art, han griber kun 
yderst sjældent ind, naar der er noget, han finder skadeligt, og han har ikke 
den Følelse, at han maa stryge en hel Del, for at man dog kan se, at han er til 
og at han har en stor Mission. 
 
He [Rosenberg] never commits sillinesses of that kind, he only very seldom 
intervenes when there is something he considers harmful, and he does not 
have the feeling that he must strike out a whole lot just to let it show that he 
exists and that he has a great mission. 

 

In his professional moderation, Rosenberg’s modus operandi aligned him 
with the local censor across the Sound in Malmö during the years 1908–
1911, Frans Hallgren. Hallgren has been described as having an ability to 
balance the interests of cinema managers with the concerns for the general 
public.188 Rosenberg, however, conceived of this possible conflict of interest 
as in practice non-existent because he regarded his few and far-between 
interventions as being in the best interest of the business, to safeguard it 
from the criticisms that would otherwise certainly arise.189 In April 1912, 
Rosenberg declared (in modern transcription): “Netop fordi der fra ‘Vigilia’ 
og ‘Indre Mission’ drives en så unfair og uredelig agitation mod 
biografteatrene, bør ethvert tilfælde hvor de virkelig har forset sig, 
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indrømmes og fuldt belyses.”190 (Exactly because such unjust and dishonest 
agitation is conducted against the cinema theatres from Vigilia and the Inner 
Mission, any occasion of true misdemeanour should be acknowledged and 
fully illuminated.) In this way, these prudent cuts or bans could be seen as 
equally helpful to the business as the more aggressive Swedish practice, and 
likewise encouraging a model of consensus between the film business and 
state control – albeit with different overtones. In 1909, Rosenberg told a 
journalist that the screenwriters ought to realise that it better served their 
interests for their products to be handled by a professional like himself, 
rather than by a random police officer.191 

The business and its watchmen: modes of cooperation 
With centralised censorship came a far more systematised control of which 
films were exhibited, and in what shape, which of course affected production 
and distribution practices. The reaction of the film business to the 
installment of central censorship authorities differed somewhat between the 
countries: while the advantages of uniform treatment were recognised in all 
countries, the Norwegian film business seems to have been the most 
welcoming,192 whereas the most vehement resistance to the new system was 
voiced in Denmark. The Swedish discourse was for the most part more 
accepting and – when critical – often humorous. In November 1911, the 
Swedish Biografbyrå had been established, but submitting films there before 
screening had not yet become mandatory. At this point, the director of the 
distribution company Svensk-amerikanska filmkompaniet noted that the 
censors seemed to handle the long (multiple-reel) films the most roughly.193 
However, he joked, this was a good thing, as audiences would otherwise tire 
of these lengthier specimens. The long films, of course, at this time 
amounted to the Danish ‘erotic melodrama’, which in the discourse bore the 
brunt of the censors’ reactions. 

In other matters, too, criticism of the censors was largely conducted in a 
friendly or at least civil tone within Sweden. One instance was the exchange 
of argumentative, but highly civilised booklets between Svenska Bio and 
Gustaf Berg discussing the validity of the censors’ reasons in three cases of 
intervention.194 Swedish Pathé was less ‘Swedish’ and more pugnacious 
about such issues: in 1911 and 1912 the company arranged polemical press 
screenings meant to critique or debate censorship decisions, and it persisted 
in appealing against bans for longer than Svenska Bio (until 1916).195 The 
liberal daily Stockholms-Tidningen had from the beginning voiced 
skepticism towards the idea of film censorship as well as some of its 
manifestations,196 and was in general known for privileging the film medium 
by affording more space for material about films than most Swedish 
newspapers. Some years later, in 1917, it formulated an interestingly vague 
sarcasm apropos of some of Biografbyrån’s recent decisions, by means of a 
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humorous readers’ competition.197 The point of departure for the competition 
was seven newly banned and thus unseen films, whose titles were to be 
combined with drawings of a number of characters from the different films. 
The joke was formulated at the expense of film conventions and character 
typology as much on censorship, as the task seems to have been considered 
doable just from knowing the titles and seeing the characters; but the 
accompanying text was not without a degree of pungency directed at the 
censorship authorities: “Statens biografbyrå ... [har] av någon anledning 
förbjudit uppförandet av följande sju filmer ...” (Statens biografbyrå ... [has] 
for some reason banned the exhibition of the following seven films ...). 
Underlying the joke is an idea of a measure of haphazardness or at least 
opaqueness in the decision-making process, expressed in a good-natured 
way. 

In Denmark, the tone was is many cases sharper when central censorship 
was installed, as the film industry thought it proper that its significance for 
the Danish economy should be taken into consideration. Practically, they 
worried that the procedures would hamper the efficacy of how they 
conducted their business. During the establishing phase, Filmen pleaded for 
predictability and certainty in the practical conditions for censorship: 

Det var paa Tide, om man fik Øjnene op for, at Filmens Mænd er for gode og 
skaber for store Værdier i Landet til at man negligere dem paa en saadan 
Maade, som her er sket, ved ganske roligt at trække et saa vigtigt Spørsmaal 
som Bestemmelserne om Censuren ud i en Uendelighed.198 
 
It is time they understood that men in the film business are too good, and 
create too large values in this country, to be neglected in this way, letting such 
an important question as that of directions for censorship be prolonged for 
ages. 

 

The existence of friction between the business and the censors is confirmed 
by a reminder from censor Nicolaisen published in the same organ, Filmen, 
the next year. He called the attention of the film business to the fact that 
there were certain hours in which to submit and collect films, and brought 
home the circumstance that the censorship authorities did not have the 
opportunity to grant anyone the right to screen a film that had not been 
viewed by the censors, and “selvfølgelig heller ikke gør det” (nor, naturally, 
do so).199 When reporting about censorship in Norway at about the same 
time, Filmen likewise chose to focus on the amount of resistance to the 
bill.200 The reason given is the same as for Danish circumstances: that the 
censorship bill was thought “i høj Grad at rumme en Fare for 
Kinematografiens sunde Udvikling” (to a high degree to contain a danger to 
the healthy development of cinematography).201 
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Nevertheless, the Danish film industry immediately began adjusting their 
activities to this new known factor, and largely stopped complaining. In 
Nordisk’s archive it is visible how the company kept track of Danish 
censorship decisions following the 1913 centralised censorship.202 Swedish 
and Norwegian censorship authorities were also listened to. Nordisk was 
forwarded censorship decisions from Norway and Sweden by Fotorama, at 
least between 1915 and 1920.203 These were filed alongside international 
signals about the individual films from the company’s branch offices abroad, 
evidently in order to take them into consideration. Isak Thorsen discusses 
these as references of Nordisk’s extensive self-censorship practices and as an 
early instance of organised market analysis in the film business.204 The 
Swedish Filmbladet alleged in 1920 that Danish film operated far more 
‘loyally’ than the Swedish, insofar as Danish cinema managers suited their 
selection to what they knew was passable; this is the trade journal’s 
explanation for the much lower count of total bans in Denmark than in 
Sweden.205 Of course, censorship regulated the film market in many practical 
ways: everyone had to adapt to the vocabulary and the working pace of the 
authorities. Trade journals in Denmark and Sweden printed the censorship 
records. In Sweden, some advertisements for film sales were organised 
according to censorship results, including the colour coding red or yellow 
(allowed for everyone; adults-only).206 

A somewhat surprising mode of cooperation between businesses and 
censorship authorities (still, of course, necessitated by the existence of these 
authorities) presents itself in Jens Christian Gundersen‘s correspondence 
with Oscar Hemberg at Svenska Bio in 1920. Gundersen had many functions 
in the Norwegian and Scandinavian film industries, but he wrote in his own 
capacity as distributor of American films, and probably to Hemberg as 
representative of Svenska Biografteaterns Filmbyrå (as it was still called, 
after Svenska Bio’s merge into SF). Evidently, Gundersen’s deal with Fox 
was that any film banned by the censorship authorities could be replaced 
with a new film. Accordingly, he made an effort to have any film he 
regarded as subpar banned, in order not to be stuck with inferior films. 
Censorship could in this way provide clever distributors with a recourse 
when importing films from afar, a relatively inflexible situation where an 
escape might be needed. Gundersen candidly asked Hemberg to explain the 
circumstances to the Swedish censor Gunnar Bjurman: “at vi ikke kan faa 
nye films uten at fremvise forbudskortene i New York” (that we cannot 
obtain new films [without extra cost] without showing the censorship 
records in New York).207 In this letter from March 1920, the films 
Gundersen considered questionable were five Fox products. He thought four 
of them certain to be banned, but was in doubt whether a ban could be 
secured also for the fifth, the Theda Bara film The Siren’s Song (J. Gordon 
Edwards, 1919): 
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Derimot er der dessværre tvil om den femte, men den er saa daarlig, at jeg 
haaber du gjør alt for at faa ogsaa denne forbudt. Vi medsender engelske titler 
samt en norsk beskrivelse, og jeg haaber, at censuren i Sverige vil vise os den 
velvilje at censurere bare efter engelske titler og den norske beskrivelse, da vi 
jo kun ønsker filmene gjennemset og forbudte. 
 
There is however doubt about the fifth [film], but that one is so poor that I 
hope you will do everything you can to have that banned, too. We enclose 
English titles as well as a Norwegian description, and I hope that the Swedish 
censorship authorities will show us the goodwill to consider it on the basis of 
the English titles and Norwegian description only [that is, without translation], 
as we only wish to have the films inspected and banned. 
 
While it was best to have films banned if they were less than good – 

whatever was meant by such a judgment, which was subjective also when 
coming from a seasoned film man; possibly that they were just not well 
suited to the Norwegian market – it was equally important to keep the good 
ones from being censored. Gundersen wrote to Hemberg the same spring 
about another Fox film, North of Fifty-Three (Richard Stanton and William 
Desmond Taylor, 1917), that it must “absolut antas i Sverige, da det baade er 
en god films og det er nødvendig at faa gjennem censuren alt som har 
virkelig interesse av Foxfilmene” (absolutely be approved in Sweden, both 
as it is a good film and as it is necessary to get through censorship 
everything that holds true interest among the Fox films).208 A wish for films 
to pass was, however, not likely to be responded to by the authorities – 
unlike what was possibly the case with a plea for a ban. While Gundersen in 
these circumstances confined himself to wishing, he kept posting 
instructions to Hemberg about the Fox films he received from the US as 
regards which films he hoped would be banned or not in Sweden. The 
‘intervention’ expected from Hemberg in cases of hoped-for bans seems to 
be informal chats with the censors. 

For the films mentioned in these two letters, Gundersen was right about 
the Norwegian outcome of the censorship procedures: North of Fifty-Three 
was approved uncut, and the film he wanted to get out of distributing, The 
Siren’s Song, was indeed banned. So were the four films in the same batch, 
which Gundersen had been confident would not pass.209 However, while 
those four films had been handled between March 26 and March 30, 1920, 
The Siren’s Song distinguishes itself by not being proscribed until April 9. 
The delay could be a sign that Gundersen worked upon the censors to obtain 
the desired ban. In Sweden, The Siren’s Song was regrettably approved – as 
adults-only, an option not available to the Norwegian censors, but the other 
films in the batch were banned as anticipated. On the other hand, the film 
which Gundersen particularly stressed must be approved, North of Fifty-
Three, received a total ban despite having passed uncut in Norway. The legal 
reason given by Marie-Louise Gagner was that it was ‘förråande’ 
(brutalising).210 Her comments emphasised violence and rape: 
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Händelsen tilldrar sig i Alaska, och utgöres till största delen dels av övervålds- 
och mordscener, dels av våldtäktsscener. Bill Wagstaff, som älskar Hazel 
Weir, har med våld fört henne upp i sin stuga men ångrar och omvänder sig. 
Sedermera, då Bill varit i en förtvivlad kamp med ett halvblod, som har 
åtskilliga mord på sitt samvete, börjar Hazel älska Bill. 
 
The events take place in Alaska and are for the most part constituted partly by 
scenes of assault and murder, partly by rape scenes. Bill Wagstaff, who loves 
Hazel Weir, has by force taken her to his cabin, but repents and is reformed. 
Later, when Bill has been in a desperate fight with a half blood who has 
several murders on his conscience, Hazel starts to love Bill. 
 

According to Gösta Werner, surmised rape was the most certain event to 
provoke the Swedish censors and likely lead to a total ban for the film.211 
Gagner reacted to this element wholly differently than the Norwegian 
censor.212 In comparison, the notes about the film at the Norwegian Statens 
Filmkontroll are sympathetic to the character Bill: “‘Uveirs-Bill’ er en 
godmodig slaaskjæmpe. ... Han træffer senere Hazel Weir og som det uveir 
han er tar han hende resolut med til sin hytte. Hun vil ikke vite av ham først 
... “ (‘Tempest Bill’ [orig. Roaring Bill Wagstaff] is a good-natured brawler. 
... He later meets Hazel Weir, and as the wildcat [tempest] he is, he 
resolutely takes her to his cabin. ... At first she will have nothing to do with 
him...) The relevant part of the synopsis given in the American Film 
Institute’s database simply runs: “Bill discovers [Hazel] and under the guise 
of leading her to town, takes her to his cabin where he declares his love. 
Hazel ... rejects Bill’s offer and leaves ...” In this particular case, then, the 
basis in the film for the differing Swedish and Norwegian verdicts and their 
disaccord is not clear. What is, however, plain is that that this case mirrors 
the larger patterns in the censorship practices and the general strictness of 
the Swedish practice. Whether one should conceive of the Swedish censors’ 
approach to rape as overly zealous and eager to take affront, as Werner 
seems to suggest, or whether the censors showed sensibilities that would 
later become customary in opposing the glossing over of rape and what 
current feminist theory terms rape culture, would be a relevant field to 
explore if examining the case more closely (the film is not extant). There is 
certainly a bigger field within which to discuss this issue, as a transition 
from threatening sexual advances to later romantic submission is a classic 
ingredient in ‘romantic fiction’. The different handling of two other Fox 
films in Norway and Sweden in the perspective of rape scenes was observed 
in a piece by Leif Sinding in the journal Helt og Skurk in 1918. 213 
Biografbyrån had accounted for the ban of one of the films with the rape 
motif, which they thought common in, although unnecessary for, a type of 
American ‘problem films’ (that is, social dramas). 

Since film import was often negotiated in terms of exclusive rights for 
Scandinavia as a whole, differences between censorship practices in the 
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three countries must necessarily have been a considerable obstacle to the 
smooth running of such affairs. Gustaf Berg addressed the problem in a 
speech in Kristiania (Oslo) in 1921, saying: “Norsk och svensk synpunkt 
sammanfaller ju i det närmaste, då filmförvärvet i de flesta fall måste ske på 
en hand för Skandinavien, och då det ytterst regleras av våra högtstående 
folks likartade kulturella standard.” (Norwegian and Swedish points of view 
almost coincide, as the acquisition of [foreign] films must in most cases be 
done jointly for all Scandinavia, and since it is ultimately regulated by the 
similar cultural standard of our highly advanced peoples.) Gundersen’s 
letters provide an idea of how an individual import fared in Norway and 
Sweden respectively, and what might have been done to smooth out the 
differences. They can also give clues to censorship attitudes to American 
films at a particular junction before age-limit certificates in Norway (a 
systematic comparison to their treatment by Swedish censors is more 
difficult to achieve: as the original titles are in most cases lacking in the 
Norwegian records, time-consuming investigation is needed to establish 
them). In the Norwegian censorship records, I have located 30 Fox films 
submitted to the censors by Gundersen in 1920. These were all and made in 
the time span 1917–1919. There were certainly more during that year as well 
as the years before and after – these 30 had been listed under the distribution 
company The American International Film Corporation, but there is a 
number of similar configurations of almost the same company name in the 
records. North of Fifty-Three, for instance, was listed under ‘Internationalt 
Films Co’. To avoid guesswork, I limited myself to seeing what happened to 
this group of Fox films as a micro-case. The films listed under ‘The 
American International Film Corporation’ comprise the largest body films I 
could be sure had come through Gundersen for the year 1920 when the 
letters were written, and in that way offered a reasonable quantity.214 Out of 
these 30, only a little less than half (14) were approved.215 

One might be tempted to deduce from this that the business conducted 
with Fox must have been poor. Nonetheless, in a letter to Hemberg in 1918 
Gundersen had spoken of the contracts with Fox as his best and most 
lucrative.216 Whether more Fox films had been approved by the censors in 
1918 than in 1920 is difficult to establish with exactitude, but it seems very 
likely.217 From an overview of the films distributed by ‘Internationalt Films 
Co’ in 1918, among them at least a few definite Fox films, as many as 87 out 
of 99 were approved (which of course amounts to almost 87 per cent).218 
This indicates a development towards what may have been a general 
tightening up of the kinds of films children were still allowed to see at this 
time right before the adults-only certificate was put into practice. An 
alternative hypothesis could be a considerably lowered tolerance of 
American films with the Norwegian censors, perhaps as a response to the 
film ideals flowing in from Sweden at the time. A common denominator for 
many of the Fox films seems, from the scant information in the register, to 
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be crime, and Nymo has pointed out that crime films were dealt with 
relatively strictly in Norway throughout the period 1913–1940.219 Possibly, 
there was a change in or intensification of this sensibility at this junction. 

Either way, it does not follow that Gundersen‘s deal with Fox necessarily 
became less lucrative when fewer films were approved, since he could 
exchange banned films for new ones. However, the situation where many 
more films were banned must have entailed more extra work, and besides, 
converting these means into cash will have taken considerably longer. If 
there was indeed such a culture in Norway of cooperation between film 
business and censorship authorities as the letters would seem to indicate, 
there was certainly a culture of expected understanding between those two 
parties in Sweden. Several papers brought an article the winter of 1917/1918, 
venturing that the interests of censorship and film business by and large 
coincided: 

Den svenska censuren anses med all rätt som den strängaste i världen, men 
trots denna sin stränghet arbetar den i stort sedt i allra bästa samförstånd med 
filmbranschens egna utöfvare. Våra filmuthyrare och biografföreståndare ha 
lärt sig att äfven rent ekonomiskt så betala sig de etiskt och estetiskt goda 
filmerna bäst, och det är dem därför icke ens ur ren krass affärssynpunkt något 
offer, då de anse den principen eftersträfvandsvärd att åt publiken är endast 
det bästa godt nog.220 
 
Swedish censorship is rightly considered the strictest in the world, but despite 
this strictness it on the whole acts in the best understanding with the 
practitioners of the film business itself. Our distributors and cinema managers 
have learned that also in purely economic terms, the ethically and 
aesthetically good films pay the best, and thus this is no sacrifice to them even 
from a crass business perspective, as they strive for the principle that for the 
audience, only the best will do. 
 

In this rosy account, the normative and the descriptive are not necessarily 
easily separated. It coincided in time with the upsurge of new ideals 
pervading Swedish film culture, matching the article’s description of ‘the 
best’ in terms of a privileging of ethical and aesthetic qualities. In view of 
the new, ideal context, a certain amount of wishful thinking in this 
description of the state of affairs cannot be ruled out. Nevertheless, the point 
about cooperation between censors and film business in Sweden was 
corroborated along both practical and rhetorical parameters by a 
contemporary newspaper report from a cinema-theatre opening in 
Västerås.221 The opening screening, which took place in October 1917, was 
followed by a festive evening meal in the banqueting rooms of Västerås’ 
principal hotel. Gustaf Berg was invited along with borough administrators, 
the press, the cinema’s architect and building contractor and others. The first 
thing to note about the report is that the mayor spoke in the same terms as 
the above-mentioned article, expecting the industry to work towards 
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respectability and elevating the level of knowledge and culture in the lower 
social strata: 

Under supén talade borgmästare Karlsson, betonande vikten av att en biograf 
sköttes så att den bleve en verklig kulturfaktor, som medförde upplysningar 
och vidgat vetande åt de breda folklagren. Under förhoppning att den nya 
biografteatern skulle veta att lägga sin verksamhet på sådan basis ville tal. 
önska god framgång åt företaget. 
Efter supén följde samkväm, varunder doktor Gustaf Berg talade och 
ytterligare underströk borgmästarens uttalade önskan samt utbringade ett leve 
för Västerås stad. 
Samkvämet fortgick under mycket kordial stämning till midnatt. 
 
During supper mayor Karlsson spoke, stressing the importance of managing a 
cinema so that it may become a true force of culture, bringing about 
enlightenment and expanded knowledge in the broad mass of the people. In 
the hope that the new cinema theatre would recognise such a basis for its 
business, the speaker wished the enterprise good luck. 
After supper followed socialising during which Dr. Gustaf Berg spoke, still 
more emphasising the wish expressed by the mayor and calling for cheers for 
the city of Västerås. The gathering continued in a most cordial atmosphere 
until midnight. 

 

The second thing to note is that the censor was invited as a matter of course. 
Gustaf Berg had several roles in Swedish cultural, organisational and cinema 
circles, but at this point he was still the director of Biografbyrån and must 
have been present in that capacity. He would soon go on to work with 
literary and educational sides of film production in Skandia and SF: these 
were matters consistently near to his heart, and he would publish extensively 
particularly on issues regarding school film.222 Another pointer to the status 
of censors among the film people in Sweden was a poll in Filmjournalen in 
1919. Six men were to answer the question of what made a film good, and 
among those six were one censor (Gunnar Bjurman), one recent censor 
(Gustaf Berg), one theatre critic (Daniel Fallström), and three film industry 
managers in different companies (Nils Bouveng, Charles Magnusson and 
Fredrik Anderson).223 Bjurman and Berg were in positions to answer freely 
(and most willingly), whereas the seasoned businessmen Bouveng and 
Magnusson smoothly ducked the question. Anderson, who ran a film bureau 
at this time, but who would go on to have multiple roles in Swedish cinema, 
answered the question in terms that it seems were expected of him from the 
side of the authorities: “Den skall genom sitt innehåll och sitt konstnärliga 
utförande äga makt att övertyga publiken om att filmen verkligen är en 
kulturfaktor och folkupplysare.” (It shall through its content and artistic 
achievement be powerful enough to convince the audience that film is really 
a cultural factor and enlightening force.) 
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Modes of transnational collaboration 
As Nymo has noted from the correspondence preserved by Statens 
Biografbyrå in Stockholm, co-operation was frequent between the 
Scandinavian countries. They consulted each other about individual films, 
sometimes in detail, and might according to Nymo give each other warning 
about particularly undesirable films.224 Nymo has also charted the study trips 
to other countries by the Norwegian censors, where the Nordic countries 
dominated in the silent era.225 When Norwegian and Danish central 
censorship were been installed, the practical arrangements of their practices 
were informed by study tours to Stockholm. This encouraged Sweden’s 
Biografbyrån and in particular Gustaf Berg to envision a continued 
transnational cooperation mode which was all-Scandinavian. In 1914, Berg 
applied for a state grant for return visits with the objective of establishing a 
yearly conference alternating between the three capitals.226 However, 
according to Biografen, the trip was postponed because of the war, and from 
then on such cooperation chiefly took place between Sweden and Norway. 
As discussed above, these two countries had the more similar censorship 
practices, and it is likely that this became clear to Berg and contributed to the 
choice not further to pursue the plan for Scandinavian conferences. When 
Swedish censorship was referenced in Denmark, it was normally to 
underline the difference between the Swedish and Danish practices. Filmen 
reported from Sweden and Norway earlier in 1914 and stressed the cases 
where films in either country had received cuts which then made the 
exhibitor or distributor withdraw the film as unshowable.227 It also recounted 
how a study visit to Stockholm by Fernanda Nissen in the company of 
Gustav Berg-Jæger yielded the result that “Censuren i dette Land ikke er saa 
slem, som den har Ord for” (censorship in this country is not as bad as they 
say), with the implication that the Norwegians (unlike the Danish censors) 
had chosen more or less to follow the Swedish path. In the Danish trade 
press, a clash between Swedish and Danish film cultures in terms of 
censorship practices had been underlined from the very beginning of 
Biografbyrån’s activities: during the Swedish altercation following the ban 
in that country for the Asta Nielsen film In der grossen Augenblick (The 
Great Moment, Urban Gad, Deutsche Bioskop 1911), Nielsen’s anti-
censorship arguments were recounted or quoted in full.228 A similarity 
between the Norwegian and Danish censorship legislation or their 
application in the early years of censorship is that they, unlike Sweden, 
applied censorship on film posters, stills or descriptions. In Denmark, a 
circular letter introducing the new practice with poster control caused much 
resentment and was thought an exaggeration.229 There was debate about the 
appropriateness of the film-poster culture in Sweden, too.230 However, the 
absence of actual censorship there prompted the Danish journal Filmen to 
ask rhetorically whether Sweden could be detected to be morally inferior to 
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Denmark for this reason.231 Only by providing relative freedom was another 
censorship system, then, an example worthy of imitation in the Danish film-
culture discourse. 

The Norwegian censorship authorities, on the other hand, spoke candidly 
about the influence on their work from their Swedish counterpart. Fernanda 
Nissen told Social-Demokraten that “vort arbeide er ordnet netop som det 
svenske” (our work is organised just like the Swedish), on the subject of 
avoiding a situation where the censors worked too long hours.232 She added 
that “det om Sverige er jo ikke avgjørende” (the point about Sweden is not 
decisive), but nonetheless went on to argue that the Swedish system was the 
most prudent. From the Swedish side, Gustaf Berg got much press for his 
plans for study visits. One visit to Norway in order to throw light on the 
question of the setting of age limits was made known in Svenska Dagbladet 
as early as September 1916, before the eventual results of Berg’s trip were 
communicated across the trade and daily press from February 1917 
onwards.233 In Norway, the introduction of the adults-only certificate had 
just been proposed and was implemented in 1921. At the same time, a raise 
in the Swedish age limit for the adults-only certificate had been proposed. 
For this reason, Berg pointed out, the handling of the Norwegian question 
was of the utmost interest.234 In Berg’s media-skilled hands the trip became a 
media event in itself, and afterwards, Swedish trade journals would continue 
their reporting about the Norwegian issue of the adults-only age limit.235 

During the visits between the Swedish and the Norwegian censorship 
authorities, personal relationships were formed and appear to have both 
followed and propelled collaboration between the countries. At the setting up 
of the Norwegian ‘filmkontroll’ Nissen‘s study visit to Stockholm got some 
attention. In the Swedish press, she took care to praise her colleagues, and 
Gustaf Berg commended the appointment of Nissen.236 This seems more 
than politeness; the further contacts show Nissen and the Swedish staff were 
truly off to a good start. The friendship between Fernanda Nissen and Gustaf 
Berg came to embody the contact and cooperation between the Swedish and 
Norwegian censorship authorities.237 The relative alignment of the ideas 
behind their practices also seems the strongest in the relation between these 
two figures. While nothing indicates that Berg shared Nissen’s social 
democrat ideals (which were also those of Per Kviberg, Berg’s later brother-
in-arms in Norway in terms of educational film), the two were ideologically 
united in a vision of better films for the people. In Sweden, artistic ambition 
could save a film from cuts.238 The same approach had crystallised in 
Denmark at least by 1918, when the censor Anton Nicolaisen stated that the 
main principle for the censorship practice was that everything could be 
shown in a film if only the work was sufficiently ‘vægtig’ (weighty, 
serious).239 Before the establishing of Statens Filmcensur, however, films in 
Denmark were seen as a commodity on a market regulated by certain 
societal and moral rules. As an art critic, P.A. Rosenberg did in fact draw 
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artistic value into the discussion, but with the opposite conclusion. He 
argued: “Hva der kommer af Aand, skal have Frihed til Udvikling, om saa 
denne som alt menneskeligt maa foregaa under Fejlgreb.”240 (What comes of 
the mind shall have freedom for development, no matter if this 
[development] like everything human must take place by error.) 

In Norway, the situation was rather too different for comparison because 
of the single-certificate system. Still, Nissen expressed views of film and 
artistic value related to those of Berg – and Gustaf Berg had noted what he 
described as a surprising degree of concord in the Swedish and Norwegian 
censors’ assessments.241 When Berg stepped down as censor, he summed up 
the guiding principles of Biografbyrån’s work to Stockholms-Tidningen: “Vi 
ha särskilt hållit efter kolportagestilen. Skoningslöst förföljda ha Nick 
Carter-filmerna och de plumpa komikalstren varit. Däremot ha vi inte känt 
oss rädda för stark handling, bara den framträdt med något så när 
konstnärliga valörer.”242 (We have kept down the trashy style especially. The 
Nick Carter films and the coarse comical products have been ruthlessly 
persecuted. On the other hand we have not been afraid of a powerful story, 
provided it appeared with a fair amount of artistic value.) In this description, 
censorship in Sweden was not pursued mechanically, but with a fair amount 
of discretion and with consideration for extenuating circumstances such as 
artistic quality. When Fernanda Nissen gave value statements, she did so as 
an individual grappling with the practical negotiations between her personal 
ideas and tastes on the one side and the regulations on the other, instead of 
fusing the two like Berg did.243 She may very well enjoy (well-made) 
thievery films and westerns, regardless of the violence and crime depicted, 
but passed strictures on the melodramas. In those, she generally disapproved 
of the ideals and sensibilities suggested by the character motivation, or in 
other words what later came to be known as the objective correlative. 
Somewhat politicising this observation, she said: “Filmernes søtladne og 
forlorne dyd er deres utaaleligste egenskap – aldrig træffer man en retskaffen 
oprørsk tanke i et filmsdrama.” (Sickly-sweet and sham virtue is the most 
intolerable characteristic in film – never is there an honest, rebellious idea to 
be found in a film drama.) Although both Berg and Nissen intervened far 
more than what was the case in Denmark, they still saw themselves as 
‘reluctant’ censors, in a way anticipating a later aim of censorship, 
formulated as trying to phase itself out, or put itself out of business. Nissen 
told Social-Demokraten that “[b]egrepet censur er heldigvis lite likt i Norge” 
(the concept of censorship is luckily not well-liked in Norway).244 In the 
following year, 1916, a man in the Norwegian film business with experience 
from Sweden characterised Berg as exceptionally understanding man, fully 
conscious of the possible objections to his own views.245 The implication 
that neither of these two performed their censorship duties because they 
relished them contradicts contemporary notions of censors as eager fault-
finders.246 
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Fernanda Nissen had also been associated with other notable Swedes: she 
was a friend of Gustaf Fröding‘s, and it has been discussed whether his 
poem “Det borde varit stjärnor” was written about her after the two met at 
Dr. Torp’s sanatorium for the mentally ill at Suttestad outside Lillehammer 
in the 1890s.247 As a context for her personal outlook about censorship, it is 
interesting that she supported Fröding in connection with the Swedish 
prosecution of his idealistic-erotic poem “En morgondröm” (A morning 
dream) in 1896. The poem was put on trial for indecency – and subsequently 
acquitted – but Nissen wrote to Fröding that “det faldt mig ikke ind med en 
tanke, at der var noget at beslaglægge” (it did not occur to me at all that there 
was anything to confiscate).248 This attitude to what censorship should and 
should not do was consistent with her later views about what could be 
harmless or hurtful on the silver screen. Rightful provocation was not, in her 
mind, reason for censorship; nor was, for instance, nudity.249 During her co-
operation with the Swedish censors, Nissen developed a warm relation to 
Gustaf Berg. After her death, Berg admiringly described her as “en sällsynt 
helgjuten människa” (an uncommonly sterling human being) with, as he put 
it, a warm and rich heart as well as a mind that was wise, healthy and wide-
embracing.250 

Berg made friends and contacts wherever he went in the Scandinavian 
countries and was a frequent contributor at the other countries’ film 
congresses. In Norway, the ethnologist Jorunn Fossberg has described the 
long friendship between Berg and her father, Gunnar Fossberg at 
Kommunernes Filmcentral.251 For Berg’s fiftieth birthday in 1927, a special 
edition of Biografbladet titled Nordiska röster om 50-åringen Gustaf Berg 
(Nordic voices about Gustaf Berg for his 50th birthday) was issued.252 The 
greatest number of contributions came from Swedish colleagues, friends and 
key persons in the film business, but the other ‘Nordic’ contributions are 
overwhelmingly Norwegian. All the greetings in the book are naturally 
exceedingly polite, but the Norwegian ones differ from the Finnish or 
Danish by being in many cases quite as hearty as the most cordial of the 
Swedish birthday wishes. Both Gunnar Fossberg and the educational-film 
promoter Per Kviberg particularly emphasised Berg’s many friendships in 
Norway. Several Norwegian contributions called attention to his work as 
‘ambassador’ for the Swedish as well as for the Scandinavian in Norway. 
The chairman of Kommunenes KL, Henrik Berg, thanked him for having 
created “en filmskandinavisme, som bærer langt ut over døgnets strid og 
kampe” (a Scandinavism in film which carries far beyond the daily strife and 
struggles), and many contributors as well as the introduction stress Berg’s 
remarkable personality and aptitude for festivities.253 When Leif Sinding 
recounted an anecdote from a reception organised in Oslo’s Grand Hotel by 
the Swedish producers of Karl XII at the film’s Norwegian premiere in 1925, 
he mentioned that “[d]e hadde sin spesielle festtaler med, Gustaf Berg” (they 
brought their principal festive speaker, Gustaf Berg).254 
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Differences between the Norwegian and Swedish systems were not 
polemically stressed in the discourse in the way the contrasts between the 
Danish and Swedish were. Still, looking into those differences may be 
instructive to highlight some underlying premises for the systems. One was 
the attitude towards centralisation: as the censorship bill was introduced to 
Stortinget in spring 1913, Nissen argued in Social-Demokraten that 
centralised censorship was a solution poorly suited to a heterogeneous nation 
and that she would prefer a continuation of the system with local police 
censorship.255 After she had been appointed censor, she stated the same 
perceived difficulty in an interview in the same paper, her usual outlet 
(today’s Dagsavisen): “Landet vort er saa ubegripelig langt og forholdene 
saa yderst forskjellige, at en film som virker skakende og avgjort uheldig paa 
en ungdom langt oppe i landet, kan være ganske harmløs for et Kristiania-
barn og omvendt.”256 (Our country is so incomprehensibly long, and its 
conditions so exceedingly different, that a film which has a distressing and 
decidedly unfortunate effect on a youth far up in the country may be quite 
harmless to a child in Kristiania, and vice versa.) It is not clear whether she 
thought central censorship could be right for Sweden which had already 
installed it, and just not applicable to the (even) more regionally diverse 
Norway, or if she thought it questionable in both cases. In the comparatively 
small Denmark, the same argument concerning the difference in experience 
between children in the city and in small towns was made by P.A. 
Rosenberg: “Det er jo da givet, at det Publikum, der søger Biografteatrene 
paa Østergade er mere udviklet der end et almindeligt Gennemsnitspublikum 
i en lille Provindsby.”257 (It is a given that the audience that makes for the 
cinemas in Østergade [in central Copenhagen] is more advanced than a 
normal, average audience in a small town in the provinces.” From this 
observation Rosenberg concluded that films he would himself allow for 
screening for “et haardført Københavnerpublikum” (a robust Copenhagen 
audience) must be banned with central censorship, because of the risk that 
the same films would then be shown to “Provindsens mere ubefæstede 
Sjæle” (the more unguarded souls of the province). Nissen’s censor 
colleague Arne Halgjem like Rosenberg chose to express the same difficulty 
in terms of the urban versus the rural. In his mind, the censors needed to 
manouevre between the horizon of media-literate city dwellers who were 
used to (melodramatic) phenomena such as variety shows and pulp fiction, 
and that of small towns and villages where the cinema was sometimes the 
sole provider of entertainments and any excessive crudeness would be all the 
more glaring.258 It seems that the key Swedish censors did not in the same 
way express that they distinguished between geographically different 
audiences, but rather considered all cinemagoers as equals, and for the 
purposes of the regulations, as uniform. This approach was in a way less 
pragmatic, but perhaps more democratic in emphasising the equal rights and 
duties of all citizens. Moreover, it was bureaucratically practical: the 
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governmental report proposing the establishing of Biografbyrån in 1910 
argued that a single, central office would not only bring about uniformity in 
the application of the rules, but would also save time, work and cost.259 

Another way that Nissen did not automatically adopt the practical 
principles of the Swedish system was her attitude to the age limit question. 
In 1918, when the single certificate for everyone, children included, was 
increasingly debated, Nissen expressed that she was in favour of the idea. 
However, during her first years as censor she stood behind the single-
certificate Norwegian system (which was in force until 1921).260 Nissen did 
concede that an age limit would have facilitated the censors’ work 
enormously, allowing them to approve many films they were now forced to 
turn down for the sake of children.261 Nevertheless, she thought it crucial that 
the still sensitive teenagers in the upper teens should not be allowed to see 
films classed as adults-only, and this consideration was decisive for her 
stance in favour of the single certificate.262 In keeping to this admittedly 
more demanding ideal, she evoked her professionalism, describing how she 
must suppress her own likes and dislikes as a censor. The key thing was to 
keep in mind which effects the film may have on children, sometimes 
despite oneself:263 “Har man beundret en spændende, godt spillet tyvefilm, 
saa synes man næsten det er flaut at forby den og optræde saa strengt” (If 
one has admired a suspenseful, well-performed thief film, then one thinks it 
almost embarrassing to put a ban on it and be strict), she explained.264 In this, 
too, Halgjem had expressed the same stance in similar words some time 
before – sometimes, he said, it was necessary to let pass things one would 
personally have wanted to put a match to, and conversely cut what one had 
oneself enjoyed.265 Nissen and Halgjem seem, then, to have established a 
common platform for their work, and as Tanya Pedersen Nymo has noted, 
the two were normally in agreement with each other about censorship 
decisions.266 

Women, educationalists and a teetotaller: in the line of fire 
Fernanda Nissen and Arne Halgjem were bold choices for Norwegian 
censors, as both were representatives of counter-cultures: the working-class 
movement in Nissen’s case, and in Halgjem’s the particularly West 
Norwegian engagement in the triad popular movements for temperance, 
nonconformist Christianity and Norwegian Nynorsk.267 Most importantly, 
the two amounted to one woman and one teetotaller, offering scant 
possibilities for identification for traditionally – or previously – more 
politically significant groups.268 Women’s suffrage had only been realised in 
Norway just at the same time, and the new liberal government’s department 
had passed over the conservative newspaperman Nils Vogt when appointing 
the censors.269 Officials had made promises to recruit censors who were not 
only unbiased but who would also appear acceptable to all parties, as an 
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ambition to make it easier to unite around the censors once they were in 
place.270 This vow seems not to have been kept. As Mona Pedersen points 
out, temperance was one of the main issues of the morality organisations 
calling for stricter control of the cinema, and had been central to 
controversies over variety-show culture.271 

After the long campaigns preceding censorship regulations in Denmark 
and Sweden, counting many educationalists, teachers were also frequently 
regarded with distrust in Scandinavian censorship issues. Educationalists 
came to dominate Scandinavian censorship boards, because of the vital issue 
of what may be damaging for children to view. The Swedish critic Daniel 
Fallström unleashed his fury over these teachers in 1913: ‘skolfuxar’, 
pedantic teachers, should have no influence on the media habits of adults.272 
Fallström’s opinion of Swedish film censorship had been formed in autumn 
1911: Asta Nielsen was his friend and protégée, and when she had somewhat 
surprisingly been affected by a ban on one of her early German films (see 
above) he had spoken up on her account. Repercussions of this clash 
between film and pedagogy also reached Norway by means of the 
Norwegian legation in Stockholm, which advised the committee preparing 
the 1913 bill to avoid allowing educationalists to dominate the censorship 
board.273 

Pedagogues were a constant target for the difference of opinion between 
Rosenberg and the Swedish censors: Rosenberg was engaged in a prolonged 
disagreement with Walter Fevrell, objecting that Fevrell went too far as a 
censor when he made public statements about the ‘false psychology’ of 
certain films – rather like Nissen‘s deep sigh over the ‘sham virtue’ in the 
melodrama, as mentioned above.274 Rosenberg also positioned himself in 
opposition to Marie-Louise Gagner from the time when she was first 
appointed, already in 1911 referring to a statement she had made as 
“hysterisk, forfejlet og tankeløst” (hysterical, thoughtless and missing the 
mark).275 The term ‘hysterical’ would continue to be incident to Rosenberg’s 
wordings about Gagner, although he later corrected an interview in Filmen 
where he had described her by that adjective outrightly.276 While maintaining 
that Gagner’s principles were hysterical and characterising the interview as 
‘superlativic’ instead of incorrect, he asserted that he would never use the 
term in print about a lady.277 Sandfeld‘s account of Danish censorship debate 
confirms that ‘hysterical’ was a standing epithet about women engaged in 
the debate on the side of education or morality.278 He describes the anxiety in 
the film business when it came to their knowledge that the women’s 
organisation Dansk Kvindesamfund was engaged in the censorship question. 
In an official letter to the Ministry of Justice in February 1913, the 
organisation demanded that half the appointed censors be female. Sandfeld 
muses with a streak of understanding: “Alene ordet kvinde i denne 
forbindelse måtte på det ubehageligste lede tanken hen på frk. Gagner i 
Stockholm og på alle de ‘hysteriske tanter’, som rundt om i landet pudsede 
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politiet på selv de uskyldigste biografejere.” (The word woman in 
connection with this would in itself suggest the idea of Miss Gagner in 
Stockholm and all the ‘hysterical old ladies’ who around the country set the 
police on even the most innocent among cinema owners.) Women’s, or 
woman-dominated, organisations played a role in the debate preceding 
centralised censorship in all three countries.279 In Norway, too, Norske 
Kvinders Nasjonalråd pointed to the importance of the presence of women 
on the board, and this was also to be the case continuously in Norway, and 
nearly also in Sweden.280 Myrstad and Evensmo point out how the rhetoric 
of the censorship debate was gendered in Norway by the use of terms such 
as ‘tantemoral’, old ladies’ morals.281 Evidently, the association between 
women, support of censorship and the term hysterical was well-established 
there too; it was with a nod to that idiom that Aftenposten described certain 
favourers of censorship as ‘hysteriske mandfolk’ (hysterical menfolk).282 In 
Denmark, the first female censor, Bodil Begtrup, was not appointed until 
1939.283 

Filmen often turned to Rosenberg for comments, and in a later interview, 
his notion of a censorship authority run partly by women was clarified: “[E]t 
voksent Mandfolk vil jo ikke have vanskeligt ved at se, hvad der kan vises 
offentligt, og hvad der ikke kan. Men i Sverig har de en Komité, hvis 
Medlemmer allesammen skal se Billederne og saa sludre og skændes om 
dem bagefter.”284 ([A] grown man will not have any difficulty in seeing what 
can be shown publicly and what cannot. But in Sweden they have a 
committee whose members are all supposed to see the images and then 
chitchat and quarrel about them afterwards.)285 The femininely charged 
wording with ‘chitchat and quarrel’ marks out this (erroneous) idea of a 
collective effort as inefficient and disconnected from reality. Filmen shared 
this view of the perils of females practising as censors, repeatedly arguing 
against women on the board. One editorial argued that a woman of the kind 
that the advocates of censorship had in mind would certainly not be “en ung, 
sund og kultiveret Kvinde” (a young, sound and cultivated woman) but 
rather “en gammel sur Jomfru, der ‘interesserer’ sig for vort Folks aandelige 
Vel... et ligegyldigt Neutrum” (an old, sour spinster taking an ‘interest’ in 
the spiritual well-being of our people ... an indifferent neuter).286 This 
‘interest’ was, then, seen as a private hobby-horse separated from the 
concerns of the real-life, hard-values film industry. The sexualising rhetoric 
of the piece continued as it stated the inappropriateness of such an old 
spinster becoming engaged to be wed to “den unge Verdensindustri, der 
hedder Filmen” (that young world industry called film).287 The wording is 
reminiscent of a Swedish attack on Marie-Louise Gagner in the amateurish 
journal Biograf-Tidningen in 1911, mentioning her presumed social circles 
consisting of a couple of dozen old ladies and spinsters, and containing the 
affront: “Tillåt mig af artighet uppehålla mig med moster Maria [sic] Louise 
Gagner, ty det lär visst fägna hennes åldriga flickhjärta när hon blir föremål 
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för någon uppvaktning af någon herre.”288 (Allow me to from politeness 
turning to aunt Maria Louise Gagner, for it will probably delight her aging 
young girl’s heart when she is made the object of attention by a gentleman.) 
In conclusion, although the same ingredients in attitudes about women and 
educationalists – many of whom were women, as this was one of few arenas 
for female professionals – were found in all of Scandinavia in connection 
with the censorship debates in the early 1910s, they seem to have been 
repeated with the greatest regularity and intensity in Denmark. This is also 
where the initial opposition to centralised censorship was the greatest, but in 
all three countries, adaption and modes of cooperation between the business 
and the censors evolved. Norwegian and Danish censorship authorities 
positioned themselves in relation to the Swedish in terms of strictness and 
the level of encroachment on the film business. Their self-understanding was 
to a considerable degree generated from such mirroring, and in the discourse, 
so was by extension the self-understanding of the film cultures in the three 
countries. 
Inside of the censorship systems there was a significant Scandinavianist 
vision, discourse and practice. Swedish censors were highly active in this 
and also took an active part in film culture (particularly Gustaf Berg, but 
others, too) where they were well-known figures. The appointed censors at 
Denmark’s Statens Filmcensur, on the other hand, did not have the same 
amount of presence in the press as those in both Sweden and Norway. 
Likely, this is partly because they did not have an agenda as broad as the 
Swedish one and worked in a less controversial mode. However, while 
economic factors and world politics shaped the near future of Danish film,289 
it can be, and has been, argued that censorship was a factor at the genesis of 
the new and successful direction(s) in Swedish filmmaking in the 1910s.290 
These individual films did not end up in the line of fire from censorship. It is 
interesting that in Norway, the narrative about the collapse of Danish film’s 
world leadership could instead be phrased as “overhaandtagende slethet og 
slaphet” (rampant mediocrity and laxity) in a trade journal in 1921.291 This is 
suggestive of the ‘white discourse’ in practice: film should be ambitious and 
serious, like the prevalent Swedish ideals, and if so, it would succeed. At this 
point, Swedish-derived respectability values were also influential in Danish 
film practice and discourse, as seen in chapter one.292 In that sense, one may 
say that the Swedish approach was at this junction in time temporarily 
victorious in all of Scandinavia. At about the same time in the early 1920s, 
the Danish cinema bill of 1922 resembled the Swedish one as regards 
censorship formulations, and the Norwegian adults-only certificate was 
introduced in 1921 in a further rapprochement to the Swedish model. In the 
next section, I will turn to a film phenomenon unscathed by censorship, 
which instead made all Scandinavians feel like Danes: the comic duo 
Fyrtårnet & Bivognen, known in international academic writing under their 
British names Long & Short. 
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c. A sense of joint proprietorship: The case of Fyrtårnet 
and Bivognen in Sweden and Norway during the mid-
1920s 
 

This section is pivoted on one of the first comic duos in cinema, 
characterized as the forerunners of Laurel and Hardy and the first 
internationally successful longstanding comedy team. This was a Danish pair 
of battered tramps with trademark silhouettes – one tall and lanky figure, 
whose sleeves and trouser legs are much too short, next to a small and roly-
poly one whose jacket can barely be buttoned. The two were known by 
different names in different countries, customarily listed in the literature 
about them: in the UK as Long and Short, in Germany as Pat und Patachon, 
and in other (European) countries paired together under yet other names. The 
extensive renaming practice is one of the first striking things about the pair, 
and is telling of the scope of their international branding. Their original 
names in Denmark were Fyrtaarnet/Fyrtårnet (Lighthouse), along with the 
short and stocky Bivognen (Trailer). However, the name forms most often 
employed were the short versions Fy and Bi, terms of endearment based on 
the first syllables and instantly recognised by everyone. This detail might 
serve to give a first sense of the enormous popularity they enjoyed in their 
home country, and ‘Fy and Bi’ are the name forms I will use in the 
following. Already at this point, then, the contours of a paradox which is to 
be my point of departure appear: at the same time as Fy and Bi were ardently 
claimed as national heirlooms by a Danish audience, in their capacity as 
representatives of something utterly representative of that country, they also 
functioned in a transnational manner both far-reaching and systematised.293 

Conceived in 1921, Fy and Bi quickly became a bankable staple of 
Danish film production. These were formula films where the pair was 
usually cast as good-natured tramps, static characters becoming somehow 
involved in a plot primarily concerning other characters, usually in a new 
environment for each film. At a brisk pace, they also won over audiences in 
other countries, primarily – but not limited to – European ones. In fact, the 
two characters have been described as the most popular European comedians 
during almost two decades, throughout the 1930s. Fy and Bi were intimately 
associated with Danish settings and particularly Danish nature, but when 
they began to do well abroad it was a logical step for the production 
company Palladium to start placing them in settings outside Denmark. Soon, 
Palladium productions had the pair tramping around locations such as wintry 
Norway or the sunny French Riviera. More remarkable, perhaps, is the fact 
that parallel to this branching out to colourful locations, Palladium started to 
outsource their trademark duo to other production companies in several 
countries: Sweden, Austria, Germany, and Great Britain. These are all 
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countries where Fy and Bi were already figures of great familiarity. One 
practical reason for this outsourcing practice to commence was Palladium’s 
contract with their German distributor for the films.294 At times Palladium 
did not have the capacity to deliver the number of films required on their 
own accord. The first scholarly account of Fy and Bi by Marguerite Engberg 
took less interest in this modus operandi,295 while the transnationalism was 
the focus of a small historical exposé of interactions in Nordic film by Carl 
Nørrestedt in 1991, privileging Fy and Bi;296 and thereafter acknowledged in 
more recent writings.297 

The rich contemporaneous Scandinavian discourse about Fy and Bi 
pinpoints sensibilities about proprietorship which will be explored in this 
section.298 In revealing a felt spectrum of foreignness, it points to differing 
degrees of proximity and likeness, and an idea of other Scandinavian 
countries as extended home markets and, simultaneously, as outposts to the 
world at large. In a meta-comment on the discourse, the Danish evening 
paper B.T. noted how “[d]e svenske Blade bringer for Tiden lange Artikler 
om det nye skandinaviske Lystspilsamarbejde ...”299 (Swedish magazines 
now offer lengthy articles on the new Scandinavian comedy cooperation ...). 
The quote is representative of how the discourse emphasised acts of peeking 
through one’s own country-specific spectacles across a Scandinavian border. 
In this way, modes of transnational co-production within Scandinavia were 
embraced. Later, Fy and Bi’s entry into the era of synchronised sound would 
be associated with an increased transnational practice of loaning the 
characters out to foreign productions outside Scandinavia. Their first sound 
film was German, and when B.T. brought an interview with the Danish 
producer Svend Nielsen, the paper had identified a condescending attitude in 
Scandinavia to the German film: “– Er det rigtigt, at man ikke i 
Skandinavien vil se 1,000 Worte Deutsch?”300 (– Is it true that Scandinavians 
audiences do not care for Tausend Worte Deutsch?) In the discourse, noses 
were collectively turned up at foreign-made films featuring Fy and Bi 
outside of Scandinavia. Within the Scandinavian countries, there was a 
nearly joint, or more exactly strongly overlapping sense of who was entitled 
to use and understand the Fy and Bi format, and who was not. Norway and 
Sweden stayed close to the original naming concept with the variants 
Telegrafstolpen og Tilhenger’n (Telegraph Pole and Trailer); and Fyrtornet 
och Släpvagnen (Lighthouse and Trailer). In their capacity as ‘close to 
home’ markets and intermediate stages on the way to other and ‘more 
foreign’ countries, Sweden and Norway constituted an important export 
market for the Danish Fy and Bi films.  
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Fig. 2.1. Transnational comedians: Facsimile of press cutting held at the Danish 
Film Institute.   
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Audiences in other European countries also cherished the pair; in particular, 
in Germany. Austrians, for language reasons partaking in a common or 
overlapping film culture with Germany, seem to have revelled when Fy and 
Bi starred in Austrian films: a satirical drawing of a ‘relief action’ on the 
front page of a Vienna daily triumphantly pictured Asta Nielsen, Gunnar 
Tolnæs and Fy and Bi as refugee ‘Filmkinder’ (film children) from Denmark 
(fig. 2.1).301 The analogy referenced was the First World War’s displaced 
‘Wiener Kinder’ – as thematised in a then recent Gunnar Tolnæs film, 
Wienerbarnet (The Little Austrian, A.W. Sandberg, Nordisk 1924). On Fy 
and Bi’s suitcase is written “[b]itte uns zu adoptieren” ([p]lease adopt us). 

While recognising the pair’s obvious general popularity in many 
countries, I will show that the conception of Fy and Bi in Swedish and 
Norwegian film cultures was particularly closely aligned with that in 
Denmark – although not seamlessly. As a neat illustration of their 
transnational qualities, the duo had Swedish beginnings in the production 
company Palladium, which started out as a Swedish company with ambitions 
toward the pan-Scandinavian.302 The pairing was the brainchild of Danish 
director Lau Lauritzen Sr., with whom the characters were closely associated 
both practically and in the public eye.303 Their double provenance was, 
firstly, a couple of Lauritzen’s Nordisk comedies, which in different ways 
paired the Fy-to-be Carl Schenstrøm with Aage Bendixen, a proto-Bi of 
sorts. Secondly, it was a string of Swedish-produced comedies Lauritzen 
made for Skandinavisk Filmcentral starring the Swedish comedian Axel 
Hultman, where Bendixen and Schenstrøm more or less alternated in minor 
parts.304 Eventually, the constellation crystallised in the Axel Hultman 
vehicle Landsvägsriddare (Love and Burglars, 1921). When Palladium was 
transferred into Danish hands, the two became a staple in Danish film 
production and the Swedish part of their origins quickly forgotten, 
particularly as the first film after the Danish takeover of Palladium was 
where Harald Madsen as Bi for the first time replaced Aage Bendixen. Only 
in this light can a German popularised book on film comedians meaningfully 
discuss which of the later two films Film, Flirt og Forlovelse or Landligger-
Idyl – Vandgang should count as Fy and Bi’s very first one, not mentioning 
Landsvägsriddare.305 An extensive film series followed: in the silent era, 31 
Danish films and six non-Danish; but after synchronised sound, only three 
Danish sound films compared to a further six films produced elsewhere. This 
imbalance seems perhaps unexpected against the backdrop of the 
apprehensions of the early 1930s about the poor export marketability of 
films or stars in vernacular tongues, but this circumstance actually represents 
a significant contradiction: the discourse around the foreign-made sound 
films on the whole agreed with this notion, even if the actual production 
pattern did not. Their last appearance – after Lauritzen‘s death, and instead 
directed by Johan Jacobsen – had the double-meaning title I de gode gamle 
Dage (1940, In the good old days). Most literally, the title referred to the 
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fifteenth-century setting for part of the film, but also evoking nostalgia for 
Fy and Bi as they used to be back in their golden, and more exclusively 
Danish, 1920s. In relying on this nostalgic quality – which at the time of 
release arguably included the nostalgia for a warless past – the film was 
comparable to the dominant wartime escapist comedy in Norwegian cinema, 
also common Danish fare during the German invasion.306 

Out of the altogether 13 foreign-made films before and after sound, as 
many as four were Swedish (and equally many were German, the rest 
Austrian or British).307 However, Danish-made films employed foreign 
locations, too. What began as a practical mode of transnational production 
continued as a foregrounding of touristic environments, to which Fy and Bi 
were dispatched. In later Danish-made films on foreign soil, location was 
made the most of in the press discourse, and along similar lines, the foreign-
made films were often readable as negotiations between concerns to take 
advantage of the production value of their international adventures while still 
preserving the essential recognisability of the characters. In the mid-1920s, 
Lauritzen returned to Palladium’s pan-Scandinavian ambitions and filmed in 
Norway before farming out Fy and Bi to a Swedish production. Two films of 
particular interest, then, are Vore Venners Vinter (The Runaway Bride, 
1923), shot in Norway and produced in Denmark, and Polis Paulus’ 
påskasmäll (The Smugglers, 1925), shot and produced in Sweden. 

In the discussion I use the term proprietorship to describe a variety of 
identification in the abstract: a sense of participatory and possessive 
engagement in a cultural phenomenon by a group. As is the case here, the 
proximity to the actual conditions of production may be an elastic parameter 
for such feelings of proprietorship. ‘Cultural property’ is a phrase used in 
archaeology, ethnology and related fields to discuss who has the authority 
and right of decision over ethnological artefacts as well as human remains 
and archaeological findings.308 In film studies, the corresponding term 
‘cultural ownership’ has even been used in the context of fandom, to discuss 
how fans have opposed the new ‘director’s cut’ film versions in the case of 
the three older Star Wars movies.309 Mette Hjort uses the term (cultural) 
ownership in the sense that I mean: a feeling that (hi)stories, figures or other 
elements of the films ‘belong’ to a certain group.310 While I will avoid the 
exact term ‘cultural ownership’ because of the expectations it brings with it 
– I am thinking of discussions about repatriations of museum artefacts – the 
meaning of the term is still not far removed from what I mean, which is why 
I have settled for just ‘ownership’ or, even more suitably, the slightly more 
abstract ‘proprietorship’. 

The Danish and the universal 
One of the contemporary staple phrases about the Fy and Bi films was “maa 
ses – kan ikke beskrives” (must be seen – defies description), but in defiance 
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of this motto I shall nevertheless attempt to briefly examine the iconic 
constellation in order to pin down its ties to conceptions of Danishness as 
well as its universality. To begin with, the visual embodiment of the Fy and 
Bi idea is immediately recognisable, and their silhouettes used similarly to a 
trademark. The formula of the products was normally that Fy and Bi had in 
fact limited functions in the plots, becoming involved by coincidence, 
usually in order to help two young lovers unite. Sometimes the lovebirds 
came in several pairs, multiplying Fy and Bi’s own pair structure. 
Increasingly, the tramps would also find love themselves, but such 
relationships or any altered social status did not carry over to the next film. 
Another fixed feature was the duo putting not-so-bright prankster ideas into 
practice in order to get by for the day: laying out spikes in the road around 
the bend, in order to patch the punctured bike tyres for a fee (and soon being 
given away); hopelessly selling ice cream al fresco in snowy conditions; or 
attempting to sell stolen property to someone who turns out to be its actual 
owner. The viewer was meant to be pleasantly tickled by such actually 
morally dubious tricks, and indulge instead of condemning them. 
Palladium’s manager Svend Nielsen described this quality in this way in a 
retrospective interview: “... [H]uggede de to vagabonder en pandekage, følte 
man, at de ikke stjal, men havde ret til den, fordi de var sultne.”311 ([I]f the 
two tramps pinched a pancake, one felt that they did not steal it as much as 
they had a right to it, because they were hungry.) This is an excellent 
description of felt sympathy with film characters and their predicaments. 

The good-naturedness of the two plays into the point most often made about 
Fy and Bi in non-academic discourse in Denmark: how they express a 
quintessential Danishness, a contention that was and is strongly linked with a 
discourse of cultural proprietorship.312 The films were several times modernised 
and relaunched in Denmark, and particularly in retrospect, genuine Danishness 
is each time evoked in both marketing and reception, along with sentiments 
along the lines of the American catchphrase “they don’t make ‘em like that 
anymore”.313 This Danishness is channelled as an atmosphere of the affable and 
genial, not least as Fy and Bi’s brand of comedy builds on a sense of humanity 
framed as naïvete and childlikeness. The classic pose of the pair is tramping 
around hand in hand, but their desexualised appearance associated with the 
visual hyperbole in the representation of their non-conformist, fat or drawn-out 
bodies plays down the element of homosocial desire. The fat stereotype for 
Madsen resonates with Danish comical fatness in Storm P.’s drawings and in 
film comedy such as the standing character Kjeld Jensen in the Olsenbanden 
films, with connotations of the toothless and the demasculinised. A main 
comical asset for the Swedish actress Stina Berg, who played in several Danish 
Fy & Bi films, was her fatness. In the films, intimacy and occasional naked skin 
are coded as comical, as shown with some emphasis in the front page illustration 
for the Norwegian programme booklet (fig. 2.2) for Takt, Tone og Tosser (The 
Bilberries, 1925).314 
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Fig. 2.2. Homosocial companionship as comical. Norwegian programme booklet 
for Takt, Tone og Tosser (1925) held at Nasjonalbiblioteket. 
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Instead, their silhouettes make a visual reference to a father and son, as is to 
a degree mirrored in their characters and their actions;315 but the ‘father’ 
looks every bit as unworldly as the ‘son’, and the look in the eyes of each of 
them is equally unaffected. Through their childlikeness, Fy and Bi emerge as 
a metonym for the film production of a small country in relation to that of 
the US at any point after the First World War. One programme booklet 
contrasted them in this way with Hollywood’s giant machinery: “Hvad det 
ydre Udstyr angik, kunde disse Lystspil paa ingen Maade staa Maal med 
Konkurrenterne fra Hollywood, men til Gengæld rummede de en oprindelig 
Komik, et elskværdigt Lune og en dyb Hjertevarme, der bragte dem 
Sejren.”316 (In terms of production value, there was no way that these 
comedies could compare themselves with their competitors from Hollywood, 
but in return, they contained a primordial comic art, an amiable and gentle 
humour and a heartiness which brought them victory.) 

Both lune (gentle and cordial humour, associated with the phrase ‘dansk 
lune’) and its sometime companion elskelig (amiable, lovable) are overused 
terms in conjunction with Fy and Bi. In a later review quoted in a 
programme booklet for a re-release, the Danish daily Børsen combined the 
two terms: “Man morer sig over det berømmelige danske lune fra sin 
elskeligste side ... Det er farce, men den er menneskelig og sund.”317 (One is 
entertained by the illustrious Danish good humour from its most amiable 
side ... Despite being a farce, it is human and wholesome.) Another 
programme booklet plays up the inimitability of the specifically Danish, 
citing the same phrases: “Højt på en kvist! er en af de rigtige Laufilm med 
frisk Luft, sundt [wholesome] Humør og elskværdig Lune, netop af den 
Genre, som har gjort Fy og Bi saa populære.” (Mannequins is one of the true 
Lauritzen films with fresh air, good spirits and amiable humour, exactly of 
that genre which has made Long and Short so popular.) 318 In particular, Carl 
Schenstrøm as Fy represented the lune, perhaps because his star image 
shared Fy’s sympathetic qualities, and besides, Harald Madsen (Bi) did not 
remain a public persona, as Schenstrøm did. When Schenstrøm passed away, 
his obituaries – an inherently nostalgic format – overflowed with lune and 
Danishness: 

Det godmodige danske Lune, der ikke spekulerer i Lummerhed, men kun har 
til Hensigt at kalde paa Smilet! Det var en Eksportartikel saa ren og lurmærket 
som det danske Smør. Og den kunde ikke efterlignes. I Udlandet forsøgte man 
at tage Film med de to populære Komikere, men de var straks på Glatis, naar 
ikke de havde Danskheden som Baggrund.319 
 
The good-natured Danish humour that does not speculate in sultriness, but 
only aims at calling forth a smile! That was an export article as clean and 
hallmarked as Danish butter [such as Lurpak, stamped with the horn symbol, a 
quality guarantee for dairy products]. And it could not be imitated. There were 
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attempts abroad to make films with the two popular comedians, but these 
skated on thin ice in not having Danishness as setting. 

 

In this view, the trademark Danishness did not only make the concept well-
suited domestically, where people could presumably relate in a direct way to 
this value of innocuous good-humouredness, but also made for something 
unique to sell successfully abroad. It is interesting that the quote regards the 
quality of true lune as dependent on an actual Danish setting to work its 
magic. Such a contention evokes N.F.S. Grundtvig‘s insistence on the 
physical Danish soil, the fatherland, instead of any essentialism of human 
character or biology as the base for national specificity. The nineteenth-
century intellectual Grundtvig is often referred to as a cornerstone in 
conceptions of the Danish,320 and of a notion of folkelighed (that which is of 
the people; popularity).321 When unpacking the Danishness of Fy and Bi, 
folkelighed accompanies the idea of amiable humour.322 A formulation by 
the historian Niels Finn Christiansen emphasises intimacy, uniformity and 
familiarity as the main bearers of Danishness, in contrast to the concepts 
formality, diversity and distance.323 The combination of these terms suggests 
a close-knit society brought together by a similar experience of everyday 
occurrences. Michel de Certeau has dedicated an essay in his volume The 
Practices of Everyday Life to Grundtvig in this spirit.324 Famously, the 
climax to Grundtvig’s poem “Folkeligheden” (1848) reads “Dansk er immer 
Kiærlighed!” (approx. “love is always Danish”),325 and Grundtvig‘s view of 
people and nationhood, characterised by idealist notions about the people’s 
common spirit,326 was crucial for defining Danishness in the nineteenth 
century.327 This idea provides some context to the combination of lune and 
folkelighed which had more or less secured consensus in Scandinavian 
attempts to describe the appeal of Fy and Bi, and raises the question of what 
happens when trying to export a cultural product heavily inscribed with these 
terms. Related Grundtvigian ideas also elevated peasanthood and soil.328 
This ideological backdrop for the Fy and Bi films, which often emphasised 
outdoor environments in rural surroundings, contrasts with the urban, 
cosmopolitan and interior settings for the erotic melodrama which had 
previously to a large degree dominated Danish film (see chapter one). Lastly, 
like the films associated with the ‘national breakthrough’ for Norwegian film 
in the 1920s, the plots of Fy and Bi films were often spun around love 
interests complicated by class difference, thus performing ideals of 
egalitarianism which the ideas of both Danishness and Norwegianness had in 
common.329 Some kind of challenge to the bourgeoisie was a staple element 
in the films,330 and in this respect some kinship is apparent to the functioning 
of the later films with the trio Olsenbanden, also successfully transposed into 
Swedish and Norwegian variants.331 
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Paradoxically, in retrospect Fy and Bi’s flavour of comedy was habitually 
also branded as universal. The materials I have culled from the films’ 
contemporary marketing and press coverage do not make such an 
observation, but seem to have settled for merely pointing out that the rest of 
the world also enjoyed these comedies.332 Later marketing texts, however, 
for later sound releases of the silent films or for new sound films during the 
1930s, liked to emphasise an element of universality, as a reconstruction 
after the event. One such stated: 

Når man ser en film som den, vi her præsenterer Dem for, vil man forstå, 
hvorfor disse to spasmagere opnåede at besejre en hel verden. For nok er 
deres komik ægte dansk, født af landet med de blidt kuplede skove, de 
blånende bølger, men den rummer tillige noget universelt, noget der forstås, 
hvor man så befinder sig på jordkloden.333 
 
Seeing a film like the one we are here presenting you with, you will 
understand why these two tricksters triumphed over an entire world. While it 
is true that their comedy is truly Danish, born from the land with the gently 
curved forests, the waves shifting in blue, it also contains something 
universal, something that will be understood wherever you are on earth. 

 

In this typical quote from a programme for an old, reissued Fy and Bi film, 
the contradiction between Danishness and universality is solved by a 
“tillige” (also), i.e. a conjunctive constellation of the national and the 
general. However, it fails to enunciate which comedic qualities are 
universally appealing; in fact, it is easy to believe they may be identical to 
those traits that were repeatedly said to embody that national character which 
seems constantly at stake, and conjectures that the lovable naïveté and the 
appeal of unaffected childishness is at the heart of that idea as well. The 
contradiction between the particular and the universal is more clearly stated 
in a Danish programme booklet for the Austrian production Zirkus Saran 
(Circus Zaran, E.W. Emo, Projektograph, 1935). Fy and Bi are described as 
“glade Repræsentanter ... for dansk lune, dansk Humør og dansk Mentalitet. 
At de stadig er det, beviser de i Cirkus Saran – til Trods for, at det er en tysk 
[sic] Film.”334 (... happy representatives ... of Danish Lune, Danish humour 
[or temper] and Danish mentality. That they remain so is proven in Zirkus 
Saran – despite this film being German [sic, Austrian].) In spite of the claim 
that the film’s extraction is irrelevant to the Danishness of the characters, the 
synopsis given in the booklet still elects to add a national twist to the final 
scene by specifying that the two tramps not just return to the road in general 
sense, but rather wend their way home to Denmark. A similar redefinition of 
national content was done in the Danish programme booklet for the sound 
version of Dødsbokseren. The film is enacted in Spain and France, but the 
text still chose to emphasise the role of Danish locations: “Vi elsker dem 
simpelthen – også fordi de er så typisk danske i deres lune, der som regel 
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udfoldes blandt søde, danske piger og som oftest i vor smukke, danske 
natur.”335 (We simply love them – also because they are so typically Danish 
in their lune, which is as a rule released among sweet, Danish girls and 
usually in our beautiful, Danish nature.) It seems, then, that these late 
programme booklets in different ways muddled the Danish and international, 
perhaps in an attempt to simplify matters and make the Fy and Bi 
phenomenon more uniform, to the degree that they sometimes tried very 
hard to re-nationalise the international aspects. Unexpectedly, a French 
synopsis for Dødsbokseren in fact does something similar in actively 
displacing the location for the boxing match important for the narrative from 
Le Havre to – “Copenhague, on était arrivé.”336 

The involuntary slide between the concepts of Danish congeniality and 
universal humanity, as seen in the statement about the “something that will 
be understood wherever you are on earth”, partly reduces the question about 
sensibilities of proprietorship to mere perspective. The booklet for 
Dødsbokseren goes on to comment on ownership when describing the 
individual appropriation of the characters in different countries: “[O]veralt i 
verden – og det vil sige hele verden med undtagelse af USA – er Fy og Bi af 
hver nation blevet betragtet som ‘deres egne’.” (Everywhere in the world – 
that is, the whole world excepting the US – Fy and Bi have been perceived 
by every nation as ‘their own’.) While discussions to follow in this section 
will attempt to pick out how identity boundaries may be defined through 
overlapping (Scandinavian) circles instead of states of opposition, the slide 
between the universal and the Danish takes the same mechanism to the 
extreme point of stretching the circles into the all-embracing. A related, but 
different view was that the Danishness in itself was what constituted the 
international success. In another of the obituaries for Schenstrøm, 
Biografbladet struggled when discussing the quality of naïveté 
[Godlidenhed] and its relation to Danishness: 

Vi danske er jo gennemgaaende ikke særligt naive, selv om det nok er dem, 
der tror det. ... Da Schenstrøm spillede saa meget netop paa Naiviteten, er det 
ejendommeligt, at man dog med stor Ret kan sige, at et udpræget Træk af 
specielt dansk Lynne i hans Fysiognomi og Stil utvivlsomt har en meget 
væsentlig Del i hans Verdenssucces ... [D]et skyldes da netop det stærke – og 
meget charmerende – Præg af dansk Godlidenhed, der var over hans Mimik 
og hele hans Spil og Maade at føre sin Skikkelse paa ...337 
 
We Danes are throughout not particularly naïve, although some may think we 
are. ... When Schenstrøm accentuated naïveté so much, one can still peculiarly 
enough rightly say that a pronounced trait of a particularly Danish disposition 
in his physiognomy and style no doubt plays an essential part in his success 
around the world ... [T]his is exactly owing to the strong – and quite charming 
– character of Danish sympathetic naïvete in his facial expressions, his acting 
and way of carrying himself... 
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The quote simultaneously denied and conceded that there was after all such a 
thing as Danish naïveté. Extrapolating somewhat, the kernel of the argument 
can be read as though there existed a concept of such a thing which 
Schenstrøm utilised, thereby possibly again revalidating this clichéd notion 
as something truly Danish. The particular, not the universal, is the selling 
point in such a view. It seems that despite his loose-limbed physical shape, 
Fy could fit into several conceptual frames, and what did not quite tally up 
are instead the offered explanations trying to place him unequivocally inside 
a single frame. 

Transnational negotiations 
Fy and Bi’s modified or wholly different names in various countries are a 
gauge of their popularity: the list of variations is long and regularly 
reproduced in scholarly and popular discourses about them.338 At the time of 
the film releases, too, the various names were often referred to as a token of 
their success. Programme booklets sometimes listed them, and Lauritzen 
seems to have used this device consciously as a press strategy, cataloguing 
the names as catchphrases of success.339 The different naming practices 
constituted a familiar discourse to Danish audiences. Consider the Danish 
programme booklet for the Austrian-made Fy and Bi film Die 
Schwiegersöhne (The Sons-in-law, Hans Steinhoff, 1926). In the texts, Fy 
and Bi go by their Danish names until the moment when their Austrian fan 
base becomes relevant as a context, at which time the names are replaced by 
their equivalents in German, Pat and Patachon, without as much as a 
quotation mark around the names: “Ved Ankomsten til Wien fik Pat and 
Patachon en ligefrem fyrstelig Modtagelse.” (On arrival in Vienna, Pat and 
Patachon got a princely reception.)340 The discourse around Fy and Bi in 
Denmark displayed some ambiguity: both a great sense of pride in the duo’s 
popularity abroad and a fear that the concept would become diluted by the 
international ‘relay race’ in the production practices. One Norwegian article 
suggested that the naming practices in different countries could indicate 
cultural closeness or distance to the Danish concept, in that “hver enkelt 
nation har git disse stjerner navn, som passer til befolkningens 
forestillingskreds” (each nation has given these stars names that suit the 
world of ideas of that population.)341 The direct translation of the Swedish 
names and the only slightly different Norwegian names were, then, signs of 
a shared understanding not only of the Fy and Bi concept but also of a 
general outlook. 

Marguerite Engberg has alleged that Norwegians were not so fond of Fy 
and Bi, but this contention is founded on only two reviews expressing 
critical viewpoints and is not representative.342 When going through a larger 
body of press and trade-press sources in Norway and in Sweden, it becomes 
clear that the pair was an extremely familiar presence held dear in the film 
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cultures of both countries.343 Sweden had a special status in the Fy and Bi 
exhibition practices as the majority of the silent Fy and Bi films, regardless 
of production country, had their worldwide premiere in Sweden: 17 to 
Denmark’s 12, and only much lower figures in Germany, Norway and Great 
Britain.344 This does not seem to be a continuous practice hailing from the 
Swedish-Danish Palladium era, as the Swedish opening nights of these films 
only began in 1922, after the first three films had all opened in Copenhagen 
in 1921. Rather, it says something about the conceived importance of export 
markets for the Fy and Bi films, and that the Swedish market was valued. An 
idea within Denmark of Scandinavia as an intermediate terrain between 
home and abroad can be detected in formulations taking the films’ success in 
Norway and Sweden for granted. Commenting on the coming Kan 
Kærlighed kureres? in 1923, the gentlemen’s magazine Vore Herrer 
observed signs that “den store Verden uden for Skandinavien har faaet 
Øjnene op for den uskadelige Humøreliksir, der ligger gemt i disse Lau-
Film” (the great world outside of Scandinavia has got an eye-opener for the 
harmless humour elixir hidden in the Fy and Bi films).345 The distinction 
between the Scandinavian market and the European is important to describe 
at this moment when the films were just becoming successes abroad; Han, 
hun og Hamlet the year before is often considered the first international 
success). The conceptual ordering of first Scandinavia, then Europe and 
other continents would have been unfamiliar in the times of Nordisk’s great 
international successes. An orphaned cutting filed among the material for 
Blandt Byens Børn (The Lodgers of the Seventh Heaven, 1923) draws the 
distinction not between Denmark and the outside world, but between 
Scandinavia and the outside world: 

Men Trangen til den letvakte Morskab viser sig ikke at være et specielt 
skandinavisk Træk, thi ‘Fyrtaarnet’ og ‘Bivognen’ har ikke blot erobret deres 
Bysbørns Hjerter og vore Brødrefolk hinsides Sundet og Kattegat, men 
vandret Europa, Amerika og Asiens Kulturlande igennem, applauderet af en 
lige saa villig som uskyldig Latterbølge.346 
 
The appetite for easy fun turns out not to be a particularly Scandinavian trait, 
for Fy and Bi have not only conquered the hearts of their fellow city dwellers 
and our sister nations across the Sound and the Kattegat, but have wandered 
throughout Europe, America and the cultural nations of Asia, applauded by a 
billow of laughter as willing as it is innocent. 

 

This conception of Scandinavia first, other countries later, mirrored the 
developments of Lau Lauritzen‘s plans for attaching Fy and Bi to bigger 
markets. Lauritzen had not abandoned Palladium’s initial vision of 
producing Scandinavian films, only reconceptualised it. In January and 
February of 1923, he repeatedly made publicity for his plans for approaching 
Norwegian locations, other planned Scandinavian locations, and not least the 
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inclusion of stars from the rest of Scandinavia. The point was, as he put it, 
“to make the film even more attractive for Norway and Sweden”,347 and to 
make use of the popularity the films already enjoyed in Norway and Sweden 
for this ‘experiment’.348 He did hire a string of Norwegian and Swedish 
female leads, as planned; and the ‘experiment’ worked insofar as the 
Swedish press accepted and employed this Swedish angle to the new actress 
Violet Molitor when writing about the upcoming film.349 This strategy made 
Molitor suddenly appear to be a household name of sorts.350 While the usual 
kinds of reviews and other pieces described her more or less as an ingenue, a 
tolerably accurate description, the Swedish Film Journalen labelled the cast 
with the American term as ‘all-star’.351 
In April, Lauritzen brought the news that Norway and Sweden did buy all 
four Fy and Bi films planned for 1923 as expected.352 He was experienced in 
northern locations from shooting, for instance, Flickorna i Åre (The Girls in 
Åre, Palladium, Sweden/Denmark 1920), and was planning on directing 
more Fy and Bi films in Sweden: in the Stockholm archipelago, a site of 
touristic interest.353 Importantly, he explained that “han med dessa filmer 
inte bara avser att roa sin publik utan också vill få med så mycket som 
möjligt av skandinaviskt liv och skandinavisk natur” (he did not only mean 
to entertain his audience with these films, but also wanted to catch as much 
as possible of Scandinavian life and Scandinavian nature). More elaborate 
plans existed for a Scania film, “en yderligere Skandinavisering af de 
berømte Lystspil” (further Scandinavisation of the famous comedies), after 
Vore Venners Vinter which was recently shot in Norway and at the time in 
post-production.354 Another interview named the planned location in Scania 
the town Mölle or the nearby, craggy peninsula of Kullen, much-used for 
Danish filming settings featuring sunbathing or dramatic nature, as it was 
easily reachable from Copenhagen (see chapter one).355 According to press 
reports they did in fact film in Kullen in 1923.356 The footage was very likely 
used for Professor Petersens Plejebørn (Professor Petersen’s Pals, 1924).357 
However, Kullen was not further invoked in the Fy and Bi discourse as a 
location of particular or intrinsic interest. Instead, the information that 
Palladium had been filming in Sweden continued on occasion to surface in a 
nebulous way. The Norwegian trade journal Filmen og vi was under the 
misconception that the ‘Swedish’ film was what they called Greve 
Gustafssons Galenskaper.358 This is in fact the Swedish title for Takt, Tone 
og Tosser, which had nothing location-wise to do with Sweden. In fact, the 
Norwegian title – had Filmen og vi been aware of that – was Skagens store 
sensation, implying the film’s shooting venue was the touristic Skagen. Such 
a location for the film is, however, not corroborated in other sources. Neither 
is Skagen mentioned in the Norwegian programme booklet: it was likely 
understood that the contents in the title was subordinated to, and less 
meaningful than, the customary alliterative title structure.359 When it comes 
to Kullen, then, the practice of using the scenery of those cliffs as an 
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unnamed location – in this instance, the programme booklets describe a 
rocky island – is continuous with how Kullen was used in earlier Danish 
fiction films (see chapter one). 
The idea of building the Fy and Bi production in 1923 on Swedish and 
Norwegian nature views was in other words not realised to any further extent 
than Vore Venners Vinter. The wintriness of this film seems to some degree 
to have been a practical measure or even a result of necessity: initially, 
Lauritzen explained the choice of location to Berlingske Tidende with the 
fact that he had conceived the film as a winter film, and that there were slim 
chances of making such a film in the Danish climate.360 The notion of this 
‘winter film’ may, then, have arisen out of the need to produce these 
outdoorsy comedies year round to attain the desired number of films without 
shooting them all during the short summer season. The practical 
Scandinavism Fy and Bi seems, then, to have been a suitable additional 
development of the location choice, introduced slightly later. As Marguerite 
Engberg observes, the touristic mode was already inscribed into the Danish 
locations and would continue to be so with locations such as Hornbæk 
Strand, Møn and Himmelbjerget.361 The cliffs of Møn were prominent in of 
Daarskab, Dyd og Driverter (The Refound Daughter, 1923) and were named 
in the Danish programme booklet. Perhaps the fact that this landscape, 
similar to that of Kullen, had already been used in this way rendered an 
equally explicit use of Kullen in the soon-to-follow Professor Petersens 
Plejebørn uncalled for. With the reservation that the Scandinavist ideal may 
have been secondary to other concerns, it seems to have been a matter near 
to Lauritzen‘s heart generally. For instance, he spoke up on behalf of 
neighbourliness and attested to the hospitality of Norwegians when the 
theatre actor and manager Gunnar Helsengreen complained in Danish media 
of the less than hearty welcoming he had experienced on tour in Norway.362 

‘Inter-Scandinavian’, or a “Filmens Skandinavisme ført ud i Livet” 
(cinematic Scandinavianism put into practice) were other terms used about 
Vore Venners Vinter and the other planned trans-Scandinavian films in this 
type of interview.363 When Lauritzen gave an interview on the same subject 
back in Copenhagen, he declared that to his mind, the Fy and Bi films should 
always be given “et nordisk Præg” (a Nordic characteristic).364 This is worth 
noting as he spoke to his home audience. In other cases, the talk about 
Scandinavian film seems in part due to courtesy, akin to the usual 
compliments about neighbouring countries’ capital cities. Bengt Idestam-
Almqvist (‘Robin Hood’) in Stockholms-Tidningen related how Lauritzen 
made a great gesture at Stockholm in grey weather and said, “Vilken lycka 
att få bo här!” (What happiness to get to live here!), the piece ending with 
him gazing at the (touristy) guard-mounting parade.365 He furthermore 
claimed that he would primarily stick to Scandinavian locations in the future, 
but with the reservation that continental locations may also be advantageous 
in order to pander to those audiences: ”Men, ser ni, Fyrtornet och 
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Släpvagnen hålla på att erövra världen – de äro mäkta populära i Berlin, 
Wien, Frankrike, överallt. Därför kanske det inte skulle skada med litet 
spanskt... [original three dots]” (You see, Fy and Bi are conquering the 
world – they are extremely popular in Berlin, Vienna, France, everywhere. 
For that reason, it would not hurt with a bit of Spanish...) The Danes were 
also courteous when including the rest of the Scandinavia in a joint ‘we’ in 
their own discourse. In an interview in 1930, Schenstrøm conceded that all 
films were not equally good and blamed this on considerations to other 
markets than the Scandinavian: “[V]i er jo også klar over at ikke alle filmene 
er like vellykkede, sett med danske eller skandinaviske øine. De må huske på 
at man ikke udelukkende kan ta hensyn til det nordiske marked, som kun 
avtar tre procent av produktionen.”366 ([W]e are also aware that not all the 
films are equally successful, seen through Danish or Scandinavian eyes. You 
must remember that one cannot exclusively cater to the Nordic market, 
which only takes on three per cent of the production.) For all that, the 
Scandinavian market was not necessarily an unproblematic extension of the 
Danish: the distributors’ practices did not necessarily match Palladium’s 
standards. For instance, Norwegian copywriting and synopsis writing was 
less sophisticated than the Danish products. One programme booklet from 
1923 was less than subtle in its endorsement of the product: 

Denne nye film med ‘Telegrafstolpen’ og ‘Tilhængern’ i to store roller er 
likesaa vanvittig morsom som de forrige. Det kommer sikkert til at bli den 
enstemmige dom. 

Og la saa filmen gaa landet rundt og gi alle mennesker en sund og god 
latter.367 

This new film with Fy and Bi in two major roles is just as crazily funny as the 
last one. That will surely be the unanimous verdict.  

So let the film go around the country and give everybody a nice and 
wholesome laugh. 
 

Other Norwegian programmes have similar effects of comparative 
triteness,368 and to the degree that Palladium was aware of these, their 
existence must have been part of a much larger scene of compromises and 
understandings. There seems to have been negotiations and dialogue not 
only with foreign production companies, for instance about the continued 
recognisability of the Fy and Bi characters,369 and about which script to 
use,370 but also with some consideration towards distribution. It was as part 
of these negotiations that in 1923 that Lauritzen announced that the films 
were so popular in Norway and Sweden that he would start casting actors 
from those countries as a special attention, as I will discuss further below.371 
This practice quite rightly started thereafter, with recurrent names such as 
the Norwegian dancer Grethe Ruzt-Nissen and the Swedish comedienne 
Stina Berg. Similarly, the article in Vore Herrer from the same year 
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mentioned above suggested that the casting of the Danish actress Kiss 
Andersen in Kan Kærlighed kureres? was due to the great popularity in 
Sweden of – not in fact exactly her person (for that, she was not well-known 
enough for Swedish audiences), but of her ‘type’. Andersen was perhaps best 
described as having a playful and innocent air; her ‘type’ was a curly-headed 
apparition not wholly unlike Anna Q. Nilsson, who was much celebrated in 
Sweden at the time.372 Popularity in Sweden was, in any case, not exactly a 
problem that had needed tending to, and the Danish press favoured tales of 
the love for Schenstrøm in Sweden in particular. A hypothetical matching of 
Fy and popular conceptions of national character may focus on Fy’s 
penchant for getting on high horses and for high-handedly lecturing and 
blaming Bi, as compatible with a caricatured Swedishness. His obituaries 
were full of testimonies to Swedes’ love of him; Nationaltidende reported 
that his memoirs were planned to appear first at a Swedish publishing 
house.373 Berlingske Morgen told of how he had been celebrated on his 
Swedish tour the year before. Swedish sources from the 1920s bearing 
witness to Schenstrøm’s contemporaneous status in the country were 
legion.374 Footage of Madsen and Schenstrøm in their capacity as stars was 
screened in Swedish newsreels: the pair glamorously visiting Filmstaden 
Råsunda with their frequent foil, the actress Lili Lani,375 strongly associated 
with Palladium through her marriage to the company manager Svend 
Nielsen.376 Their body language is the same as that repeated in a later 
newsreel taken outside their Gothenburg hotel: mock-timid glances and 
cordial smiles, as if half in character; defying and yet paradoxically 
reinforcing their star status.377 

Exportability was embedded in the day-to-day production: signs and 
notices seen in shots were made in multiple-language versions and the 
scenes including them shot as many times as necessary. Thus, the quiet quip 
where the organ-grinding Fy asks for alms having hung the untruthful 
placards ‘Stokblind’, ‘Smækdøv’ and ‘Lugter ikke got’ (equivalent to ‘Blind 
as a bat; Deaf as a post; Smells quite bad’) were shot in, at least, a Swedish 
version, too, as the cruder and more streamlined ‘Ser illa’, ‘Hör illa’ and 
‘Luktar illa’ which still retains the joke.378 In Ulvejægerne (The Wolf 
Hunters, 1926), a different tactics was used; here, a sign reads in three 
languages simultaneously: ‘Bicycle Repairs’, ‘Reparation de vélos’ and the 
intentionally misspelt ‘Cykelreprasjon’.379 The Danish discourse about the 
films produced abroad – particularly Palladium’s domestic publicity 
material, but also press material which was often quite closely aligned with 
the image that Palladium wanted to convey – balanced familiarity with the 
variety of fresh locations. The Danish programme booklet for the British 
production Cocktails (For fuld Fart, Monty Banks, British International 
Pictures/Palladium, 1926) made no attempt at rendering the English names 
or environments as in any way Danish, although Fyrtårnet and Bivognen of 
course retained their Danish names.380 Nevertheless, the synopsis 
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linguistically invoked a familiar Danish idiom associated with Fy and Bi’s 
Danish films: “... Bivognen [har] aldrig ... set noget saa ‘møstisk’!” (... Short 
has never seen anything this ‘sterious!) In this way, the well-known and 
long-familiar was reinserted into the foreign-made. The company credits, 
perhaps no less ‘møstisk’, read: “En Palladium Film optaget af British 
International Pictures, Ltd.” (A Palladium film made by British International 
Pictures, Ltd.) In what sense it was still a Palladium film is unclear, although 
there was dialogue between British International and Palladium about the 
film.381 All the more clear is the importance of that the foreign-made 
pictures, too, should be seen as to some degree Palladium’s own. Some 
evidence points to the reception actually conceiving of the films in this way 
as well. A Danish review of the Swedish-made Polis Paulus’ påskasmäll 
began with a reflection about the popularity of the two on their home 
ground, without mentioning the immediately relevant backdrop of the film’s 
foreign production: “Det gamle Ord, at ingen Profet er agtet i sit Fædreland, 
gælder ikke mere – Nationens Filmhelte ‘Fyrtaarnet’ og ‘Bivognen’ fik i al 
fald at mærke i Aftes i World Cinema ... at de er enormt populære.”382 (The 
old saying that a prophet is not without honor save in his own country is no 
longer true – film heroes of the nation, Fy and Bi, at least became aware 
tonight in the World Cinema ... that they are enormously popular.) In this 
discussion about the Danishness of Fy and Bi, information about the foreign 
production status of the film seems to have been thought unnecessary. 

If the facts about the foreign productions were undercommunicated, pride 
was nevertheless taken in picturesque or exciting locations for Danish-made 
Fy and Bi films. Hendrik Heisterberg mentions an enthusiastic open letter to 
Lau Lauritzen from Johannes V. Jensen, the leading Danish writer of the 
time, praising Don Quixote (1926) as a double triumph of national 
achievement and splendid adaptation.383 This pride in a piece of cultural 
production conquering both the visuals of the Spanish plains and the 
volumes of Spanish national literature brings together heritage and location 
in a way reminiscent of Svenska Bio’s and Skandia’s ‘Norwegian’ films (see 
chapter one). Location had been important for Fy and Bi’s films shot in 
Denmark, too. The pair was intimately associated with Danish settings and 
particularly Danish nature. This in part holds for the exported Danish films, 
too – at least in Norway, the Norwegian ear being sensitive to Danish 
phenomena, sensibilities, and turns of phrase for historical reasons. The 
Danish tone rings throughout this synopsis in a Norwegian programme 
booklet: “Der var sol og sommer over kysten, dagene gik med fred i landlig 
hygge og de gamle møllehjul kredset sin rolige runde og var med at lage idyl 
i det døsige landskap.”384 (There was sun and summer at the coast, the days 
passed peacefully in the cosy countryside, and the old millwheels circled 
their quiet rounds and contributed to the idyll of the sleepy landscape.) 
Danish summer idylls also figure in a different programme booklet, although 
this time more thoroughly translated into a Norwegian idiom with “koselige 
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gaarder” and “trivelige bygder”: “Ut fra stadens kvalmende hete, ut til Guds 
herlige natur! Saa lyder løsenet, og alle som kan drar avsted, nogen til de 
koselige gaarder indover i Danmarks trivelige bygder, andre til Skagens 
kjølige kyst.”385 (Out from the sickening heat of the city, out into the great 
outdoors! That is the motto, and everyone who is able, goes, some to the 
cosy farms in the pleasant Danish districts, others to the cool coast of 
Skagen.) The influence of tropes from the actuality film (education; nature; 
tourism) as described in chapter one is also visible in the Norwegian 
synopsis for Vester-Vov-Vov (At the North Sea, 1927). As an attraction, the 
film contains a shipwreck where a real ship was used, and the description 
focuses on the production value of this kind of scenery instead of conjuring 
up the image of a comedy: 
 

Vesterhavet bruser inn over Jyllands vestkyst og bringer bud fra havet – bud 
om forlis i storm og uvær. Og mangen stolt seiler har i tidens løp støtt på 
sandbankene her, og mangen dåd er utført under redning av båt og mannskap. 
Palladium har intet spart, og filmen viser mange flotte scener. Spesielt fra 
redningsarbeidet under et forlis, og fra tapre menns arbeide i storm og uvær.386 
 
The North Sea roars on the west coast of Jutland, bringing messages from the 
ocean – messages about shipwrecks in storms and rough weather. Many a 
proud sailor has in the course of time struck the sandbars here, and many a 
deed is achieved during salvages of ship and crew. Palladium has not 
skimped, and the film shows many great scenes. Particularly from the 
salvaging during a shipwreck, and from brave men’s work in storm and bad 
weather. 

 

Whether windy and barren coastline as in Jutland (see chapter one for a 
discussion of Jutland’s visual identity), or bucolic Danish countryside in 
locations closer to Copenhagen, there was both a functional tourist mode and 
a context of iconic national landscape in the treatment of location. Firstly, 
the use of nature in the films shot in Denmark was a marker of Danishness. 
An equation of national cinema and nature has not generally been a 
characteristic of Danish film. In this case, however, it was. For one thing, the 
films made a standing equation between Danish nature and Danish feminine 
beauty: habitually there was a troop of ‘new woman’ girls, lightly and 
sportily clad (although in high heels in the forest and on the beach), and 
referred to also in the vernacular as ‘Lau-Girls’; that is, named after the 
director. These were immediately reminiscent of Mack Sennett‘s Bathing 
Beauties, but did not pose or dress as provocatively. In fact, Lauritzen took 
care to distinguish his ‘Lau-Girls’ from American counterparts. Somewhat 
overcommunicating their alleged Danishness, he tried to argue that the girls 
were not unnecessarily lightly clad or unmotivated in the stories, but only 
signified youth and high spirits. 387 Secondly, nature was sometimes 
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reducible to place, in the sense that location was key for varying these films’ 
formula. It functioned as a catalyst for the plot as well as a means for 
branding each film: the latter was the case for Vester-Vov-Vov, the ‘North 
Sea film’, and Ulvejægerne, the ‘Himmelsbjerget film’. (The locations’ 
attributes could, however, be more or less accurate: for example, the plot of 
Ulvejægerne is based on a rumour about wolves on Jutland.) Furthermore, in 
several films images of the old-fashioned idyllic Denmark also operated in a 
touristic mode. While Højt paa en Kvist, for instance, was not exactly 
marketed as a ‘Zealand film’, its location was still described in its 
programme booklet as ‘den blide sjællandske Sommeridyl’ (the gentle 
Zealandish summer idyll).388 

On the transnational level, the scale was merely magnified from Danish 
provinces to other geographical units elsewhere: under Palladium’s 
management, there was the Norway film, the Riviera film, the Africa film, 
and so on. Location clearly differentiated the films, and another obvious 
function was to add to the visual interest and production value. A 
programme booklet for Dødsbokseren mentioned locations abroad as a 
supplementary enticement: “...den morsomme Handling er tillige indspillet i 
en Ramme af pragtfulde Billeder fra Nordens Is og Sydens solskinstindrende 
Havnebyer” (the amusing plot is furthermore shot within a frame of 
magnificent images from the ice of the North and the seaports of the South 
sparkling with sun).389 The same formula was used about Polis Paulus’ 
Påskasmäll in the Danish daily Aftenposten: success was not only due to the 
pranks and plot, but also to the images of the wintery Swedish nature and the 
frolicking in the snow.390 An interesting moderation is that the tourist angle 
seems to have been downplayed in Sweden: In the Swedish programme 
booklet for Ulvejægerne, the hill Himmelbjerget in Jutland (a tourist 
attraction in the relatively flat Denmark) is mentioned as the Swedish-
sounding ‘Himmelsberget’ without any sense that Swedes were expected to 
know what it was. For the snowy production Vore Venners Vinter shot in 
Norway (see below), no named locations were used in the Swedish 
programme, not even the household name Holmenkollen or the locations on 
the Bergensbanen railway, well-known from Norwegian travelogues, such as 
Finse (see chapter one).391 Instead, Swedish synopses tweaked stories in 
other directions. When juxtaposing Danish and Swedish programmes for 
Blandt Byens Børn, the film’s love story is largely missing from the shorter 
Swedish text.392 The text focuses on the social interest: the story of the girl in 
the factory with a baby in a boarding home, with a drunk ex as the baby’s 
father. In the Danish version, the baby is most often called ‘the boy’ or ‘the 
child’ and occasionally ‘Dengse’ (in this context, approx. Darling). The 
Swedish text, on the other hand, immediately nicknames the baby ‘Pyret’ 
(Little One) and uses the name throughout, indicating a more personal and 
dedicated stance towards him as an important subject for social concern. 
Thus the synopses, if only in a comparative sense and in a quiet way, 
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perform national clichés. 
A clue to how Palladium in turn conceived of the Swedish market is found in 
an interview with Carl Schenstrøm from 1934. There is no doubt that export 
markets were financially extremely significant for the Fy and Bi films, and 
Schenstrøm told the success story of domestic turnover of only two per cent: 
“I den Tid, Fy- og Bifilmene gik bedst, laa kun 2 Procent af Omsætningen 
her i Landet. Det var Tyskland, Sverige og Holland og endnu flere Lande, 
der gav Palladium den store Omsætning.”393 (At the time when the Fy and Bi 
films sold the best, only two per cent of the turnover was domestic. 
Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands and more countries gave Palladium the 
big revenue.) Whether or not the exact percentage was in fact correct, it is 
notable that Schenstrøm mentions Sweden as an important market in the 
same breath as Germany, although the German audiences must have been 
vastly bigger. Sweden’s prominent place in the enumeration of countries in 
this recollection suggests a different kind of value, arguably that Sweden 
generally represented a ‘safe’ market in terms of great stability in the 
popularity of Fy and Bi, and promise of understanding for the films’ 
particular flavour of comedy. In the heyday of Nordisk’s international sales, 
the pattern was very different: the Scandinavian sales had been negotiated to 
Fotorama, and the prevalent interpretation of this accord has been that those 
export markets were considered of little importance.394 

Vore Herrer joked about the lost, or found, Danishness of the 
international endeavour as seen from abroad: “Under al denne 
Internationalitet overses ganske de danske Navne, Madsen og Schenstrøm, 
men hele Verden ved, at disse trods alle Livets Genvordigheder lige muntre 
og opfindsomme Spilopmagere er fra det lille Danmark, hvor der er evig 
Vinter og Isbjørne paa Gaderne.” (Under all this internationality are the 
Danish names Madsen and Schenstrøm altogether overlooked, but the entire 
world knows that the jokers who are just as cheerful and inventive despite all 
the straits of life are from little Denmark, where eternal winter reigns and 
polar bears roam the streets.)395 The foreign audiences were not trusted to 
register the ‘true’ contents of the characters’ Danishness, but Norwegian and 
Swedish audiences had a different position. I will now turn to exploring this 
difference. 

Superiority discourses and proprietorship 
There were many ways of establishing or re-establishing the perhaps 
endangered national ownership of Fy and Bi, as the statement above in Vore 
Herrer. Programmes and publicity materials for re-releases were arenas for a 
re-nationalising of Fy and Bi. Phrases included the following: “Vore egne 
danske komikere Fy og Bi i Vester Vov-Vov – spændende eventyr med 
smuglere og spøgelser – elskede Fy og Bi – de går lige i hjerterne ind!”396 
(“Our own Danish comedians Long and Short in At the North Sea – thrilling 
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adventure with smugglers and ghosts – beloved Long and Short – they will 
enter your heart!”) and “Når man har set atskilligt til Gøg og Gokke og 
Abbott og Costello, fatter man godt Fy- og Bifilmenes sukces ude i verden – 
i sammenligning med de nævnte herrer er Fyrtårnet og Bivognen kongelige 
komikere.”397 (“When you have seen a good deal of Laurel and Hardy and 
Abbott and Costello, you grasp the success of Fy and Bi in the wide world 
very well – in comparison with the mentioned gentlemen, Fy and Bi are 
royal comedians.”) In these pieces of retrospective, nostalgic marketing, the 
adoration and elevation of Fy and Bi as the Danes’ own, and superior, 
comedians is less than subtle. Both during the films’ first releases and in 
retrospective, the celebration of a particular greatness of the Fy and Bi films 
often hinged on the director: “Dødsbokseren er et af de ægte Palladium 
Lystspil, der helt igennem er præget af Lau Lauritzens gnistrende Lune og 
utrættelige Opfindsomhed.”398 (“The Demon Boxer is one of the true 
Palladium comedies, all the way through characterised by Lau Lauritzen’s 
brilliant Lune and untiring ingenuity.”) Script writer A.V. Olsen‘s piece in 
Biograf Bladet with Palladium recollections from the closing of its studio 
1972 claims with suitable modesty that the foreign scripts were probably not 
worse than the Danish – but that none of the foreign directors could match 
‘the Danish master’.399 Either way, the bottom line in the quotes above was 
that the pure and original Danish comedy of Fy and Bi’s Danish films was 
thought the undisputedly best. It has been quite a critical mainstay in 
Denmark to characterise the foreign-made Fy and Bi films as unsuccessful 
attempts at copying and emulating the style and tone of the original Danish 
formula, both in the press and in the Fy and Bi literature.400 This criticism 
often hinges on the absence of the customary director Lau Lauritzen, who is 
seen as the key to Fy and Bi’s success. Even for perceived shortcomings in 
foreign narratives, the criticism is rightly or wrongly steered towards the 
instructor. In the case of the Austrian Schwiegersöhne (Hans Steinhoff, 
Hugo Engel-Filmgesellschaft 1926), two reviewers were disappointed with 
the unhappy ending. The film’s resolution went against the grain of the Long 
and Short formula by not letting the two underdogs triumph in the end –
 rather, they are mercilessly thrown out; and one reviewer blamed this 
decision on the director.401 The Swedish-made Polis Paulus’ påskasmäll was 
generally civilly received in Denmark, but one reviewer applied the same 
criticism to the Swedish film, too: “Det bedste, man kan sige om Filmen er 
forøvrigt, at den virkede som en glimrende Anbefaling for de rigtige 
Fyrtaarn- og Bivognsfilm, vi har tilgode, og som er blevet til under Lau 
Lauritzens betydeligt mere behændige Instruktion.”402 (The best thing to be 
said about the film is that it acts as a brilliant recommendation for those true 
Long and Short films we have yet to see, which have come into existence 
under Lau Lauritzen‘s considerably more adroit direction.) Swedish 
reviewers did not agree, and one even stated the opposite: 
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Polis Paulus Påskasmäll visar att vi hade rätt i våra aningar, att herrar Fyrtorn 
och Släpvagn skulle må bra av luft- och regiombyte. De behöva tydligen en 
regissör med smak, och en sådan är Gustaf Molander. Typerna äro inte alls 
urtröskade ännu – både den store och den lille mannen är skådespelare, de 
kunna mycket annat än det oftast enfaldiga pellejönseri, Lau Lauritzen låtit 
dem prestera ... Man skulle knappast ha trott, att en Släpvagnsfilm kunnat bli 
så pass kultiverad.403 
 
Polis Paulus Påskasmäll404 shows that we were right in our inklings that the 
gentlemen Long and Short would do well with a change of air and direction. 
They apparently need a director of taste, and Gustaf Molander is one such. 
The types are not at all wrung dry yet – both the large and the little man are 
actors, they can do many other things than the often silly buffoonery which 
Lau Lauritzen has let them perform ... One would hardly had believed that a 
Long and Short film could become this cultivated. 

 

Directors were, then, not really interchangeable within Scandinavia, either, 
but in Denmark they seem to have been. One Danish Fy and Bi production 
with a different director, Urban Gad – famed, of course, for his German and 
Danish Asta Nielsen films – was acclaimed at the time as being of the right 
stuff.405 Thus, this tendency towards franchise that existed also within 
Denmark was seen as unproblematic. Accordingly the director criticism does 
not seem to cover what is at stake, and instead the ulterior motive seems to 
be about nationality. 
As mentioned above, Fy and Bi had a particular relation with German-
speaking audiences, and were lent to German and Austrian production 
companies both before and after sound. Synchronised sound in its capacity 
as – to use a clichéd term – ‘game-changer’ has been blamed not only for the 
suddenly limited marketability of the Danish-speaking pair,406 but also for 
the perceived inadequate quality of Fy and Bi’s films after their golden 
1920s. Their first talking picture was international: the German-produced 
Tausend Worte deutsch (One Thousand Words of German, 1930), where Fy 
and Bi are (in all believability) required to take German lessons as part of the 
plot.407 However, the reception of this film in Denmark did not blame its 
alleged shortcomings on sound in itself, but rather on the film’s foreign 
origins – and in particular, again, other directors.408 Particularly in retrospect, 
foreign-produced films were considered below par from Fy and Bi’s usual 
standard of comedian-ship.409 This is still the case in more contemporary 
Danish scholarship. 410 I wish neither to contest nor corroborate this 
viewpoint, but rather wish to see how these opinions fit in with other notions 
of the characters’ Danishness and transnationality. A further point of interest 
is that Danish-made films in foreign settings were sometimes claimed to be 
inferior as well. And if the result was after all considered successful, this was 
held to be against the odds, as the transplantation of the characters was a 
bold enterprise. One argument made in retrospect offered that there was less 
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room for gags when there was so much tourist imagery to be attended to,411 
but the subtext is that removing Fy and Bi from their national habitat 
amounts to taking fish out of the water. In a few cases, Danish programme 
booklets even abstain from mentioning foreign locations, although these 
could easily have been used for added production value. For the re-release of 
Dødsbokseren, the programme read: 

“Dette elskelige par har i mere end to generationer gang på gang vakt vor 
dybfølte sympati. Vi glæder os, når det går dem godt, og føler med dem, når 
de har vovet sig ud på for dybt vand. Vi elsker dem simpelthen – også fordi de 
er så typisk danske i deres lune, der som regel ufoldes blandt søde, danske 
piger og som oftest i vor smukke, danske natur.”412 
 
This lovable pair has for more than two generations over and over awakened 
our deeply felt sympathies. We are happy when they are, and sympathise 
when they have ventured too far into deep waters. We simply love them – also 
because they are so typically Danish in their humour [Lune], usually 
unfolding amongst sweet, Danish girls and usually [som oftest] in our 
beautiful Danish nature. 

 

The fact that the ‘usually’ did in this case not apply very well – in this film, 
Fy and Bi go to Spain and France – did not seem to matter much. A 
sometime consequence of this kind of tactics was that the entire Fy and Bi 
endeavour – part franchise, part controlled by the same persons as it was – 
was conceptually collapsed into a single kind of film. The series of edited 
compilation films or ‘anthologies’ released in Denmark in the 1950s 
unproblematically combined Danish and foreign films. For the foreign-made 
films even at the time of release, programme booklets in Scandinavia did not 
necessarily mention the production country at all: this was the case with a 
Norwegian programme for an Austrian film which foregrounded its use of 
location – Vienna – but which could evidently pass for a Danish-made film 
in a foreign setting.413 Such sudden avoidance of marketing the foreign 
productions as foreign is interesting. It suggests that at least inside 
Scandinavia, attitudes to foreign-produced Fy and Bi films from other 
countries were aligned with the negative sentiments in Denmark. If so, 
Swedish and Norwegian audiences were assumed to position themselves as 
almost Danish. This is an angle somewhat difficult to explore properly 
because of the relative sparseness of the Norwegian and Swedish source 
material. As an effect of the national structure of film archives, institutional 
film libraries and other collections, distribution material has not been 
regarded as equally relevant to preserve as materials relating to domestic 
production. Of course, a result is that accounts of (historical) film culture 
using such materials risk producing a lopsided view of that film culture, 
privileging national cinemas. 
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Fig. 2.3. “40 damer møttes paa Mayol for at gaa i Lauritzens sold”, August 
Schønemann sang about the Norwegian ‘Lau-Girls’ on skis in Vore Venners 
Vinter (1923). Image held at the Danish Film Institute. 
 
 
 
Taking a closer look at two instances of Fy and Bi frolicking in Norwegian or 
Swedish snowscapes, or rather, under what conditions they did so, may shed 
light on the transnational practices. The shooting of Vore Venners Vinter in 
Norway generated enormous press interest in the country; perhaps it was this 
amount of coverage in the media that made Lauritzen realise the marketing 
effects of shooting abroad in export countries. In particular, the audition for a 
number of Norwegian ‘Lau-Girls’ on skis became a well-covered media event in 
its own right (fig. 2.3).414 The ‘Lau-Girl’ concept was likely familiar to the 
Norwegian public, and the fervour of the would-be extras who wanted to be cast 
for their youthful charms made such an impression on the inhabitants of 
Kristiania that it was celebrated in a revue song at the Casino theatre: “40 damer 
møttes paa Mayol for at gaa i Lauritzens sold” (forty ladies met at Mayol to go 
into Lauritzen’s service).415 The singer was the celebrated revue artiste August 
Schønemann, who passed away not long after, and the Mayol theatre was also 
short-lived. In this way the piece in Morgenposten constitutes a snapshot of the 
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transience of the Norwegian entertainment sphere in the early 1920s. The forty 
ladies referred to in the song are probably the number of ladies hired; one 
advance report informed that Lauritzen was going to hire a number of fifty. One 
Danish interview with the producer Svend Nielsen reported that the auditioning 
ladies numbered 250.416 The audition lasted two hours, according to another 
report.417 The advertisements calling for the extras were boosted by publicity 
about the casting in the form of advance reports in the press.418 There was 
considerable interest in the event also in Denmark. Klokken 5 had eagerly 
awaited the prospect of Lau filming “med de norske Jenter” (with the 
Norwegian jenter [girls]).419 After the audition, they brought an interview with 
Lauritzen which gained some attention in Norway. The interview seems to have 
been quoted from another source (disguised in the piece as ‘rumours’), as 
Norwegian press had already by then quoted the same lines. It is not clear which 
publication was first, but it seems likely that it was a Danish paper, which would 
be a more suitable medium for negative judgements about the beauty (or rather 
lack thereof) of Norwegian would-be actresses: 

– Der er gaaet Rygter om, at det var vanskeligt att finde rigtigt kønne Damer? 
– Naa, ja, der var ikke mange pæne at vælge imellem. Men man maa jo tage i 
Betragtning, at de kom blaafrosne ind med Tørklæder op over Hovedet. 
Muligvis ser de nydelige ud allesammen, nar [sic] de bliver klædt rigtigt paa. 
– Var Damerne da heller ikke friske og kvikke? 
– Naa-aa...420 
 
– There are rumours that it was difficult to find truly beautiful ladies? 
– Well, there were not many pretty ones to choose from. But one has to take 
into account that they came in blue from the cold with scarves all over the 
head. It is possible that they all look lovely once they get proper clothes on. 
– Were the ladies not fresh and lively, either? 
– Well... 
 

If Lauritzen did indeed happen to say such rather blunt things which did not 
at all follow the transnational protocol, it was probably inadvertently – at 
least, the impoliteness is uncharacteristic. A possibility is that he did not 
realise how quickly these quotes would spread to Norwegian media.421 
Svend Nielsen was likely trying to minimise the damage (and to excite 
interest in the film) when he took care to describe the ski girls as ravishing in 
a different Danish paper.422 In a forthcoming article, Jan Olsson discusses 
how Swedish actresses were considered plain on the continent, but embodied 
other qualities sought after in a Swedish context.423 A similar mechanism 
seems to have been at work here, in the relationship between Danish and 
Norwegian body and beauty culture. The question put to Lauritzen if the 
ladies were not at least ‘fresh and lively’ corresponds well to the sprightly 
and spirited ideal for the unspoiled Norwegian youth.  
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Fig. 2.4. Bivognen – unusually, endowed with a police cap and with a claim to 
official authority contested by the gags in the snow and cold – is in for a speedy 
tracking shot in Polis Paulus’ Påskasmäll (1925). Image held at the Swedish 
Film Institute. 
 
 
 
Judging by the girls’ appearance in the film as well as by how they were 
mentioned in the Norwegian ads for the film, fresh and lively summed up 
their function in the film rather well. Above all, the ads drew on the presence 
of the girls in the film to connect the finished product to the media events 
months earlier and infuse local and topical interest into the film. Ads referred 
to “[f]ilmen med de norske ski-damer” (the film with the Norwegian skiing 
ladies) and “de kjække norske skidamer” (the jaunty Norwegian skiing 
ladies) with whom Fy and Bi had made an agreeable acquaintance.424 

The Norwegian locations in Vore Venners Vinter – both Finse and 
Holmenkollen are eminently recognisable from actuality films, just as was 
the case in Bergensbanen plyndret inatt (Uwe Jens Krafft, Helios-Film, 
Norsk Super Film, 1928) – rendered the film much goodwill in both Norway 
and Sweden. The nature images were praised at length in virtually every 
review or report in the two countries. One Danish newspaper anticipated 
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future judgements about foreign Fy and Bi films by expressing the gut 
reaction that removing the characters to another country was a risky 
undertaking (‘voveligt’), but that the results were good.425 The film 
employed snow and cold gags such as Fy and Bi inadvertently shovelling 
snow at each other, or Fy believing Bi to be frozen to dead somewhere 
outside, when he was actually getting tipsy in the wine cellar.426 On a 
sidenote, the shovelling gag was later repeated in Vester-Vov-Vov, only with 
sand instead of snow (and in that film immediately replicated and mirrored, 
as if to acknowledge that they had in fact done it before and had to, as it 
were, double the effort). Other wintry gags were used in Polis Paulus’ 
påskasmäll, such as inept, but breakneck skiing (fig. 2.4). A scene where Bi 
falls into freezing water attained its humorous effect from his unusual role in 
the film as a police officer: a figure of authority, and in a stuck-up pose at 
that. It would not have been funny to have the usual, underdog Bi tormented 
in that way. 

Location was used for marketing both Vore Venners Vinter and Polis 
Paulus påskasmäll in Denmark. This aspect was somewhat less 
foregrounded in the case of the Swedish film, but the critical difference in 
this respect is not between these two films, but between Scandinavian 
locations and the continent. In particular in Raske Riviera Rejsende (At the 
Mediterranean, 1924), tourism was used in a considerably more in-your-face 
manner, with Long and Short wearing Dutch clogs in Amsterdam or 
engaging in linguine-eating gags in Italy. More remote destinations seem, 
then, to have invited a more blatantly touristic address. The films produced 
outside of Scandinavia furthermore engaged in a more touristic mode of 
(self)-presentation. Alf’s Carpet (Raketbussen,  Will P. Kellino, UK 1929) 
was centred around a London double-decker bus (and also included some 
flagrant Orientalist scenes); the Austrian films habitually included the Prater. 
A measure of the adaptability of the Fy and Bi concept is the practice when 
the characters Fy and Bi could be used, with their recognisability intact, to 
play other roles, usually (but not necessarily) in a pre-existing narrative. The 
Swedish-produced Polis Paulus’ påskasmäll treats the characters with a 
good amount of abandon by giving them newly written roles which not only 
differed from the pair’s customary roles, but which also had other character 
names. In this film, only Fy was a tramp, while Bi was instead a policeman, 
and as a consequence Fy’s initial antagonist instead of constant companion. 
Such variation might seem a substantial encroachment on the very concept 
of the duo, as the parts were normally fixed. However, the practice was not 
unique. The instances when the characters’ roles were tweaked show the 
degree of adaptability inherent in the Fy and Bi concept. In several films, the 
duo were given specific parts to play with names and functions other than Fy 
and Bi, as is the case in Polis Paulus’ påskasmäll, but these are parts that 
still somehow carry the idea of the two characters along with them. Most 
famously, they played Don Quixote and Sancho Panza in 1926. In the 
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Danish programme booklet for that film, the list of cast members read first 
the actors’ actual names and then ‘Fy’ and ‘Bi’, too, in what seems like an 
intertextual hedging manoeuvre. The cast list of the Norwegian programme 
booklet for Takt, Tone og Tosser (fig. 2.2) omitted ‘Schenstrøm’ and 
‘Madsen’ altogether and made do with ‘Telegrafstolpen’ and ‘Tilhænger’n’. 
In an even more striking way, the Swedish programme booklet for Polis 
Paulus’ påskasmäll had ‘Släpvagnen’ and ‘Fyrtornet’ play other, named 
roles: 

Polis Paulus Storm .... SLÄPVAGNEN 
... 
Lunken..........................FYRTORNET 

 

When the successful theatrical farce Ebberød Bank was later filmed with Fy 
and Bi in Sweden, the pair was adapted and grafted onto two of the already 
existing parts. Danish practices for films shot in Denmark could use the 
technique, too. Ole Opfinders Offer (Lau Lauritzen Sr, 1924, The mill) was 
loosely based on Palle Rosenkrantz‘s semi-biographical novel and play Den 
røde hane (Fire, 1908) – in this case, just broadly enough that Long and 
Short could go by their usual names. This layered roleplaying technique is 
interesting in a transnationality discussion, in that it shows both how resilient 
the Long and Short concept was. It is also a pointer to the willingness from 
Palladium’s side to temporarily remodel them, or let other companies do so; 
an approach that seems to have worked very well with the outsourcing 
practice. 

The translatability of film-title idioms 
One kind of partaking in the cultural proprietorship of the concept was 
appropriating it through performing it as live culture. Evidently, the Fy and 
Bi concept was handed down in Norway as (what we would today call) a 
meme for entertainers.427 Another was the illustration of a felt, joint cultural 
proprietorship in the translation of the films’ titles. Consider these two tables 
of, respectively, Danish-produced and foreign-produced Fy and Bi films and 
translations of their titles: 
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Table 2.1. Danish-produced silent Fy and Bi films with their Norwegian, 
Swedish and British distribution titles. Alliterative titles in bold types; direct 
translations from the original title with grey background.428 
Year* Orig. Danish 

title 

Norwegian title Swedish title British title 

1921 Film, Flirt og 

Forlovelse 

Film, flirt og 

forlovelse 

Film, flirt och 

förlovning 

The Film and 

the Flirt429 

1922 Landliggeridyl 

– Vandgang 

– – – 

1922 Sol, Sommer 

og Studiner 

Ungdom, sol og 

sommer 

Sol, sommar, 

studentskor 

Sun, Summer 

and Students 

1922 Mellem muntre 

Musikanter 

Mellem muntre 

musikanter 

Med muntra 

musikanter 

Among Merry 

Musicians 

1922 Han, hun og 

Hamlet 

Han, hun og 

Hamlet 

Glada gossars 

gästspel 

He, she and 

Hamlet 

1923 Vore Venners 

Vinter 

Modige menns 

meritter 

Snö, skidor och 

skälmungar 

The Run-away 

Bride 

1923 Daarskap, Dyd 

og Driverter 

Dyden driver 

dank 

Dårskap, dygd 

och dårfinkar 

The Refound 

Daughter 

1923 Kan Kærlighed 

kureres? 

Kan kjærlighet 

kureres? 

Kalas, kyssar 

och kypare 

Can Love be 

Cured? 

1923 Blandt Byens 

Børn 

Blandt byens 

barn 

Hotell 

Hummergångens 

hyresgäster 

The Lodgers of 

the Seventh 

Heaven 

1924 Ole Opfinders 

Offer 

Fine fanters 

frierfærd 

Mor Annas 

malliga mjölnare 

The Old Mill 

1924 Raske Riviera 

rejsende 

Raske Riviera 

reisende 

Skott, skojare, 

skatter 

At the 

Mediterranean 

1924 Lille Lise let 

paa taa 

Lille Lise let på 

tå 

Lilla Lisa lätt på 

tå 

Little Liz Light 

of Foot 

1924 Professor 

Petersens 

plejebørn 

Slangen i 

paradiset 

Professor 

Petterssons 

plågoandar 

Professor 

Petersen’s Pals 

1925 Takt, Tone og 

Tosser 

Skagens store 

sensation 

Greve Gustafssons 

galenskaper 

The Bilberries 

1925 Grønkøbings 

glade Gavtyve 

To Trangviks 

talenter 

Kova, konst, 

kolifej 

Millionaires 
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1926 Ulvejægerne Ulvejægerne Våra vänners 

vargjakt 

The Wolf 

Hunters 

1926 Dødsbokseren 

 

Dødsbokseren Bluff, boxare, 

bärsärkar 

The Demon 

Boxer 

1926 Lykkehjulet 

 

 

Lykkehjulet Tappra tusen-

konstnärers 

triumf 

The Wheel of 

Fortune 

1926 Don Quixote Don Quijote Don Quijote Don Quixote 

1927 Tordenstenene 

 

Tordenstenene Kärlek, knep och 

knalleffekter 

The Thunder 

Stones 

1927 Vester Vov Vov 

 

Vester Vov Vov Vid Västerhavets 

vågor430 

At the North 

Sea 

1928 Kraft og 

Skønhed 

Sterk, slank og 

smuk 

Friska flickors 

fästman 

Strength and 

Beauty  

1928 Kongen af 

Pelikanien 

Kongen av 

Pelikania 

Raska räddares 

rådighet 

The king of 

Pelicania  

1928 Filmens Helte Filmens helte Tjusiga tokars 

talanger 

Long and Short, 

the Film Heroes 

1929 Kys, klap og 

kommers 

Knakende 

kjekke karer 

Dråpliga 

deckares 

dunderkupp 

Detectives 

1929 Hallo! Afrika 

forude 

Hallo! Afrika i 

sikte 

Lättmatrosers 

lilla lusttur 

Clever 

Cannibals 

1929 Højt paa en 

kvist 

Højt på en kvist Moster Malins 

millioner 

Mannequins 

1930 Pas paa 

Pigerne 

Pass på pikene Snurriga sjömäns 

sommarskräll 

Beware of the 

girls 

1930 Hr. Tell og Søn 

 

Hr. Tell og 

sønn 

Flirt, funkis och 

fullträffar 

William Tell 

and Son 

1931 Krudt med 

knald 

 

Fru Pettersens 

pensionat431 

På 

Petterssonskans 

pensionat  

Long and Short 

Invent the 

Gunpowder 

1932 I Kantonnement Soldaterliv Kärlek, kiv och 

krigarliv 

In the Army 

* Year of Danish distribution. 
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Table 2.2. Non-Danish and co-production silent Fy and Bi films with their 
Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish distribution titles. Alliterative titles in bold 
types; direct translations from the Danish (non-original) title with grey 
background. 
 

Year* and 

production 

country 

Danish title Norwegian title Swedish title Other original 

title  

1921, Sweden432  Tyvepak Tyvepak Landsvägsriddare 

(original title) 

 

1925, Sweden433 

 

Spritsmuglerne Spritsmuglerne Polis Paulus’ 

påskasmäll (original 

title)  

 

1925, 

Austria/DK434  

Vagabonder i 

Wien 

Vore venners 

Wienereventyr 
 
Ledighetskommitténs 

Listiga Luffare 
 

Zwei 

Vagabunden im 

Prater 

1926, Sweden 435 Ebberød Bank Ebberød bank Ebberöds bank 

(original title) 

 

1926, 

Austria/DK436  

Svigersønnerne Svigersønnene Falska friares fiasko Die 

Schwiegersöhne 

1928, Great 

Britain/DK437 

For fuld Fart Blindpassasjerer För full fräs Cocktails  

1930, Great 

Britain438 

Raketbussen Lynbussen Maharadjans 

magiska mattstump 

Alf’s Carpet 

* Year of Danish distribution. 

 

One aspect visualised in the tables is how well aligned many distribution 
titles were to the originals. The grey areas in both tables show distribution 
titles that are analogous with the Danish titles (whether the original title was 
Danish, as in table 2.1, or foreign, as in table 2.2). As one can see at a 
glance, the Norwegian titles follow the Danish more closely. Furthermore, 
when comparing the two tables it is worth noting that when both Swedish 
and Norwegian titles diverge from the original, they are usually different 
from each other, too – only in one case are they similar. However, for two 
out of three Swedish-made silent films, the Danish and Norwegian titles 
were identical whereas the original Swedish title was different. In the third 
case, Ebberød Bank was a well-established Danish stage comedy (written by 
two well-known figures of trans-Scandinavian film practice, Axel Breidahl 
and Axel Frische). As the play had already been produced on stage under 
that name in both Denmark and Sweden in 1923, there was no reason to 
change the title of the Swedish-made film adaptation. In Norway, the stage 
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play had been produced the same year under the name Tokerud bank, but the 
film title nevertheless remained Ebberød bank and was not changed into the 
local variant.439 Even when taking care not to over-analyse this pattern, it is 
clear that Norwegian titling was generally aligned with the Danish titles. 
This holds even when the Danish titles differed from an original title in a 
different language, and the fact that these titles gravitated towards the 
Danish suggests a notion of the string of the Fy and Bi films as an indivisible 
whole, and Denmark as the true home of this whole. Swedish titles, on the 
other hand, demonstrated a greater independence towards the Danish titles as 
compared to the Norwegian ones. Although written Swedish is of course 
somewhat further removed from Danish for historical reasons, the titles 
would largely have been translatable to Swedish in a way that retained the 
original phrases. Judging by this parameter alone, their distance towards the 
Danish titles is roughly on a par with the usually independent wordings of 
German titles, which are not shown here, but are relevant enough to be 
mentioned because of Fy and Bi’s great popularity in Germany and because 
of the proximity of the German language to Scandinavian tongues. 

Nevertheless, there were more strategies to keep close to the Danish titles 
than the direct translations of individual titles. Another way was to signify 
‘Fy and Bi’ by keeping to a certain style and tone of voice in the titles, which 
the Norwegian and Swedish titles did to a vastly larger degree than export 
titles in other languages (with the German titles somewhere in between the 
Scandinavian and other European titles).440 I will turn to exploring such 
strategies presently, but first present my interpretation of the patterns: The 
adhering to the pre-defined Fy and Bi ‘feeling’ in the titles was not simply 
about conforming to originals with the identifiability of the films in mind; 
for that, the practice with (often, divergent) export titles made up by 
distributors was much too established and self-evident.441 Rather, it was a 
demonstrated willingness to take part in an entire Fy and Bi package and 
show a more profound understanding of its elements. As I will show, the 
Norwegian and Swedish discourses in different ways negotiated a discourse 
of shared proprietorship, which was supplemented by trans-Scandinavian 
elements in the partly international production practices and by 
Scandinavian-orientated ideas expressed by the Danish producers. 

An indicator of the acknowledging of a certain pre-existing Fy and Bi 
style was the the three-word alliterative title practice, coined already with the 
first Danish-made film in 1921, Film, Flirt og Forlovelse. The titles in bold 
types in both tables differentiate these. Although the alliterative three words 
were practiced far from religiously, they were a strong trademark for Fy and 
Bi in Denmark. Thus, as an illustration, an article in the publication 
København could count on immediate identification as a piece about the two 
because it was entitled “Ildebrand, Is og Iscenesættelse”.442 It is still a 
recognisable attribute in Danish film culture, judging from the section 
headline “Laus lune linje” in 100 års dansk film.443 The Danish alliterative 
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titles for the Danish-produced films used almost exclusively consonants, and 
usually employed a new letter.444 Only the letters V, K and P were reused, 
and only with some distance between the instances. These abbreviations are 
also in a self-evident way how the films were referred to in company 
paperwork.445 Again, København, which seems to have been quite taken with 
the alliterations, asked Lauritzen later in 1923 whether he would continue 
the ‘letter titles’ [‘Bogstav-Titlerne’], and he replied: “– Ja, saavidt jeg kan. 
Men det er ikke helt let stadig at finde paa.”446 (Yes, if I can. But it’s not all 
that easy to keep coming up with them.) 

The usage of the trademark alliterations in the Norwegian and Swedish 
titles was insistent, but not always straightforward. For instance, neither the 
Norwegian title Vore Venners Wienereventyr (Danish: Vagabonder i Wien) 
or the Swedish title Våra vänners vargjakt (Danish: Ulvejægerne) were 
translations of Danish titles. In fact, they both diverged from the other two 
Scandinavian titles; but at the same time they recalled the earlier Danish title 
Vore Venners Vinter which had not been directly translated into either 
Norwegian (Modige mænds meritter) or Swedish (Snö, skidor, skälmungar). 
The 1932 sound remake of Han, hun og Hamlet was released in Sweden 
with the title Sol, sommar og sjögastar, reminiscent of Sol, sommar, 
studentskor a decade earlier. In Table 2.1, I have used the British titles as 
counterpoints, and already from these it is apparent that these employed far 
less alliteration than the Norwegian ones, even where the Norwegian titles 
diverged from the Danish originals. The most obvious finding as regards the 
alliterations, however, is how strong this practice became in Sweden, despite 
how the Swedish titles as discussed above diverge more from the Danish 
ones. In fact, Sweden developed its own titling practice, which differed from 
the Danish one. The Swedish titles often used only written alliteration, 
instead of the solid conjunctions of written and oral alliteration 
characterising the Danish ones. There was Glada gossars gästspel with a 
soft G in ‘gästspel’;447 Snö, skidor och skälmungar where the two ‘sk-’ 
words have one of the Swedish ‘sh’ sounds instead of the stand-alone S;448 
Kalas, kyssar och kypare with one hard and two soft K’s;449 Kärlek, knep 
och knalleffekter with the same initial soft K followed by two regular K’s; 
Tjusiga tokars talanger with another instance of the same sound (the soft-K 
fricative) mismatched with the latter two regular T sounds; Snurriga sjömäns 
sommarskräll with one ‘sh’ sound, and finally yet another two soft K’s in 
Kärlek, kiv och krigarliv. This type of phonetic incongruence was not 
unheard of in the Norwegian titles, either, but was less prominent; more 
exactly, it was limited to Kan kjærlighet kureres? and Knakende kjekke 
karer, two instances combining one soft K with two hard.450 

An effect of this collapse of the literal and the phonetic levels is that the 
Swedish titles appear less sophisticated. Overall, they were arguably less 
smoothly designed rhythmically, too: consider, for instance, the heavy and 
ungainly Kova, konst, kolifej for Grønkøbings glade Gavtyve, or the tongue-
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twisting Mor Annas malliga mjölnare for Ole Opfinders Offer. Usually, the 
Swedish titles did more or less align themselves with the most common 
metrics of the Danish titles, where the last or the latter two words are the 
longest and the rhythm is most often falling, from an initial stressed syllable. 
A distinct example is Raska räddares rådighet,451 modelled on other original 
titles such as Mellem muntre Musikanter.452 Equally often, however, the 
Swedish titles grate on the ear in terms of metrics, such as Tappra 
tusenkonstnärens triumf which shifts unmusically from a falling to a rising 
rhythm. Contrary to the Danish titles, the Swedish ones employed the same 
letter over again for new films – for instance, in the early 1920s, ‘SSS’ was 
used three times in as many years. 

Such disregard for the fine print in Danish Fy and Bi film culture make 
the Swedish attitude seem less reverent than the Norwegian one. Moving on 
from these detailed differences, this observation tallies with the most striking 
pattern in the alliterative titles, which remains the fact that the Swedish titles 
in fact pushed alliteration further than the Danish ones. After the mid-20s, 
the Danish titling practice did not exactly abandon alliteration, but it more 
often than not abstained from the device. In Sweden, the practice was, on the 
contrary, so established that it got a life of its own, continuing this titling 
identity in a manner of speaking on behalf of the original titles. It was also 
used for the Swedish-produced Polis Paulus’ påskasmäll (which was 
nonetheless distributed to other countries under the different, but between 
themselves more or less identical titles such as The Smugglers).453 The 
programme booklet played the alliteration up further by using the same giant 
P as initial letter for all three words.454 I have traced the pattern of Swedish 
distributors in the silent era, and the pattern cuts across three different 
companies.455 Skandinavisk Filmcentral distributed all films until (and 
including) Don Quixote.456 At that point, Wasa took over, but soon went out 
of business, and for the rest of the silent era, National was Fy and Bi’s 
Swedish distributor. The Swedish emphasis on, and liberties with, this titling 
idiom is furthermore evident in the Swedish title for the American short 
comedy First to Fight (Harry Edwards, USA, Swedish exhibition in 1931): 
Snurriga sjömäns söta syster, unabashedly modelled on Snurriga sjömäns 
sommarskräll (Pas paa Pigerne) from the previous year.457 These 
participatory gestures in the translated figurations of a discourse of 
proprietorship of Fy and Bi also extends to Finland: the alliterative pattern in 
the titling of the films is strong in Swedish and Finnish distribution titles 
alike in Finland.458 

The reader is advised to keep in mind that the above charts are far too 
neat and are likely to some degree to be misleading. Alternative titles were a 
common phenomenon throughout the silent era, and for this and other 
reasons, every kind of record for these films’ distribution is a blunt tool as 
long as they are not all weighed together – distribution, exhibition, 
censorship, and marketing records. Distribution titles are not a priority in 
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national film historiography practices; filmographies are in most cases 
incomplete already in the areas of nationally-made films, particularly from 
the silent era.459 As for the wealth of information that is nevertheless actually 
there, this is not necessarily accurate and needs to be approached with a 
degree of distrust. A safer, but vastly more time-consuming method is to go 
by physical censorship records only. As I write, the Swedish Film Institute is 
retroactively registering more films in their database – whose beginnings 
were as a mere holdings database – and completing it, though as yet only 
from the introduction of sound onwards.460 The Norwegian database at 
Medietilsynet (Norwegian Media Authority) is based on censorship records, 
but is not complete and also bears witness to technical difficulties, for 
example in handling the letters Æ, Ø and Å. The online information about 
the database warns that mistakes may occur and asserts that information 
about all feature films exhibited from 1913 onwards will eventually be added 
to it from a card index. However, at the present time it still reads: “This task 
will be prioritised in 2005.”461 Lastly, the Danish Film Institute’s database is, 
usefully, in the middle of the process of uploading different kinds of sources 
about the films onto the films’ entries – for viewings sometimes outside and 
sometimes only inside the DFI’s network – and therefore has a high degree 
of transparency and thus credibility. Still, not even this prioritised database 
contains every feature film distributed in Denmark; only a physical card 
index located in the DFI’s picture archives can do that.462 In Sweden, one has 
the advantage of Långfilm i Sverige, a catalogue of censorship records for 
features issued as a series of books, although in our time of dependence on 
digital media and frustrations incident to that, it is perhaps easy to forget that 
the technology of book printing, too, has its own set of possible glitches.463 
In Långfilm i Sverige, faulty prints render certain pages absent from or 
rearranged; at least, this goes for my own volumes, where for example, the 
page where Sol, Sommer og Studiner should have been listed is nowhere to 
be found. In Norway, an online filmography is under construction at 
Nasjonalbiblioteket and at the time of the printing of this thesis exists in a 
beta version. One problem of using multiple national filmographies is 
occasional discordance about the dating of the films (by their world 
premiere); in these cases I have relied upon the filmography of the producing 
country. Dates of production would in many cases have been more 
informative to include than the film’s premiere, but such a principle would 
have required a considerably bigger research effort to adhere to. 

To sum up, Swedish discourse about the Fy and Bi films was somewhat 
more independent of the Danish one, displacing emphases and appropriating 
idioms at will, whereas the Norwegian discourse was more of an empathic 
extension of the Danish. This can partly be explained by the greater sense of 
community of language between Denmark and Sweden, but the difference is 
more or less a question of nuance and can also be related to the stronger 
position and self-confidence of the Swedish film industry including 
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distributors and exhibitors. The most important finding is that the way these 
discourses were conducted both in Sweden and Norway shows how the film 
businesses and the movie-going publics made claims for cultural joint 
proprietorship of these popular characters; claims that were both invited and 
often met by the Danish producers. These mechanisms are not surprising, as 
already existing cultural relations between neighbouring countries informed 
strategies of film production and marketing. However, the Fy and Bi 
example is particularly salient, as it combines what was seen as an all-
pervading Danishness with what came to be a long-standing practice of 
transnational production. As the first trait easily eclipses the second, Fy and 
Bi also demonstrate the need for transnational historiographies. National 
cinema history alone fails to explain important mechanisms in the Fy and Bi 
phenomenon, and the Scandinavian perspective illuminates specific 
circumstances of how Scandinavia could function as an intermediate stage 
for larger-scale exports. In the discourse in Norway and Sweden there can be 
detected a sense of pride taken in a Nordic or Scandinavian ‘we’, such as 
‘we Scandinavians’ being able to produce good comedy.464 This kind of 
comedy was carefully distinguished from other European or German brands 
through its unmistakable atmosphere.465 In Norway I have seen a few 
instances where the characters were called ‘Nordic’ in addition to ‘Danish’, 
again with the function of drawing up a cultural boundary towards the rest of 
the world. For instance, the announced advent of Raske Riviera Rejsende 
was met with this reflection on the presumed clash between the Nordicness 
of the characters and the Mediterranean environment: “Det vil sikkert bli 
interessant at se, hvorledes de to nordiske typer vil virke i de fremmedartede 
omgivelser.”466 (It will surely be interesting to observe the effect of the two 
Nordic types in the strange surroundings.) Danishness was still a highly 
positively charged term in this context, but was for maximum effect 
combined with the Scandinavian. A synopsis in a Norwegian programme 
booklet ends with the assurance that “resultatet blir et absolut skandinavisk 
lystspil baaret av dansk gemytlighet” (the result is an absolutely 
Scandinavian comedy borne by Danish geniality).467 

Viewpoints that the only “real” Fy and Bi stories took place in Denmark – 
and were produced domestically as well – grounded this series of films 
firmly inside a framework of Danish national cinema. I believe such an 
approach to be reductive, and instead a historiographic approach that could 
yield more would be to acknowledge Fy and Bi as a highly transnational 
phenomenon. The purely quantitative justification for this would be the 
extensive career span for Fy and Bi outside Denmark by way of Palladium’s 
films and the ones produced abroad. To boot, several measures taken by 
Palladium ensured that the Danish-made films were palatable for the export 
market – for instance, signposts within the frame were reshot in different 
languages. Naturally, the foreign and domestic tourist locations in Danish-
made films were also such devices. Scandinavia was marked out in the 
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discourse as holding a special place when it comes to trading areas for the Fy 
and Bi films, in the sense that Norway and Sweden stood out as obvious 
market areas economically and culturally. The Danish press was keen to 
report Fy and Bi’s continuous success in Norway and Sweden. This seems 
partly due to how well the films were received and partly to the lingering 
Scandinavist identities that were at the time already dwindling but still 
stronger than today. Thus, the mirror held up by the other Scandinavian 
audiences was interesting to the Danes as well. In short, there existed a 
Scandinavian ambition that was a remnant from the company’s beginnings 
and this was picked up on in Swedish and Norwegian reception. There was a 
particular kind of secondary proprietorship in those countries, a sense that 
the audiences were to a larger degree ‘in on the jokes’. They happily 
responded to the invites given them, and they also felt themselves to 
understand the Fy and Bi concept more fully than other national audiences, 
on account of a more developed understanding of an agreed concept of 
Danishness. 
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3. Textualities: Transmedial practices, uplift 
and heritage discourses 

a. Access to an all-Scandinavian literary treasure: 
Coming a long way from Kommandørens Døtre 
 
Swedish ’golden-age’ film production drew on not only Norwegian 
locations, but also canonised Norwegian literature. Some published reactions 
to this practice in the patriotic vein have been given the privileged position 
of speaking for the Norwegian film sphere and popular opinion at large. 
Anne Marit Myrstad has called it ”a common opinion”, and Gunnar Iversen 
states that ”mange var irritert” (many people were annoyed).1 However, the 
historiography of this piece of inter-Scandinavian relations may deserve to 
be nuanced and, as we shall see, tempered. The question was usually not 
addressed on the Swedish side, but the ever-Scandinavianist and ever-polite 
Gustaf Berg did: ”I Sverige er vi taknemlige for, at de svenske film har faaet 
en saa smuk modtagelse i Norge. Selv om svenskerne har optaget stykker, 
bygget over nationale emner, saa er vi ikke blevet betragtet som nogen, som 
trænger sig ind, men som venner.”2 (In Sweden, we are thankful that the 
Swedish films have been received so well in Norway. Even if the Swedes 
have produced pieces built on national themes, we have not been regarded as 
intruders, but as friends.) Such a scenario would, naturally, be what a Swede 
would want to percieve, but the question is whether Berg’s evaluation was 
not more in the right.   

The Norwegian reception of such practices had, however, come off to a 
bad start some years earlier with a Danish adaptation of Jonas Lie’s novel 
Kommandørens døtre (fig. 3.1), likewise called Kommandørens døtre (The 
Commodore’s Daughter, Leo Tscherning, Nordisk 1912). The immediate 
context at Nordisk Film is the almost coterminous emergence of the literary 
concept of the Autorenfilm. The debate around this film forms a 
counterexample to the German-Danish discourse about subsequent 
adaptations within the framework of the Autorenfilme, which was on the 
contrary positively charged. Although these were not necessarily universally 
praised, they were always taken seriously and represented what has later 
been called a ”Nobilitierung des frühen Kinos” (the ennoblement of early 
cinema).3  
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Fig. 3.1. Nordisk Film’s adaptation of Jonas Lie’s Norwegian novel Kom-
mandørens døtre caused an outcry in Norway, where the press thought the re-
sult a run-of-the-mill melodrama instead of a piece of art. Later Swedish adap-
tations of Norwegian literature were generally, however, very popular. Image 
held at the Danish Film Institute.  
 
 
 
The trend was started at Nordisk, initiated by their Berlin branch office,4 but 
became influential in Germany. Less discussed is the circumstance that the 
type of film was also attempted by Svenska Bio. Hugo von Hofmannsthal’s 
pantomime scenario (or, perhaps, dance libretto) Das fremde Mädchen was 
realised by Mauritz Stiller as Den okända (The Girl from Abroad, Svenska 
Bio, 1913) and marketed in Germany as an integral part of the Autorenfilm 
movement.5 The film was certainly conceived as a response to, or as part and 
parcel with, the Danish-German endeavour – according to Gösta Werner, the 
company bought the rights from Nordisk.6 Just as for other Autorenfilme, the 
author’s name was privileged in the marketing.7 Likely because of the film’s 
leading actress, the Austrian dancer Grete Wiesenthal who had previously 
performed the role on stage in Berlin,8 the film was marketed in Germany as 
being of Austrian origin.9 Other marketing materials, reproduced in Heinz 
Hiebler’s book about Hugo von Hofmannsthal, also claimed the scenario 
was written for the screen.10 This is evidently incorrect, as it was first 
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produced as a pantomime, but the information has been brought on into the 
discussion of Autorenfilm in Encyclopedia of Silent Cinema.11  

Nordisk’s Kommandørens Døtre was certainly marketed with the same 
‘ennobling’ intentions of marrying literature to film, but the attempt 
backfired dramatically in Norway and caused ripples also in Denmark. Lie 
belonged to the literary canon and counted as one of “de fire store” (the Four 
Greats) alongside Kielland, Bjørnson and Ibsen, in an idiom that had been 
launched by their common publishing company, Gyldendal. The term stuck 
and has been taken to imply a formulation of a golden ages of sorts. Into this 
canonical formation Nordisk ventured, basing a film loosely on the novel but 
using Jonas Lie’s name liberally in the marketing. The illustrations in the 
programme booklet are dominated by a large portrait of Lie, and the front 
page text emphasises artistic qualities: ”En vemodig Fortælling om Marthe 
Krags og Jan Børresens unge Kærlighed. Frit efter Jonas Lie’s [sic] berømte 
Roman. Spillet af yndede og fremragende Kunstnere fra Københavns 
fornemste Scener.” (A melancholy tale of the young love of Marthe Krag 
and Jan Børresen. Freely adapted from Jonas Lie’s famous novel.) The 
Norwegian press was enraged by what they regarded as abuse of a cherished 
Norwegian writer, and the debate was eagerly related and engaged in by the 
Danish press. In the process, the discussion came to concern not only 
nationality and ownership issues, but also the cultural status of film and 
literature and the process of adaptation in itself.   

The Danish journal Filmen interpreted the reactions as being averse to 
film per se, dismissing, as it seems, the question that had been raised about 
adaptation fidelity, in choosing not to address it except by stating that future 
grandchildren would laugh at the idea of resistance towards filming 
literature.12 Likewise, an article in Politiken argued that the protesting 
Norwegian writers should opt to instead rejoice in the PR possibilities which 
offered themselves when their works were filmed.13 This article was 
regarded as sufficiently important by the DFI as to have been copied by hand 
for preservation, and its perspective of the conflict has since been 
perpetuated in Danish film historiography.14 Vort Land similarly summarised 
the stance of the Danish majority when stating: “Den norske Bevægelse har 
sikkert sin grund i, at man i Norge regner med Filmen som noget andet og 
ringere, end vi gør, og end hele det øvrige Udland gør.” (The basis of the 
Norwegian movement is surely that in Norway, film is counted as something 
else and humbler than we do, and all other countries do.)15 Film was the 
future; therefore, critiquing current film practices was being backwards, and 
hurt a sense of national Danish pride in a flourishing film industry that 
punched so far above its weight internationally. 

One aspect of the filming practice criticised in Norway with national 
overtones was the financial motive for making use of the book, seen as 
ruthless exploitation.16 The scapegoat quickly became the publisher Peter 
Nansen at Copenhagen’s Gyldendal, who had sold the rights to Nordisk. The 
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film-friendly Nansen – soon to be associated with Dania Film – replied by 
publicly wiring Gyldendal’s branch office in Kristiania and explaining his 
actions, as well as by publishing an essay in Politiken.17 The telegram was 
widely cited and in a bigger picture formed part of a history of discord 
between Norwegian literary environments and the Danish Gyldendal, which 
eventually lead to the separation of the Norwegian branch from the main 
company in 1925.18 This (in Norway) long wished-for break was made 
possible by the financing of the rights to Norwegian authors, where the Four 
Greats including Lie played an important part symbolically as well as 
economically – in practice, by means of de luxe, jubilee editions for their 
hundredth anniversaries. The telegram from Gyldendal to Gyldendal 
amounted to a defence of film art, defined as a future factor for the education 
of the people in art and culture.19 Peter Nansen had not yet seen the film –
 the Danish premiere would follow the Norwegian one – but referenced 
Nordisk’s new Autorenfilm practice embodied by their ongoing adaptation of 
Gerhart Hauptmann’s Atlantis. Hauptmann had only a few months before 
received the Nobel Prize for literature, and Nansen no doubt attempted to 
endow the case of Kommandørens Døtre with a reflection of this halo. 
Nonetheless, as the Danish press eagerly reported, the cable did less to 
soothe than to further aggravate the inter-Scandinavian relations. The 
Norwegian Aftenposten tartly commented that Nansen was probably right 
that Nordisk had treated the novel ‘gently’ (“vist stor ‘nænsomhet’”) – in the 
sense that the film hardly rendered the plot of the novel at all, but rather 
made up a new scenario based on the characters.20 Tidens Tegn directed its 
critique at the film industry as big business: a Danish industry amounting to 
millions should not be given the chance to thrive at the expense of 
Norwegian literature.21  

At this point began a closer communication through various press 
channels between Aftenposten and Peter Nansen, where they replied to each 
other’s latest contributions in greater detail.22 At the same time, the Danish 
papers began communicating the debate with more nuance and distance. Still 
Nationaltidende, a conservative, ‘quality’ twice-daily which privileged 
cultural material, was more or less alone in its outright support of the 
Norwegian reaction. The paper commented that Danes were accustomed to 
complimenting themselves with a higher level of delicacy and taste than the 
northerners up there in Norway, and that this situation was most disagreeable 
because the circumstances were in this case the opposite.23 Nationaltidende 
had at this point already brought an interview with the film’s director Leo 
Tscherning, who expressed understanding of the Norwegian point of view on 
the basis that he had similar views of the final result himself.24 According to 
the interview, Tscherning had had to leave the project in the hands of August 
Blom before the filming was complete, and felt that both the newly shot 
material and the cuts in the existing material were done in a different 
direction from the initial plan, which followed the novel more closely. The 
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debate came to a close as Nansen made a promise to see the film and, if he 
thought the novel misrepresented, to either stop further exhibition or the use 
of Lie’s name in the marketing.25 Next, the Danish press reported that in 
Norway, Jonas Lie’s name was struck from the film posters and that August 
Blom had the film renamed (which, he claimed, he had long since 
considered anyway).26 In Denmark, it seems that the marketing practices 
where not changed before the film’s premiere. A consequence of the debate 
was the occasion to ponder the terminology of the discussion: Politiken 
asked what might be the most suitable verb to cover the adaptation of 
literature for film.27 ‘Films-dramatisere’ was correct, but long-winded, the 
journalist felt; ‘filmisere’ or ‘tilfilme’ were better options.28 The debate also 
led to general reflections about the relationship between literature and film; 
thus, Helmer Lind in Hovedstaden argued that (deceased) writers that could 
no longer choose whether they wanted their works filmed should be 
dignified with some protection.29 Politiken continued to engage with the 
debate by inviting the Scandinavian literary or theatrical figures Bjørn 
Bjørnson, Sigurd Ibsen and Verner von Heidenstam to an enquête about 
cinema.30  

The debate around Kommandørens Døtre differs from later discourses 
around Scandinavian ‘literary’ films by its strong streak of regarding films 
still as an inferior medium whose interarts engagement tainted the more 
traditional arts with its sensationalism instead of levering film to a more 
(aesthetically) advanced or (morally) decorous stage. One piece of the 
background to this seems to be a lag between Nordisk’s literary ambitions 
and the practices at this point developed to match them. In Norway, the 
debate formed a parallel to the prolonged and negative discourse about many 
Ibsen adaptations produced outside Scandinavia. Later discussions about 
Swedish adaptations of Norwegian literature, set in Norway, followed other 
patterns: despite controversy, there was agreement that the films made were 
of high quality. In consequence, the us-and-them rhetoric of the 
Kommandørens Døtre case was supplanted by an inclusive ‘we’, which I 
will explore in the following.  

Some fun was made at Swedish adaptations of Norwegian literature, too. 
One tongue-in-cheek reviewer of Terje Vigen ironically started out: “Skønt 
Ibsen ikke kan betegnes som nogen særlig fremragende forfatter, iethvertfald 
ikke af filmsskuespil, har han dog skrevet enkelte spændende ting. I Terje 
Vigen, som sikkerlig er skrevet med den stumme scene for øiet, har han 
virkelig vist avgjort talent.” (Although Ibsen cannot be described as a 
particularly outstanding writer, at least not of film plays, he has at least 
written a few suspenseful things. In Terje Vigen, surely written with an eye 
to the silent screen, he has truly shown decided talent.)31 The review is 
nevertheless benevolent despite the perceived absurdity of using Ibsen for a 
film, and other reviews on the contrary praised the closeness of the film to 
the literary original. As Dagmar Engelhart wrote: “... paa norsk, endog med 
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Ibsens egen ortografi, slog de herlige strofer, som alle nordmænd elsker og 
ærer, én imøte fra den hvite duk” (in Norwegian, even in Ibsen’s own 
ortography, one was met from the silver screen by the wonderful stanzas 
loved and honoured by all Norwegians).32  

As I began by stating, Norwegian historiography has traditionally 
emphasised Norwegian annoyance with the Swedish adaptation practices. 
However, I argue that while such sentiments were certainly voiced, this 
description is not representative. Most press reactions to the films were 
benevolent, and most protests came from the same source: the nationally-
minded Gustav Berg-Jæger who used his journal, the independent Filmen og 
vi, as a soapbox for sometimes quite pointed formulations: “Og bare vent – 
de dygtige og energiske svenske herrer kommer sikkert igjen og lager den 
film som vi skulde produceret selv. Og imens skal vi visserlig ogsaa opleve, 
at vi blir staanede og kope og glane og lar dem ta fra os det som vi ikke gad 
ta selv.”33 (And just you wait – the clever and energetic Swedish gentlemen 
will surely return and make those films that we ought to have produced 
ourselves. And meanwhile, it will come to pass that we stand around open-
mouthed and staring while they take away from us what we could not be 
bothered to do ourselves.)  

By comparison, the other two Norwegian film journals in the late 1910s 
generally abstained from statements in that vein. Berg-Jæger had previously 
edited Film og kino, too, but that publication was generally understanding 
towards the Swedish companies filming in Norway, on the grounds that 
Norwegians did not step up and do these tasks themselves. As its competitor 
Helt og skurk polemically pointed out, Film og kino had previously been (in 
part) an instrument for film-import interests, and in this way had no tradition 
for actively supporting the Norwegian film industry.34 Helt og skurk, edited 
by Leif Sinding, had ties to the film-producing industry in Christiania Films 
Co. The journal liked to adopt a positive stance towards future for 
Norwegian film and to initiate discussion about it in interviews, but it did not 
agitate in the way Berg-Jæger at Film og kino did. In other words, firstly, the 
discourse inimical to Swedes was not dominant. Secondly, any indignation 
towards the filming practices was normally not directed at the Swedes but at 
the Norwegians failing to make the films themselves. Thirdly, the underlying 
motive was to promote a Norwegian film industry, not to prohibit Swedish 
intervention. The irritation sometimes expressed towards Terje Vigen, 
Synnöve Solbakken or other Swedish adaptations was, then, polemical and 
more or less rhetorical. In Norway, the lack of a domestic film production 
took on the proportions of a concern of national significance, which can be 
seen as a part of the nation-building after the separation from the Swedish-
Norwegian union. The circumstance that the country had trouble turning out 
films (and, as many felt, qualitatively good films) was felt to be 
embarrassing and awkward. For this reason, the Swedish film production 
practices were described as unchecked exploitation of Norwegian natural 
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resources and national literature, that is, with colonial overtones. It is 
unquestionably possible to describe such conduct as colonial acts, but when 
scrutinising the language of the Norwegian film-journal discourse about 
Swedish films, far more striking are the attempts to accommodate both the 
Norwegian ‘raw materials’ and the Swedish ‘refinement processes’ within a 
joint, Scandinavian conceptual framework. 

Of course there is a historical resonance to these we-should-have-done-it-
ourselves sentiments, principally in the recently terminated personal union 
with Sweden. To a certain degree Berg-Jæger’s brand of rhetoric did have a 
point, which it could very well have trotted out in more nuanced terms: It is 
certainly possible to describe such a practice as a colonial procedure in 
economical terms, exploiting the lack of a fully-established Norwegian film 
industry, and probably profiting by a very real political power structure only 
recently abandoned. To the extent that the production companies were 
indeed aware of this aspect, it was fully obscured by their image of jolly 
cooperation across borders. The Swedish producers encouraged an 
understanding of the films as in a sense transnational. In the PR around films 
shot on location abroad, behind-the-scenes tales of a touristic character 
abound, pandering to the locals and their compatriots and praising their 
native place. For Ett farligt frieri, where locals in national costumes 
functioned as extras, the shooting was framed as a pastime that was certainly 
strenuous, but most of all idyllic.35 The souvenir programme for Synnöve 
Solbakken, identically worded in all three Scandinavian language versions, 
plays up an imagery of national symbols side by side: 

Einar Rød fik tre ganger passere gjennem skjærsilden, da han som Aslak blir 
kastet ut av Egil Eide – Sæmund Granlien. Egil Eide er sterk, og der skal 
ogsaa kraft til, for han kaster Aslak bokstavelig talt gjennem døren. [...] Tredje 
gang blev scenen vellykket, men da saa Einar Rød ut som en prøve paa alle 
farver i det norske og det svenske flag.36 
 
Three times Einar Rød had to pass through purgatory, when in the role of 
Aslak he is thrown out by Egil Eide – Sæmund Granlien. Egil Eide is a strong 
man, and that strength was needed, for he throws Aslak literally through the 
door. [...] The third take was a success, but by then Einar Rød looked like a 
sample of all the colours in the Norwegian and Swedish flags.  

 
Similar transnational concord is actually found in most of the Norwegian 
reception, albeit a concord that would often require a measure of tacit 
negotiation as regards the exact modes of expression. Firstly, the 
Norwegians bought into the Swedish producers’ own slide between the 
national and the northern or Nordic, where the tendency is for Nordicness to 
be swallowed up by Swedishness. Norsk Kinematograf-Tidende commented 
about Berg-Ejvind och hans hustru (my emphasis): “The productions in our 
neighbouring country are still based on the national or things near at hand to 
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the Swedish temperament [...].” (Vort nabolands optagelser er stadig basert 
paa det nationale eller ting som ligger det svenske gemyt nært [...].)37 In a 
closely related manner but with a shift of emphasis, the films that might just 
as well have been regarded as ‘colonialist’ were met with attempts to include 
the Norwegian ‘raw material’ and the Swedish ‘processing’ in the same 
category. This category could be either a Norwegian or an all-Scandinavian 
one. Already when all-Swedish films were dealt with in the (import-friendly) 
Norsk Kinematograf-Tidende, there was a noticeable will to read whatever is 
successful and Swedish as generally Nordic, bestowing also on the 
Norwegians a sense of ownership. The journal asked with reference to Berg-
Ejvind och hans hustru: ”Og det spørs sandelig om vi ikke ogsaa her i 
Skandinavien har særlig gode betingelser for at skape kunstnerisk værdifulde 
films.”38 (Truly, the question is whether we here in Scandinavia, too, have 
particularly good conditions for creating artistically valuable films.) Writing 
in similar turns of phrase about Tösen från Stormyrtorpet, the wording is 
more obtuse and in effect tests the stretching power of this kind of ‘we’: 

Men med ’Stormyr-jenten’ har svenskerne vist veien for hvad vi her i 
Skandinavien kan lave av film som maa interessere overalt, fordi emnet i og 
for sig er almen menneskelig [sic] værdifuldt og fordi selvfølgelig ingen kan 
gjøre det mere egte, mere kunstnerisk forstaaelsesfuldt fordi det er deres eget. 
I den slags ting har vi i Skandinavien noget som vi har alene og som vi kan gi 
en verden.39 
 
With the ‘Marsh Croft Girl’, Swedes have shown the way for what we here in 
Scandinavia can make as regards films that must be of interest everywhere, 
because the subject in itself is universally valuable and because, naturally, no 
one can do it more authentically, more artistically understanding, as it is their 
own. In that kind of thing, we in Scandinavia have something that we have 
alone and that we can give to the world.  

 
The sliding between the Swedish and the Scandinavian seems almost 
complete, but with an ambiguity in the premise that cultural material should 
be the producer’s ‘own’ for best results. If ‘own’ is to be interpreted as 
nationally specific, this view was clearly abandoned in the publication’s 
writings about Swedish films made in Norway: these do not mention 
specificity as any kind of obstacle. The journal’s successor Film og kino 
used a specific strategy to avoid this presumptive problem in its reflections 
about Synnöve Solbakken. The text amounts to an exalted praise to Egil Eide 
in the role as Sæmund with reference to the Norwegian ‘tribe’, and the 
strategy is to focus on what is Norwegian in the production and as far as 
possible skate over the rest: “Det er en egen bred magt over [Eide], en 
varme, en knaphet, et lune som vi føler er vor stammes bedste egenskaper. 
Vor stammes –. Vi føler os stolte paa stammens vegne, at den presterer 
Sæmunder som Bjørnsons og Egil Eides.”40 (There is a particular, broad 
might about [Eide], a warmth, a reserve, a humor that we feel are the best 
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characteristics of our tribe. Our tribe –. We feel proud on behalf of the tribe, 
it being capable of Sæmunds such as Bjørnson’s and Egil Eide’s.)  

Here, the values inscribed into the fiction are ascribed to the nation – or, 
literally, the ‘tribe’ – which is in a way seen as collective originators of the 
story, as if Bjørnson’s work were a folk tale. As it turns out, silence about 
the Swedish origin of these films is overall a standard strategy. Arbeider-
Politikken commented blithely about Dreyer’s Swedish-produced 
Prästänkan: 

Vi faar flere og flere norske films, og det er virkelig morsomt at se, hvordan 
nordmændene kommer sig ogsaa paa filmindustriens omraade. Norske bøker 
filmatisert i utlandet kan jo være bra nok, men de faar da aldrig den tone over 
sig som naar de er optat i norske omgivelser – enten det nu er ex- eller 
interiører.41  
 
We get more and more Norwegian pictures, and it is wonderful to see how 
Norwegians are improving also in the area of film industry. Norwegian books 
filmed abroad may be very well, but they never get the particular tone that is 
the result of shooting in Norwegian surroundings – be it ex- or interiors. 

 
It seems that ‘Norwegian’ films had taken on a different meaning – that of 
adaptations from Norwegian literature that were also shot in Norway. 
Similarly, Swedish and Norwegian film-making tended to merge 
imperceptibly in Film og kino, such as in this comment from later in the 
same year, 1920: ”Nu har vi i løpet av en kort tid hat fem filmer som har 
hentet miljøet fra norske bygder.” (Now, we have in the course of a short 
time had five films fetching their environments from Norwegian 
countryside.)42 The rural-themed films that the writer has in mind, in 
addition to the Norwegian-made Kaksen paa Øverland (Jackal, 1920) and 
Fante-Anne (Anne the Tramp, 1920),43 are actually the Swedish-made Ett 
farligt frieri, Synnöve Solbakken and Prästänkan. The question is, then, who 
‘we’ are and what it means to ‘have’ five films. The three Swedish films 
were shot on Norwegian soil and were adaptations from Norwegian 
literature, which as we have seen is a vital element in strengthening the bond 
of felt belonging. Plainly, the joint film pool tacitly suggested is meant to 
appear to be Norwegian. The offer from the Swedish side to perceive of the 
films as transnational, then, was sometimes overdrawn to reframe the films 
as ‘almost Norwegian’. 
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b. Nordisk Film and Svenska Bio as hubs for 
Scandinavian script-writing: Amateur-scripts rejection 
and the mobility of Scandinavian script-writers  
 
From discourses of Scandinavian cinema as art such as those that figured in 
the last subchapter, I will now turn to ‘phantom’ practices of Scandinavian 
cinema which place themselves rather far from concepts of art: 
correspondence about amateur scriptwriting at Svenska Bio and Nordisk 
Film during two separate phases, 1916–1918 in Svenska Bio’s case, and for 
Nordisk, mainly 1911–1912. This kind of research is not relevant for film 
history if that history is defined by the manifest results of film production, or 
for a film culture understood as actual movie-going practices. Phrased in 
practical terms, this research is conditioned by what happens to exist in 
textual archives instead of what happens to have existed in cinema theatres. 
Compared to professional screenwriting, its processes are more easily traced 
because scripts from unestablished writers went through the main mail 
instead of directly to individual contacts. In terms of film historiography, 
amateur writing for the screen is a prism for popular film culture in its 
capacity as a tail to actual filmmaking. It is meant to contribute to 
an understanding of latencies in film culture and peripheral practices within 
the field of production. A main connecting point to film history in general is 
that amateur script-writing may provide formulations of how a large group 
of amateurs conceived of what a film should be like at a certain point in 
time, as well as what a certain film company was looking for, and not. In my 
material, what emerges the most clearly is an illustration of the policy 
change at Svenska Bio and how it seems to have registered with individuals 
in the movie-going public who were sufficiently committed to film as to try 
to write films themselves. Charles Magnusson, head of the firm, described 
this change eloquently in a booklet about the company in 1917, seeing its 
roots several years previously: 

Med Gränsborna [Gränsfolken], Prästen, Ingeborg Holm m.fl., nu flera år 
gamla skådespel, hade firman före flertalet av sina konkurrenter i utlandet 
slagit in på framställandet av logiskt och realistiskt utformade, psykologiskt 
fördjupande dramer, d.v.s. den biografdramatik, som nu oemotståndligt gör 
sitt segertåg över världen och motståndslöst vräker undan 10-
öreshäfteslitteraturens motsvarighet inom filmen.44 
 
With Brother against Brother, The Clergyman, Ingeborg Holm and other 
films, plays that are now several years old, the firm had before most of their 
competitors abroad chosen to produce logically and realistically designed 
dramas with psychological depth, that is that film drama which is now 
overwhelmingly victorious across the world and throws out without resistance 
the counterpart in film to pulp fiction. 
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Beyond personal interest in films, what made people turn in their scripts was 
clearly the good money in an accepted script. Within the time bracket of the 
extant correspondence at Svenska Bio, however, notions of a specific 
cultural status in film become increasingly noticeable.  

I began this research because of my interest in amateur and professional 
Scandinavians from outside of the film company’s own country submitting 
scripts. I will return to this question intermittently, and especially towards 
the end of the section, but my sources turned out also to be clear prisms for 
the processes of nationalisation in film culture that happened between 1916 
and the early 1920s in above all Sweden and Norway, and which marked a 
turn away from ‘Danish’ practices and embracing novel, ‘Swedish’ ones.45 
These processes in one sense ran counter to transnationalism, but at the same 
time mirrored concepts of the Nordic and the Scandinavian inherent to the 
Swedish canonical films of the late 1910s. In following this course of events 
by tracing, as it were, shadows and reflections cast by phenomena more 
safely within the fold of film history proper, I will turn to scriptwriting 
competitions in Sweden and Norway and scriptwriting manuals in Sweden 
and Denmark, as well as to covering letters accompanying scripts sent to 
Svenska Bio.  

It should be pointed out at this stage that amateur scripts were not quite as 
peripheral as they may seem at first glance. As Stephan Michael Schröder 
has observed, Nordisk Film invited an inflow of amateur scripts during their 
heyday, as they had several successful cases of such.46 The manuscript 
department at Nordisk has been detailed repeatedly, most recently and in 
depth by Schröder and by Isak Thorsen.47 Svenska Bio’s counterpart is less 
well known.48 The interest in amateur scripts from Danish companies’ side 
can also be gauged from the advertisements from production companies in 
Jens Locher’s screenwriting manual published in 1916.49 Lastly, 
screenwriting competitions organised by production companies in Sweden 
and Norway are obvious signs of the companies inviting stories from new 
contributors (alongside, of course, PR value). Jane Gaines has discussed 
anonymous scriptwriters;50 amateur writing in most cases functions in the 
opposite way by the writer hoping for an amount of fame or recognition – 
but a few in my material did use pseudonyms, and one upper-class lady 
whose name I shall not divulge asked for complete confidentiality. The 
position of these historical amateurs, private individuals outside of 
professional filmmaking practices, raises questions of historiographic 
conduct. Research on this type of source material is done from a position 
perhaps the farthest away from ‘masterpiece’ film history at all possible, and 
in such a landscape of dismissed amateur creativity, often in itself 
entertaining, the latter-day researcher may risk lapsing into ridicule or 
framing the sources in a quaint way, no less belittling. These historical 
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private persons likely experienced their position towards the production 
company as one of vulnerability, and dealing with historical professionals is 
undoubtedly more straightforward.51 Wherever I still depict individuals in a 
perhaps less forgiving light it will for this reason be persons of a certain 
standing in culture or society. 

All film scripts can be said to disclose notions about film as cultural 
imaginary, but arguably non-professional scripts (or in this case, the 
discourse in company correspondence) tend to do this in a cruder way which 
is easier to pick up on and which surfaces in the following discussion. They 
are also overtly tied to a normative discourse on scripts which I will begin by 
describing. 

How-to books, script competitions and authors playing hard to 
get 
In Sweden before Svenska Bio’s ‘quality’ output from 1916, screenwriting 
was snubbed by literary authors. Afton-Tidningen conducted a poll in 1913 
asking writers what they thought of adaptations of their works for the screen, 
a propos of the Norwegian hullabaloo over Kommandørens Døtre, as well as 
the Norwegian writers’ union having previously criticised Sigurd Ibsen for 
negotiating film rights for his father’s famous works.52 Whereas the author 
Algot Ruhe could not see anything degrading in writing for film – 
understood as writing for the money – both Daniel Fallström and Hjalmar 
Söderberg were critical. Söderberg, with feigned indifference, quipped: “Ja, 
herregud, inte kan det roa någon människa att se Ibsen på biograf men inte 
kan det skada heller. Naturligtvis är det ingen idé att dramatisera den bättre 
litteraturen för biograferna, men om biografmännen vill det, så är det ju 
deras ensak.”53 (Good heavens, it cannot possibly amuse anyone to see Ibsen 
at the movies, but then it could not hurt anyone, either. Of course it is no use 
to dramatise better literature for the cinemas, but if the film people wish to 
do it, then by all means it is their affair.) Two years previously, the famous 
Söderberg had been degraded to refusal by Charles Magnusson at Svenska 
Bio when he attempted a film script.54 For his friend and colleague Henning 
Berger, contacts with the film business had been coming up roses.55 Berger’s 
appetite for screenwriting had been whetted when he had received SEK 
1,000 for a script that according to himself was the work of one single night, 
and he had strongly encouraged Söderberg to do the same. Acting on the 
recommendation, Söderberg submitted a film version of his short story 
“Pälsen” and was refused (in Idestam-Almquist’s opinion, because it was too 
subtle).56 The cross-over figures between literature and film at this stage 
normally belonged to the spheres of journalism and/or popular literature;57 so 
did Henning Berger, although his works bridged the gap to more 
‘respectable’ fiction. Mauritz Stiller was interviewed in Dagens Nyheter 
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about the Kommandørens Døtre case; he seconded the Norwegian uproar 
unconditionally and called Gyldendal’s defence of Nordisk’s film version 
“rent snack” (nonsense).58 Stiller elaborated: 

 “Det är ju fåneri att tala om konstnärlig dramatisering av en roman, att 
mena att ett filmdrama kan bli detsamma som en roman. Litteratur är ju det 
skrivna ordet, som andas en viss stämning. Vad i himlens namn betyder 
ordet i ett biografdrama? Inte ett dugg.” (It is foolery to speak of artistic 
dramatisation of a novel, to entertain the opinion that a film drama can be the 
same thing as a novel. Literature is the written word, breathing a certain 
mood. What in heaven’s name does the word mean in a cinema drama? Not 
a thing.) In Stiller’s opinion at this point, popular literature was much better 
suited for filming than could Ibsen ever be. 

Scriptwriting competitions mark stages in the rapprochement between 
film and the literary world by profiling the competitions as literary and more 
or less explicitly invite more literary authors to step down from their Helicon 
and spread their gold dust on films. This aim was only eventually fulfilled. I 
will discuss competitions from Sweden and Norway in 1917 (two) and 1922 
(one), which clearly straddle a development where writers increasingly felt 
that the film sphere was a feasible field in which to work. The first 
competition, by Hasselblad, awarded prizes (albeit fewer than they would 
have wanted to) to amateurs; the second one by Christiania Films seemingly 
awarded none at all, while the situation was dramatically different for the 
last competition in 1922. This one counted at least one established author 
along with other pillars of society among its prize winners.  

Hasselbladfilm’s competition was organised in cooperation with the 
popular journal Veckojournalen, and offerred a first prize of SEK 2,500 as 
well as five follow-up prizes which together totalled the same amount.59 The 
competition was considered a failure as none of the 250 contributions was 
deemed a worthy winner by the jury, which was made up of the critics Carl 
Laurin and Daniel Fallström, the film journalist Gerda Marcus, the theatre 
director Gustaf Collijn and director Nils Bouveng at Hasselblad along with 
Veckojournalen’s editor Carl Beyron Carlsson.60 Despite this undesired 
outcome, John Fullerton observes that Hasselblad still produced three films 
based on the contributions.61 The films were Storstadsfaror (Urban Dangers, 
1918), Nobelpristagaren (The Nobel Laureate, 1918) and Revelj (Reveille, 
1917), the first directed by Manne Göthson and the latter two by Georg af 
Klercker. In this way the competition supplied a springboard for amateurs to 
get on the professional scriptwriting circuit. It would, however, turn out 
difficult for these writers to remain there. None of them wrote another 
successful script, and it is likely that a portion of PR-related goodwill and 
professional touch-ups were added to the scripts by Hasselblad. In Svenska 
Bio’s correspondence (bracketed between 1916 and 1918 as it is), Carl 
Svenson-Graner who wrote the prize-winning and realised script Revelj 
appears with two scripts. Both were rejected, in spite of his claim about one 
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of them: “I sin lämplighet för filmen öfverträffar det vida min film Revelj 
som Hasselblads spelade in förra året” (In suitability for film, it surpasses by 
far my film Revelj produced by Hasselblad last year).62 Knut Björlin who 
wrote Nobelpristagaren had recently had another script refused by Svenska 
Bio.63 

Veckojournalen described the competition in terms of literariness, calling 
it “vår stora litterära biografpristävlan” (our great literary cinema prize 
competition).64 The piece perches interestingly between the nationless and 
the beginnings of a national orientation in film subjects: Film, the signature 
Hake (Harald Hansen) claimed, was inimically international, and national 
motifs should be avoided because of their poor exportability;65 nevertheless, 
there were exceptions such as Terje Vigen and Ingeborg Holm. Hansen 
seems, then, to have been aware at this point that a change in Swedish 
sensibilities of the international and national in film was happening, but he 
did not trust the amateurs to be able to repeat the as yet unusual successes of 
those two films. Their instructions to participants were also thought to 
double as an introduction for the general public to the creation of photoplays, 
a combined how-to and behind-the-scenes genre well known from countries 
such as USA and Germany at the time. The trend reached Sweden by way of 
Denmark at this time, with the concomitant translation into Swedish of Jens 
Locher’s Danish scriptwriting manual.66 The Swedish edition was abridged 
and differed from the Danish by not including Locher’s dissuasion from 
peasant films, ‘Ridderstykker’ (knight films) and historical and national 
films. The screenplays making up the bulk of the booklet are, however, 
identical. When the signature Colibri reported about the competition in 
Svenska Dagbladet, the piece linked the competition to Locher’s book.67 
After this, a how-to section was included in another Swedish book.68 Still, 
the Danish flora of film books in general was far richer than Swedish, as 
editorial deliberation found in the correspondence from the journal Filmen 
shows. C. E. Hansen had written about Danish film literature and suggested 
a similar article about Scandinavian film literature.69 However, he gave it up 
after discovering there was at that point little or no such literature beyond the 
translation of Jens Locher’s Danish book.70  

The perceived failure of the competition was thought to have consisted in 
rather fewer established writers participating than what was hoped for. 
Before the closing date, Filmbladet hopefully reported that “många 
[manuskript] ha aviserats, däribland sådana från flera av våra mera kända 
författare” (notifications of many [scripts] have been given, among them 
some from our more celebrated writers).71 This prognosis turned out after all 
not to correspond to the outcome. After the results were published, and no 
single winner was awarded the first prize,72 the signature Gerfred Mark –
 that is, the member of the jury Gerda Marcus – examined what went wrong 
in an interview with the fellow member of the jury Nils Bouveng.73 Bouveng 
framed the issue as a reluctance among established writers to work in film:  
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I Danmark, där filmen så att säga är äldre, finnas en mängd författare, som så 
småningom lärt sig att skrifva film, men jag hade hoppats, att vi äfven i 
Sverige skulle kunna få en mängd dugliga filmförfattare. Men så länge 
författarna anse sig för goda att arbeta för filmen, kunna vi intet hoppas. 
 
In Denmark, where film is so to speak older, there are a great many writers 
who have eventually learnt how to write films, but I was hoping that we could 
have a great many capable film writers also in Sweden. However, as long as 
the authors feel above working with film, we cannot hope.  

  
The description of the ‘great many’ writers likely had Sophus Michaëlis in 
mind, the poet who had just answered for the script for Himmelskibet 
(Holger-Madsen, Nordisk, 1918). Michaëlis possessed both literary status 
exceeding the field of film and a budding identity as a specialised film 
writer, and in this way fit the description unusually well. There were of 
course other authors who had turned to film writing in Denmark, such as 
Carl Gandrup and Louis Levy; writers of popular genre books such as Louis 
Møller and the Norwegian Sven Elvestad; and the fellow Norwegian 
Thomas P. Krag.74 Peter Nansen, the publisher at Gyldendal involved in 
Dania Film, was an author and had tried his hand at scriptwriting (the 
rumour that the famous Martin Andersen Nexø had written a script for Dania 
was, however, untrue).75 Other Danish screenwriters were frequently the 
same person as the film’s director, or professional screenwriters such as 
Harriet Bloch with little or no creative activity outside of film. The field of 
acclaimed authors turned screenwriters, then, was narrow. The ‘Autorenfilm’ 
category (see chapter three) was for the most part screenplays adapted from 
the works of established authors instead of written by the authors 
themselves. The image given of the Danish film business as home to a host 
of literary screenwriters is somewhat of a glorification used to express 
indignation at the failure of Swedish authors to rise to the occasion. When 
the results were published, Veckojournalen explained the unsatisfactory 
standard of the contributions with a lack of vision on the side of the 
participants; they had no view to the elevation of film as cultural form, but 
for the most part merely tried to repeat what was already on the silver 
screen.76 The journal observed that the trashy or banal contents of the 
contributions were indicative of the views of the general public as to the 
substance or worth of fiction film. Such a link between what amateurs 
envisioned when attempting a script and their views of what film ‘was’ is 
also the background for this section on amateur scriptwriting at large. 

In Norway, the Swedish prize competition promptly inspired Peter 
Lykke-Seest‘s brand-new production company Christiania Film to organise a 
similar event. The competition was announced on February 4, 1917, just a 
couple of weeks after Hasselblad’s.77 The prize money was not quite as 
generous – NOK 2,000 in total, as compared to the SEK 5,000 – but liquid 
means were probably not abundant in the company: this was months before 
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the opening in June of the company’s first film, Unge Hjerter (Young 
Hearts, Peter Lykke-Seest), and most likely also before its production. 
Considerable means were also going into the building of their new studio. It 
is puzzling that Christiania Film led by Lykke-Seest, a thoroughly seasoned 
screenwriter from Nordisk and Svenska Bio, should look elsewhere for 
scripts at all. Lykke-Seest himself explained the competition in an interview 
in the Danish Filmen by a need to ‘educate’ (opdrage) writers in the art of 
writing for film, and that scripts submitted by others had not been original 
enough, prompting him to write the company’s first films himself.78 The 
plan seems to have been for Lykke-Seest to run a large enough company not 
to do all the creative roles himself, but rather to orchestrate. This was not 
how the company came to function. Another explanation is that the 
competition was chiefly a publicity stunt Either way, it fizzled out silently; 
although the announcement of the competition was well publicised, this does 
not seem to have been the case with the outcome of the competition. Those 
invited to compete were “norske forfattere” (Norwegian writers), but it is 
unclear whether ‘writers’ is to be taken as established authors.79 If so, there 
were certainly a few Norwegians who had actively participated in Danish 
screenwriting practices, but whether that means that substantially more 
writers could be expected to come forward in Norway at this moment than 
they had in Sweden cannot be determined. The announcement of the 
competition was related in Sweden as part of the reporting on Hasselblad’s 
competition.80 

The next time around in Norway, the year was 1922 and the situation was 
different. A discourse of literariness and decency had pervaded the ideals of 
Scandinavian film, and in Norway this trend was concomitant with an 
agenda for respectable Norwegian film production as national product.81 
Kommunenes Filmcentral (KF), in cooperation with Aftenposten, was behind 
the competition. It drew household names, the most literary of which was the 
author Kitty Lossius who secured the third prize.82 Among the 420 
contributions Aftenposten named only the prizewinners and honourable 
mentions, but the Swedish Filmbladet reported that “[n]amnsedlarna 
utvisade att det litterära Norge livligt deltagit i tävlingen” ([t]he name tags 
indicated that the literary Norway had keenly participated in the 
competition).83 The prize money had also risen to the more respectable NOK 
6,000, which would certainly also have helped awaken the interest of the 
literary sector. The winner was the journalist Birger Dahl with an arctic story 
set in Spitsbergen, and the second prize was claimed by a member of 
parliament, Eivind Reiersen. Reiersen had written a Sami-themed social 
story, Viddens barn, which seems to partly anticipate the later film Viddenes 
folk (People of the Tundra, Ragnar Westfelt, Lunde-Film 1928). 
Incidentally, among the scripts was also an adaptation of Friis’ novel from 
Sami life, Laila (which was disqualified, as the competition was only open 
to original scripts), an idea which was realised in 1929. The Sami and the 
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arctic elements indicate that essential strategies for Norwegian film in the 
later 1920s – see chapter four – were at this point understood and agreed 
upon by amateur writers. 

Interestingly, among the twelve honourable mentions were two medieval-
themed scripts which were so to speak ideologically correct in helping to 
build a new Norway on old foundations: one adaptation of Friðþjófs saga 
hins frœkna and one story of Sigurd the Crusader, which had been christened 
Sigurd Jorsalafarers hirdmann and was co-written by four persons who 
wished to remain anonymous. These scripts were also those two receivers of 
honourable mentions that Filmbladet chose to mention: a selection which 
can be understood as a tacit applauding of these themes, and also as an 
expression of the journal finding them a good fit with its own conception of 
what Norwegian film should be at the time. Aftenposten’s striking 
illustration of the lengthy report of the competition’s results worked along 
the same parameters and combined the medieval and the modern: trails of 
twisting film made up loops and arabesques reminiscent of runestones and 
stave church decorations, winding their way around medallion portraits of 
the three laureates. The constellation was flanked by a cranking 
cinematographer on the one side and an actor firing a smoking gun on the 
other.  

The jury consisted of the ever-present Gustaf Berg, at this point head of 
SF’s school-film department, along with Egil Eide, Gunnar Fossberg of KF, 
the writer Barbra Ring and two of Aftenposten’s journalists. The paper 
interviewed several members of the jury, but privileged Berg’s viewpoints 
and treated him as an absolute authority. Berg graciously deemed that as 
many as a hundred of the scripts could have been made into films and 
cordially thanked the Norwegians for having received Swedish films so well 
and for providing Swedish film with good actors. He thought Bjørnson and 
especially Synnøve Solbakken had been inspirational to many – in other 
words, of course a Norwegian writer, but also his most important realisation 
in film which was Swedish. Berg elaborated that the most common location 
in the scripts was farms and popular rural life, just as the leading trends in 
both Swedish and Norwegian filmmaking at the time. The themes in the 
refused lot mirrored the ambition at the time to unite actuality and fiction 
films, as discussed in chapter one. As Berg discerningly put it: “Lofot- og 
Finnmarksfisket er der ofte anledning til at fotografere, uden at handlingen 
brydes, og billeder fra hermetikindustrien, grubedriften eller 
tømmerfløtningen er gjentagne gange meget listig anbragt, uden at intrigen 
lider derved.” (There is often reason to film the Lofoten and Finnmark 
fisheries without leaving the plot aside, and images from the canning 
industry, mining industry and log-driving are repeatedly most cleverly 
placed without the plot suffering.) The early 1920s, then, were a superior 
time for scriptwriting competitions aiming for the betterment of film through 
involving literary circles. At this point, viewers had picked up on the 
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aspirations of the industry and mirrored them back in their own 
screenwriting efforts.  

Competitions were one way of providing a normative discourse for 
screenwriting; another was the scriptwriting manuals and ‘model scripts’. 
Locher’s book was not the first how-to manual published in Swedish. The 
first one was a booklet containing the script for Victor Sjöström‘s Blodets 
röst (The Voice of the Blood, 1913) with a short practical introduction that 
has been ascribed to Charles Magnusson. 84 Interestingly, no personal names 
are found in the booklet at all. It seems that Sjöström had developed a script 
originally by Peter Lykke-Seest, but the two are not mentioned, and neither 
is Magnusson. Instead, the brochure is explicitly stated to be from the 
company Svenska Bio. The model-script technique seems to have been used 
also internally at Svenska Bio; according to Bengt Idestam-Almquist, 
Charles Magnusson had written out the final script for De svarta maskerna 
(The Black Masks, Mauritz Stiller, 1912) in an at the time uncommonly 
detailed and lucid way for the benefit of Mauritz Stiller’s cinematic 
education.85 Furthermore, as I will describe in more detail below, one script 
was also handed out by Svenska Bio to a prospective screenwriter (this time 
with some secrecy), as a model script for the desirable orientation of the 
company after its Nordisk-emulating phase. This was Djalmar 
Christofersen‘s script for what became Balettprimadonnan (Wolo 
Czawienko, Mauritz Stiller, 1916), originally called Wolos Drøm. 
Balettprimadonnan combined the (fledgling ‘Swedish’) nature paradigm 
with the preexisting and interior ‘Danish’: it was universally hailed at its 
Stockholm premiere both for its beautiful landscape images and for its 
tasteful dress, interiors and architecture, along with fine dancing and 
acting.86 In later film-historical discourse, Balettprimadonnan has been 
obscured by Terje Vigen in its capacity as portal film, but Svenskas Bio’s 
correspondence with the would-be writer confirms that Balettprimadonnan 
marked a threshold to the new values of Swedish film. I will now turn to the 
extant correspondence at Svenska Bio with a number of would-be film 
writers submitting scripts. 

Considering archival bodies of amateur-script rejections 

Vi ha tagit del af Eder skrifvelse af 26/ds. och noterat Eder passus beträffande 
filmmanuskript och få vi med anledning häraf meddela Eder, att vi äro köpare 
af alla bärande idéer och uppslag och är det intet som hindrar, att Ni insänder 
Edra arbeten till oss, hvarefter vi skola genomläsa desamma och afgifva 
utlåtande, huruvida de passa för våra inspelningar eller ej. (Letter from 
Svenska Bio to Jan Etigner in Löderup, Sept 27, 1917)87  
 
We have acquainted ourselves with your inquiry of the 26th inst. [this month] 
and noted your passage concerning film scripts. May we inform you that we 
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are buyers of all significant ideas and suggestions, and that nothing prevents 
your sending us your works, after which we will read them and notify you of 
our opinion of whether or not they are suitable for our productions.  

 
Nothing, indeed, seems to have prevented a host of would-be screenwriters 
from sending their works to Svenska Bio – not even by 1917, after their 
policy of significantly fewer and more expensive productions had come into 
force – nor to Nordisk Film Kompagni. For Nordisk, the preserved 
correspondence books ranging from 1906 to 1915 contain only copies of the 
company’s outgoing mail, for all business areas, not only screenwriting.88 
The correspondence about screenwriting mainly consists of a standard 
rejection formula with minor variations, generally as follows: “Vedlagt 
tillader vi os returnere Deres Manuskript [titel], som vi beklager ikke at 
kunne anvende.”89 (Please find attached your screenplay |title], which we 
return to you while regretting not being able to use it.) Out of those script 
proposals that were neither accepted nor shot, very few remain. For Svenska 
Bio, slightly richer materials are preserved: covering letters, replies which 
are not as formulaic as those of Nordisk Film, and occasionally readers’ 
reports are preserved. The subjects and genres chosen by (particularly 
amateur) script writers contour popular notions of ‘what is cinema’; even in 
the absence of the scripts themselves, their covering letters fill in these 
contours with sometimes amusing detail; and in the absence of their covering 
letters, the letters in reply may supply informative script titles and statistics 
correspondence. Originally, my main focus when exploring this material was 
the statistical ratio between domestic, Scandinavian, and other foreign 
(amateur) scriptwriters. However, it soon became apparent that 
quantification was unreliable – the data were dispersed through vast bulks of 
records, and I also generally infer as well as specifically deduce the 
existence of correspondence directly with individual directors and possibly 
producers, which cannot be found. Still, a hint at quantification will appear 
towards the end of the subchapter, as a tool producing at least an, albeit 
vague, sense of proportion. On the other hand, in particular the incoming 
mail from Svenska Bio is highly textual and rich in between-the-lines 
information about the sender and his or her notions of cultural production 
and negotiation in which they were (somewhat falteringly) partaking. A 
qualitative reading of this material may thus provide a prism for cinema 
culture and popular conceptions of film content, including negotiations of 
the national, Scandinavian, and international. 

In neither company’s case are all the scriptwriters represented in the 
records amateurs. However, in the correspondence, much of what I infer to 
have been existing correspondence with prolific or professional scriptwriters 
is partly or entirely missing. Thus, I suppose much of the more professional 
traffic to have gone through individual directors or managers, and I will treat 
the records as largely concerning amateur writers. Isak Thorsen‘s account of 
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the script department at Nordisk Film includes a 1962 estimation from 
screenwriter and Nordisk executive A.V. Olsen that 95 per cent of the 
submitted scripts were “impossible”.90 The dating of the estimate is unclear, 
but may refer to the mid-1910s. The sentence immediately preceding this in 
Thorsen’s text concerns scripts in 1916 (when Nordisk according to a press 
clipping received about 2,000 scripts a year; Jens Locher’s scriptwriting 
manual from 1916 claims that Danish companies received 30 scripts a 
day).91 This is, of course, a highly subjective figure, but it is still eloquent in 
describing a sense of mild resignation – the same emotion that sometimes 
shines through in Svenska Bio’s wordings. In comparison, in a letter to a 
would-be screenwriter, also from 1916, Svenska Bio estimates that 99 per 
cent of the scripts are discarded because they are banal and unoriginal.92 
Only very rarely do the company’s correspondents lose their temper with the 
would-be screenwriters, as when they inform an amateur in Stockholm that 
the plot in his script Vildmarkens röst (The Voice of the Wilderness) is 
“alltför naiv, banal och obetydlig till att kunna intressera oss” (by far too 
naïve, banal and insignificant to interest us).93 Although Svenska Bio’s 
surviving readers’ reports were often harsh, their main points were 
customarily mellowed when restated in letters – with a notable exception 
from July 1917, when someone, likely a summer substitute, 
uncharacteristically quoted the reports all too conscientiously (“banal”, 
“dull”, “boring”).94 A more typical example of the measure of consideration 
with which the transition from report to rejection was normally handled is 
the young Ernst Larsson in Stockholm, one of whose reports read: “Den 
sjuttonårige författaren är så sympatiskt barnslig att det gör en ondt att 
behöfva afstyrka manuskriptet. Men när man är så ung har man ju god tid på 
sig och behöfver ej misströsta.” (The seventeen-year-old writer is so 
sympathetically childish that it pains me to recommend rejection. However, 
one so young has time on his side and needs not despair.) The other report 
likewise concluded that the script was too puerile and banal, in spite of 
occasional idyllic details. In the end, the rejection letter combined the reports 
and gently rejected the script “ehuru enstaka detaljer vittna om, att Ni ej 
saknar sinne för det verkligt idylliska. På grund af Eder ungdom, så har Ni ju 
tiden framför Eder och behöfver ej misströsta.”95 (... although occasional 
details bear witness that you do not lack a sense of true idyll. Seeing as you 
are young, you have time on your side and need not despair.) 

Amateur creativity and the already familiar: Genres ‘already 
abandoned’ 
Even the professionals tended to repeat what had already been done and 
needed reminders about originality. The signature Lankjær, prolific in 
Denmark between 1911 and 1913,96 at one point submitted twelve scripts to 
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Nordisk out of which one was accepted and subsequently shot. He received 
the view in November 1912 that the remaining eleven were too much like 
various pieces they had already shot.97 Others of the tried screenwriters were 
kept on short leashes, too: Peter Lykke-Seest and A.V. Olsen were 
proactively notified to stay in touch about their works in progress, with the 
repeated formula “for we fear that the subjects in question will not be 
suitable for us” (thi vi er bange for, at de paagældende Sujetter ikke vil egne 
sig for os).98 This is a phrase open to interpretation, which could likely 
accommodate a number of differently inflected judgements. In the early 
1910s, practical considerations for mise-en-scène seem generally to have 
been decisive to what was deemed a good fit for Nordisk’s studios: Thus, 
historical dramas were categorically dismissed on the grounds of production 
cost.99 Hence, it is not clear that Nordisk’s script division had exactly 
originality in mind in their doubts about the subjects in question, either in a 
legal or an artistic sense, but a film-historical context on the subject of 
originality is nevertheless that the letters were written barely three months 
after the new legislation for artistic copyright had gained legal force in 
Denmark.100 Nordisk had been preparing for this change in their terms of 
production at least from 1910 onwards, and had thus at this stage embraced a 
fundamentally different mindset than before the 1910 open plagiarism of 
Den hvide Slavehandel (The White Slave Trade, Alfred Cohn, Fotorama) 
and subsequent conciliation with the offended party, Fotorama.101 Neither 
was the eye of the needle at Svenska Bio was much more accommodating to 
practised Danish screenwriters than to anyone else. The aforementioned 
A.V. Olsen, having revised one of his script according to their feedback, 
resubmitted it only to be told that it “är alltjämt samma banala Nick-
Carterhistoria som förut” (is still the same banal Nick Carter story as before), 
‘Nick Carter’ being the generalised, ubiquitous and at the time self-
explanatory shorthand for everything that needed to be avoided in the 
direction of the pulp fiction-derived, thrilling and risqué detective-film 
template that had been commercially passable at least before centralised 
censorship.102 The relationship is as yet unclear between ‘Nick Carter’-style 
films and the original Nick Carter pulp fiction.103  

The Danish Marius Wulff got only a few rejections and many acceptances 
at Nordisk,104 and Svenska Bio had bought a couple of his films, too.105 Still, 
he received a slight that was exceedingly common in Svenska Bio’s more 
formulaic letters of rejection often used in 1917 and 1918: that the script 
belonged to a genre which the company had abandoned (or, sometimes, 
‘long since abandoned’).106 The most basic meaning of the phrase is that the 
script was all too familiar and did not suit the company’s policy any more. 
Gösta Werner has also observed the phrase, and I concur that it is a practical 
indicator of Svenska Bio’s policy shift in connection with Terje Vigen.107 To 
be more exact: Most film historians describe the policy shift as happening as 
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a result of the success of Terje Vigen; however, press sources noted that the 
policy of fewer films had been announced before that film’s premiere.108 

A variant of the ‘already abandoned’ phrase which drew attention to 
quality issues was that a refused script, with my emphasis, “icke fyller de 
fordringar, som vi nu för tiden ställa på ett godt filmsmanuskript” (does not 
fulfill our current requirements for a good screenplay).109 Both formulations 
raise questions of the more exact implications of this stated policy shift and 
which ideas were activated about the components. Louis Møller, another 
Danish film-worker who turned to the growing Swedish cinema production 
during Nordisk’s ongoing, comparative decline (see chapter two), had 
written occasional scripts for Nordisk and Kinografen but received multiple 
rejections in Sweden. Although he did not receive the ‘abandoned genre’ 
rejection, the titles of his submitted scripts such as Skæbnens Nat (Night of 
Destiny) and Den flyvende Død (The flying Death) are genre markers of 
(sensational) crime drama or (erotic) melodrama.110 When one of Møller’s 
scripts was realised in Sweden, it was by Hasselblad: Brottmålsdomaren 
(The Criminal Court Judge, Georg af Klercker 1917), a story of crime and 
passion. One was also bought by Svenska Bio for SEK 250, the ring of its 
title Den Døde som anklager (The Dead who Accuses) resembling his other 
titles genre-wise. This script was, however, never filmed, a circumstance 
which may serve to highlight the sense of uncertainty during the production 
shift to the new direction.  

Central to developments at both companies around the mid-1910s is a 
new originality discourse associated with ideas of cultural uplift and 
heritage: At Nordisk around 1913, with their Autorenfilms, and at Svenska 
Bio in 1916 with the said new policy. This originality discourse surfaces 
occasionally and ambiguously in the correspondence records. Reasons for 
rejections are normally not given in Nordisk’s brief communications to 
writers, and when advice for screenwriting was given, this was normally 
from 1912 onwards in the shape of a fixed set of instructions.111 In a sudden 
burst of informativeness in Spring 1915, a discourse on originality surfaces 
in Nordisk’s letters, although in a legal sense concerning copyright issues 
and plagiarism (the significance of which is perhaps mainly that it shows 
how Nordisk’s perspective on plagiarism had changed since the settlement 
with Fotorama over the White Slavetrade case).112 In other correspondence, 
the originality issue is prominent in letters about travelogue shootings, where 
originality equalled uniqueness (see chapter two).113 More instantiations of 
originality discourse are found in Svenska Bio’s correspondence with would-
be screenwriters. In the covering letters written by pros and amateurs alike, 
there was awareness of the buzzword value of the word ‘original’. After the 
impact of the Swedish ‘golden age’ of cinema was felt around 1917, there 
was no doubt that scriptwriters deliberately used the word in the sense of 
unique scripts that provided something fresh.114 Rejection letters from the 
same time mirror this usage as well.115 These covering letters mirrored 
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Svenska Bio’s policy back to them and, in an everyday manner, likely 
reinforced the discourse about the new policy.  

During the earlier 1910s, however, amateur script-writing practices reveal 
more faith in the already accustomed than in the never before seen. Some 
refer to what they perceive of as a shortage of films in certain genres from 
Svenska Bio, not realising that this may be a clue to changes in production 
policy. One British correspondent sends a literal Nick Carter script.116 A pair 
in Malmö seek to continue the Nick Carter tradition by suggesting a 
detective story, “då ju endast ett fåtal mindre betydande filmer av detta slag 
utsläppts från Eder officin” (as only a few films of minor importance of this 
kind have been released from your company).117 They are then in fact invited 
to submit their script, but although they have already declared their planned 
script to consist of “spännande och medryckande scener utan att verka 
rafflande” (scenes that are exciting and captivating without being hair-
raising), the two still receive a due warning that Svenska Bio do not buy 
Nick Carter dramas. The word ‘rafflande’ had been one of the most recurrent 
in Swedish censorship debates. Similarly, in 1918 a Gothenburger alleged 
there was a lack of amusing productions on the Swedish market – aside 
from, one may presume, Mauritz Stiller‘s popular Thomas Graal films – and 
interprets this as a symptom of want: “for which reason I dare hope for an 
obliging reply” (varför jag vågar hoppas på vänligt tillmötesgående).118 By 
that time, however, it was well known that the main Swedish film trend 
cultivated the serious and the psychological. Press reports about the founding 
of Skandiafilm and about the planned, but never realised production 
company Interskandinav eagerly – or even satirically, which testifies to how 
well known this was – emphasised the new companies’ literariness and 
orientation to canon.119 This line of production was a far cry from the 
probable nature of the rejected ‘lustspel’ (popular comedy) suggested by the 
Gothenburger. Another genre relegated to the unwanted by Svenska Bio was 
the romantic orientalism as seen in Nordisk Film’s first Maharadjaens 
Yndlingshustru (Oriental Love, Robert Dinesen) film in 1917. Thus, the 
script Hinduns ring (The ring of the hindu) was rejected, as the plot belonged 
to a genre “which does not fulfil our demands” (som ej motsvarar våra 
fordringar).120  Unlike the much more usual rejection-letter wording when it 
comes to genre, referring to a genre which Svenska Bio had long 
“abandoned”, this phrase instead silently references Nordisk Film which still 
made use of such a recipe. Svenska Bio had changed so much as to never 
consider joining in on this trend, and thus there was nothing to abandon. 
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Drawing on the national as existing template: Walter 
Hülphers’ screenwriting attempts and Victor Sjöström as 
benchmark and idol  

An instance of the already familiar in screenwriting was to use and reuse 
national themes, such as nature and national ethnography and traditions, 
sometimes with an educational inflection. Two patterns from the Svenska 
Bio correspondence that may be illuminating are, firstly, the outcome of one 
protracted and partly somewhat heated exchange about rejections, and 
secondly, many would-be screenwriters’ predilections for Victor Sjöström, 
which surface primarily in connection with his influential films Terje Vigen 
and Tösen från Stormyrtorpet, both premiering in 1917.  

A prolific, but now forgotten Swedish writer, Walter Hülphers is an 
interesting reflector of the zeitgeist in his trajectory from socialist-industrial 
to mystical and nationalist themes and vague associations with Nazism.121 
The way Hülphers used the forest is a prism of this development: the forest 
is the backdrop for his 1906 novel Timmer, described in Svenskt biografiskt 
lexikon as worker-friendly and indignant towards corporate supremacy and 
large-scale felling, but in other works the forest is instead treated in 
highflown and romantic terms.122 His points of contact with film production 
were lightweight, but seem to have been significant to him. In March 1919, 
the daily Svenska Dagbladet ran a poll apropos of Benjamin Christensen‘s 
argument that screenwriters should also be directors, which had had been 
recounted in the same newspaper the week before. Walter Hülphers 
answered the poll along with Gustaf Berg, at the time head of the literary 
department at Skandiafilm. Hülphers described himself thus, ironically but 
essentially correctly: “... jag har luktat litet på romanen, är litet novelist, litet 
poet, litet dramaturg, mest journalist och någon rullad film har jag ännu inte 
åstadkommit ...” (... I have tinkered a little with novels, am part short-story 
writer, part poet, part dramaturgist, mostly journalist, and have not yet 
achieved a moving picture), and proceeded to lament: 

... att åstadkomma en film är lättare sagt än gjort, ehuru allt ser så inbjudande 
och enkelt ut, när man sitter framför den vita duken. Blott man tar papper och 
penna för att försöka, riktigt hopa sig svårigheterna. Först idén, så denna 
översatt i handling och hoptryckt, fortlöpande handling scen efter scen! Så 
denna strid efter frigörelse från det talade ordet! Till sist denna oerhörda 
anspänning till att se, att fixera och fasthålla! Ty vid filmförfattandet är det 
inre seendet, halvtrancen, halvdrömmandet, eller vad man vill kalla det, a och 
o. Det är därför, som så många skola komma till korta, när det gäller att skriva 
film. För min del tror jag inte det är brist på vilja, utan brist på kunna, som 
avhållit författarna från filmen.123  
 
... to achieve a film [script] is easier said than done, although it all seems so 
inviting and simple when sitting before the silver screen. Immediately upon 
seizing pen and paper to make an attempt, the difficulties accumulate. First 
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the idea, then the idea translated into action and [at that,] condensed, 
continuous action scene after scene! Then the struggle for liberation from the 
spoken word! Lastly this tremendous effort to see, to fix and to hold! For in 
screenwriting, the inner vision, the semi-trance, the half-dreaming state, or 
what you want to call it, is the alpha and omega. This is why so many shall 
fail when it comes to writing films. On my part, I do not think what deters 
writers from the cinema is lack of will, but lack of ability. 

 
Normally, people were asked to participate in polls because they were 
regarded as authorities in the field in question. As Jonas Harvard has shown 
in his discussion about polls in Swedish press between 1900 and 1920, polls 
functioned as a ‘privately public’ counterpart in the press to the state 
system’s expert committees and their formal reports.124 According to an 
interview the same year with Daniel Fallström in Filmbladet, Skandinavisk 
Filmcentral had a couple of years earlier bought between one and three 
scripts by “skalden [the bard] Walter Hülfers [sic]”.125 The scripts were not 
realised, but screenwriting may for this reason have been part of the writer’s 
self-understanding and maybe also his more public image – it is, at least, 
likely that Svenska Dagbladet had learnt of it.  

In the reply to the poll, Hülphers spoke from experience when he said 
screenwriting was easier said than done. In Svenska Bio’s records, he had 
already been rejected at least once when submitting another script on 
October 3, 1916 only to have it likewise rejected;126 then another two, which 
at least rendered him a “script sample”, that is to say the brochure with 
advice for screenwriters, for reference in future works.127 Hülphers 
appreciated the brochure and recommended that it be sold in the cinemas, as 
this would presumably save the company a good deal of work – inspired, no 
doubt, by the blatant presence of the other kind of booklet in the cinemas, 
the programme booklet.128 Declaring that he had followed the advice in the 
brochure, he at once submitted yet another story. Regrettably, not only did 
Svenska Bio once again reject and return his script, but by mistake also sent 
him the readers’ reports along with it. The reports stated that the plot lacked 
variety and suspense, and that it was absolutely not fit for filming despite a 
‘Strindbergian’ touch.129 This slip resulted in the reports being returned 
enclosed with his next script, and attached to a repartee: “Genom 
förbiseende kom avslaget till mitt arbete att bli efter. Det skulle heta: ‘Dömer 
icke...’. Redogörelse kan jag ju sända, om arb. antages.”130 (By oversight, the 
rejection [reports] of my last work remained [with the rejection letter]. It 
ought to be called ‘Judge not...’ I might send you an explanation of that if 
the work should be accepted.) As it turned out, the “work” in question was 
once again luckless, but although Hülphers had stated that “går det inte nu, 
så skall jag hålla mig borta” (if it is no good this time, I shall stay away), he 
was not in fact to stay away.  

By 1916, Hülphers had a large number of other kinds of publications 
behind him to vouch for his writing abilities.131 Furthermore, the production 
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company conceded in this rejection that only one year ago, his last script 
would probably have been accepted; but as international competition had get 
tougher, their demands had steepened, too.132 Perhaps on both accounts, 
Svenska Bio still had faith in his capacity. Exceptionally, and with the air of 
producing a magic potion, they swore him to secrecy and sent him a writing 
aid they evidently hoped would be epiphanic: Djalmar Christofersen‘s script 
for Balettprimadonnan (The ballet prima donna, Mauritz Stiller 1916), with 
the title Wolos dröm (Wolo’s dream). The film had premiered in Stockholm 
nine days earlier (although the first performance had been in Copenhagen) 
and had been exceedingly well praised in the Swedish press. In other words, 
at this junction, Balettprimadonnan – still a melodrama-type story – acted as 
prototype for the new direction in company policy, not the habitually cited 
Terje Vigen. The shooting of the latter film had been completed a month 
earlier, but it was not to be exhibited until the New Year. Svenska Bio 
particularly asked Hülphers to study “tekniken, växelscenerna och 
handlingen...” (the technique, the varying scenes and the plot...).133 
Doubtlessly, he did; his new script was, they thought, technically good. 
However, a “misunderstanding” seemed to have taken place: The plot in 
Hülpher’s new script was more or less the same as that of 
Balettprimadonnan, only in a different setting – a circus.134 The usage of 
model scripts to make future scriptwriters understand the format was 
habitual through screenwriting manuals, whose form was usually a short 
introduction with helpful pointers followed by a few successful scripts.135 

The film that constituted a small breakthrough for Hülphers turned out not 
to be Balettprimadonnan. Instead, it was after all Terje Vigen, which must 
have struck more of a chord with his tastes, which were historical, national, 
and military-heroic as well as nature-loving. During the last few years, he 
had written a play about Karl XII (Charles of Sweden) and published some 
works about nature and wilderness, and had participated in the anti-
communist Swedish Brigade that fought to preserve Swedish culture in 
Finland during the Finnish Civil War.136 Still, Hülphers describes his 
viewing experience in the same terms as he would later use to describe his 
screenwriting ideals in Svenska Dagbladet’s poll – a realisation that 
storytelling needed to be visually driven to a far larger extent than his usual 
writing praxis. His sense of the film was that the poetry in the intertitles 
circumvented the risk that the film relied too much on (ordinary) language, 
and facilitated a truer interplay between word and image:  

Det var dock inte filmen själv, så storartad den än var, som bar äran därav. 
Det var den ypperliga sammanflätningen med diktens ord, vilka kringflöto 
filmen och gåvo den en stämning och poesimättad luft, som här i högsta måtto 
fullkomnade helheten. Jag sade mig, att detta är en väg, på vilken man skulle 
nå långt, om man nu vid dikning [sic] över huvud taget förmår att se i bilder. 
Jag tog det jag mest känner till – förgäves har jag ej i många år bott ensam i 
skogen – jag ville ge hela den svenska skogen. Har jag lyckats?137 
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It was not the film in itself, magnificent though it was, that I credit [for the 
inspiration]. It was the superb interlacing with the words from the poem, 
which emcompassed the film and gave it an atmosphere and an air laden with 
poetry which to the utmost degree perfected the entirety. I told myself that this 
was a path on which to go far, if one is at all able see in images when writing. 
I took what I know the best – I have not in vain lived alone for many years in 
the forest – I wanted to present the whole of the Swedish forest. Did I 
succeed? 

 
To a degree, he did finally succeed. Svenska Bio bought the script and paid 
him a preliminary fee of SEK 250. If a film had been made, he would have 
been paid another 800, but no such film came about. Hülphers suggested 
forest locations in Värmland and expanded a little on his vision of the film. 
He pointed to the forest’s “moods of joy and of terror”, but also described 
motifs tinged with the education-film format, such as forest industries such 
as hunting, fishing, charcoal-making, log-driving, and burn-beating, thus 
engaging in a fiction-tempering manoeuvre doubtlessly designed to improve 
the cultural status of a resulting film.138  

Drawing explicit inspiration from Victor Sjöström’s films in one’s own 
Swedish-articulated amateur script on was not unusual. Whether in terms of 
nature as in Terje Vigen, or with an inflection towards psychological drama 
and human destiny à la Ingeborg Holm (1913), many latched on to Sjöström 
as unifying figure for what was desirable and up to date in Swedish film. 
Sjöström was also sometimes mentioned when scriptwriters expressed 
wishes for casting, along with Greta Almroth and Lars Hanson after the 
success of Sjöström’s Tösen från Stormyrtorpet (The Girl from Marsh Croft) 
where the two were the leading pair. One covering letter calling for the exact 
combination of Almroth and Hanson described the script as dealing with 
“den stora uppoffrande kärlekens kamp” (the struggle of great and self-
sacrificing love) and named a number of Swedish folk songs for the film’s 
score. These efforts to bring the script to life fit its transparent inspiration 
Tösen från Stormyrtorpet rather too closely.139 The phenomenon of choosing 
stars for one’s own script is not typical of Swedish writers, however; most 
requests of that kind came from abroad (and most letter-writers were, of 
course, Swedish). Most seem modelled on previous films which have shaped 
a notion of the actors’ fit to a certain kind of role. As mentioned above, 
Walter Jansson in Köping, Sweden requested Hanson and Almroth, and Carl 
Sjöberg in Malmö requested Sjöberg and Hilda Borgström för a tragic social 
drama, in coherence with Borgström as a film actress being particularly 
noted for Sjöström’s tragic social drama Ingeborg Holm (1913). Friedel 
Rauchbach in Halle an der Saale requested Sjöström and Almroth. Miss M. 
Semler in Copenhagen requested Hanson and Lili Bech (the Danish actress 
who was at the time Sjöström’s wife and thus associated with him). Gustav 
Hetch in Copenhagen also requested Lili Bech. One request stands out more 
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than any other in terms of genre: Irene Heden-Hlavazek, Vienna, did not in 
any way acknowledge inspiration from Sjöström’s universe, but rather 
wished for Karin Molander and Richard Lund, an urbane comedienne and a 
romantic lover, both of whom she may have seen as comical-romantic 
couple in Stiller’s Kärlek och journalistik (Love and journalism, with the 
German title Tintelteufelchen, 1916).  

Most correspondents mentioning Sjöström would, however, like him as 
director, and often addressed their script to him. Thus, a German from Essen 
professed himself to have gone to great pains to obtain Sjöström’s adress. 
Inspired by Terje Vigen, he chose Svenska Bio to achieve visuals moulded 
by Nordic nature for his film:140 

Da es mir darum zu tun ist, für die Filmaufnahme eine natürliche, wild-
romantische und zerklüftete Gebirgs und Waldgegend als Handlungsort zu 
erhalten, so habe ich so lange gewartet, bis mir Ihre werte Firma zu Gesicht 
kam. Und so soll dies ein eicht nordischer Film werden, das heisst: Wem Sie 
Wollen!141 
 
As it is important for me to get a natural, wild and romantic location with 
rugged mountains and forests, I have waited until I gained knowledge of your 
esteemed firm. Thus, this will be an authentically Nordic film with the title: 
Whomever you like!  

 
When one Stockholmer sent Sjöström a script, his conception of what 
Sjöström could do for the film is consistent with the German’s: doing justice 
to nature and Swedish locations, and branding a resultant film with his own 
and directly corresponding director-persona. Press sources from the late 
1910s spoke of Sjöström as a supremely gifted interpreter of Swedishness: 
Vera von Kræmer (Maudlin) called him a demonstrator of Swedish 
peasantry and the core of Swedishness as seen in the Lagerlöf films from 
Dalecarlia; a performer of the part as Thomas Graal doubly delightful 
because he was capable drawing on something Swedish.142 In the piece’s 
headline he was dubbed a bright star on the firmament of film. 

In alignment with how the successes of the Swedish film had just begun 
to operate, the letter-writer also expresses the hope that exactly this will 
make the film eligible for an international market: 

Jag har anledning hoppas, att skådespelet – väl inspeladt – skulle göra lycka 
icke blott i Sverige utan äfven i utlandet, ej minst på grund af de växlande 
interiörer från svenskt sällskapslif i staden och på landet, som i en intresserad 
regissörs händer skulle kunna göras både autentiska och framför allt 
intresseväckande för den stora publiken. Då åt rena naturscenerier lämnats en 
jämförelsevis bred marginal har jag tänkt mig, att särskildt Norrlandsnaturen 
skulle kunna lämna både storslagen och framför allt typisk svensk bakgrund åt 
själfva friluftsbilderna.143 
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I have reason to hope that the play – well shot – would succeed not only in 
Sweden, but also internationally, not least because of the various interiors 
from Swedish urban and rural society, which in the hands of an interested 
director could be made both authentic and above all interesting to a large 
audience. As a relatively large scope has been left for natural scenery, I have 
imagined that particularly the nature in northern Sweden would make a 
magnificent and above all typically Swedish background for the exterior 
images. 

 
The Swedishness of the film is, then, understood as exactly what would make 
the film fare well internationally. The letters connect Victor Sjöström to 
Swedishness and highlight how his image seems imbued with dependability and 
perhaps identification, making letter-writers go to some lengths to submit their 
scripts exactly to him. He had become a figure of status, winning the slightly 
nationalistic-sounding epithet ‘frejdad’ (esteemed, celebrated, glorious) which 
he arguably acquired by contagion from Selma Lagerlöf. A programme booklet 
for Tösen från Stormyrtorpet functions as a snapshot in this respect, because its 
quotations from a number of positive reviews of the film offer a juxtaposition of 
how Lagerlöf and Sjöström could be referred to at this time: Göteborgs 
Morgonpost describes Selma Lagerlöf in the customary way as “den frejdade 
författarinnan” (the celebrated author), while Eskilstuna-Kuriren has taken the 
significant step of speaking of “vår frejdade filmregissör, Victor Sjöström” (our 
celebrated film director, Victor Sjöström).144 A typical usage example of 
‘frejdad’ is offered in Gösta Werner’s book about the censor Gunnar Bjurman, 
when recounting a piece of occasional poetry composed by Bjurman and recited 
at a dinner in 1948 (an act that was somewhat out of character – likely Gustaf 
Berg-inspired – by the otherwise unobtrusive Bjurman).145 Sjöström was present 
and was apostrophised in Bjurman’s poem with “Hell dig, store och frejdade 
Victor” (Hail thee, great and glorious Victor). How Sjöström embodied film’s 
recently acquired cultural status can be gleaned in letters from Knut Björlin. 
Björlin, who would the following year be successful in having a manuscript 
realised at Hasselblad following their script-writing contest, persevered in 
having Sjöström reading a script that was previously refused at Svenska Bio.146 
Björlin was a somewhat high-ranking civil servant in the town of Sollefteå and 
seems to have used his position to get his script read: the covering letter bore the 
official letterhead of the municipal office, and he seems to have fraternised with 
Sjöström in his hometown during what may have been an official function, at 
which point he procured Sjöström’s permission to send him the script. The 
company duly stated that they had given it one more reading, but came to the 
same conclusion as before.147 

Only one out of the thirteen expressed wishes for a certain director (including 
direct approaches by the writer to a certain director) concerns a different director 
than Sjöström. The script in question was instead addressed to Stiller.148 A 
thinkable further explanation for Sjöström’s popularity among the scriptwriters 
was that he happened to be better at leaving the scripts that had come into his 
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hands to the script department, although there are no particular indications for 
that. Some correspondents made profuse excuses for encumbering Sjöström 
with their scripts.149 One was stubborn enough to resubmit an unchanged 
rejected script directly to Sjöström in order to ask his opinion.150 These 
correspondents were all Scandinavian, most of them Swedish. When aspects of 
concordance can be gleaned between scripts and Sjöström’s image, they firstly 
concern use of nature, as above, or as when a Gothenburger promised him “most 
original and interesting nature scenes”.151 Secondly, they are about Sjöström’s 
reputation as a director of psychological drama. Rasmus Rasmussen, at the time 
head of Trondheims Teater, sent him the ominously-titled Skjæbnens veie (Paths 
of destiny).152 An engineer in Gothenburg, offering Sjöström his mother’s book 
as adaptation material, was convinced that Sjöström would make it “a worthy 
counterpart to Tösen från Stormyrtorpet”, when “rightly conceived as regards 
the poignant story and the superbly sketched characters’ battle with destiny”.153 
Lastly, there were Selma Lagerlöf-type stories from country life. At this point, 
the number of Lagerlöf adaptations had not yet begun to snowball to the point of 
eventually becoming a category of their own. Still, their type of story seems 
already encouraged by the first Lagerlöf adaptation Tösen från Stormyrtorpet, 
the covering letters sometimes mentioning the film explicitly.154 In this vein, one 
lady from rural Sweden offered Sjöström a “story from real life as told by an old 
relative”. If accepted, she would be pleased to present him “with other ideas 
from old family stories”.155 Also other amateur script titles denoting life of the 
common people – Kalle Myrbäck; Tobias Käck – implicitly reference Tösen 
från Stormyrtorpet. Whereas multiple factors may have given Sjöström the 
position of the would-be screenwriting first-timers’ director of choice, based on 
the letters described above it is of particular relevance how Sjöström combined 
common ground with being a symbol of Svenska Bio’s policy shift, well 
covered in newspaper reports.  

Final comments: Rejections quantified 
In Nordisk’s archive, the possibilities for drawing conclusions from wordings 
are by comparison extremely circumscribed, as the correspondence with 
amateur screenwriters is mostly limited to standard letters in outgoing mail. A 
tentative quantification of some of the many extant records at Nordisk for 
correspondence about scripts or ideas for scripts mirrors Nordisk’s markets 
with what seems a good accuracy. I have juxtaposed a selection of Nordisk’s 
records from the company’s expansive years 1912–1913 with Svenska Bio’s 
equivalent figures for 1916–1918, which were the years at all available for 
discussing this kind of records but also years of newly formulated ambitions 
and successes. In the case of Nordisk’s vast correspondence records, I have 
not unearthed all such letters from this period, but looked for clusters of script 
rejections which have probably occurred after meetings dealing with incoming 
material at the script department.   
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Fig. 1. Some figures for correspondence about scripts or ideas, Nordisk 
Film.156 
Examined correspondence dates for 1912 and 1913: 1912. February 13–14, February 
27–29, April 20–22, March 9, Oct 29–31, November 19, November 22, November 
26–27, December 7. 1913. January 6, January 15, January 27–29, February 19, 
March 3, March 7, March 13, July 21. 
Country of residence Individuals ≈ Percentage 
Denmark  115 57 % 
Germany, incl. East 
Prussia and (occupied) 
Livonia 

38 19 % 

Austria-Hungary  20 10 % 
Hungary  12 6 % 
Austria  8 4 % 
Sweden  13 6,5 % 
The Netherlands  2 1 % 
USA 1 0,5 % 
France  1 0,5 % 
Italy 1 0,5 % 
Finland 1 0,5 % 
Unknown (Goshen, 
probably USA) 

1 0,5 % 

Total 200  
 
Fig. 2. All preserved correspondence about scripts or ideas, Svenska 
Bio, 1916–1918.157  
Country of residence Individuals ≈ Percentage 
Sweden  157 64 % 
Denmark158 50  21 % 
Norway  19 8 % 
Germany incl. Bohemia, 
Moravia and 
Sudetenland  

7 4 % 

Austria incl. Bukovina 
and Stockholm embassy 
personnel159  

5 3 % 

Switzerland  2 <1 % 
Italy, incl. one resident 
Swede160 

2 <1 % 

Hungary  2 <1 % 
The Netherlands  1 <0,5 % 
France 1 <0,5 % 
Total 246  
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These figures describing where would-be screenwriters came from largely 
mirror the expansion of the two companies’ distribution patterns. It would, 
for instance, feel natural to a Hungarian to submit a script to Nordisk, as 
Nordisk had had an agency in Hungary or in Austria-Hungary from 1907 
onwards and saw this as an important market.161 Germany was, of course, the 
company’s single most important market, whereas Sweden was (in Casper 
Tybjerg’s view) not.162 Still, Swedish letter-writers come in fourth after the 
Danish, German and Austrian-Hungarian ones, with a gap to the next 
country on the list. For what such somewhat ad hoc statistics are worth, this 
would seem to indicate a sense of cultural proximity and participation on 
behalf of the Swedes. Denmark was, then, a greater film industry to turn to 
for presumptive film workers; a Scandinavian hub of sorts, as evidenced also 
by the number of Swedish and Norwegian actors working in Danish 
production companies.  

Norway is, curiously, not on the list at all. In the table for letter-writers 
addressing Svenska Bio, however, Denmark and Norway figure very 
prominently. This illustrates where the company’s primary markets were at 
the time, but the significantly greater numbers for Denmark also point to the 
increased contacts between Denmark and Sweden which were a result of the 
Danish-orientated mode of production which had for some years dominated 
Svenska Bio’s practices. By 1917, the number of Danes participating in the 
production at Svenska Bio would fall sharply. The main points of this 
enquiry into the correspondence with screenwriters have been connected to 
that same development: the drive on the side of Svenska Bio to leave behind 
genres ‘already abandoned’, and the switch in orientation of amateur writers 
to the magnetism of Victor Sjöström, elements of the ‘Nordic’ such as 
peasantry and nature figuring prominently in his extended persona. 

c. The great transnational adaptation that was not to be: 
Tancred Ibsen and Den siste viking 
In Nordisk Films Kompagni’s archives at the Danish Film Institute can be 
found 14 postcards in mint condition with motifs by the signature V. 
Thomsen, all of them depicting Lofoten. In the same stack are larger still 
photographs, developed at Nordisk and thus stamped with their polar bear 
logotype in the corner, depicting old houses, boats, interiors, nature, interiors 
of a shop and a warehouse.163 One postcard shows a wintery landscape with 
the line of famous Lofoten mountains in the background (fig. 3.2). Thick 
heaps of snow partly cover the houses, and a woman and child are on their 
way between the houses in what the viewer deduces to be a cleared passage 
and, more importantly, a manless existence during the all-important fishing 
season. As a looming presence – hidden away in the middle of the picture 
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and mirroring the jagged skyline – a multitude of dark-sailed masts emerges 
from open fishing vessels crowded together onshore. One research still from 
the interior of a house has captured an elderly couple, a fisherman and his 
wife, at home with a third person (possibly a grown-up daughter) barely 
visible in the corner (fig. 3.3). The three seem to have been photographed 
directly after a meal with the plates still on the table; the man smokes his 
pipe. Two beds are visible behind the table, and above them living room 
furnishings such as an array of model boats, a wall clock, family portraits 
and what looks like animal watercolours or prints, as well as the obligatory 
portrait of the young Haakon VII, likely purchased at his coronation in 1905. 

These detailed environments from the area’s lifestyle and practices of a 
previous generation – hence the postcard drawings, as a Lofoten fishery 
without steam boats was no longer possible to photograph – were aids for 
planning a jointly Danish-Norwegian film version of Johan Bojer‘s novel 
Den siste viking (1921; The Last of the Vikings, 1923) in 1926–27.164 This 
was a new constellation in Nordisk’s relation to ‘Nordicnesses’: co-
producing with Norwegians and making the project nationally specific 
enough for the Norwegian market at the same time as it must be appealing to 
international markets. In fact, a specific Norwegianness was likely in itself 
the project’s perceived strength abroad: if Nordisk was to recapture the 
German market with this film, as was indeed the plan according to the film’s 
budget, drawing on Norway as a storehouse of ethnographic and maritime 
material was key for catering to German tastes.165 At the same time, in the 
budget the film was estimated to make even more money in Norway than in 
Germany. From the earlier inter-Scandinavian dynamics of production 
companies, then, which took place on an axis between Copenhagen and 
Stockholm, a new axis was tentatively sketched across the strait of 
Skagerrak towards Norway. A similar idea that was actually carried out was 
the later sound film Eskimo, dealt with in next chapter, a Norwegian-Danish 
co-production with obvious appeal to the German market with its Arctic 
environs and with the (Nordic-looking) Austrian Paul Richter in the leading 
part.  

 

Funding a trans-Scandinavian endeavour: the budgets and the 
partners 
If Morænen was an attempt at a production in the Swedish literary style, set 
in Norwegian nature aligned with character, psychology, and traditional 
building styles, this was certainly a related endeavour. An all-important 
difference in approach, however, was its being set up not as a Danish foray 
into Norwegian settings, but as a true transnational coproduction with 
predominantly Norwegian funding.  
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Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Visual aids for planning the never-to-be adaptation of Johan 
Bojer’s novel Den siste viking. Postcard from Lofoten during the seasonal cod 
fishery; photograph from an elderly couple’s home that might be used in the 
design of period interiors. Held at the Danish Film Institute. 
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This circumstance also sets the project apart from Nordisk’s previous 
strategy of trying to find their footing during their ongoing demise in the 
post-war recession period, by turning to internationally-minded adaptations – 
notably Dickens. Instead, like many European companies at the time, 
Nordisk was in a phase of trying to establish international co-production 
partners. Isak Thorsen relates Nordisk’s transnational endeavours such as 
Deutsche-Nordische-Films-Union to the pan-European trend “Film Europe”. 
Continental, non-national films were planned to cover big-production costs 
fast with proceeds from several countries.166 In the Norwegian director Leif 
Sinding‘s memoirs, Sinding states that his plans for German-Scandinavian 
co-productions towards the late 1920s included a Bojer adaptation; the plans 
were surely inspired in part by the transnational Den siste viking project, in 
which he had taken an interest.167 At the time, Den siste viking had achieved 
international acclaim, and in retrospect, too, it remains one of Johan Bojer‘s 
better-known works.168 Its success outside Norway in the 1920s must have 
been the impetus for the plans for adaptation, as Nordisk doubted the film 
would be a major success in Denmark at the same time as they did not wish 
to cater to the small Norwegian market alone. As regards the Norwegian 
market, Danish and Norwegian producers compared the project to the 
Swedish production Synnöve Solbakken,169 whose director John W. Brunius 
was indeed at one point as good as hired to direct Den siste viking.170 
Synnöve Solbakken had enjoyed great popularity in Norway; the hopes for 
another high-profiled adaptation of Norwegian literature based on 
Norwegian ethnographic visuals were set relatively high, too. A sketched 
draft for the film’s income (undated, probably from spring 1926) in DKK 
reads in translation: 

Norway 65,000 
Sweden 55,000  
Denmark 45,000 
Germany 60,000  
Finland 10,000 
Austria, Balkans, Holland 15,000 
Other countries 0  
Sum 250,000171 

 
In this estimate, the English-speaking world was not expected to buy a single 
copy.172 This can probably be explained partly by Nordisk’s recent Dickens 
films’ lack of success in Britain and partly by a recent, fruitless attempt to 
sell more films to North America.173 Isak Thorsen writes about Nordisk’s 
CEO H. Bloch-Jespersen‘s trip to the US in autumn 1925, when he tried to 
sell copies of recent bigger productions: Lille Dorrit (Little Dorrit, 1924), 
Morænen (1924) and Fra Piazza del Popolo (1925) – but only succeeded in 
selling a single copy of Morænen.174 Instead, an eventual film based on 
Bojer‘s book was evidently expected to do best in Norway, Germany, and 
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Sweden. The hoped-for sum 250,000 would not yield much of a return, as 
the estimated cost of NOK 200,000 would have been roughly tantamount to 
DKK 243,000, but it is of course possible that whoever made this unofficial 
calculation was not aware of this.175 At this point, Scandinavian currencies 
were no longer uniform after the end of the Scandinavian monetary union.176 
The Norwegian krone had been very weak after the Great War, but in the 
mid-1920s its value suddenly rose steeply, partly as a result of speculation.177 
In April 1926, when the first budget draft was made, NOK 100 equalled 
DKK 121.45.178 

For the struggling Nordisk, the choice of subject matter was a strategy for 
co-production funding at a time when they had difficulty raising capital on 
their own. Furthermore, it was a different way of continuing their history of 
catering to the German market, which had an appetite for Norwegian authors 
and for this kind of story and environment. One reason for the company to 
trust the German market to be partial to the film is that German interests had 
already expressed interest in making an adaptation in a German-Norwegian 
production company.179 At the same time, the lukewarm figures for expected 
Danish returns can be interpreted as evidence that this project with its Norse 
theme was still not conceived of as a typical Nordisk product, even after 
films such as Borgslægtens Historie in Icelandic settings (Gunnar 
Sommerfeldt, 1920) and after the erotic melodrama had long since given 
way to a series of idealist/’uplift’ films with literary overtones during the 
war (see above, 3b). Literary adaptation had thrived not least under A. W. 
Sandberg’s reign as head of productions in the 1920s, a period which was 
now coming to an end. In this respect it is slightly ironic that one of 
Nordisk’s very first productions had a “Viking” theme and a boat meant to 
look like an ancestor to the boats central to the environment and story in Den 
siste viking: Marguerite Engberg gives the title as De islandske 
Ahltingsmænd [sic, Althingsmænd] (1906).180 In this 110-metre one-reeler, 
an ordinary small fishing-boat was given a dragon head and stood in for a 
Viking ship.181 By contrast, in the much later preproduction for Den siste 
viking, the hunt for the exactly authentic kind of boat was essential; the boat, 
when found, carried the kingly Viking-age name Harald Hårfagre (Harald 
Fairhair).  

Den siste viking was conceived as a very large production, continuing A. 
W. Sandberg‘s predilection for expensive status productions. The average 
cost for a film production at Nordisk at the time was DKK 160,000 
(equivalent to NOK 132,000 by April 1926).182 The first budget for this film 
was in fact not just NOK 200,000, as above, but to be exact an additional 
50,000 “in reserve”, adding up to NOK 250,000 equalling more than DKK 
300,000. A budget this size was cut out two years later for the ambitious 
Norwegian-German co-production Bergenstoget plyndret inatt (Uwe Krafft, 
Helios/Norsk Super Film, 1928). That film is usually described as made to 
compete with American productions.183 In the bimonthly budget updates for 
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Den siste viking from ultimo May 1926 onwards, the reserve fund had been 
slashed, and there remained only the 200,000. By the end of September the 
same year, a new addition was made by hand beside the pre-printed one, 
amounting to 225,000 with a question mark. This estimated sum would 
nevertheless also prove too limited for the wishes for director and leading 
actors – it was crucial that these be both internationally renowned and as far 
as possible Scandinavian, i.e., initially Dreyer and Tolnæs. The draft for the 
co-production contract added in pencil that two leading parts should be cast 
with Norwegians, the note reading “Ingen Fordring men meget elskværdigt” 
(approximately, “not a claim but most obliged”).184 In an undated, but 
obviously later budget version in German, the sum was raised to DKK 
270,000, likely increasing the size of the production in order to 
accommodate a bigger and better film instead concentrating primarily on the 
continental market. Most importantly, the account for actors’ fees had been 
considerably raised from the first draft, from NOK 30,000 to DKK 60,000, 
allowing for a more international cast. This later production plan was 
probably conceived along the lines of the expensive German-Danish 
production Jokeren (The Joker, Georg Jacoby, 1928).185 This German budget 
may therefore tentatively be dated 1928, but a similar development was 
happening with Sandberg’s Klovnen (The Golden Clown) already in 1926, 
the same year as Den siste viking’s first budget was made: it overran a 
budget likewise initially of DKK 200,000, by casting the internationally 
successful Gösta Ekman who alone received as much as DKK 37,000.186 
Thus, it seems that the plans for Den siste viking were negotiating ideas for 
different markets throughout its prolonged pre-production phase before 
being wholly abandoned. 

Most of the funding, NOK 125,000, was planned to be Norwegian.187 The 
intended co-production partner was KF (Kommunernes Filmcentral, 
rendered as the Municipalities’ Film Central), owned by the association of 
municipal cinemas KKL (Kommunale Kinematografers Landsforbund, 
approx. the National Association for Municipal Cinemas). With the 
establishing of Oslo Kinematografer January 1, 1926, the Norwegian 
municipal system ultimately controlled exhibition.188 As the link between 
exhibition profits and cinema production had historically been strong in 
Denmark, the expectation that the newly powerful structure would be 
interested in co-financing a film project, particularly one that had relevance 
for Norwegian national culture, was not far fetched. However, as Ove Solum 
has pointed out, the lack of production activity – particularly for fiction film 
– was the eternal bad conscience of Norwegian municipal cinemas and a 
constant cause for criticism from the film press.189 Profits from cinemas 
became municipal revenue instead of circulating in the cinema business, a 
circumstance often pointed out by film historians to be a major cause for the 
lack of Norwegian productions in the 1920s. Yet, Tancred Ibsen, who 
arranged the Norwegian funding for the film, received KF funding himself 
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for his own documentary project Norgesfilmen, finished in 1927 (but for 
some reason probably not exhibited beyond press screenings). Furthermore, 
the person Nordisk communicated with was KF’s director Gunnar Fossberg, 
who was initially in favour of the project and generally untiring if 
unsuccessful in his attempts to bring about an understanding in the different 
municipalities for the importance of production support.190 It appears that 
Fossberg had previously discussed co-production options in general with 
Nordisk.191 However, KF’s board was at first disinclined to take part in the 
project (an account following the correspondence about the financing 
process follows in a section below).192 

Step one in Ibsen’s plan B was to ask NOK 50,000 from 
Nordmandsforbundet (The Norse Federation), an association working to 
promote unity between Norwegian descendants worldwide, where he had a 
good contact in J. C. Hambro, a key figure there throughout many years.193 
Nordmandsforbundet had 58,000 members worldwide by autumn 1924.194 
Certainly, film production was not at all their usual domain; their main 
activity at the time lay in the field of fairs and exhibitions, cultural exchange 
such as tours for performing artists and historical anniversaries, and their 
film endeavour arose from private connections (see below).195 Still, the 
Nordmandsforbundet’s extensive and formalised contacts were a great asset 
to market the film in North America or elsewhere. The income draft with the 
expected zero return in the US probably stemmed from Nordisk’s first 
contacts with KF in February and possibly just preceded the more or less 
concomitant contact with Nordmandsforbundet. In a letter urging KF to 
finance the film, Nordmandsforbundet promises to take pains to “place” 
(anbringe) the film in the US.196 In a later phase, plans for worldwide 
distribution were discussed: in late 1927, Nordisk assured the Norwegian 
group that both of their names would be on the film in most of the world, 
although particular plans were made for Great Britain, where it was thought 
best not to mention Nordisk’s name at all.197  

In the end, KF’s board bent to Fossberg‘s will, and the 50,000 would 
come from them and not from Nordmandsforbundet.198 The crucial part of 
Ibsen’s plan B, the lion’s share of the funding – a planned NOK 75,000 – 
would, however, come from a private person: Johannes Sejersted Bødtker, a 
banker and a close friend of Hambro’s from their youth onwards.199 
Conceivably, Hambro made the contact. Between them, the two were a 
towering pair in Norwegian cultural and political life: Hambro was a 
renowned politician, journalist and critic, and would shortly become 
president of the Norwegian parliament – he was a member of parliament 
1919–57 and for most of that time member of the presidency. Bødtker put 
his fortune to good use as an art collector and patron of pictorial art. The 
body of anecdotes about him is large, both from his early friendship with 
Edvard Munch and other famous artists and from later imprisonment during 
World War 2, where it appears that his good-humoured apparition 
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harmonised well with patriot ideals for Norwegian prisoners of war at the 
camp Grini, evident in numerous accounts after the war: chummily ironical 
and obstinately creative.  

According to Isak Thorsen, who mentions the project briefly, Nordisk 
contributed with DKK 50,000 (NOK 62,050), which they, however, at this 
time of increasingly acute economic difficulty did not have at their 
disposal.200 Nordisk loaned the sum from Carl Bauder; the stockbroker and 
currency speculator had already lent the company large sums and was at this 
point considered very influential inofficially in their decisions (at the next 
junction in Nordisk’s crisis, Bauder would take over the company).201 It is 
unclear where from the last circa NOK 13,000 out of the 200,000 were 
meant to come. 

Tancred Ibsen in the 1920s: wearing performance anxiety on 
one’s sleeve 
My primary sources about Den siste viking are to be found in Nordisk’s 
archives at the DFI and consist of correspondence with first and foremost 
Tancred Ibsen. Ibsen wrote the screenplay and in reality acted more or less 
as a producer, but his role was at the time nebulously described. He hoped to 
become director – between the lines, the correspondence reveals him itching 
to direct this particular project – and although he was aware that he needed 
experience, advocated the view that directing was already in his veins: 

Jeg tør sige at jeg er utlært paa manuskriptets omraade, og besidder mere end 
almen kjendskab til filmmaskineriets forskjellige dele og deres funksjoner. 
Min længsel er at instruere. Jeg vet at jeg har evner i den retning. Saadanne er 
medfødte. De tilegnes ikke. 
 
I daresay I am fully educated in the field of scriptwriting, and possess more 
than general knowledge of the different parts and functions of film machinery. 
My longing is for directing. I know I have abilities in that direction. Those are 
inborn. Not acquired.202  

 
Here, the three suddenly short sentences used for effect as Ibsen approaches 
his true goal for contacting Nordisk attest to his claim for proficiency as 
scriptwriter (in which he, for that matter, had had no previous individual 
success, either). Ibsen had written Nordisk on his return from Hollywood: he 
was married to Lillebil Ibsen (née Monrad-Krohn, also called Lillebil 
Christensen) and went with her on her dancing tour of the US in the early to 
mid-1920s.203 There, he decided on a career in filmmaking, learning the 
ropes at the newly established MGM and eventually joining their story 
department. Ibsen was evidently bursting with ambitious energy and with 
sentiments perhaps best accommodated under the modern umbrella term 30-
year crisis. He placed articles about himself in American newspapers – in his 
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autobiography, he claims they were wholly self-written – where he self-
mockingly complained about his successful family and ancestors: 

“Thus far”, said he, “I have been to the world, the grandson of my 
grandfathers, the son of my father, the husband of my wife; and if I don’t 
hurry I shall run the danger of becoming known as the father of my son, who 
is four years old.”204 

 
The lament is to be understood thus: in addition to being the husband of an at 
the time world-renowned dancer, Ibsen was also, famously, the grandchild of 
both Henrik Ibsen and Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, as well as the son of a former 
prime minister, Sigurd Ibsen. The alleged impending inferiority complex 
offered a way of jokingly exploiting his matchless background to make a 
name for himself in the US, but was likely real enough, judging by the 
accounts in his autobiography. In the witty quote, he of course exposed his 
son to the very same pressure, making a point of placing great expectations 
on his shoulders.205 For Den siste viking, his connections in combination 
with his zeal accomplished virtually all the project’s developments. Thus, 
Ibsen’s mother-in-law, the actress Gyda Christensen, happened to be the 
(more or less openly) long-term lover and later wife of 
Nordmandsforbundet’s J. C. Hambro. Although Ibsen naturally did not 
inform Nordisk of these exact circumstances, he suggested partnership with 
Nordmandsforbundet after having had coffee with “their chairman” 
(Hambro).206 

Concerns about self-image and the will to success are particularly evident 
at this junction in Ibsen’s career and can be glimpsed in the autobiography’s 
account of the scriptwriting for Den siste viking.207 The developments 
discernible in the correspondence are bristling with struggle, conflict and 
defeat. Incongruously, in the memoirs the period working on Den siste 
viking is reduced to lazy days in a rented Danish villa near the beach with a 
mere few hours of scriptwriting a day and otherwise idyllic swims with 
Tancred Jr. in the Øresund.208 The fruitless investment of career-building 
time, vigorous effort and also emotion perceptible in his letters is nowhere to 
be found. 

Tancred Ibsen could arguably have afforded such patches of dark shadow 
in his autobiography:209 in the late 1930s, he was to become the main name 
in the Norwegian ‘golden age’ of cinema – exactly as a director. Every 
account of Norwegian national film history deals extensively with his films, 
particularly the successful adaptations from the years 1937–1940 as well as 
the forerunner Den store barnedåpen (The Great Christening, Oslo Talefilm, 
1931). Formal writing focusing exclusively on him is, however, sparser. Dag 
Lutro has issued a student thesis-cum-booklet;210 Gunnar Iversen has 
surveyed his oeuvre in a popular-pedagogical booklet;211 and Arne Lunde 
has close-read three of his films in his M.A. thesis.212 More recently, Ove 
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Solum and Lars Thomas Braaten adopted a transnational perspective by 
discussing the effect of Ibsen’s Hollywood years on his later films.213  

As can be expected, these accounts generally do not include projects that 
were aborted or never begun, save Valfångare (The Whalers, Anders 
Henriksson/Tancred Ibsen, 1939) which made it to the big screen, although 
in a much changed way from Ibsen’s original idea. There are exceptions, 
however. Den siste viking is perhaps easily confused with another, though 
fundamentally different Tancred Ibsen project that likewise came to naught. 
This was A Viking Hero, which brought together the figures of Leif Ericson 
and Christopher Columbus in one film.214 Ibsen tried to sell the script to 
MGM when he worked in their story department.215 In Iversen’s view, A 
Viking Hero is ‘the most legendary film never made’ in Norwegian cinema 
lore, perhaps because of the idea of placing a national Norwegian theme in 
the grand MGM machinery, in tandem with Ibsen’s status in Norway as 
national celebrity by the power of his family connections and surname. 
Although written in an academic style, Iversen’s piece was placed in the 
online version of the popular journal Rushprint rather than in an academic 
context, a circumstance indicative of the status of the ‘non-film’ as a matter 
for film buffs even more than scholars.216 In the same publication, Iversen 
has previously described and evaluated a screenplay on Sven Elvestad‘s Ved 
færgestedet, pronouncing it sound and relating its failure to go into 
production to decisions by Norsk Film A/S.217 However, an attempt was also 
made to make it a Swedish film or a co-production, once again by way of 
contacts within the family: the actress Gerda Ring, who was the new wife of 
Ibsen’s mother-in-law Gyda Christensen‘s ex-husband, approached Carl 
Anders Dymling, the leader of SF, with the script.218 Dymling’s reply was 
that the film needed to be shot in Norway; thus, to him, it was not a Swedish 
concern (as it may have been in the silent era). He did, however, offer to try 
to smooth the way for the project at Norsk Film.  

The elusive charms of the binned film project, open to the counterfactual 
imagination of anyone remotely qualified, makes it a reasonably oft-
frequented thoroughfare for more or less poetic academic pieces.219 
However, although the body of once-promising films never made may well 
constitute a curiosity cabinet or else a surface for different kinds of 
projection,220 it may also spotlight less desirable effects of company politics 
and render visible conflicting wills. Unlike this chapter’s discussion above 
about rejected screenplays at Svenska Bio, which aims to reflect conceptions 
of popular cinema in the cinema-going public and treats the majority of 
those scripts as expressions of participatory fandom, this section traces the 
ruptures in the actual preproduction of the project Den siste viking.  
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The cultural significance of the Lofoten fishery 
The Norwegian encyclopedia Aschehougs leksikon from 1906–1913 was 
issued in a time of transition for the practices of the traditional, seasonal 
Lofoten fishery. The entry “Lofotfisket” gives vital information for the 
backdrop to Den siste viking: The encyclopedia describes development 
towards usage of modern tools, from the traditional jigging tackle (jukse) to 
longline (liner) and, starting in the nineteenth century, nets. The boats were 
at the time of writing still partly the traditional open fembøring or åtring 
rowing and sailing boats, but gaff-rigged vessels with or without engines or 
steam boats were increasingly used. This exact transition, from old-
fashioned open boats to engines, is the immediate context for the story in 
Den siste viking. For Norwegian audiences, the boats would provide a film 
based on the book with an instant visual identity and a sense of recognition 
from school curricula and visual culture.  

At this point, a discussion of the novel and how the script relates to it is 
relevant in order to pick out the national implications of the story. For 
adaptation purposes, the novel has the advantage of being rich with drama. 
Intense moments include a capsizing in the storm where the fishing crew – 
sitting on top of their boat turned turtle and driving their knives into the 
woodwork for hold – are saved by another boatmaster who sets off in a 
foolhardy manoeuvre straight across their hull. There is also a literal, bloody 
class struggle: the historical battle of Trollfjorden where a fleet of smaller 
sail boats fought and boarded steam vessels deliberately blocking them from 
a fjord teeming with cod. Den siste viking thematises the transition from a 
manual, populous and labour-intensive seasonal fishery to industrialisation 
and upward mobility and – for the characters – consequently to a less 
intimate relationship with the sea. Although the story spans many years, the 
bulk of the plot follows the fisherman’s son Lars as a teenager in his first 
year of Lofotfiske, which can be dated to 1890 thanks to the battle of 
Trollfjorden. But Lars’ eventual life choice is to turn his back on the sea and 
become a schoolmaster, while his brothers emigrate and fishermen in the 
village eventually find work in factories when their small fishing vessels can 
no longer support them.  

Unromantically, the novel scrutinises the tough conditions for the 
fishermen: Preindustrial Lofoten fishery was riddled with the constant risk of 
capsizing and drowning. The physical discomforts of the wet and freezing 
conditions were also potentially dangerous because of the disease that could 
follow. Each year’s extreme uncertainty of the income is also underscored in 
the novel.221 Related to these and other circumstances, the worries and 
conflicting wishes of those waiting back in the village are sympathetically 
portrayed.222 The discourse stressing the perils of the fisheries existed 
outside Norway, too. The Swedish artist and writer Pelle Molin reported 
from the dangers of Lofoten in a posthumous volume in 1897: “Dessa 
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skäggiga Lofotfiskare äro dumdristiga våghalsar. De sitta vid sina åror och 
dra sina linor eller spela upp sina fylda garn, som om mannaåldrars 
torskfisken icke för hvarje år varnat på nytt och på nytt, att snötjocka öfver 
Lofotväggen är en liksvepning.”223 (These bearded Lofoten fishermen are 
foolhardy daredevils. They sit at their oars and pull their lines or wind their 
full nets, as if the cod as old as grown men did not each and every year warn 
again and again that snow fog over the Lofoten cliff-faces is a grave shroud.) 
Awareness of Norwegian concerns was arguably higher in Sweden, that is, 
within the Swedish-Norwegian union, than in altogether different countries 
at this time, and seems to have continued to be so for some time. In the 
1960s, the Swedish author Per Olof Sundman is surprised to observe in a 
travel book from Lofoten that a local Saturday-night fistfight failed to 
escalate in the manner he had read about in Den siste viking.224 The passage 
is discussed by Annie Bourguignon, who notes that the myths (or, in my 
preferred vocabulary, discourse) about Lofoten which Sundman consciously 
buys into form an intrinsically unchanging picture: elements such as crowd 
fistfights, old-fashioned mass fishery, and geographical names known from 
Snorri come together inextricably and cannot be altered without the risk of 
the entire myth collapsing.225 Furthermore, the Lofoten fishery as the main 
source for the considerable consumption of dried and salted cod in southern 
Europe as well as – from the triangular trade onwards – Central and South 
America, should, to be sure, make it a strictly international concern.226  

Still, the most direct relevance of the theme is national and regional. 
Bojer‘s book is easily related to the contemporary literary trend 
heimstaddiktning (or hjemstavndiktning, related to the German 
Heimatskunst) which celebrates a certain setting, synonymous with the 
writer’s rural home district.227 However, Bojer is usually not mentioned 
among the heimstadsdiktere, possibly because the term also carries a few 
negative connotations that do not fit – a local and limited relevance; an 
attention towards traditional lifestyle bordering on the conventional or 
reactionary.228 The novel is more fruitfully assigned to the overlapping 
(concomitant and slightly later) trend of Norwegian literary neo-realism, not 
least by its foregrounding and working through problems related to societal 
change, ethics, and geographical belonging. When the fishery and its 
practices are celebrated, it is not exactly with a measure of nostalgia, but 
rather of sorrow. They emerge as a lost activity which despite being 
problematic and was worthy of the characters’ life-jeopardising devotion, 
and other lifestyles come out as less meaningful.  
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Vikings and fishermen: the national discourse of an 
uninterrupted connection through history 
The plot’s structural support for a value system this appreciative of old 
customs consists of recurrent historical links between the book’s characters 
and the practices and world of ideas of the Vikings. For this purpose, the 
main instrument is boats and boatmanship. The entire novel is strongly 
associated with traditional boats, continuing a medieval Norse boat-building 
tradition and thus reminiscent of Viking ships. The boat Kobben (the Seal), 
followed closely throughout most of the plot, is referred to as a staværing 
and a lofotbåt. This implies Kobben is the biggest kind of åfjordbåt boat, 
about 52 feet long and capable of making the long yearly trip from the 
novel’s setting Stadsbygd outside Trondheim up to Lofoten – boats from this 
area were the southernmost participants in the Lofoten fishery. The åfjordbåt 
along with the slimmer nordlandsbåt boat retains Viking ship characteristics, 
a circumstance pointed out in the novel. The Viking heritage is tied to an 
idea of Lars’ father, Kobben’s boatmaster, as a king of yore. Through a 
dream coloured by childish admiration, it is further associated with the 
anecdote about Einar Thambarskelfir’s bow known from Snorri – and, in 
Lars’ case, presumably from school books:229  

Han glemte aldrig da prestefrua komengang kom hen til ham og sa: “Nu vet 
jeg, hvordan han Olav Tryggvason saa ut. Han var paa en prik som far din.” 

Og nu husket han, hvad læreren en gang hadde sagt om Staværingernes 
Lofotbaat. Den var ætlingen av de gamle drageskiber, som førte vikingene 
avsted til opdagelser og kampe vidt over alle jordens have. Paa den samme 
baaten seiler fiskerne endnu de hundrede mil nordover til kamp med storm og 
hav, idag som for hundrede og mange hundrede aar tilbake. Vist vilde Lars bli 
akurat som han far.  

Han sovnet og drømte han var med i slaget ved Svolder. Olav Trygvason 
var faren og han selv Einar Tambarskjælver. Han skjøt haardere skud end de 
andre, og buen knak. “Hvad brast saa høit?” siger Olav. “Norge av din haand, 
konge,” siger Lars, og han fòr overende i sengen ...230  
 
He had never forgotten what the pastor’s wife had once said to him. “I know 
now what Olaf Trygvason looked like. He was just exactly like your father.” 

He remembered now, too, what the schoolmaster had once said about the 
Stadsland [sic] Lofoten boat. She was a descendant of the old dragon-prowed 
vessels which hundreds and hundreds of years ago bore the vikings to their 
discoveries and battles all over the world; and the fisherman of to-day still 
sails in the same kind of boat the hundreds of miles northward to battle with 
wind and wave. Lars would certainly be just what his father was.  

He slept and dreamed he was fighting in the battle of Svolder. His father 
was Olaf Trygvason, and he himself was Einar Tambarskjælver. He drew a 
bow with a stronger hand than others, and his bow broke.  

“What was that, that broke with such clangor?” asked Olaf. 
“Norway from thy grasp, O King,” said Lars; and he started up in bed ...”231 
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In this view the title’s last of the Vikings is the fast disappearing, old-
fashioned fisherman. The analogy between Lars’ father Kristaver and the 
historical king Olav Trygvason is once again called for during the novel’s 
depiction of the battle of Trollfjorden. In Lars’ mind, this becomes Olav 
Trygvason’s sea battle of Svolder as Kristaver strikes a manly pose when 
steering the boat into the conflict, taking command by grabbing the tiller and 
throwing back his bare head of fair hair.232 The passage’s heady brew of 
race, gender and heritage acts as preparation for the violent deeds that 
follow. 

Viking heritage is likewise invoked when the boats are put on the water 
and Lars fantasises that Lofoten fishery was a tradition also back in heathen 
times, when the people were, notably, “probably very much the same”, 
whether as products of (some of the same) genes or of comparable 
conditions of nature and livelihood.233 Here and in other passages, the vague 
and poetic measure ‘a hundred years’, or ‘hundreds and hundreds of 
years’,234 signals the ever-present historical horizon to everyday objects.235 
The bridging between the novel’s present and a distant saga era resonates 
with Norwegian nation-building strategies from the nineteenth century. 
Medieval history from times of Norwegian independence was cited as 
essential for the modern-day (albeit as yet non-sovereign) state.236 
Legitimising nation through history was a strategy employed by nationalists 
in many countries when constructing a sense of nation.237 In Norway, this 
process was strongly coloured by issues concerning literature and language. 
Thus, the historian P. A. Munch advocated the view that Snorri must be 
counted as a Norwegian and that Old Norse was essentially an exclusively 
Norwegian historical language.238 What was at stake was Norwegian 
national identity. A working through of related issues is at root in Bojer’s 
novel’s usage of saga literature and, by extension, peasant tales, refracting 
them through the prism of the Norwegian growing pains and new identities 
associated with the so-called Great Transformation into an industrial societal 
mode (hamskiftet).239 

A common frame of reference for the character Lars, the author, and the 
readers, was the schoolbook Norigs Soga (The Saga of Norway), issued in 
nine editions and large numbers between 1879 and 1925.240 The author 
Steinar Schjøtt was a translator of Snorri, and his survey drew heavily from 
the sagas. As this was the main history book for teachers, the general public, 
folk high school students and others in accessible prose, large numbers of 
Norwegians in the generations concerned were acquainted with it and could 
in this way refer to the sagas’ gallery of more or less historical persons and 
their laconic speech in mutual understanding. When towards the very end 
presenting Norwegian scholars and scientists in the nineteenth century, 
Schjøtt draws attention to the achievements of P. A. Munch and his research 
partner and mentor Rudolf Keyser, who “granskad den gamle Norigs-Soga 
og det gamle norske Maalet, og detta var ei veldig Framhjelp fyr 
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Norskdomen” (examined the old saga of Norway and the Norwegian tongue, 
and this was a giant leap for Norwegianness).241 The doubling of the 
medieval storytelling here termed “Norigs-Soga”, as researched by Munch, 
and the retelling of the whole of Norwegian history as a concept so near at 
hand it shares the name is notable. The book systematically favours the 
period from the unification of Norway until the country entered the Kalmar 
union and subsequently came under Danish rule, in particular by prioritising 
Norse cultural history. Out of the first edition’s 235 pages, about two thirds 
of the space are indeed taken up by the discussion of Viking-age and later 
medieval subjects, the latter also orientated towards ‘Norse’ issues, such as 
the subject of Norwegian colonies settled or conquered by Vikings prior to 
the union with Denmark.242 Thus, this book and others like it shaped the 
concept of Norway as motivated and defined by a much older existence of 
Norwegians, and constructed and promoted an unproblematised sense of 
lineage and meaningful belonging. This was the world of ideas inhabited by 
the character Lars in Den siste viking and likely thoroughly familiar to Johan 
Bojer from his own schooling. Importantly, by way of two new editions in 
the 1920s it was still a valid backdrop to notions about history for 
Norwegians and was thus an important part of the horizon for the novel and 
a possible film. This aura of heritage and historical significance possessed by 
the novel was, then, part of what was at stake for the Norwegian production 
partners.  

The script: Widening the scope for a less initiated audience 
A transnational film project, however, was likely required to make 
references to this sort of horizon more overt and/or less frequent. Both 
strategies were applied to the script for Den siste viking. Part of Tancred 
Ibsen‘s screenplay is preserved at the Danish Film Institute, the story 
rendered there ending abruptly well before the fishermen’s return home. The 
fragments stem from two different typewriters; the typist was probably a 
Danish national, as the Danish language appears correct. She or he was not 
acquainted with the novel; a couple of names are misspelled either 
throughout or for the first part of the script. Kristaver becomes Kristaner and 
Elezeus/Eleseus becomes Elesens, suggesting the probably hand-written ‘u’ 
is confused with an ‘n’, a classic trap when interpreting handwriting. Those 
of Ibsen’s letters in the archive that were written by hand have large, round, 
legible letters, but the ‘u’ lacks the then customary horizontal stroke above it 
(‘ū’).  

As can be expected from the script, it depicts a course of events which is 
more concentrated, but less specific. This tightened plot version collapses 
the death of the sick Elezeus with the battle of Trollfjorden, where he is in 
this version seriously injured. It also further links Lars’ mother Marja and 
her wish to keep Lars off the sea with his reading, for example by 
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eliminating a vicar’s library in Lofoten and instead letting her pack the 
Bjørnson volume. The script privileges physical human action and slapstick 
elements, and a number of scenes are inserted or altered to add liveliness and 
bustle. Thus, Marja’s busy existence is shown by quarrels both between the 
children and between grandmothers living under their roof, intended to be 
slightly humorous. When Lars is out tobogganing with a girl, the script has 
them crash into a heap of snow where the novel makes a point of the wild 
ride ending safely against the odds, foreshadowing Lars’ safe return from 
Lofoten. In Lofoten, a scene where the men painfully remove one another’s 
sea boots after working for many days with them on is tweaked to end in 
hullaballoo and everyone tumbling over (“alle faller paa Enden under stor 
Jubel”, act 4). 

A good number of plot details are scrupulously kept to retain the specific 
flavour of the story and setting. Still, some are made less subtle, such as 
Kristaver’s brave auction bid for the boat Kobben in spite of whispers in the 
crowd speaking of its calamitous history and habit of turning turtle in heavy 
seas. In the script, the intertitles in considerably more sensational manner 
pronounce it a Dødssejler (vessel of death). This type of alteration is less 
obviously explained and therefore perhaps more interesting. In the case of 
Ibsen’s adaptation of Gabriel Scott’s Fant, Dag Lutro suggests some key 
factors for the film’s success, e.g. the film narrative as a somewhat 
popularised version of that in the novel, and an efficient narrative style.243 
Lars Thomas Braaten and Ove Solum in turn explicate Lutro’s observation 
and contextualise particularly the latter trait – with evidence in Fant’s 
editing – as derived from Hollywood narrative and Ibsen’s MGM training.244 
The partly extant script is the only information about the style of Den siste 
viking, but as the Dødssejler example shows, the script is evidently 
sometimes less subtle than the novel, in ways not necessary for narrative 
compression. While Hollywood classical style and continuity editing 
certainly aimed to be, if anything, efficient, it did not necessarily follow that 
it was less subtle. The other explanation offered by Lutro and mentioned 
above seems to be a better fit for the adaptation preparations of Den siste 
viking: popularisation (which fully explains the slapstick element, for 
example), in tandem with a general adjustment to the different conventions 
of film plots also mentioned by Braaten and Solum.245 While inserting an 
intertitle with a striking choice of words traditionally does not count as 
engaging in film form (a debatable circumstance), the idea serves Nordisk 
very well by deftly negotiating the sensational and the authentically faithful, 
and in this sense it seems in fact a well-balanced choice of words. 

A more literal solution to visualising narrative content is found in the 
directions for the scene where Lars imagines Viking rites for launching 
boats. The script reads: “Saadan har man sat Baadene i Sjøen lige fra 
Vikingernes Tid. Billedet blænder over til Vikingetiden, hvor Skibet sættes i 
Søen, medens en Hovgode synger fra en Sten.” – “Thus the boats have been 
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launched ever since the Viking era. The image [makes a transition] to Viking 
times, where the ship is launched while a sacrificial priest sings from a 
rock.”246 The underlined phrase is in this respect a suggested intertitle. Thus, 
Viking rites were made more overt, and furthermore, image sequences from 
the fishermen’s supernatural folklore had been added: 

90. Natbillede af Baaden. Man ser Fiskernes Sagn vise sig: 
91. 1) Uhyret [draugen], der sejler i en halv Baad. 
92. 2) “Machenæsdrømmen.” [sic, Moskenæsstrømmen; Moskenes-] En 
Malstrøm. 
93. 3) Den flyvende Hollænder. 
 
90. Nightly take of the boat. One sees the legends of the fishermen appear:  
91. 1) The monster who sails in half a boat. 
92. 2) The Moskenes maelstrom.  
93. 3) The flying Dutchman. 
 

The underlining this time obviously does not signal an intertitle, but rather 
directions for the setting. The typist’s limited success in deciphering Ibsen’s 
handwriting is again evident. While not exactly amounting to evidence of 
anything, it is still indicative of a more general lack in Denmark of the frame 
of reference needed to be able to claim the story as one’s own. The perhaps 
too exact wording “Moskenæsstrømmen” may have constituted a slight 
miscalculation on Ibsen’s part: While the maelstrom in the outermost 
Lofoten enjoyed international notoriety,247 its geographical name may not be 
as well-known. A different scene, however, displayed a decision in the 
opposite direction, showing that Ibsen negotiated the balance between the 
universal and the authentic throughout the script: a crowd fistfight at a dance 
was in the screenplay reduced to a skirmish that for no apparent reason apart 
from drunkenness blows entirely out of proportion. In the novel, the 
motivation for the fight was an underlying antagonism between northerners 
from Finnmark and southerners from Trøndelag surfacing abruptly before 
settling again. Evidently, regional clashes were not relevant in a 
transnational context, where geographical categories sufficiently 
recognisable to motivate plot elements instead begin on the national level.  

Setting up the transnational funding 
Levels of identity and belonging in a transnational perspective were also 
actualised in a basic way in Tancred Ibsen’s role in the preproduction itself. 
The screenplay was only one of the ways in which Ibsen contributed to the 
project: he was busy pulling a number of strings, most importantly by 
securing the funding. His engagement at Nordisk placed him in a double role 
as representing the Danes at Nordisk as a Norwegian in Norway, a situation 
often subtly hinted at in his choice of words. His letter mentioned above 
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about how the film was to be marketed internationally is a trivial example –
 at first sight, it requires rereading to straighten out what he means by “we”. 
Ibsen writes to the Norwegian group on behalf of Nordisk:  

For Englands vedkommende forplikter vi os til ikke at la vort navn komme 
paa filmen uten at det av Dem foreslaatte norske navn kommer med. Av 
økonomiske grunder var det kanske bedst om filmen i England utsentes [sic] 
som en Gaumontsfilm. Vi tror dog paa forhaand at være istand til at 
gjennemføre at vore navn kommer paa filmen overalt i verden.248 
 
As far as England is concerned, we commit ourselves not to attach our name 
to the film, but instead the Norwegian name suggested by yourself. For 
economic reasons, it would probably be best if the film was distributed in 
England as a Gaumont picture. We do believe in advance to be able to put our 
names on the film everywhere in the world.  

 
The meaning of the letter is not fully clear as the signification of “we” slides 
from “Nordisk” to an “our” probably including all the production partners. 
As Ibsen represented Nordisk, no “we” here naturally signifies “we 
Norwegians”, but at times when his frustration grew at what he perceived as 
hesitation or reluctance at Nordisk to run the project whole-heartedly, he 
appears in his letters to identify with the Norwegian partners, for which he 
felt responsible. At these times his language has a more oral, direct, and 
Norwegian ring: “Jeg vil derfor, for sidste gang, be Dem om at gi mig grei 
besked.” (So I will for the last time ask you to give me a straight answer.)249 

The project was initiated in the following way: Having discussed 
possibilities for co-production at a meeting the previous summer, Nordisk’s 
managing director H. Bloch-Jespersen at Nordisk contacted KF’s Gunnar 
Fossberg in recognition that suitable material for filming had turned up, 
namely Den siste viking.250 Nordisk’s suggestion was to split the costs and 
leave many practicalities to KF. The idea was that the film was to be shot on 
location as well as in a Norwegian studio, to gain advance publicity he 
considered necessary for the Norwegian market, evidently conceived of as 
the primary target audience in accordance with the income draft. In 
comparison, studio scenes for other Nordisk films with northern or Arctic 
settings were taken in Denmark. Bloch-Jespersen tempted Fossberg by 
playing up national sentiment and appealed particularly to the powers of 
Norwegian nature as film setting, a discourse well known from years of 
Norwegian discussions concerning the benefits of domestic filmmaking:  

 

Jeg troer, at under saadan Arbejdsforhold vilde vi være i Stand til virkelig at 
skabe en Film, som vilde faa Betydning langt udover Norges Grænser og 
virke som en voldsom Reklame for norsk Natur og Literatur. Jeg troer, vi kan 
regne med, at saafremt Filmen bliver vellykket vil den blive set af circa 10 
Millioner Mennesker i Verden. 
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I believe that under such working conditions we would truly manage to create 
a film of importance far beyond the Norwegian borders, acting as tremendous 
publicity for Norwegian nature and literature. I believe we can count on, 
provided the film turns out well, an audience of about ten million people 
worldwide.251 

 
Possibly, the caveat that the production needed to be well-made was the 
reason for the income draft to list zero proceeds from all but a few countries, 
as a measure of cautiousness before trusting a never-before tried co-
production partner. Nordisk was generally unused to co-production and had 
only recently begun to tentatively initiate it, although co-producing practices 
before sound seem obscured in the DFI’s film database Dansk filmografi: for 
instance, Det sovende Hus (The Sleeping House, Guðmundur Kamban, 
1926) was co-produced with the Icelandic company Edda Film, but is listed 
as a Nordisk film. Contrariwise, Hadda Padda (Gunnar Robert Hansen, 
Guðmundur Kamban, 1924) seems to be a co-production between Edda and 
Nordisk, but is confusingly listed as a Danish production by the Icelandic 
Edda.252 

The company’s liaison with Tancred Ibsen must have been decided upon 
only shortly before. When Ibsen had contacted Nordisk offering his services 
and had a meeting with them in Copenhagen, he was asked to describe his 
experience from Hollywood in a letter, which he did only a few days before 
the contact with Fossberg was made.253 The plans were to remain secret until 
further notice; Bojer himself was the link between Nordisk and KF at this 
stage, and acted as intermediary in delivering Nordisk’s letter. Fossberg 
replied most favourably, but stressed that there was not yet a proper structure 
for film production within the municipal system, although the plans for the 
future Norsk Film AS are, judging from his letter, at this point already well 
underway. Tancred Ibsen was engaged by Nordisk and sent to Oslo on a 
mission to negotiate with Fossberg and raise the capital.254 His first report 
from Oslo was profusely hopeful.255 The well-inclined Fossberg was already 
on board (“allerede vunnet for saken”), and Ibsen had met with Hambro at 
Nordmandsforbundet who was eager to help. The next step was to see Bojer 
and prevail upon him to reduce his fee; all in all, Ibsen wrote, the battle was 
half won – in other words, the start was good. 

Fossberg did indeed continue to express his interest in the project in his 
next letter after the meeting with Ibsen and hoped that KF’s board would be 
likewise.256 However, the board turned the proposition down. They certainly 
agreed that the project was “en nasjonalopgave som man burde være med 
på” – note the non-committal subject of the clause: man, “one”; the phrase 
is perhaps best translated as “a national task which should be participated 
in”.257 Yet, out of principle KF needed to prioritise their core business as a 
distribution company and also more pragmatically alleged that they simply 
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could not spare the sum asked. The optimistic Ibsen quite literally did not 
take no for an answer; in his own letter to Nordisk, interpreted the contents 
of KF’s letter as containing no decisive “no”.258 His analysis was that KF 
was under obligation to reply along these lines on grounds of principle and 
was likely nevertheless to contribute with a smaller amount. As it turned out, 
Ibsen was right about this. 

Ibsen was equally positive about meeting with Nordmandsforbundet and 
claimed that at that moment, the production plans had great chances for 
realisation.259 While Nordmandsforbundet did not commit to contributing 
with monetary means, they recommended that for further negotiations with 
Norwegian partners, Nordisk should “gaa med paa at filmen overalt angis 
som norsk og som optat i Norge – selvsagt ved Nordisk Films Kompagni” 
(cede that the film should everywhere be stated to be Norwegian and shot in 
Norway by Nordisk Films Kompagni). What was meant by such a status as 
‘Norwegian’ is not clear; the practice of stating every film’s country of 
production in programmes, listings and filmographies belongs to a later age 
of national film historiographies. Perhaps it was an indication of a hunger in 
Norway for a truly great national film product to match the successful 
Swedish films made in Norway or employing Norwegian subject matter. 

After this initial round of reconnoitring, Ibsen was armed with a letter 
formally authorising him to act on Nordisk’s behalf.260 Nordisk had 
suggested that KF contribute with a guaranteed amount as a start to the 
partnership.261 However, developments were slow, and when Ibsen after a 
rousing telegram from Nordisk reported back, the letter blamed stagnation 
on political disorder which could be devastating for fundraising activities.262 
The economic situation in Norway in the mid-20s was rightly chaotic; as 
Ibsen was writing his letter in March 1926, the conservative Ivar Lykke 
(Høire) was attempting a coalition with the then conservative Agrarian Party 
(Bondepartiet), but ended up in a less than stable minority coalition with 
only the usual political partners, the liberal-conservatives (Frisinnede 
Venstre). The sense of insecurity pervading the Norwegian economy is 
evident in other letters, notably from Hambro. Although the Norwegian 
krone was strong – making a co-production a good choice from a Danish 
perspective – the mid-1920s were times of crisis with enormous budget 
deficits, and the strong krone was the cause of many debt victims.263 Ibsen, 
perhaps fearing that Nordisk wanted to terminate the project, persisted in 
maintaining that its future was bright: “Jeg er i dag mere overbevist om at alt 
vil ordne sig end nogensinde før, og haaber at kunne meddele Dem et 
glædelig resultat inden faa dage.”264 (I am today more convinced than ever 
that everything will be alright, and hope within days to be able to send word 
of favourable results.) The reason for optimism was that 
Nordmandsforbundet had officially undertaken to assist the project, i.e., to 
exert pressure, after informal talks between Ibsen and members who were 
not named; likely only Hambro, or possibly others. Their participation at this 
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point amounted to writing KF and calling upon them to finance the film.265 
Ibsen enclosed a copy of their letter in his next correspondence with 
Nordisk, and continued the ‘victory at hand’ rhetoric: “Vedlagte kopi av 
brev fra Nordmands-Forbundet til Kommunernes Filmcentral skulde efter al 
[sic] sansynlighet [sic] resultere i at sidstnævnte selskap, trots ‘principielle’ 
grunde, allikevel gaar med paa den av Dem foreslaate sammenslutning”.266 
(The enclosed copy of a letter from Nordmandsforbundet to Kommunernes 
Filmcentral should in all probability result in the latter company, despite 
their ‘grounds of principle’, will nevertheless consent to the collaboration as 
suggested by yourself.) When Ibsen was in touch again, he did in fact meet 
the required conditions. KF and the private financier somewhat later 
identified as Johannes Segerstedt Bødtker covered the needed sum with 
NOK 50,000 and 75,000 respectively, and the basics were in place.267  

Hopes for a successful production raised and crushed 
Ibsen suggested a contract draft be drawn up to aid him in further 
negotiations, and despite Nordisk’s reluctance to commit to a contract at this 
stage, it was done.268 Among other things, the contract stated: “Foruden den 
norske Udgave fremstilles en engelsk, en tysk og en fransk Udgave til Brug 
ved Salget af Filmen” (In addition to the Norwegian version, English, 
German and French versions are manufactured for selling the film).269 A 
Danish version is not mentioned; although intertitles were normally 
translated between Danish and Norwegian, it seems that this was not meant 
to be the case. Terje Vigen with its original Ibsen quotes was the likely 
model from the heyday of Swedish cinema which Nordisk at this stage partly 
sought to emulate (see chapter one). The Norwegian dialectal vocabulary 
likely carried with it a certain atmosphere for the linguistically still closely 
related Danes. Norwegian authors had already caused several distinctly 
Norwegian words to be included in the Danish language; this was discussed 
in the introduction to a rhyming dictionary from 1900.270 Many of the 
selection of words cited there were associated with Norwegian nature and 
one with fishing, like the specific vocabulary of Den siste viking.271 
Appropriating Norwegian specialised words by the influence of literature 
was thus a familiar process, and would likely not be controversial in the case 
of this film, either. 

The request for a contract draft was an expression of Ibsen’s urge to 
formalise the collaboration rapidly, and above all of the wish to show 
evidence of Nordisk’s goodwill and cooperation. He claimed his screenplay 
was vital for negotiations: “... sikkert er det at saken aldrig vilde været 
kommet i gang uten at jeg har kunnet fremlægge en ‘film’ av boken” (... it is 
safe to say the affair would never have gone ahead, had I not been able to 
produce a ‘film’ [a screenplay] out of the book).272 This was likely only an 
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early draft; at least, the dating in March does not fit with the autobiography’s 
dating of the scriptwriting during the summer. 

At this stage, cracks in the collaboration begun to show. Ibsen, who was 
only employed for a single month, asked for further salary and was turned 
down. Instead, the fee for the screenplay was to also cover any further efforts 
to ensure the project went off like it should.273 Evidently, Nordisk failed to 
recognise or appreciate his ardour for the project. Ibsen wired them to say 
“Alt færdig kan De komme 8de eller 9de” (All done can you come the 8th or 
9th).274 This means that everything was ready for planned negotiations with 
the Nordisk executive Harald Frost, whose field was the Scandinavian 
market and who was to arrive in Oslo in early April. However, Frost’s visit 
was postponed, and Ibsen grew impatient.275 At this point, Johan Bojer also 
intervened to make the Nordisk manager prioritise the trip. He and Ibsen had 
a friendly connection, and he had probably been summoned by him to 
communicate.276 Bojer did not mince matters: “Nu vilde det være meget 
heldig, om De kom herop snarest mulig.”277 (Right now it would be most 
favourable if you came here as soon as possible.) He expressed the clear 
wish to bring the negotiations to a close as soon as possible before interest 
dwindles from the Norwegian financers – here, Ibsen’s viewpoint shines 
through – and even makes covert threats to consider other offers. Finally, he 
reiterated his exhortation so that no one could miss it: “Kom derfor saa snart 
De kan.” (Therefore, come as quickly as you can.) It seems, however, 
unlikely that Bojer would take a different bid; according to Ibsen’s 
autobiography he had turned down an American offer when that company 
did not intend to shoot vital scenes in Norway.278 

Nordisk were working on a different piece of the puzzle, trying to enrol 
Carl Th. Dreyer to direct the picture. Dreyer was in Dampmart outside Paris 
working on his script for Société générale de Films, Jeanne d’Arc (1928). 
They started out with a general inquiry about his availability without 
disclosing the project, but had already intimated on the telephone that they 
had something particular in mind for him. The letter to him complimented 
him on Glomdalsbruden (The Bride of Glomdal, Victoria-Film, Norway 
1926), suggesting that they thought him a good match because of his earlier 
(and partly recent) familiarity with representing authentic Norwegian 
culture; however, Dreyer politely dismissed the praise and claimed he 
himself was not impressed with Glomdalsbruden.279 Dreyer was then 
informed of the project as well as the hope that he will work with Nordisk in 
the future, and furthermore: “Da det maaske har Intresse for Deres 
principielle Syn paa Sagen, kan jeg meddele Dem, at Filmen bliver af 
Format som de største Nordiske og vil faa al den Reklame, vi kan give 
den.”280 (As this may be of interest for your views on this question on 
grounds of principle, I can inform you that the format [budget] of the film is 
like the largest ones sat Nordisk, and will have all the publicity we can 
bestow on it.) Dreyer, however, wired in the negative, likely because of the 
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schedule for his possible future engagement with the Société which he had 
brought up in his letter.281 Nordisk’s next plan for a director after Dreyer was 
Jacques Feyder.282 This was a congenial choice; Feyder was at the time 
associated with the French-Swiss Visages d’enfants (Faces of Children, Les 
Grands Films, 1925), which, based on his own script, linked nature to 
psychology with a realistic edge. The film premiered in Denmark on March 
29, 1926 under the title Stedbørn and was thus fresh in the Danish 
producers’ minds. Feyder’s association with a ‘Nordic’ aesthetics was later 
strengthened by his La piste du Nord (Law of the North, Filmos, 1939) shot 
in Kiruna, described by the Swedish scholar Rune Waldekranz in this way, 
ringing with Berg-Ejvind och hans hustru: “Den får sin säregna, suggestiva, 
enkla storhet genom den bakgrund av elementens storm och ödslighet den 
utspelar sig mot” (It acquires its singular, suggestive, simple greatness 
through the background of the storm and desolation of the elements against 
which it is enacted). 283 However, Feyder was considered too expensive, and 
as Dreyer would not be free until the next winter, the consequence was that 
the filming planned for the summer of 1926 had to be postponed for lack of 
director.284 

The Norwegians had their hearts set on Dreyer, who was popular in 
Norway after his location filming there; on Fossberg’s recommendation the 
Norwegian group strongly advocated the participation of both Dreyer and 
Gunnar Tolnæs.285 Tolnæs was to be cast as Lars’ father Kristaver, the 
schoolmistress’ fantasy Olav Trygvason – the man who turned heads in the 
rich ladies’ church pews with his good bone structure [faste ansikt] and 
blonde curls. Tolnæs, at the time 48 years old but looking younger, would be 
the right age for Kristaver, with Kristaver’s oldest son being 17. The role 
seems otherwise tailored for Egil Eide, but at ten years older, Eide was likely 
past swooning material on the big screen. Tolnæs, when approached, 
promised to read Bojer’s novel and was by May 7 still open to summer 
booking.286 The Norwegian group again pleaded that Nordisk take pains to 
secure Tolnæs, but at this point the project had no director, and thus no one 
else could be booked, either.287 By June, Nordisk was again negotiating with 
Dreyer and accordingly also with Tolnæs.288 Both were interested, although 
Dreyer was still unsure of whether he could fit the project in later the same 
summer, and Tolnæs was said to have signalled that his participation 
depended on the fee.289 A fortnight on, the financier Bødtker was evidently 
anxious and refused to sign the contract until both Dreyer and Tolnæs are 
booked.290 Keeping meticulous track of the project’s expenses, he 
elaborated: 

Vi kan ikke tilbakeholde en viss uro for ‘Den Sidste Viking’ s skjæbne og 
utsigter. Der er først og fremst den gage herr Tolnæs skulde ha. Der foreligger 
heller ikke nogen sikkerhet for herr Dreyers villighet til at gaa ind paa de 
økonomiske betingelser, som kan bydes ham. 
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Forutsætningen for det hele samarbeide har jo været et bestemt 
omkostningsoverslag, og vi føler under disse forhold nogen bekymring for at 
det helt skal briste. Derfor mener vi ogsaa at der i alle de smaa ting ikke kan 
vises økonomisk forsigtighet og planmæssighet nok. 
 
We cannot withhold a certain uneasiness about the fate and prospects of The 
Last Viking. There is first and foremost Tolnæs’ fee. There is also no security 
for Mr. Dreyer’s willingness to enter into the economic conditions we can 
offer him.  

The prerequisites for the entire collaboration has been a certain cost 
estimate, and we feel in these circumstances an amount of apprehension that it 
will all break up. For this reason we also think we cannot be economical 
enough in all the little things.291 

 
A central issue was whether Dreyer and Tolnæs should be engaged before or 
after the contract for the co-production was signed. Nordisk assured the 
Norwegians that the sole reason for not formally contracting the two was 
considerations about timing and that actors’ contracts were best made up 
during the autumn season.292 The Norwegians, on the other side, were 
nervous about losing control of the process without these two key figures 
which, it can be argued, came to represent much more than themselves –
 perhaps an illusory measure of film-making competence and familiarity. 
The discord about which contract to sign first indicates lack of confidence in 
each other’s ability to accomplish the production; as does a general 
unwillingness on both sides to cover small expenses. One negative 
consequence was that none of the parties fully took charge of the film and 
claimed ownership of it. A small token of this attitude is the way the project 
title was transcribed: generally, the Norwegians spelt the title in Danish (Den 
sidste Viking), and the Danes in Norwegian (Den siste viking).293 This 
mutually observed practice of choosing the correspondent’s language to 
name their common project could be a mark of courtesy, but given the 
context, it is impossible not to note the distance it exudes.  

Final comments: The Norwegian attempt to take ‘trans’ out of 
‘transnational’  
One last tentative negotiation about a Norwegian-Danish co-production of 
Den siste viking had taken place, according to the film memoirs of the 
Norwegian director Leif Sinding.294 Sinding had attempted to bring about a 
Norwegian-Swedish distribution-cum-production venture in cooperation 
with Wasa Film. This company’s production was a congenial fit to Sinding’s 
ideal of saga films and similar.295 Wasa, however, went bankrupt after its 
single, but ambitious undertaking as production company, Gustaf Wasa I and 
II (John W. Brunius, 1928). With a similar objective in mind, Sinding turned 
to Nordisk and conducted initial negotiations with Christian Bencard, who 
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suggested to revive Ibsen’s script for Den siste viking. 296 Before this, other 
companies had during different stages been intended as co-production 
partners. A telegram when Brunius was engaged indicates there was a 
British firm involved which wanted a British assistant director on the 
shoot.297 The British firm may have come into the equation in connection 
with the hiring of the Danish-British actor Carl Brisson for a part in the film. 
An undated German budget version suggests Nordisk had been looking for 
German partners as well.298  

It seems, then, that Nordisk’s take on the co-production was 
fundamentally different than that of the Norwegian partners. Nordisk wanted 
any co-production, in order to secure funding and acquire new access to old 
markets. Nordmandsforbundet on the other hand had given the advice that 
the film should be marketed as a wholly Norwegian picture in order to attract 
other co-producing partners within Norway. KF and Tancred Ibsen wished 
for the film to be executed in a highly specific way and in highly specific 
locations, facilitating sentiments of national proprietorship towards a 
finished film in Norway. Ibsen had given much time and effort to location 
and prop planning, and had sent one researcher and a photographer north 
throughout the summer season of 1926 and gone there himself towards the 
end of 1927. While Ibsen worried greatly about what he perceived as lack of 
commitment from Nordisk’s side, making it difficult for him to fulfil his 
agreements with the locals about prerequisites for filming, Nordisk worried 
about the cost for those trips. As their photographer Poul Eibye came home 
from Lofoten with footage, Nordisk decided to release the images as 
actuality films, among them whaling footage; saving some of it for Den siste 
viking.299 This enraged the whaling company A/S Norsk Hvalfangst, as they 
had cooperated about the filming on the grounds that the footage was for 
Den siste viking and not simply for any which film.300 The actuality films 
were stopped, and from a letter from the whalers to Nordisk, it can be 
surmised that they had not only Ibsen’s full support but were also perhaps 
urged on by him in their protest.301Sentiments of Danish financial interests in 
the film industry abusing Norwegian heritage seem, then, to have existed and 
been similar to those surrounding Kommandørens døtre many years earlier.  

On the subject of Ibsen, the story was full of frustration on his part: what 
was at stake for him was not primarily the possibility of taking pride in a 
great Norwegian film production, but rather his own career and also a sense 
of having shouldered a responsibility on behalf of all Norwegians of seeing 
to it that this adaptation was properly, authentically conducted. He had 
initially contacted Nordisk in the hope of becoming a director; during the 
strongly varying phases of pre-production for Den siste viking, he felt he 
wasted his time to no avail. He had been engaged as scriptwriter and 
assistant director specifically for the film;302 whenever the film was 
postponed, his position was unclear. Nordisk referred to him in terms of a 
problem, as his engagement with them could not be charged from Den siste 
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viking’s account when the project was postponed.303 For some time, he 
worked on a couple of scripts and acted as reader instead.304 At various 
stages his frustration at the obvious and constant risk that the project is shut 
down of is clearly spelt out in his letters: “For mig personlig vil det ganske 
sikkert resultere i at jeg blir til hele landets latter, og at min fremtid 
ihvertfald her blir ødelagt. Hva der er det vigtigste for mig ... er at faa 
chancen til at BESTILLE noget, faa stadfæstet mig som en del av faget. Og det 
har været mig helt avskaaret siden jeg i forfjor blev engagert av Nordisk.”305 
(For me personally, I will be a laughing-stock for the whole country, and that 
my future, at least here, will be destroyed. What is the most important to me 
... is to have the chance to ACCOMPLISH something, be established as part of 
the trade. And that has been altogether cut off from me since I was engaged 
by Nordisk the year before last.)306 His understanding of his own role in the 
drama is best described in his own words and in the terms of screenwriting, 
when he appealed to Nordisk to settle his own remuneration: “helten (ego) 
reiste n.kr. 125.000 for anden gang – og fik n.kr. 10 og intet mere for 
bryderiet” (the hero [ego] secured funding of NOK 125.000 – for the second 
time – and received NOK 10 and no more for his trouble).307  
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4. Language: (Mis)comprehension in 
transnational film culture 

This chapter examines how language may unify, separate or complicate film 
practices. Inter-Scandinavian communication taking place in the manner that 
each speaker uses his or her own first language has since the 1960s been 
referred to as linguistic semi-communication.1 ‘Semi’ in this case may be 
misunderstood as denoting that ‘half’ is lost underway, but rather refers to 
how the communication functions: by way of an advanced passive 
understanding of the interlocutors’ different languages, where active usage is 
not required on the side of the listener. Within Scandinavia as a sphere of 
linguistically related geographical areas, language has created transnational 
working environments in film production (and, since the 1980s, still does). 
Instances of this at Svenska Bio around the mid-1910s are dealt with in the 
brief opening section.  

The last, and main, section crosses the line to sound film, being a study of 
one of Scandinavia’s very first synchronised-sound talking film, the Danish-
Norwegian production Eskimo (George Schnéevoigt, Nordisk Tonefilm, 
Skandinavisk Talefilm and Norrønafilm, 1930). Sound film in small 
countries such as Scandinavian ones raised questions of which markets to 
produce for, and how, and one temporary answer was to be multiple-
language versions. Actors playing in films in other Scandinavian countries 
could be cast as foreigners – one example is the young Norwegian Nanna 
Stenersen in the Danish Week-end (Lau Lauritzen, Jr., Palladium, 1935), cast 
as “Nanna, norsk pige” (Nanna, Norwegian girl), inviting an abundance of 
reactions to her Norwegianness in the film’s reception. Another strategy was 
to take no notice of the actor’s foreignness and cast him or her in any role, 
such as was often the case with Tutta Rolf in Swedish films. The latter 
approach extends the space of filmic illusion and the suspension of disbelief, 
and is arguably a closer relation to stageplay illusion and the widespread 
practice of special appearances of foreign actors within Scandinavia, as 
referred to in the first section.   

Eskimo used dubbing as well as illuded ‘Inuit’ speech, raising questions 
of speech representation in a multi-national cast and with inter-Scandinavian 
funding, as well as of speech representation in the represented encounter 
between a Scandinavian and native Others speaking a strange language. 
Most of the film is enacted in Greenland among (represented and 
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occasionally authentic) Inuit. For this reason, the section also brings up two 
related silent films enacted in Sami environments which have, so to speak, 
family likenesses with Eskimo.2 The Inuit and Sami motifs in the film 
function as an extended formulation of the northern and Nordic. This 
circumstance encloses the othering going on in the films into a figure of 
belonging, kinship and colonialism – a position that combines exoticisation 
with self-exoticisation.  

a. Prelude: Trajectories between Oslo, Copenhagen and 
Stockholm 

Inne i ateljén råder ett virrvarr och en språkförbistring som alldeles förbryllar 
främlingen; i ena halvan av rummet, som är inrett till en luxuös salong med 
terass [sic] i bakgrunden, växla tre aktörer några repliker på svenska, norska 
och danska – ett modernt drama ‘talas’ alltid vid inspelningen – medan i den 
andra halvan av ateljén, vilken med sina kuliss- och rekvisitahögar nästan 
liknar en skräpkammare, mannen vid apparatens ‘vev’ mumlar några ord på 
ren skånska. En liten mörk herre bredvid honom utbrister plötsligt: 

– Es geht ja gar nicht, noch einmal! ...  
Utom teaterns lilla svenska stamtrupp, förstärkt med bl. a. fru Erastoff och 

Doris Nelson, har man måste engagera grannländernas – Egil Eide, Lily [sic] 
Bech, fru Kirsten Lampe (artistnamnet Monrad Aas) från Norska 
Nationalteatret och hr Nicolei Johansen [sic], förut första älskare vid Nordiska 
filmbolaget.3 

In the studio there is a jumble and confusion of languages that quite bewilders 
the stranger; in one half of the room, decorated as a luxurious sitting-room 
with a terrace in the background, three actors exchange a few lines in 
Swedish, Norwegian and Danish – a modern drama is always ‘spoken’ when 
it is shot – while in the other half of the studio, which looks like a rubbish 
heap with its piles of set pieces and props, the man at the crank of the device 
mumbles a few words in pure Scanian dialect. A small, dark gentleman next 
to him suddenly exclaims:  

– Es geht ja gar nicht, noch einmal!... 
In addition to the little Swedish permanent group, reinforced with among 

others mrs. Erastoff and Doris Nelson, one has needed to engage that of the 
neighbouring countries – Egil Eide, Lili Bech, mrs. Kirsten Lampe (the artist 
name is Monrad Aas) from the Norwegian National Theatre, and mr. Nicolay 
Johannsen, previously leading gentleman at Nordisk Film. 

 
This description of cacophonous transnational activity at Svenska Bio among 
theatre actors from the Nordic countries was given in Vecko-Journalen 
during the production season of 1915. The term ‘confusion of languages’, 
however, is likely a colourful exaggeration on behalf of the journalist: these 
actors were used to working abroad and probably also to the German 
language. At this time, the film press and star discourse about actors from 
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neighbouring countries was often characterised by an emphasis on the 
linguistic: when stars from another country (particularly diva-like actresses) 
were interviewed, some of their replies were habitually represented in the 
original language for flavour. 

The years 1913–1915 at Swedish Biograph were highly productive and 
dynamic years, but are in the standard works described first and foremost as 
a time of training for the directors of later greatness, Stiller and Sjöström. 4 A 
very different characteristic of that era is, however, its transnationalism, 
which was predominantly Scandinavian. In an attempt to emulate the 
exceptional Danish success story of Nordisk Film, Svenska Bio turned to 
productions influenced by Nordisk’s recipe of the ‘erotic melodrama’ in 
elegant and nondescript settings.5 In the process, the studio in Lidingö in 
Stockholm came to compete with, and partly replace, Copenhagen’s Valby 
as a hub for Scandinavian actors. For a fuller understanding of this period, I 
will trace a portion of the different transnational trajectories of three 
Norwegian male stars of the domestic stage and the international screen: Egil 
Eide, Gunnar Tolnæs and Nicolay Johannsen. Tolnæs and Johannsen also 
filmed at Nordisk, and all three were theatre actors – like most of their 
Norwegian colleagues working internationally – and to some degree 
maintained their theatre careers. As a brief induction to the chapter, I will 
sketch a part of their careers which was defined by the practical closeness of 
the Scandinavian languages. The acting personae of the three represented 
quite widely differing performances of masculinity. 

Svenska Bio reaped a wide range of benefits from Nordisk’s movie-
making machine, when directors, script writers, architects, and actors of 
Danish and also Norwegian origin brought Danish know-how to Sweden. 
This was also the case for Nicolay Johannsen, who continued making films 
at Nordisk while filming for Svenska Bio. When he turned to film he was the 
early-career boy from smaller theatres, and his stage persona had previously 
been likened to a ‘Gibson boy’.6 Johannsen brought this sense of elegance 
with him to the cinema. He applied to Nordisk Film by letter and 
photograph, and they hired him in 1913.7 Although he never filled the grand 
hero slot, in his early Danish films he had often supported strong female 
leads instead of being the big poster name. He was always involved in the 
romantic plot, usually in ‘sympathetic’ parts, but occasionally displaying 
fateful weakness of character (in the films constructed as failing some sort of 
‘masculinity test’ put to him by the narrative). In his subsequent Swedish 
roles, there is continuation of the sympathetic trait – critics would use the 
actual word sympathetic many times.8 There is also evidence of the elegant 
Gibson touch, but perhaps even more so a sense of moldability – Johannsen 
could be used for different things. In Stiller’s Madame de Thèbes (The Son 
of Fate, 1915), his role and performance are in the discourse around the film 
overshadowed by the female lead:9 that of the fellow Norwegian and theatre 
actress Ragna Wettergreen. Wettergreen is instructive in this context because 
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of her grand and tragic role. Melodramatic tragedy seems to have been 
considered a near perfect fit for a respectable theatre actor, and this kind of 
role is precisely where their names are writ the largest – even literally 
speaking, in the marketing campaigns.  

The function of the stage actor in film as illustrated by Wettergreen sheds 
light on Egil Eide’s function and his roles, many of which were tragic. They 
became vehicles for lending his name and the name of his theatre to cinema. 
From 1913 throughout 1915, he only ever played tragic roles: tragic family 
fathers or villains and one tragic vicar. When Eide directed two films later 
on, in 1917, he employed only theatre actors or opera singers for the major 
parts and was able to entice new ones to try the silver screen. He came to 
excel in the category of the bittersweet family reunion, and when he directed 
himself and could presumably choose parts and narratives more freely, he 
was the bittersweetly reunited husband both times. Eide was arguably the 
most famous name out of these three to begin with, from the National 
Theatre in Oslo. He negotiated with Nordisk at the same time as Johannsen 
did, but ended up at Swedish Biograph when Nordisk would not meet his 
initial demands.10 He would only ever make silent films at that company. 
Later on he was brought into the Swedish silent success story with prestige 
adaptations emphasizing Nordicness, where he was considered a good 
Nordic type for peasant drama. This was a change in the Scandinavian 
starscape: that newcomers had the option of orienting themselves towards a 
debut at Swedish Biograph, without having first taken part in the Nordisk 
endeavour. In his first film, Prästen (The Clergyman, Victor Sjöström 1913) 
his part as a vicar was (in the words of the synopsis) unafraid and outspoken, 
and won the sympathies of the congregation by the very “manliga handling” 
(masculine deed) of giving the village terror a good thrashing.11 
Furthermore, the manuscript suggests that the vicar should impress a few 
souls by doing gymnastics out on his front lawn and walking on his hands, 
nota bene if the actor could perform. Eide could probably not; he was quite a 
heavy man, and the physical-prowess casting was smiled at in the press 
discourse.12 Nevertheless Swedish Biograph continued to try to push him 
into these physical roles: another film had him climbing tall trees in a black 
grouse hunt, a scene which was actually much praised. In terms of acting 
persona there is an underlying conflict here between tragic. ‘proper’ acting 
and the perils of climbing trees, and this is what Eide was negotiating. As 
one reviewer put it, Eide was “härligt manlig” (gloriously masculine)13. He 
retained this from the theatre where he was reviewed as dignified and 
powerful.14 He had played kings and emperors galore; fourteen of them at 
the National Theatre only.15 Eide brought this sense of grown-up masculinity 
with him to his films, where he, in one review, “bedaarer ... kvinder med 
voldsomt blik og passe erotisk brutalitet” (charms women with a vehement 
gaze and suitably erotic brutality”).16 This is exactly his contribution to the 
Stiller film Gränsfolken, as he, in the words of a Swedish trade journal, 
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“uttrycksfullt och med stora gesten spelar den äldre och försmådde broderns 
dystra roll” (with a great gesture plays the sombre part of the older and 
rejected brother).17 In the film the brothers end up on different sides, in war 
as well as in love.18 In Eide’s later film career, these sides of his persona 
would be strongly associated with Norwegianness, such as in Synnöve 
Solbakken (John W. Brunius, Skandia, 1919). Johannsen, on the other hand, 
rather seemed always the cosmopolitan. 

Lastly, Gunnar Tolnæs came to mirror Johannsen’s trajectory in the 
opposite direction: he began at Swedish Biograph and then made the 
transition to Nordisk, which gave him a large German audience not least for 
his later Maharajah roles. At his breakthrough as a stage actor, he had been 
recruited to fill the space as leading gentleman, and this course of events 
repeated itself when he replaced Valdemar Psilander at Nordisk.19 This was 
also what Swedish Biograph wanted him for. Also, his theatre background 
was very diligently used in marketing, and the Swedish screen debut came 
about because the Norwegian scriptwriter – at the time the most prolific one 
at Swedish Biograph, Peter Lykke-Seest – suggested him for the film, along 
with a few other theatre actors from Norway.20 The first film Halvblood 
(Halfblood... ) from 1914 was actually a Mexico western, shot in Sweden. 
Tolnæs was the tragic adventurous hero; he only ever played the leading part 
in the cinema both in Sweden and Denmark, and almost always a hero. At 
Swedish Biograph he played various kinds of love interests, often an 
adventurous and exotic romantic hero; or else a number of times a family 
father trying to keep the family together. Those two brackets are not as 
diametrically opposite as they may seem; at least in the extant synopses from 
programme booklets, they difference seems to be just a shift of tone – 
slightly different formulas of a heightened sense of masculinity. In saying so, 
I rely on press discourse, but most extensively on narrative interpretation 
from the synopses in the film souvenir programmes. When Tolnæs 
subsequently went to Nordisk, it seems as if they tried him on for size, 
giving him different kinds of roles so to speak year by year: first the 
dangerous and sexually charged, then the family father interspersed with the 
exciting hero, after that the righteous hero with a strong love story and 
finally the total pigeonholing of his persona with the Maharajas and other 
adventurous heartthrobs which he played almost exclusively for some time. 
Arguably, Tolnæs had been fitted with roughly that a kind of exciting hero 
already by Lykke-Seest in 1914. The cinema column in Aftenposten was 
more lovingly ironic about his persona than perhaps anyone else’s. In 1915, 
they complain about a rerun: “Og om Gunnar Tolnæs er aldrig saa deilig, saa 
kan vi ikke uafladelig ynkes over hans ædelhed og dumhed og tragiske 
død.”21 (However delicious Gunnar Tolnæs may be, we cannot unremittingly 
commiserate with his nobility and silliness and tragic deaths.)  

In a trans-Scandinavian perspective, the three actors were emphasised as 
Norwegian at home, making the films seem Norwegian so to speak by 
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proxy. Their films were time and again dubbed as Norwegian in the 
advertisement in that country, and to add to this kind of ‘almost national 
cinema culture’, the Egil Eide vehicles in particular would habitually be first 
released in Oslo, not in Stockholm (see chapter two). In Norway, Eide films 
and Tolnæs films would have not only bigger and better advertisements, 
particularly in the Oslo press, where they were well known from the stage; 
they would also be mentioned in their capacity of being Norwegian. 
Johannsen on the other hand was not, like the other two, associated with the 
National Theatre, which was an institutionalised beacon of national identity 
with a typical repertoire of Ibsen. Consequently, Johannsen was not singled 
out as a Norwegian in the ads the way that Eide and Tolnæs were. There is, 
then, a specific content to those stars’ ‘Norwegianness’, understood as 
cultural prestige. Cultural prestige had everything to do with nation-building 
in the young Norwegian state – so in effect, part of what Eide and Tolnæs 
brought to Swedish Biograph was actually what they reflected home again to 
to Norway. 

b. From Laila to Eskimo: Effects of Scandinavia’s 
transition to sound on language and transnationalism 
through the lens of Arctic ‘ethnographic’ features 
 
‘Crisis historiography’ is Rick Altman’s currently leading culture-historical 
account of the transition to synchronised sound, a term designed to highlight 
the initially confused process of social construction regarding how new 
technologies are to be collectively thought of and handled with some 
standardisation.22 The significations and workings of new media (in a broad 
sense, that is, of course not specifically the current ‘new media’ of the digital 
era) are defined during a phase of collective uncertainty, in social processes 
of negotiation between innovators, standardisers, and above all users’ habits 
and predilections; the latter, of course, partly following mechanisms of 
remediation – in Bolter and Grusin’s breakthrough terminology – when 
understanding newer media through older ones.23 Altman underlines the 
multiplicity of contributors to this process when referring to the resulting 
consensus about how the new media are to be understood as ‘overdetermined 
solutions’, that is with a surplus of causes, each one potentially sufficient in 
itself.24 Such a perspective encourages a network-orientated conception of 
causality and allows for zooming in on and attaching importance to small 
events otherwise perhaps considered trifling. This subchapter deals primarily 
with the sound film Eskimo (George Schnéevoigt, Nordisk Tonefilm – 
Skandinavisk Talefilm – Norrønafilm, Norway/Denmark 1930), but in 
addition addresses other Arctic-themed films. The silent Laila (also directed 
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by George Schnéevoigt, Lunde-Film, Norway 1929) presents only smaller 
measures of adaptation to a cinema culture in Scandinavia increasingly set to 
sound, and also in some ways embodies a measure of resistance to the sound 
revolution. Together with Eskimo, it clearly straddles the synchronised-
sound divide of before and after, with the latter film representing the mid-
crisis stage. That is to say that this discussion ventures outside of the silent-
cinema bracket observed for practical reasons in other parts of the thesis; 
nevertheless, to include a ‘post-crisis’ sound film would, while surely 
instructive, definitively remove the discussion too far outside the nominated 
time frame. On the other side of this frame but within the same context as 
Laila and Eskimo, the crisis of sound introduction had been resolved in 
Schnéevoigt’s grandiose transnational sound production Fredlös (Fredløs, 
Outcast, Svenska Nordisk Tonefilm, Nordisk Film and British Gaumont, 
1935), acted in Swedish in Arctic, Finnish-Russian, partly Sami 
environments.25 

Scandinavia offers interesting instances of the crisis phase of 
synchronised sound. In terms of the technology itself, Petersen and 
Poulsen’s sound system was briefly but successfully contending for 
Scandinavian market shares.26 Nordisk tried using the Norwegian producer 
Aud Egede-Nissen’s negotiations when placing Eskimo on the continent as a 
lever for promoting the sound system there. Such expansionist ambitions 
foreboded their legal ‘patent war’ with Paramount in 1932–35.27 In terms of 
corporate configurations, sound substantially affected the development of 
Nordisk after its 1929 reconstruction by the broker Carl Bauder. Petersen 
and Paulsen’s system was since 1928 represented by the new firm Nordisk 
Tonefilm, with which Bauder merged after six months, retaining the name 
‘Nordisk Tonefilm’ for Nordisk’s productions until reclaiming the old name 
in 1935. This firm was more ‘Nordic’ in scope than Nordisk Films 
Kompagni in the sense that the stock majority was Swedish.28 Nordisk 
Tonefilm’s founder Valdemar Trane continued his involvement with the 
company and answered for Eskimo from Nordisk’s side.29 The, at least in 
retrospect, somewhat unresolved appearance of the ‘Nordisk Tonefilm’ 
period tends to outmanoeuvre non-Danish film historians who easily 
misunderstand these company names’ network relations, conceivably 
sometimes through the complication of an identically-named Swedish 
distribution company founded in 1934.30 In all fairness, Danish accounts are 
not always crystal-clear, either.31 Finally, and for the purposes of this inquiry 
most importantly, in Eskimo and other films the closeness of the 
Scandinavian languages produced relevant transnational cases in terms of 
how speech, particularly in films with more than one language, was to be 
conducted and what presuppositions it carried.  

The first fully synchronised film made on Scandinavian ground was the 
Swedish För hennes skull (For Her Sake, Paul Merzbach, Minerva 1930), 
preceding Eskimo by two months but playing up music somewhat at the 
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expense of speech, being instead situated in a tradition of Swedish popular 
schlager music. Furthermore, in some contrast to Eskimo’s trans-
Scandinavian filmmaking practice only partly drawing on know-how from 
Berlin, För hennes skull was the result of a production mode based on 
German-Swedish relationships, using the German Tobis sound system (like 
Eskimo, it was also made in an additional German sound version). Eskimo, 
on the other hand, readily lends itself to an investigation of Scandinavian 
relations and attitudes to indigenous peoples of the Arctic region illuminated 
by the addition of sound. It is commonplace to register the ease with which 
silent films could cross language boundaries, and this makes more pertinent 
the role of language in modes of inter- and transnational co-production after 
sound. In her discussion of in early sound films with multiple language 
versions, Anna Sofia Rossholm points out from a partial Swedish 
perspective how (cultural) untranslatability becomes more pronounced with 
synchronised-sound films and other modern media which increasingly 
dispose of textual elements (such as intertitles).32 In the case of Eskimo as 
symptom of the progressional crisis following the advent of sound, what was 
at stake was not so much untranslatability as a temporary disregard of the 
category of translatability itself. In the film, the represented learning process 
of a new language did not yet need to be expressed through ‘adequate’ sound 
representation.  

Laila (George Schnéevoigt, Lunde-Film, Norway 1929) was a prime 
example of a silent film made with the international market in mind and 
profiled by its producers as a ‘world film’.33 Bengt Idestam-Almquist 
speculates that Laila was meant to be a sound film, but his only reason is the 
two songs written for the film, which can equally well be thought of as an 
adaption to the current film culture where foreign films came with specially 
written songs. Schnéevoigt addressed the Norwegian audience explicitly in 
the programme booklet, declaring his intentions in a personal text running 
like an open letter that “der fra vår side er gjort det aller ytterste for å skape 
en verdensfilm” (we have done our utmost to create a world film).34 Rightly 
perceiving this ambition as a new experiment on the part of Norwegian 
filmmaking with Norwegian funding throughout, he added: “Filmen har 
kostet langt flere penger enn noen annen norsk film, og det blir nu 
publikums sak å bedømme om der her i Norge er betingelser tilstede for å 
lage film av internasjonal klasse.” (The film cost far more money than any 
other Norwegian film, and it will now be the audiences’ business to assess 
whether there are conditions in Norway for making films of international 
standard.) These plainly stated stakes also echoed in the actor Tryggve 
Larsen‘s stance in an interview. After repeating the hope for world success, 
Larsen went on to express the viewpoint merely hinted at by Schnéevoigt 
that if not even Laila could prevail, it was useless for Norway to make films 
at all.35 In Larsen’s view, Schnéevoigt’s screenplay contained elements akin 
to traits in foreign films from a gamut of countries – perhaps best described 
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as a notion of ‘visual’ translatability: “Det inneholder de russiske films 
realisme, tysk nøiaktighet, fransk følsomhet og raffinement og ikke å 
forglemme amerikansk tempo.” (It contains Russian films’ realism, German 
accuracy, French sensibility and sophistication, not to forget American 
tempo.) 

While this conception of foreign films, and perhaps particularly the 
semantic shift that the wording represents in accommodating both a film 
from a certain country and film audiences in that same country, contained its 
fair share of stereotyping, its idea of translatability on a formal level is 
telling. The marketability of the film product was presumed to rely on 
specific requirements, none of which engaged with either language, cultural 
heritage of the narrative, or ethnographic authenticity. Such concerns were 
thought not to transcend the primary, national context. However, when 
juxtaposing ethnographic ambitions in Laila and Eskimo, a tacit assumption 
about translatability is instead elicited: a hint of a collapsing of Inuit and 
Sami elements into the same Arctic signifier. When Rossholm examines 
untranslatable elements from a French to a Swedish context, speaking of 
Marcel Pagnol’s play Marius, which was filmed in French and Swedish 
versions in 1931, she describes how stereotypes of southern France 
simultaneously hinder and enhance the understanding for foreign audiences: 
when the finer points are lost in the variations inherent in ‘Midi’ culture, 
stereotypes are instead made understandable to ignorant viewers by means of 
simplification and reduction, and can thus nonetheless add a special and 
specific flavour.36 As I will show, a comparable reduction was at work in 
Laila and Eskimo. In the light of this assertion, the term ‘ethnography’ in its 
proper sense seems immediately jarring, and indeed, as Jay Ruby observes, 
the term is used exceedingly liberally, not least among film scholars.37 When 
I use the word in this context it refers to contemporary usage in the films’ 
discourse and intertexts, rather than as directly descriptive of the films’ 
actual traits. 

Laila as part of film-production continuities 
The Danish press eagerly embraced the film and claimed shared 
proprietorship of it, referring to it as “Danish-Norwegian” when it went well 
abroad.38 To be sure, the production’s studio scenes were carried out with 
Danish technology at Nordisk in Valby. At its Danish premiere, too, Laila 
was greeted as a Scandinavian pinnacle of silent-film art. Jacob Gade’s 
orchestra at Paladsteatret – normally absent in favour of the loudspeakers 
used for foreign sound pictures – was hailed with prolonged applause, which 
Politiken and other papers understood as a statement on behalf of the 
audience (“minutlangt demonstrativt Bifald”).39 This event also played up 
the production’s transnational character: Norwegian and Swedish 
ambassadors were invited, and all three national flags were flown in the 
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theatre.40 With its crew and cast drawing on the all-Scandinavian, Laila was 
indeed not only a Norwegian epic based on a novel of ardent and long-
standing popularity, but also a Scandinavian endeavour. Its director, George 
Schnéevoigt, was previously mostly known as Carl Th. Dreyer‘s 
photographer.41  

Not only a Danish or Norwegian, but even a Swedish bias can be used to 
highlight this inter-Scandinavian contributions and ownerships of the film. 
The Swedish reception from Laila’s (somewhat belated) opening in 
Stockholm offers an immediate sample card of attitudes toward the national, 
the American, and the jointly Scandinavian even from the quickest glance. 
The press reviews discussed below are all from a trade journal summary of 
the press reception and are thus already-selected quotes, forming a new 
whole in a different communication situation, and serving a new purpose: to 
offer cinema owners a practical overview of opinions, stated in a number of 
newspapers associated with great diversity in their ideology and cultural 
policy (naturally as an incentive to rent).42 Like the major Danish papers, the 
daily Nya Dagligt Allehanda was clear in playing up cultural ownership 
resulting from both the film’s inter-Scandinavianness and to Mona 
Mårtenson‘s contribution: “En trefaldig seger för skandinavisk filmkonst. 
Det var nog inte utan att den förtjust applåderande premiärpubliken kände 
sig dela triumfens sötma.”43 (A triple victory for Scandinavian film art. It is 
to be suspected that the first-night audience, enthusiastically applauding, 
were sharing in the feeling of sweet triumph.”) Aftonbladet, similarly 
building on cultural ownership, added value judgment when recycling the 
figure of the ideal distinction between superficial American films and their 
heartwarming Nordic siblings: “Visserligen ägde den väl inte den 
amerikanska filmens nerv och dramatiska spänning, men den hade något 
som talade omedelbart till hjärtat på ett helt annat sätt än en lyxfilm någonsin 
kan göra.” (While it is true that it did not possess the nerve and dramatic 
suspense of American film, it had something that spoke directly to the heart 
in a wholly different way than could ever a luxury film.”) On the same 
subject of Hollywood versus Europe, Svenska Dagbladet refused such a 
distinction, being all the more dispassionate about the film’s origin when 
choosing to praise the film in this way: “Det är inte ofta man får se en så 
verkligt god europeisk film.” (Not often do we get to see such a truly fine 
European film.”)  

Not only key personalities behind Laila, but also the film’s image and 
visual identity drew on a scale between the national and the Scandinavian 
and Northern. Whether or not as a conscious decision, Mona Mårtenson’s 
parts in the mid- to late 1920s formed a peripatetic pattern of co-productions: 
a film for Isepa, practising Swedish-German co-productions; a Norwegian-
German Norrønafilm product with Aud Egede-Nissen and Paul Richter; and 
the two installations of the Jerusalem series produced by the German-derived 
company Nord-Westi.44 Schneévoigt would in the future continue to be 
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associated with natural imagery and pan-Scandinavian modes of production 
in the form of multiple-language versions. When Laila was exhibited, 
Social-Demokraten reported that he was entering into negotiations with SF 
(AB Svensk Filmindustri).45 Although any such meeting did not lead to an 
engagement,46 the mere idea of recruiting a filmmaker in the wake of his 
contributions to Norwegian cinema was, bluntly, unusual, as Norwegian 
silent cinema was not otherwise considered an example for emulation in 
Sweden. The meeting with SF suggests that the general image of the films 
Laila and its previous sister film Viddenes folk (The People of the [Northern] 
Plateaus, Ragnar Westfelt, Lunde-Film, Norway 1928), likewise a film about 
the Arctic Sami people and photographed by Schnéevoigt, was a good match 
for SF. The company had regularly released feature-length documentary or 
fictional expedition films from the mid-1920s onwards.47 Viddenes folk 
clearly informed both Laila and Eskimo: in addition to thematising Northern 
nature and Arctic indigenous peoples, it featured Mona Mårtenson and 
Tryggve Larssen who were both crucial to the two later films. In the 
Norwegian discourse, Viddenes folk and Laila were tightly linked through 
the figure of Helge Lunde.48 These two films were the only silent 
productions made by his production company Lunde-film.  

Viddenes folk, however, was in turn informed both by Swedish and 
Norwegian film trends. Ragnar Westfelt, its Swedish director, had already 
made several Swedish-produced documentaries from Swedish Lapland, 
above all the feature-length Där norrskenet flammar (Where the Northern 
Lights Blaze, 1923), on a sidenote produced by the Norwegian-born Eilif 
Skaar who was at the time terminating his long tenure as an executive at SF 
and before that Svenska Bio (see above, chapter two).49 The screenplay was 
an adaption of a Swedish story.50 Furthermore, there is a sense of continuity 
between Viddenes folk and films more central to the Norwegian wave of 
peasant films in the 1920s, notably Troll-Elgen (Walter Fürst, Fürst Film, 
1927) which unfold in the wilderness and where Helge Lunde was associate 
producer. Tryggve Larssen‘s performances as Mona Mårtenson’s father or 
protector in Viddenes folk (Borka), Laila (as Jåmpa) and to some extent also 
in Eskimo (as Sulurak) drew on his part as the hunter Gaupa in Troll-Elgen. 
Such serial typecasting was arguably constitutive of the film’s identity, not 
just a result of it, and continued to surface now and then in later films.51 

If Laila was considered a defence of silent cinema at its Danish premiere, 
it was nonetheless responsive to the changing expectations to film music 
which came with foreign (that is, to a large degree American) sound films, in 
that it came with especially written popular songs whose lyrics were 
reproduced in the programme booklets. A competition was announced for a 
film song, where the prospective composer was encouraged to read the 
novel, in order to create a melody sufficiently “alien and typical”.52 Whether 
or not as a result of the competition, the song was eventually written by the 
professionals Einar Ellgen and Lars Minsaas (“Fred. Bjønner”) and sold as 
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sheet music with the tagline “En vals fra Midnattssolens land” (A waltz from 
the land of the midnight sun”).53 The song was recorded by the honey-voiced 
Sven-Olof Sandberg, a key voice in the musicalisation of Swedish film and 
thus further inscribing Laila as multimedia event in the coming of sound.54 
At the same time, he contributed to the coming of Swedish synchronised 
sound by writing the classic hit “Då reser jag med Klara till Sahara” for För 
hennes skull.55 The original recording of “Lailas kjærlighetssang” (“Laila’s 
Love Song”) was not after all particularly Sami-sounding, but had a wistful 
sound likely meant to be congenial to the poetic nature scenery, with 
Sandberg’s slightly languorous baritone and falsetto.56 The geographical 
identities expressed in the music were criticised in a letter to the press from 
an angry Norwegian, subsequently quoted also in Danish press:57 there was 
no local colour in the score played; instead, the Norwegian music played was 
Norwegian in a too general sense.58 There were two Grieg songs, folk music 
from a different part of Norway, and worst of all, Agathe Backer Grøndahl’s 
lyrical “Mot kveld”, whose well-known words beginning “Alle de duggvåte 
blomster” (All the dewy flowers) were thought not at all suitable for the 
barrenness of the represented and (partly) actual location of Finnmark. 
Evidently, expectations for a purer and more pervasive regionality in the 
film clashed with a musical conceptualisation of the film as nationally 
framed project; in Rossholm’s terms, moving the workings of 
stereotypisation up to a more general and in this case misguided level. The 
national mindset was, however, visible in Laila down to the somewhat banal: 
the Norwegian flag is emphatically run up at the marketplace Bossekop, a 
space uniting Sami and Norwegians, and further thematised in the reindeer 
race taking place there when Laila grabs a flag and wins the race, flag in 
hand.59  

Laila’s place as a transnational film on the threshold of synchronised 
sound seems trendsetting in that it was followed by a frenzy of inter-
Scandinavian co-operation plans involving sound, some of which were also 
carried out.60 With sound, Nordisk succeeded Palladium as the co-production 
orientated Danish film company; in January of 1930, Nordisk had already 
made Scandinavian two-reel farces in the mindset of a larger-scale 
Scandinavian venture. For some time, Nordisk’s new main man Bauder was 
planning a pan-Scandinavian umbrella company involving the Norwegian 
Kommunernes Filmscentral and the Swedish Biografägarförbundet; or 
perhaps the initiative came in fact from KF.61 The company would cater to 
all three languages and also distribute films in the other Scandinavian 
languages in each country – as Kristofer Aamot put it: “Et skandinavisk 
Sprog er dog noget andet at høre end f. Eks. Engelsk.”62 (Hearing a 
Scandinavian language is a different story than hearing e.g. English.”) 
Kommunernes Filmscentral seems to have been a more eager intended 
partner than Biografägareförbundet, which was largely absent from this 
attempt as it emerges from Nordisk’s scrapbooks. The co-operation’s first 
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synchronised-sound take was a speech from the Norwegian ambassador Emil 
Huitfeldt, followed by a plate-smashing sketch known from Danish and 
Norwegian revue stages, most recently from Oslo’s Scala-Revy. The 
Norwegian version of the presumably loud sketch was named De nygifte 
(The Newlyweds) and the subsequent Danish variant directed by 
Schnéevoigt, Ve den der lyver (Woe betide whoever lies). Nordisk Tonefilm 
had actually already filmed that sketch that spring, with the same title but 
different actors.63 The common practice of sound-film remakes of silents 
was in this case twisted into multiple-language-version remakes of a sound 
short – reminiscent of the plagiarism and copying practices of the early years 
of multiple-reel films.  

Continuing with feature-format sound films, Valby became for some time 
the hub for Scandinavian multiple-language versions and functioned as a 
Scandinavian sound film workshop making use of Petersen and Poulsen’s 
sound patent.64 Sound cooperation made particular sense in the ‘crisis’ 
period before Scandinavian distributors settled for subtitles in foreign films. 
As one Norwegian film journal put it:  

Men burde ikke skandinavene her rekke hverandre hånden og arbeide sammen 
til de var sterke nok til å stå hver for sig? Det store publikum i de tre lande vil 
sikkert sette pris på det, for alle de tekstene som er nødvendig i de tyske og 
engelske films er umåtelig trettende.65 
 
Should not Scandinavians reach out to each other and work together until they 
are strong enough to stand each on his own? The larger audience in the three 
countries would surely approve, for all the intertitles that are necessary in the 
German and English films are tremendously tiring. 

 
In Norway, the viewpoint that all Scandinavians surely understood each 
other’s language was more common, but this was not necessarily agreed 
upon by the others. Eskimo was  reportedly made in a German, a French, and 
a silent version as well, although this has turned out difficult to verify.66 
Only traces of further information in that direction appear in secondary 
literature.67 The Scandinavian-entitled Norwegian production company 
Skandinavisk Talefilm was headed by Aud Egede-Nissen,68 and Eskimo 
seems to be its only production. Egede-Nissen’s relations to Norrønafilm as 
well as Norrønafilm’s relations to Skandinavisk Talefilm are unclear, but the 
two companies shared the same telegraph address (a quick keyword, as used 
by companies who often needed to use the telegraph) and possibly 
organisation, and the Richter couple had worked with Norrøna before, as had 
Schnéevoigt: Norrøna distributed Laila in Norway, and had allegedly 
provided some of the last, crucial funding for the film’s studio takes in 
Copenhagen.69  

The correspondence around Eskimo’s international distribution as well as 
contemporary press sources reveal that the transnational harmony had its 
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limits in this coproduction. The communication between Valdemar Trane at 
Nordisk and Aud Egede-Nissen is at times inimical. This is visible already in 
the completely different tone and points of departure in their letters. Egede-
Nissen had a solid background in film production,70 but was part of the 
international film crowd in Berlin and their somewhat heedless jargon, while 
Nordisk were critically concerned about income and particularly about 
expanding their sound system to other countries along with selling the film. 
She did not share their understanding of what was at stake (more or less, 
Nordisk’s economic future) and was not prepared to shoulder the 
responsibility of, as it were, foisting it off.71 It is likely that her association 
with Berlin and Norwegian-German modes of co-production counteracted 
any identification with the Danish company on her side.  

It seems that a general view of Bauder’s position in these matters was that 
the income from the patent was of much greater importance to him than 
Nordisk’s actual films.72 At one point, she wrote to Trane with a 
mischievous tone which was, in view of the correspondence as a whole, not 
likely to please the Copenhageners: “Herr Bauder er jo for mig litt av en 
uløselig gaade! – Jeg tror ogsaa han av og til tror vi ikke vilde være energisk 
nok med apparatsalget!” (You know, Mr. Bauder is to me a bit of an 
unsolvable puzzle! – I also think he sometimes believes we are not energetic 
enough selling the equipment!)73 Frustratingly, the deal for the French 
market was very slowly brought about in spite of being of considerable 
importance to the film.74 An advance estimate of the film’s income, 
excluding Denmark and Germany, ran:  

France 150,000 
Sweden 60,000 
Norway 50,000 
Finland circa 10,00075 
 

 In February, 1931, the problems in the economic interaction between the 
partners were acute, as there was no money coming in from either France or 
Germany. The hiring of Richter in the leading role points to Germany as a 
potentially important market for the film (Danish film production had ever 
since the Great War looked for ways to win back the German market), and at 
this stage Nordisk temporarily stopped the money flow to the Richters.76 
Half a year earlier, Trane had formulated a very harsh letter that was never 
sent, but still preserved, threatening legal action and protesting strongly that 
Egede-Nissen sold the film to Finland without at the same time laying down 
the condition that Petersen and Poulsen’s sound system was to be 
implemented with the film. Eventually, he sent off a milder version where he 
still criticised Aud Egede-Nissen’s “uforretningsmæssige og uforsvarlige 
Maade” (unbusinesslike and unwarrantable way) of handling the 
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negotiations for international distribution.77 Her working methods are 
perhaps best described in her own words: 

Longvillard, De vet den herren vi spiste med i Sporting Club, er ogsaa i 
Berlin, han vilde igaar gjerne være sammen med os, men min mands arbeide 
begynder saa tidlig om morgen [sic], saa han maatte tidlig i seng. Hvis 
Longvillard blir til imorgen kommer vi kanske iaften til at være sammen med 
ham. Jeg skal da endnu en gang minde ham og Cohan om de penge! ... Min 
mand var paa filmball sammen med Klubben, som Herr Bauder sier, og 
damerne var uhyre charmeret i Herr Bauder, vil de være saa snild at hilse ham 
og si dette!78  
 
Longvillard, you know the gentlemen we dined with in Sporting Club, is in 
Berlin, too, he would have liked to join us yesterday, but my husband’s work 
begins so early in the morning, so he had to retire to bed early. If Longvillard 
stays until tomorrow, we will maybe see him tonight. If so, I will once again 
remind him and Cohan about that money! ... My husband was at a film ball 
with the Club, as Mr. Bauder calls it, and the ladies were so charmed with Mr. 
Bauder, would you please give him my greetings and tell him so!  
 

Josef Cohan owed the consortium an amount of money, probably an advance 
for the rights for the French market, but was according to Egede-Nissen for 
this reason evading her for a long time.79 

Difficulties during the production itself more clearly took on national 
meaning. A schism arose between the Richters on the one side and 
Mårtenson and Schnéevoigt on the other, already on the location shoots; 
which escalated into public bickering over payment when they came home.80 
Dagens Nyheder’s film journalist Eric Boesgaard blatantly took sides by 
courteously defending “skøn [fair] Mona” in the idiom of chivalric romance, 
clearly blaming the Norwegians for the dispute. For Schnéevoigt, the felt 
antipathy from Norway began with his filming Laila in spite of being a 
foreigner.81 This was, perhaps, not completely unfounded.82 In the reception 
and later historiographic treatment of Eskimo, however, bickering about 
nationality was largely replaced with washing one’s hands of it. The film’s 
relative failure seems largely responsible for its being neglected in film 
histories. 

The status of Eskimo in national film historiography  
Danish press cuttings from Eskimo’s pre-production time speak of hopes for 
a great national film propelling the country’s film-making into the age of 
synchronised sound. Advance publicity was awarded considerable press 
column space; in particular, the departure for the filming on Greenland was 
studiously covered in Danish media. Expectations were sky high although 
subsequently regrettably not met. Dagens Nyheder reported of an opening 
night with a distinctively national and official tinge, featuring royalty, 
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foreign diplomats, ‘everyone’ in the field of film as well as that of 
Greenland, a festive mood and Inuit children handing out programme 
booklets.83 In comparison, the film was at the time not thought of as a 
Norwegian product in Norway, on the grounds that neither director, 
screenplay nor major actors were Norwegian.84 In an advance press piece, 
Copenhagen’s Aftenposten thought it reasonable indeed that a film that was 
to portray Greenland would be of Danish origin, given the colonial 
relationship of Greenland and Denmark: “Optagelserne skal som omtalt 
hovedsagelig foregaa hos Nordisk Film, men det er dog Hensigten at optage 
en Række Scener på Grønland; den første rigtige Spillefilm, der optages i det 
store og smukke danske Biland bliver saaledes som rimeligt er af dansk 
Oprindelse.”85 (The shooting will as previously mentioned mainly take place 
at Nordisk Film; however, the intention is to shoot a number of scenes on 
Greenland; the first true feature film shot in the vast and beautiful Danish 
dependency will thus be of Danish origin, as is reasonable.) For the same 
reason, the language solution strikes the reviewer as odd in Dagens Nyheder, 
using spoken Norwegian for the Scandinavian-release version (which for the 
purposes of this study will be considered the original): “Filmen taler altsaa, 
men den taler Norsk, hvad der nok vil falde en og anden dansk Tilskuer 
mærkværdigt, netop fordi det er en Grønlandsfilm, men det forklares med, at 
Svenskerne ikke kan forstaa Dansk og Danskerne ikke Svensk.”86 (So the 
film speaks, but it speaks Norwegian, which will bewilder some Danish 
viewers precisely because it is a Greenland film, but the explanation given is 
that the Swedes cannot understand Danish and the Danes not Swedish.) A 
film from the Danish colony of Greenland should logically be in Danish, the 
reviewer evidently felt. The argument that Swedes and Danes had a poorer 
understanding of each other’s language than of Norwegian is, at least, 
corroborated in more recent language comprehension studies.87 

Schnéevoigt’s initial vision was in fact a different one. He disposed of the 
cognitive and emotional sense of ownership of Greenland and judged that 
the exotic subject matter would make the film international as opposed to 
‘Scandinavian’, and not even mentioning the category ‘Danish’: 

Jeg vil imidlertid meget gerne sige, at vel skal Filmen sendes ud i Verden som 
skandinavisk af Oprindelse – den financieres ogsaa her i Skandinavien – men 
iøvrigt international af Karakter. At lave en stedbestemt Film med et 
skandinavisk Motiv, det tror jeg ikke, man kan.88 
 
I would like to add that the film shall be sent out to the world as Scandinavian 
of origin – it is funded here in Scandinavia – but otherwise international in 
character. I do not think it possible to make a spatially determined film with a 
Scandinavian subject.  

  
In this thought Schnéevoigt relies on a tradition of ‘locationless’ Danish 
films having been successful abroad, and it is ironic that he was later thought 
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of as a ‘location’ director. Eskimo did in some ways become a spatially 
determined, national film within Denmark, hailed with the attractive trope 
“den første store danske Talefilm” (the first great Danish talking picture).89 
What instead eventually ushered the film out of Danish national film 
historiography again was, arguably, not the combination of transnational co-
production and international character, but rather, with a change in one of 
the parameters, the combination of transnational co-production and a 
dismissive reception. Dinnesen and Kau’s account is clear about the film not 
being favourably received.90 The DFI’s press cuttings file on Eskimo only 
contains Dagens Nyheder’s lengthy review, but seems to be representative in 
its criticism of the film. The piece reporting from the premiere was dripping 
with disappointment, and the film was now referred to as only having “delvis 
dansk Oprindelse” (partly Danish origins).91 The circumstance that the film 
was regarded as a failure may help explain why ownership of it seems to 
have been disowned in Denmark. On the contrary, between the lines in 
Dagens Nyheder’s review was a hint of the attitude that if the film had only 
been exclusively Danish, problems may have been circumvented (except for 
the script, which was generally seen as the main problem and as much 
inferior to Mikkelsen’s novel). The pattern in the Norwegian discourse is 
similar, albeit not quite as clear-cut. 

The advance discourse about the great Danish talking picture was thus 
transformed into a mere footnote in the history towards the first ‘true’ 
Danish synchronised sound film, Præsten i Vejlby (The Vicar of Vejlby, 
Nordisk, 1931), likewise directed by Schnéevoigt. Because of this and 
subsequent films, Schnéevoigt came to be strongly associated with the first 
period of Danish national sound film; it is ironic that he is seldom credited 
for, prior to this, bringing sound to Norwegian film, too. Eskimo’s absence in 
the film-historic discourse prompted Niels Holck in 1970 to write a column 
headlining it as ‘the missing film’.92 The result is that although Eskimo 
functions as prism for many questions about co-production, Nordicness, 
sound and national markers, its place in Scandinavian film history remains 
unclear. The reverse notion – that because of these questions about 
belonging, its place is unclear – was untrue to begin with, but may have been 
more important later. Furthermore, secondary sources dealing with the film 
are scant, contradictory and opaque, often citing each other without proper 
reference. In spite of the film having an entry in the Danish National 
Filmography, the official Danish stance from the DFI about the status of the 
film is that it is not regarded as Danish but rather as Norwegian, although 
produced in Denmark and with Nordisk Tonefilm supplying studios, 
apparatus and staff.93 Yet, most Norwegian reference works do not concur 
with the ‘Norwegian status, instead dubbing Den store barnedåpen (The big 
Christening, Tancred Ibsen, Oslo Talefilm 1931) the first Norwegian talking 
picture.94 Sigurd Evensmo even blames this (without further detail) on a 
Danish insistence that this was a Nordisk production and thence, between the 
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lines, Danish; a viewpoint which seems wholly out of touch with the Danish 
discourse, particularly that of the same period.95 A further objection is that 
the Danish co-producing company Nordisk Talefilm did much more than 
serve the Norwegians with facilities. The correspondence records held in the 
Nordisk archive at the DFI testify to Nordisk’s agency in the process. 
Despite Schnéevoigt’s assurance of the opposite, the origin of the story and 
its Danish-related subject are also indications of its proper inclusion in 
Danish sound film history, albeit of a softer kind. An instructive context for 
the film is the Danish practice of the 1920s of locating nature-orientated film 
abroad. The flipside is that the film’s privileging of nature may contribute to 
a conception of it as un-Danish and allows instead to some extent for 
inserting it in a felt continuity in Norwegian film history. However, Præsten 
i Vejlby and Den store barnedåpen, attributed with ‘first feature film with 
synchronised sound’ in the dominant discourse in Denmark and in Norway, 
are both recognisable adaptations known from screen and stage, respectively 
(as well as from the original short story in Præsten’s case), and were 
conceived as instant classics befitting the ‘first’ status. Arguably, Eskimo’s 
main obstacle in film-historical accounts is not only historiographers’ 
traditional wish for clean-cut categories and the appeal of a film that came 
out well, but also the ease of the well-known. In comparison, particularly the 
older discourse on the development of Swedish sound film also displays a 
bias towards the exclusively Swedish, the successful and the recognisable 
(more recent discourse tends to be more nuanced).96 This implies giving 
preference to the singing, but not yet talking picture Säg det i toner (The 
Dream Waltz, J. Julius/Edvin Adolphson, SF 1929) – a tune that most 
Swedes can still hum, calling the film to the forefront of one’s mind and 
risking a bias in any cultural history.97 Secondarily, attention is given the 
fully synchronised and Swedish-produced För hennes skull, although the 
film duly appointed ‘first’ by the Swedish Film Database is in fact 
Paramount’s Swedish-language version När rosorna slå ut (When Roses 
Bloom, Edvin Adolphson, 1930). 98 När rosorna slå ut was produced in their 
multiple-language film factory in Joinville and was apparently not felt to be 
Swedish enough nor well enough executed to merit much effort by film 
historians (in addition, the film is lost, a circumstance that is not to its 
favour, either). 

It is particularly unfortunate that Eskimo is partly or sometimes 
completely cut off from the history of sound films in Denmark, as it was 
instrumental to the coming of sound in Danish film and cannot be extricated 
from the discourse about it. Søby’s glossy cataloguing of Danish sound films 
does not mention it, starting instead with Præsten i Vejlby.99Another film 
encyclopedia with a similarly popular slant, Gyldendals danske filmguide, 
forms an exception by including the entry “Eskimo” without blinking, as 
does Filmen i Norge, although without mentioning it in the initial historical 
survey (which, by the way, also clumps Markens grøde, Glomdalsbruden 
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and Pan together in a brief paragraph at the very end of the representation of 
the silent era, for the reason that the directors of the three films were 
Danish).100 The film’s status in Norwegian secondary literature is generally 
somewhat more open to interpretation, although it does occur in Norwegian 
secondary literature, too, that the film when assigned a status as not quite 
Norwegian is instead automatically ascribed a status as Danish.101 For both 
Eskimo and När rosorna slå ut, the trend for more recent reference works is 
for accounts to be (no matter how diffidently) inclusive rather than 
exclusive, embracing both fish and fowl.102 Within the mindset of this thesis, 
this is naturally a sympathetic development. For instance, although Iversen 
does not challenge the staked-out description privileging Den store 
barnedåpen, the phrasing allows for nuances:103 “Selv om Den store 
barnedåpen regnes som den første norske lydfilmen, var det norske filmfolk 
både foran og bak kamera på filmen Eskimo...”104 (Even if Den store 
barnedåpen is considered the first Norwegian sound film, there were 
Norwegian film workers both in front of and behind the camera on the set of 
Eskimo...). Comparably, in 100 års dansk film, the phrasing is a neutral 
“regnes ... i almindelighed ikke for en dansk tonefilm”.105  

The problems of channelling historical importance into the already well-
known and into how well a film fits into a practical category of ‘national 
cinema’ should be apparent. Lastly, Nørrested’s recent account of Greenland 
films offers itself as an illustration of the problem of orientating a historical 
account on perceived notions of quality. Eskimo is discussed only briefly, 
but treated in scathing terms: “Filmen er et hult melodrama med nogle 
kluntede lydmontageforsøg udelukkende interessant, fordi man for første 
gang hører synkrone lydoptagelser fra Grønland.”106 (The film is a hollow 
melodrama with a few clumsy attempts at sound montage, solely interesting 
because this is the first synchronous sound recordings from Greenland.) A 
perspective giving preference to the representation of Greenland is, of 
course, to be expected in a book about exactly that. Generally, the book is 
not interested in conditions of production, and thence fundamentally 
misunderstands the role of Aud Egede-Nissen, treating her as an actress 
instead of producer and accidentally regretting that she was only awarded the 
minor role of the dockland prostitute – a role that was in fact played by her 
sister Ada.107 The book’s bias seems not only a source of misconception, but 
also unnecessarily mechanical and dismissive in view of possible discussions 
about ideas of colonial ownership. Appearing both internally in the film and 
externally in its production practices, such ideas may have been equally 
relevant in that book as in my own discussion. 

Making sound: Foregrounding languages  
Several years previously, the Arctic explorer Ejnar Mikkelsen‘s novel John 
Dale had turned up on Victor Sjöström‘s desk in Hollywood during his years 
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at Goldwyn/MGM. It was later to form the basis of Eskimo’s screenplay. 
Evidently, its Nordic setting and foregrounding of stern nature typecast 
Sjöström in the director’s role. However, he chose not to use it, and by way 
of explanation wrote to his wife, the actress Edith Erastoff, on January 29, 
1923 that it “utspelas på Grönland med snöstormar och isflak och eskimåer –
 det vore en förfärligt svår historia att göra, som knappast kunde motsvara 
omkostnader och arbete” (plays on Greenland with snow storms and ice 
floes and Eskimos – it would be a terribly difficult story to do, which could 
hardly match the costs and work).108 It is not clear whether Sjöström meant 
that an on-location shoot would be too costly or that he deemed it too 
demanding to create sufficiently sophisticated make-believe solutions 
nearby. Famously, Southern California offered a gamut of stand-in locations, 
including, for instance, ‘Alaska’.  

If Sjöström thought a silent film adaptation of the book strenuous, sound 
equipment did not exactly make the actual, eventual making of Eskimo 
easier. Indeed, the film’s shortcomings have later usually been explained by 
problems incident to the location shoots which were subsequently difficult to 
patch up with the studio takes.109 Nevertheless, the crew for Eskimo at the 
time considered themselves lucky to have “only” 900 kilos of equipment, 
which was “drawn by ten Eskimos”.110 The finished product was hailed for 
its sound quality in Copenhagen and conversely derided in Stockholm; this 
seems to have had more to do with the equipment in the Stockholm theatres 
(Röda Lyktan and Sibyllan) than the actual recordings. In Denmark, the 
sound system’s success was a source for national pride in contrast to the film 
itself: “Det danske talefilmssystem naar fuldt paa Højde med de fremmede, 
ja, i visse Henseender synes det ganske at overgaa dem. ... [D]et er en Trøst, 
at vi sejrede paa dette vigtige Omraade.”111 (The Danish sound film system 
fully matches the standard of the foreign ones, actually, in certain respects it 
seems even to surpass them. ... [I]t is a comfort that we triumphed in this 
important field.) 

In the film, sound is used with consideration from the exposition onwards. 
When the first take has moved down from an overview angle on a game of 
cards, the extradiegetic music soon features Mickey-Mousing when hands of 
cards are tapped on the table and when the protagonist Jack rises from the 
table, ruined. In contrast, the configuration of Greenland is moulded with 
Inuit singing (ranging from the more to the less convincing in terms of 
authenticity), bird cries and howling huskies, alluding to indexical 
authenticity. Thus, different kinds of sound practice with different values of 
authenticity seem typically to be used for the scenes of regular, European 
(melo)drama on the one hand and the footage from Greenland on the other. 
Nørrested highlights an interesting use of sound in the later Greenland film 
Palos brudefærd (The Wedding of Palo, Friedrich Dalsheim, Palladium, 
Denmark 1933), where a particularly dramatic scene has the diegetic sounds 
of drumming replaced with a full-orchestra, conventional score. This 
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particular use of music aptly frames the tension between music playing up 
the dramaturgy of the fiction and the heritage from the travel film found in 
various inflections in the different ethnographically-orientated Arctic films, 
and expresses it through the use of sound.112 On the side of dramaturgy, a 
scene with Jack alone on an ice floe in the Atlantic where he almost dies 
before being saved by Inuits displays well thought-out usage of music. Jack, 
on the verge of insanity, is seen to sweepingly conduct circus-type music 
which is diegetically subjective, that is represented as heard in the 
character’s mind, and utter an insane laugh; in intervals, however, the music 
is substituted for the great silence at sea, and Jack quietens with a 
disorientated look on his face. Negotiations of spoken language form a 
recurring structural element in the film, mostly in speech, but at this point 
also in writing. Jack’s impending madness on the ice floe is triggered by his 
finding something in his pocket; a specimen of printed matter in a different 
language which signifies luxury – a menu in French from his last night in the 
city:  

Consommé claire Parisienne 
Potage crécy aux croûtons 
Homard froid nat., sce. chantilly 
Saumon du Rhin cuit sce. crevettes  
Champignon frais sur Bacon grillé 
Choux-fleurs à la Florentine  
Plurier rôti sur canapé, pom. chips 
Paillettes au Parmesan 
Parfait Nobles, pâtisserie  
Pêches Melba 
Melon 

 
The menu, which features two soups, three desserts and an abundance of 
courses in between, surely represents a meal in great luxury, conspicuous 
consumption and (over-)refinement, but the conclusive indication of what 
the menu signifies is its language whose vocabulary does not need to be 
understood in its particularities and its material length. On a similar note, 
language is foregrounded throughout the film by means of the materiality of 
the voice and of accented speech. Intent and result are not always aligned, 
however. In the Norwegian sound version, speech which is supposed to be 
accented sometimes fails to be so, and speech meant to be neutral is audibly 
manipulated by dubbing. The protagonist Jack is meant to be a Norwegian 
despite his name: ‘John Dale’ in Mikkelsen’s novel became the equally 
unequivocally English ‘Jack Norton’ in the plagiarised script.113 The name, 
just like the deckhand’s name Jimmy, is a sign of Eskimo’s as yet unresolved 
conventions of the sound film. This practice is contextualised by 
Schnéevoigt’s ambition toward a non-Scandinavian film and the methods he 
thought available for this purpose: similar ones as for silent film. The casting 
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actualises synchronised sound’s split between represented and actual 
language; as the character Dagfin, the split was not relevant, as Dagfin being 
a Northerner would not make a practical difference in the silent film. 
Without speech, intertitles did not normally convey information about the 
‘represented language’ in which characters were thought to communicate, 
and accordingly the ring of characters’ names did not necessarily disrupt 
notions about geography and language, as these were potentially unclear in 
any case. In Eskimo, Jack’s name stands out, although this disturbance is 
unwittingly somewhat mitigated in Mona Mårtenson‘s lines, as she 
pronounces it in a Scandinavianised way, adhering to the common Swedism 
of replacing the English initial voiced palatal-alveolar /ʒ/ with the palatal 
approximant /j/ (‘Yack’). (A few times, she adapts halfway to the others’ 
pronunciation and says, instead, ‘Jacques’.) Jack’s speech is Norwegian; 
Paul Richter‘s voice had been dubbed in this version.114  

Multilingualism is invoked when Jack awakens among the Inuit who 
saved him, naked beneath the fur covers. When women bring him clothes 
and he shoos them out to get dressed, he tries with: “Gå ut! Heraus! Go out! 
Avanti! Allez!” This is, however, one of the most visibly post-synchronised 
scenes, with notable disjunction between lip movement and spoken lines. A 
sign that the footage in this scene was intended for use in all multiple-
language versions of the film is that Richter speaks most of his lines in this 
scene with his face turned away.115 Ada Egede-Nissen’s performance is also 
replete with foregroundings of other languages, namely the Scandinavian 
ones.116 Her character is a dockland prostitute displaying a language mixture 
likely tailored to appear as authentic for maritime environments. In her 
spoken Norwegian she puts on a cleaned-up and grammatically correct loose 
imitation of an Oslo working-class sociolect, albeit hampered by her burred 
‘r’ sounds from Stavanger in the Norwegian southwest – a trait which 
ironically in Oslo’s binary sociolectscape quite incongruously signifies an 
upper-class background. When Jack sees her tattoos, she shows him a 
tattooed heart representing her first boyfriend, and mentions that he is a 
Dane, with an exaggeratedly Danish accent on the interspersed Danish word 
dansker: “Han var dansker. Men han snakket så fælt, så.” (He was Danish. 
But he was such a bigmouth.) During their conversation, which is not 
lengthy, but still the by far longest with any character in its capacity as one 
of the few dialogues between diegetic native speakers – she also manages to 
insert Swedish and English. Her toast of choice begins in Norwegian and 
ends in Swedish: “Min skål og din skål og alla vackra flickors skål!”. The 
toast is a pun on Ernst Rolf’s 1927 revue onestep “Min vår är din vår och 
alla vackra flickors vår”.117 The same year Rolf had also recorded the song in 
Norwegian (“Min vår er din vår og alle vakre pikers vår”).118 The Norwegian 
version was likely well known from his frequent revues in Oslo, but the film 
still plays up Rolf’s Swedishness by punning the title halfway in Swedish. 
This diminutive gesture engaged openly in a larger context of Swedish-
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Norwegian entertainment relations, and the gag was in fact later to be 
continued by others: A Swedish waltz by Jules Sylvain for the film Styrman 
Karlssons flammor (Gustaf Edgren, SF 1938) recycled the joke by using the 
title “Min skål, din skål, alla vackra flickors skål”. One of the authors of the 
original words, Nils Perne, was in fact involved in writing the new song, 
although by a different pen name.119 Perne likely noticed the little gag in 
Eskimo and thought it usable.  

Lastly, when the film’s all-important theme of money is introduced into 
the conversation, she makes a significant switch to English to get across to 
him: “Er du blakk altså?” “Blakk?” “Skjønner du ikke norsk da, gitt? No 
money altså.” (“Are you broke?” “Broke?” “Don’t you understand 
Norwegian? No money, I mean.”) Here, responsibility for his damaging 
lifestyle revolving around money (and the loss of it) is signalled to lie 
outside Norway, in an English-speaking world of unchecked capitalism. As a 
prostitute, the function and the actions of her own character is saturated with 
the idea of money. Her last words to him are in true, internationalised 
docklands fashion, “Bye bye!”120  

The other leading part, that of the Inuit girl Ekaluk, was played by 
Mona Mårtenson who happened to be Swedish. Scenes where Jack 
instructs her in the Norwegian language are awarded meaning in the 
narrative by being excessively intimate. Simultaneously, they are charged 
with a set of subordinating mechanisms conflating race, gender and age. 
The first two lines we hear him teach her are “kom hit” (come here) and 
“du god liten pike” (you good little girl). In contrast, it is not clear how 
Jack himself has acquired the small amount of Inuit speech he appears at 
times to command. Unlike Richter, Mårtenson appears to have had 
excessive trouble disguising her native sounds. Her replicated “Kom hit” 
answering his does not sound in the slightest like a struggling new 
beginner’s, but is unmistakably Swedish. For most of her lines, however, 
she stresses her character’s language trouble exceedingly, instead 
forming an unintended, stark contrast to the lines of the Norwegian 
Haakon Hjelde as her intended husband Majark. Hjelde chooses instead 
to pronounce most of his Norwegian lines with unimpeded fluency. Only 
seldom does he, like Mårtenson, anchor the spoken lines deep in his body 
(in all her Sami and Inuit roles, Mårtenson’s acting is most emphatically 
grounded in her body). One dramatic and intensely acted piece of 
dialogue between them, when she suggests to him to kill the troublesome 
Jack, is remarkable not only for this incongruence, but also for the fact 
that they speak Norwegian to each other although they are alone. 
Furthermore, the dialogue self-consciously comments on this fact. It may 
appear bizarre and heavy-handed, but the denial of the native tongue 
when talking about something unsavoury also echoes the ‘money’ 
dialogue. In my transcription:  
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Mårtenson as Ekaluk (slowly, having trouble speaking Norwegian): 
“Hvite mann. Ingen vil hevne hans død.” (White man. No one will avenge his 
death.)  
 
Hjelde as Majark (fluently): 
“Har du glemt ditt eget språk?” (Have you forgotten your own language?)  
 
Mårtenson (taking his head between her hands): 
“Majark! Majark?”  
 
Hjelde (embracing her, now with slow, guttural ‘Inuit’ pronunciation): 
“Ekaluk.” 

 
Reverting to their native language results in lesser, not greater eloquence. 
Similarly, Tryggve Larsen as Ekaluk’s stern and ‘superstitious’ (religious in 
the old ways) father, the shaman-like figure Sulurak, only gains in humanity 
once he has done the double homage of praising Jack’s achievements when 
he has found them a whale to hunt, and choosing to do so in Norwegian: 
“Hvite mann som kommer langt borte fra til oss. Vi som lever i mørke og 
sulter lang vinter. Vi takker deg.” (White man who comes to us from 
faraway. We who live in darkness and famish winter long. We thank you.)121 
Here, language and colonialism merge, with the incongruence that the 
dominant language involved is not Danish. 

The Norwegian reception was sensitised to the film’s accumulation of 
language issues. Aftenposten’s review comes across as slightly malicious on 
this topic and criticises the “embarrassing” dubbing procedure of Paul 
Richter including the acting abilities of his anonymous “ventriloquist”; the 
haste in which the Inuits learn Norwegian; the scene between Mårtenson and 
Hjelde described above; and the minor accent mistakes of another actor 
where it is implicitly stated that the Dane Schnéevoigt could not direct 
spoken Norwegian.122 Cultural ownership was thence implicitly rejected 
partly on the grounds that a Norwegian might have done the job at least 
slightly better. Only the elements known from actualité and 
documentary/lecture genres garnered unqualified praise: natural images and 
purely ethnographic scenes. Indeed, the review’s description of one such 
scene is written in the idiom of the documentary:  

Fra det åpne hav føres vi inn til eskimoenes boplass. De kommer oss imøte i 
kajakkene sine, og presenterer sig på en høist fornøielig måte med en virtuos 
opvisning i kunsten å gå rundt i vannet sammen med sin kajakk. Eskimokoner 
og eskimounger danner sammen med mennene det mest fortryllende 
midtpunkt i Grønlandsbilledene, de glir med sin eiendommelige sang og de 
merkelige lyd som utgjør deres tale, selvfølgelig og naturlig inn i filmens 
miljø.123  
 
From the open sea we are guided towards the Eskimo settlement. They come 
to meet us in their kayaks and introduce themselves in a highly enjoyable way 
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with a masterly demonstration in the art of going round in the water with their 
kayak. Eskimo wives and Eskimo kids together with the men constitute the 
most enchanting centrepiece of the Greenland images; with their peculiar 
singing and the odd sounds that make up their speech, they naturally and as a 
matter of course become part of the film’s environment. 

 
The intertext of ethnographic actualités and documentaries is evident when, 
far from complaining about this hybrid form, the reviewer praises the 
elements drawing on non-fiction formats. Dagbladet and Nationen brought 
up the same points. Dagbladet called Eskimo ‘a good nature film’ and drily 
stated at the scriptwriter Helge Bangsted’s expense: “For øvrig medvirker 
måker og innfødte med stort hell. Til alt hell har hr. Bangstedt [sic, 
Bangsted] ikke kunnet nå dem med sin penn.”124 (Otherwise, gulls and 
natives take part successfully. Luckily mr. Bangstedt has not been able to 
reach them with his pen.) Nationen called attention to the illogical speech 
patterns: the illusion falls, the signature Kristin argued, when the Inuit 
characters speak too good Norwegian, whereas the only one in the story 
(after the city prologue) who is supposed to actually command Norwegian, 
Paul Richter as Jack Norton, does not but is dubbed.125 Sound, the reviewer 
thought, was not the problem: the sounds of Greenland were magnificent. It 
was the lines and their delivery that were at fault. 

Disregarding Nanook: Eskimo’s Danish-Norwegian frames of 
reference 
Internationally, a film depicting Inuit lifestyles and traditions eight years 
after the seminal ethnographic documentary Nanook of the North (Robert 
Flaherty, Revillon Frères 1922), dealing with exactly that, could not but 
reference this film.126 Nanook interwove narrative and ethnography in a way 
that was not only new, but also highly relevant to fictional films drawing on 
ethnographic content, such as Eskimo.127 In Denmark, however, Greenland 
Inuits were seen as a Danish concern, and an earlier film about Canadian 
Inuits (the preferred Canadian term is Inuks) was not an immediate 
reference. At the time, Danish academics and polar explorers such as Knud 
Rasmussen, Ejnar Mikkelsen, Peter Freuchen and also Helge Bangsted were 
household names, famed for their work on Greenland. Like Robert Flaherty, 
they held a somewhat unclear, but at the time unproblematic status as 
combined explorers, popularisers and amateur, often polymathic, academics 
(the purposes of the expeditions could be ethnographic, cartographic, 
archaeological, botanical, meteorological, zoological etc.).128 In this respect, 
the Danish names place themselves on a scale with Helge Bangsted, who as 
a journalist did not have scientific pretensions, in one end, and Knud 
Rasmussen who received honorary doctorates for his achievements in the 
other.129 The back inside flap of Helge Bangsted‘s novelisation of Eskimo 
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speaks of Bangsted as “paa en Gang Opdagelsesrejsende og Digter, derfor 
har hans Bøger foruden Oplevelsens Spænding en særlig poetisk Charme”130 
(at once explorer and writer, thence, his books apart from the suspense of 
adventure possess a particular poetic charm). All of them, however, had 
subsequent ties to the film business, mostly through their pens. Thus, they 
created a particular, Danish link between Greenland, ethnographic film, and 
celebrity.131 Knud Rasmussen wrote the screenplay for the ethnographically 
orientated fiction film Palos Brudefærd set in Greenland;132 Helge Bangsted 
co-wrote the script for Eskimo as well as a novelisation of it, and helped 
organise the on-location filming on Greenland; Ejner Mikkelsen wrote the 
novel John Dale (1921), which came to constitute the (at the time) 
uncredited material for Eskimo; and Peter Freuchen acted in the later MGM 
picture likewise called Eskimo (W.S. van Dyke, 1933) and wrote the works it 
was based on.133 Rasmussen and Freuchen, who were long-term 
collaborators, had also contributed with their expertise for the documentary 
Den store Grønlandsfilm (The Great Film of Greenland, Eduard Schnedler-
Sørensen, Nordisk 1921). The activity of all four in combining fiction and 
ethnographic fact is striking, and was doubled in the press in the reporting 
about the shooting of Palos Brudefærd when the location shoots on 
Greenland were referred to as an expedition.134 

The dancer and (film) actress Lillebil Ibsen tried to trace the contours of a 
felt aura of the influence of the Arctic on these men, when a Swedish journal 
assigned her the task of guiding them in Oslo society and ‘interviewing’ the 
visiting Peter Freuchen.135 Her roundabout and somewhat solemn phrasing 
serves to highlight their particular kind of celebrity as almost metaphysically 
belonging to an altogether different sphere: 

Det är det förunderliga med dessa män, som vistats en längre tid i 
polarregioner att de intressera på ett helt annat sätt än när de tidigare gingo 
omkring här och intresserade sig för samma gamla bagateller som vi göra nu. 
Den stora, vida naturen har väckt något inom dem, som fångar vårt intresse, 
men vi veta icke, vad det är.136 
 
This is the wondrous thing about these men who have sojourned for long in 
polar regions: they interest us in a wholly different way than when they 
walked among us and were interested in the same old trifles that we others 
still care about. The vast and wide nature has awoken within them something 
which catches our interest, but we do not know what it is. 

 
In the “we do not know what it is” derived from “vast and wide nature”, 
there is an echo of the lyrical prologue to Eskimo: “... det er Grønlands 
Æventyr. // Ingen kan dig det forklare, / Ingen ved, hvad de skal svare. // Her 
har mangen bøjet Knæ / i den store Stilheds Øde ...” (approx. “that is 
Greenland’s adventure. No one can explain it, no one knows what to answer. 
Here, many a man has knelt in the wastelands of great silence...).137 The 
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evidently not uncommon notion of this alleged je-ne-sais-quoi seems to 
consist of a heroically inflected personal experience of the magnitude of 
uninhabited nature. This is a celebrity more enhanced than hampered by 
bushy eyebrows and limbs lost to frostbite, thus complementing Lillebil 
Ibsen’s own, different celebrity status as a dancer and actress in theatre and 
film. She played up the contrast by rhetorically wishing she, too, could be an 
explorer, invoking gender and grooming attributes as the decisive difference 
and in the process reducing her own, feminine occupation to the slang word 
‘spjatte’, to dance:138 “Jag skulle önska, att jag vore man, att skägget kunde 
växa på mig. Att jag vore där uppe i norr, där det bara finns himmel och is. 
Men nu måste jag ‘spjatte’ här på Chat Noir.” (I wish I were a man, that I 
could grow a beard. That I were up there in the north where there is only sky 
and ice. But I need to cut a rug here at the Chat Noir [Oslo’s main cabaret].) 
Even Freuchen himself was married to an actress who had had minor film 
roles, and thus to some extent linked within his own persona these two kinds 
of prominence with their extreme disparity in glamour.139 However, 
Freuchen’s fame seems to have been a Danish-Norwegian concern and did 
not stretch to Sweden. In the article, the journal reports amusedly of his 
stardom (sensation) in Norway, but confesses of its own ignorance.140 The 
Swedish discourse of Arctic explorers at the same time was dominated by, 
above all, interest in S.A. Andrée: the remains from the failed hot-air balloon 
expedition of 1897 had been found in August 1930, and only a couple of 
months afterwards, the surviving notes taken by the participants were 
published at Bonnier.141 

If the explorers of Greenland dominated the Danish discourse about Inuits 
and film, Nanook of the North on the other hand did not. Tellingly, when it 
premiered in Denmark in March 1923, the title was the geographically 
specific Nanook: En canadisk Eskimo (Nanook: A Canadian Eskimo). The 
rest of the world, however, may very well have placed the Danish Inuit films 
on a horizon where Nanook loomed large; a token of this is the alternative 
English title for Palos Brudefærd, namely Nartisha of the North.142 By the 
name Nartisha was meant the bride being wed to Palo; however, this 
character in fact had her name changed from Navarana, the actual (although 
taken) name of Peter Freuchen’s first wife, who was an Inuit. The 
explanation for the name change may be that ‘Nartisha’ was a shade more 
efficient when functioning as a recognisable counterpart to ‘Nanook’. It may 
seem puzzling that the auditive construction of the name Nartisha has an 
African-American ring to our ears, but such connotations were likely not so 
overt in the 1930s.143 In their capacity of documentary and fiction film, 
respectively, the overall tone of Nanook of the North and Eskimo naturally 
differs along with their difference in form of media representation. Where 
Nanook strikes an educational note in its documentary orientation, and has 
the viewer take part in the painstaking (traditional) making of kayaks and 
igloos or in the slowness of (traditional) hunting as a subject of interest, 
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Eskimo’s fiction uses such ethnography for perhaps unexpectedly superficial 
purposes. In place of Nanook’s arranged and doctored authenticity, Eskimo 
hobbles on ill-fitting studio takes from Copenhagen and equally 
disconnected, generic scenes from Inuit life failing to include any of the 
characters from the story. The attractions afforded by action scenes are also 
less integrated into Eskimo’s fictional narrative than in Nanook‘s 
documentary one: When Eskimo depicts seal hunting, the most dramatic 
sensation is the series of kayak rolls performed by Inuit extras, as praised in 
the review above. However, these lack all motivation in the scene – a kayak 
roll is properly used to right a capsized kayak, while none of the kayaks 
shown in the scene are anywhere near the risk of overturning on the calm 
water. Thus, the manoeuvres are all the more obvious as isolated tricks and 
stunts, functioning in a blatant manner as attractions.144  

Interestingly, there is an inverted pattern in discourse about the film: 
where the marketing discourse for Nanook as discussed by Jane Gaines 
played up the film’s story and sensations – “rare drama, great story, thrill 
action”,145 attitudes to Eskimo in Scandinavia were determined by ideas of 
authenticity, geographical thereness and ethnographic appeal. The entire 
Scandinavian reception of Eskimo praised its on-location shoots.146 The 
Danish expectations beforehand were characterised by a conception of the 
film as an expedition project of national, colonial interest. The Swedish press 
in particular stood united in its eulogizing of the film’s ethnographic merits, 
which were thought to stand out in stark contrast to the shortcomings in 
terms of story. Scenes from Eskimo which correspond lightly to the story in 
Nanook may serve to set the two films off against each other and highlight 
the different use of similar plot elements. The risk of starvation, always a 
reality in traditional Inuit life, figures as a dramatic event in Eskimo and is 
interwoven with the triangular love story.147 Some of the instruments for this 
effect are the sound of crying children and the sight of a room full of grown 
people starved to death. The sequence appears to have grown out of a 
previous Greenland expedition where Helge Bangsted participated, among 
other things interviewing two elderly women who told of their numerous 
brushes with famine.148 Nanook differs fundamentally by not representing 
hunger; it only motivates the suspense of a hunting scene through a previous 
intertitle which tells of famine. Clearly, the ‘thrill action’ is attempted much 
more overtly in Eskimo’s case. 

A famously oft-critiqued scene from Nanook of the North involves 
Nanook ponderingly listening to the gramophone in a salesman’s shop.149 In 
comparison to Eskimo’s sketch with an alarm clock, the gramophone scene 
seems a pinnacle of deference to indigenous peoples. Ekaluk holds Majark’s 
alarm clock to her ear, obviously familiar with the ticking sound, which now 
cannot be heard. She exclaims, in translation, when Jack does not understand 
her Inuit: “No! Little animal dead. All dead, Jack” (a line inadvertently 
beginning and ending in Swedish instead of Norwegian: “Nej! Lille dyr 
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dødt. Helt dött, Jack”). Jack has a hearty laugh on her behalf, ending in a 
“Hå!” (Pooh!) and rekindles the ‘animal’ for her. Then, he plays a rather 
spiteful joke on her by unobservedly turning a lever, making the alarm go off 
while she is holding it to her ear. Within the frame, the three of them are 
uneasily lined up side by side for the entire scene, as for a vaudeville sketch. 
Finally Jack has another hearty laugh all by himself – a pure example of the 
derisive mirth classified in humour theory as a mode of dominance.150 
Thomas Hobbes is one famous proponent for this superiority theory:151  

I may therefore conclude, that the passion of laughter is nothing else but a 
sudden glory arising from sudden conception of some eminency in ourselves, 
by comparison with the infirmities of others, or with our own formerly: for 
men laugh at the follies of themselves past, when they come suddenly to 
remembrance, except they bring with them any present dishonour. It is no 
wonder therefore that men take it heinously to be laughed at or derided, that 
is, triumphed over.152  

 
Dominance and superiority are, of course, terms that immediately carry over 
to a range of later, Marxist-derived traditions of ideology critique, and invite 
attempts at identifying strategies of resistance. For instance, although Jack is 
the character through whose eyes audiences perceive Greenland, the 
sympathy in the scene lies arguably not with him. For that, a more crucial 
test than understanding the workings of minor household appliances is 
understanding melodramatic emotion. In the scene, Jack fails to understand 
something the other two sense, namely that the person marrying Ekaluk 
should be himself, not Majark who has already purchased goods and chattels 
including the alarm clock and built the new house in which they stand, in 
preparation for domestic life with Ekaluk.  

Adding to and interlocking with the subject matter with ‘natives’ and 
other northerners, this scene also has gender implications. Ekaluk is not 
represented as a capable person with mechanics, but in fact not with much 
else, either. Majark, the master hunter, is granted a scene with a stand-in 
elegantly hunting seals from a kayak before Jack is found; after this, 
however, he never seems quite competent in comparison to Jack. Ekaluk has 
no scene displaying competence: Before Jack’s arrival, she is introduced to 
us carrying birds’ eggs, but when Majark surprises and embraces her, she 
breaks all the eggs. The alarm clock, however, ups the ante in the 
representation. Similarly, the telephone – another symbol of modernity – has 
an excessive function for Asta Nielsen’s interpretation of the Inuit girl 
Invigtut in Das Eskimobaby (The Eskimo Baby, Heinz Schall, Neutral-Film, 
Germany 1918, produced in 1916), written by the Danish duo Martin 
Jørgensen and Louis Levy.153 In Nørrested’s description, “the clash of 
cultures ... furnishes most of the so-called humor” in the film.154 An 
accompanying still shows an impishly laughing Asta Nielsen sprawled 
tummy down across a desk, as it seems ready for a spanking after having 
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caused mischief in a department store. Nørrested’s caption explains an 
aspect of the scene not immediately visible in the still, namely that it is the 
mystery of the telephone that puts Ivigtut in hysterics. It is worth noting that 
the one laughing is Invigtut, not the annoyed department-store manager 
telephoning; the laugh can be identified as belonging to the liberating 
category of humour.155 Nonetheless, it is the character in the film who can 
boast the vocation of polar explorer who is awarded the double status of 
Ivigtut’s love interest and the film’s selfless hero and who reconstitutes the 
colonialist point of view. The part with the Danish-German crossover name 
Knud Prätorius, a reference to Knud Rasmussen,156 was congenially cast 
with Nielsen’s husband-to-be Ferdinand (Freddy) Wingårdh, a plucky sea 
captain and ship owner’s son, whose ship had previously carried her over the 
Atlantic.157 Just like Eskimo, this film ends with him staying with her in 
Greenland somewhat against his will. The construction of this ethnographic 
Mr. Darcy figure of sorts (as it were, proposing reluctantly with an ‘In vain I 
have struggled’), experiencing inferiority and degradation in uniting with a 
different category of woman, is one of the configurations of colonialist ideas 
in Eskimo meriting some more attention. 

The white god: ideological ethnography in Eskimo 
In contrast to the functioning of Jack’s part in Eskimo, Charles Musser 
names Nanook of the North a break with the tradition that illustrated lectures, 
travelogues and ethnographic actualités were centred around a Western 
explorer. In this and other respects, Nanook forms a seminal text on a more 
abstract level, too: that of the discourse about ethnographic visual culture.158 
Fatimah Tobing Rony has interpreted the film as an expression of reification 
where Inuit traditions were not only falsely re-created in re-enactment 
fashion, but above all frozen in time to be looked at.159 The term she uses is 
Donna Haraway’s ‘ethnographic taxidermy’. Jane Gaines (mentioning a 
highly valid argument as if in passing, when introducing a volume on visual 
representation and documentary modes) changes the focus of the word 
taxidermy from preservation to verisimilitude as a mode of understanding 
the world.160 Taking the broader view of cinema culture into account instead 
of only the text, she invokes the moving pictures’ status as “resemblance-as 
attraction par excellence”, thus playing up Nanook’s function as hoax and 
wizardry at the expense of authenticity. In this view, the purpose of the film 
was not to act as invisible window onto Inuit life, but to resemble it in a 
fashion easily fathomable to audiences, presupposing the viewer was capable 
of deciphering the marketing strategies playing up the film’s alleged realism. 
Visual anthropologist Sarah Pink supplements this contextualisation by 
arguing that while reconstructing the meaning-making in the reception of 
ethnographic films is important to understand their functioning, it is no less 
vital to examine the intent in the production in order to bring in an ethical 
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perspective.161 Pink summarises Rony’s and Gaines’ approaches in an article 
from 2003, and jigsaws in Jay Ruby’s ethically-orientated discussion which 
focuses on Nanook’s own agency. In short, Ruby, partly by following 
Flaherty’s diary closely, argues that Flaherty was a proponent of 
participatory and reflexive cinema – important trends in contemporary 
ethnographic film – before the fact. 162 

While the agency of the indigenous people portrayed is not a prominent 
feature in the making of Eskimo, the Danish ethnographic-exploratory 
tradition does leave a few traces. The film’s screenwriter Helge Bangsted 
had joined previous Greenland expeditions, and a story published in the 
Sunday edition of the tabloid B.T. was recycled as a plot element in 
Eskimo.163 Two old ladies telling the story of their life of recurrent famine 
was turned into the film’s representation of famine. However, its inclusion in 
the film was executed in a considerably more respectful way than in the 
newspaper item. The piece in B.T. more than verges on the burlesque; for 
instance, Bangsted takes pleasure in a joke about fleas presented as pets: 

En maanedlys [sic] Aften, da den hvide Sne knirkede under Fødderne, besøgte 
vi de gamle Kvinder, som henslæbte deres Livs Vinter i et Paradis af Snavs og 
hvis allernærmeste Venner var de utallige Mængder af langbenede Dyr, som 
kælne og sultne drog Liv og Varme af deres Blod.164 
 
One moonlit evening, as the white snow crunched beneath our feet, we visited 
the old women, who dragged on [the miserable existence of] the wintertime of 
their lives in a paradise of filth, and whose closest friends were the 
innumerable quantities of long-legged animals which, cuddly and hungry, 
drew life and warmth from their blood.  

 
The sisters’ toothlessness, baldness and filthiness and the stale air of their 
dwelling are meticulously described. Bangsted seems, furthermore, to enjoy 
describing their consumption of putrid, frozen seal meat, understood to be 
loathsome. The attitude behind the printed piece is the felt entitlement of the 
well-informed ethnographer, carrying more weight than, for instance, reports 
from a random traveller.  

The film also penned by Bangsted expresses a similar sense of 
entitlement, but escapes the burlesque, likely in trying to appeal to a larger 
audience.165 The felt Danish access and license to Inuit culture is derived 
from a long colonial history and, related to this, an exploratory tradition 
attaching importance to research and understanding. In comparison, the 
Norwegian exploratory tradition, as seen for instance in the films from Roald 
Amundsen‘s South Pole expedition, is driven by an impetus of ‘firsts’ and 
making territorial claims on immense expanses of barren, faraway lands. As 
a side note, in the specific case of ethnographically-informed Arctic fiction 
films, the relationship between Greenland Inuits and Danes differs from that 
between Sami and Norwegians in that the former is properly colonial while 
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the latter is that of a minority ethnic people having shared space to a greater 
extent and for a longer time with the other population. This causes different 
inflections in representations of the indigenous Arctic peoples involved. 
Still, as the co-production mode behind Eskimo suggests, these categories 
are not separate entities. The stakes in that film’s colonial overtones were not 
exclusively Danish, but partly Norwegian, too. For the reason that Greenland 
was colonised from Iceland – by the recently emigrated Norwegian Erik the 
Red – and was later subjugated by Norway, paying tribute to the Crown, 
Norwegian national historiography in the nineteenth-century tradition of P. 
A. Munch considered the land by extension profoundly Norwegian. More 
exactly, Norwegian national history has treated the Norwegian tributary 
lands – Iceland, Greenland, Shetland, Faroe Islands, Shetland, Orkneys etc. – 
as overseas possessions or colonies without agency, whose historiographical 
role has been to affirm the strength and expansive powers of the Norwegian 
state of the high middle ages.166 After Denmark had retained Greenland after 
the Danish-Norwegian joint real-union history under Danish rule, Norwegian 
sentiments of ownership grew in certain camps.167 Conflict over the usage of 
unpopulated areas in East Greenland by trappers and whalers resulted in the 
1924 agreement on Norwegian settlements on the island. At the time of the 
making of Eskimo, Norwegian presence there had just escalated, and by 
1931, a territorial dispute (Grønlandssaken) was ablaze. The quarrel would 
be settled to Denmark’s advantage two years later by the International Court 
in the Hague. Thus, the film’s image of the blond Norwegian know-it-all on 
Greenland likely had some resonance in Norway’s audiences. 

When the film crew departed for Greenland, it was on the Hans Egede, a 
vessel made specifically to ply the passage to the dependency. Several other 
expeditions which merited the word in a truer sense had been seen off on the 
same boat. The ship’s name, which “i særlig grad har fæstnet sig i 
offentlighedens bevissthed” (has particularly stuck in the consciousness of 
the public), 168 was evidently well known whenever named in the different 
press reports about Eskimo. The departure as a press event weaves together 
the expedition-like aspect of the film’s making with other thematic strands 
from the film’s context: the name Egede links the Danish and Norwegian 
educated classes and points to colonial-missionary endeavours. Danish in 
origin, it is shared by the Egede-Nissen siblings, who were in fact 
descendants of the Egede giving the boat its name,169 a Norwegian vicar 
(1686–1758) who was Greenland’s first missionary. (The press did not pay 
attention to the Egede/Egede-Nissen connection, which was possibly 
considered self-evident.) The reason Hans Egede gave for breaking up from 
his former way of life and taking his family into the unknown was that he 
wanted to locate presumptive survivors of the Norse settlers, thus playing up 
the direct historical link between Norway and Greenland, not taking the 
detour via Copenhagen.170  
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As Danes and Norwegians were in the process of contending about real 
ownership of Greenland, it is remarkable that the discourse in neither 
country was eager to claim ownership of Eskimo. For Denmark, a reason 
why the film was not successful may be that the expectation was an 
ethnographic picture, whereas the result was more on the side of the 
melodrama; if so, the codes failed. Also, it is possible that the message about 
white superiority may have been too crude, as the Danish self-image about 
the country’s dealings with Greenland downplays such attitudes. Christina 
Petterson discusses the discourse on Danish colonial exceptionalism or 
benevolent colonialism, which according to her dominates both scholarly 
discourse and popular culture in Denmark.171 In some contrast to this self-
image, she also demonstrates a tradition of hierarchising notions of skin 
colour, according to conceptions of darker skin as ugly. In her drawing on 
Richard Dyer’s analysis of the composition of the whiteness concept, 
Petterson focuses on its element of ‘race’ along with the category 
‘enterprise/imperialism’.172 Jack fits both her observations and Dyer’s 
theorising insofar that his whiteness constitutes both his status as love 
interest and his active agency in, for instance, finding a whale which rescues 
the Inuit from starving; juxtaposed with the Inuit desperate measure of 
human sacrifice to appease the spirits. 

In Sweden, on the other hand, the codes worked, and Eskimo was 
perceived as authentic. The daily Stockholms Dagblad wrote: “Som 
etnografisk skildring fängslar filmen genom sin äkthet, men eljest påminner 
innehållet om en dålig förtyskad Ibsenefterklang, farligt nära spexet.”173 (As 
ethnographic depiction, the film captivates through its authenticity, but 
otherwise the contents are reminiscent of a bad, Germanised echo of Ibsen, 
dangerously close to a students’ farce [spex; parodical comedy].)” The late 
1910s and the 1920s had seen a string of German productions of Henrik 
Ibsen‘s plays, not always reverent to their original; for instance, Rex Films 
had produced The Wild Duck under the title Das Haus der Lüge (House of 
Lies, 1926), with the tear-jerking alternative title Arme, kleine Hedwig (Poor 
little Hedvig) which aptly illustrates the transposition of Ibsen’s tragedy onto 
melodramatic territory.174 A bad, German Ibsen film would thus signify a 
code-switched narrative risking parody when high drama becomes 
unintentionally comical. The Swedish press did not consider such a fate to 
have befallen the ethnographic elements; quite the opposite. One reason may 
be that ethnographic content adapted shaped by the needs of fictional 
narrative was a well-known and oft-praised part of earlier Swedish film 
successes. Praising both nature and pictures from the lives of common 
people was an established trope, used, for instance, in the reception of a 
recent film from a Northern environment, Hjärtats triumf (The Triumph of 
the Heart, Gustaf Molander, 1929, Minerva/British 
International/Wardour).175 
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Anecdotes from the film’s productions are sometimes instructive for the 
discourse of power relations and ethnicity. From Eskimo’s on-location 
shoots, the Danish journal Vore Damer brought the usual stories of clashes 
between modernity and ‘primitive’ lifestyles. Among them, perhaps the most 
clichéd is the trope of wide-eyed natives in the encounter with film 
equipment, which is already through its wording revealed as a template 
story, more or less a figure of speech: “En Mængde Eskimoer medvirkede 
som Statister, og skønt de var fuldstændig ubekendte med Begrebet Film og 
endnu mere med Begrebet Tonefilm, viste de en glimrende Forstaaelse af det 
hele...” [my emphasis] (A great number of Eskimos took part in the 
production as extras, and although they were completely unfamiliar with the 
concept of film and even more with the concept of sound film, they 
demonstrated an excellent understanding of it all...).176 How sound film 
could be ‘even stranger’ to the Inuit than silent film, if they had indeed never 
encountered silent film, seems a mere projection of the technology anxiety 
surrounding this pioneer production where technical sound problems kept 
arising out of ordinary and innocent phenomena such as chirping birds.177 
The idea of indigenous, pre-modern peoples understanding film intuitively is 
recurrent. In particular, in connection with their capacity as extras in the 
films, the notion emerges that filming is an intuitive gift circumventing, for 
instance, the stage’s requirement for acquired skills in literacy and culture.178 
An unshakeable self-confidence among Sami when filming is also rendered 
comically.179 

Vore Damer furthermore printed anecdotes from Eskimo retelling 
negotiations of pecuniary remuneration, exposing the Inuit to ridicule 
because they accepted drastic reductions of their suggested payments 
without further bargaining.180 This was taken to mean they were ignorant of 
the concept of money. It is hinted that they thought the amount 50 øre a 
better deal than ten kroner (twenty times as much).181 The account of what 
the Inuit did with their fees points in the same direction: it was 
instantaneously converted into raisins, their preferred delicacy. The theme of 
money is ideologically highly charged and is common not only in the stories 
surroundings the productions, but in the films as well. It is understood that if 
Inuit did not grasp the concept of money, the Sami, who had long lived in a 
monetary society, were greedy and avaricious. Aftenposten wrote: “Film var 
et nytt ord på Finnmarkvidden. I finnenes sprog vil det vel komme til å bety 
penger.”182 (Film was a new word on the plateau of Finnmark. In the 
language of the Lapps [sic], this will probably equal money.) Both 
Schnéevoigt and Tryggve Larssen felt the need to exonerate the Sami from 
this prejudice.183 

Laila deals merely in a general way with the theme of money and riches; 
where riches are counted in reindeer, as is the case with Laila’s foster father, 
the moral connotations take a back seat. However, when she agrees to marry 
a Norwegian man, the narrative deems it necessary that he be “the poorest 
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man in Norway” in order to render their love pure. Eskimo sets off money 
and gold far more manifestly. The gold Jack finds on Greenland, the “troll 
stones”, as Ekaluk calls them, recalls his old, decadent lifestyle as a player. 
Linda Schulte-Sasse discusses the money theme extensively in her book 
about entertainment film in the Third Reich, and points out how money is 
suspicious to Nazi ideology, among other things because it is an abstract sign 
implicated in “the abstracting process of modernization”, and is easily 
attached to Jewish stereotypes.184 Gold does not share the same level of 
abstraction and is thus, in its capacity of a more primeval sign 
accommodating more materiality, mystification and enigma, more often 
fetishised in Nazi film narratives. Nonetheless, Schulte-Sasse argues, gold 
basically functions in the same way in that is stands for dispersal and 
alienation. 

Guilt by association aside – I have no wish to label Eskimo exactly a Nazi 
film – thinking along these lines sheds light on how Jack is spellbound by 
the gold he has found. The viewer pities him, but realises his obsession with 
the gold when he breaks off from a passionate kiss with Ekaluk, who almost 
manages to persuade him to stay behind in Greenland with her, in order to 
weigh it out. The anticlimactic dialogue runs: 

Mona Mårtenson:  
“Kyss mig [Swedish], hvite gud [Norwegian]. Kyss mig [Swedish].” (Kiss 
me, white god, kiss me.)  
 
Paul Richter: 
“Unnskyld, Ekaluk, jeg må arbeide.” (I’m sorry, Ekaluk, I need to work.) 
[Starts counting grammes of gold aloud]  

 
Obviously, gold and other things associated with civilisation are negatively 
marked in this and other scenes. Werner Sperschneider’s PhD thesis on Inuit 
in film discusses Eskimo briefly, arguing: “Filme wie Eskimo sprechen 
exemplarisch vom Sieg der ‘Zivilisation’ über die Natur.”185 (Films like 
Eskimo speak in an exemplary way of the victory of ‘civilisation’ over 
nature.) This is, I would argue, an oversimplification. Eskimo and Laila 
plead the virtues of unspoiled vitalism in simpler societies with immediate 
closeness to nature, while recommending a well-balanced measure of 
‘civilised’ rationality – not too much, not too little. In this way the ideal is 
reminiscent of the frontier hero in American westerns, an intermediary figure 
described by Richard Slotkin as a “man who knows Indians”.186 In Eskimo 
and Laila, this rationality is also accompanied by a more superior, ‘civilised’ 
sense of decency. In both film as well as in Viddenes folk, Mona 
Mårtenson’s character’s father tries to marry her off to another man than she 
wishes (a mortal sin in melodrama); although they are complex characters, 
there is something in them of the figure of the malevolent, primitive 
patriarch.187 Although the protagonists’ obstacles deriving from traditional 
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lifestyles and human heritage may not be positively charged, the challenges 
of a forbidding nature are. Laila’s German title is instructive in this sense: 
Laila: Die Tochter des Nordens. The title rings just like two Sami-themed 
feature films from the mid-1910s: Victor Sjöström’s Högfjällets dotter (The 
Daughter of the High Mountains, Svenska Bio, 1914) – in Norwegian and 
Danish Sneens Datter (The Daughter of Snow) – and Alfred Lind’s German 
film Turi, der Wanderlappe (Turi, the Nomadic Lapp, Deutsche Bioscop, 
1913), with the alternative title Eine Tochter des hohen Nordens (A 
Daughter of the High North).188 In Scandinavia, the latter film’s title became 
instead Vandrelappen og hans Datter/Vandrarlappen och hans dotter, 
privileging the blood-relationship; possibly, the ‘daughter of the north’ trope 
was extra resonant in Germany. Be that as it may, the phrase instils a sense 
that the extraction of these ‘daughters’ is directly nature-derived; that their 
determining genetic make-up is a product of Northern nature. As idea, this is 
reminiscent of the anthropological climate theories of eighteenth-century 
academics like Jacob Fredrik Neikter, where geography and landscape 
produced a certain and typical kind of human being.189  

Eyebrow pencils and polar-bear fur: styling Mona Mårtenson 
and Paul Richter 
Among the functions of costume and styling, in melodramatic narratives 
such as these, constellations of erotic attraction are arguably a particularly 
apt prism for ideas of ethnicity attributes. The ‘white god’ was not only clad 
in polar-bear fur and a white anorak, but also cast as a fair-haired type 
understood as unambiguously ‘Nordic’. The white-blond and athletic Richter 
seems to fulfil the criteria for a perfect fit for the character in Richard Dyer’s 
sense of the term.190 His benchmark part was Siegfried in Die Nibelungen 
(The Nibelungs, Fritz Lang, Universum Film, Germany, 1924), which 
arguably yielded him an amount of star status, and he had even played a 
Norwegian previously: not only roles in two Norwegian/German co-
productions through his association with Aud Egede-Nissen,191 but also the 
wholly unrelated ski instructor Dagfin [sic] Holberg in the Bergfilm 
specimen Dagfin (Joe May, Phoebus-Film, Germany, 1926).192 To this 
bouquet of roles in Arctic and in alpine film, the genre of which is arguably 
proto-Nazi in a general sense, would in the 1930s be added roles in Heimat 
films and other nature-privileging German films. It seems that his physique 
more or less predestined him for these genres.  

The role in Dagfin is interesting for inserting in the Bergfilm a Norwegian 
child of nature, outdoing the idea of German alpine skiers and unspoilt by 
continental refinement. Also notable are its negotiations of ‘civilisation’ and 
‘wilderness’, as the plot’s love affair unites the nature-loving Dagfin and the 
society wife Lydia with Southern looks. In the Danish pulp novelisation 
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which followed the film, based both on the original novel and on the film 
adaptation, the allure possessed by Dagfinn – now with the more correct 
double ‘n’ – is described in terms of animal physicality (besides, also 
blatantly Aryan, albeit only in a proto-Nazi sense):193 

Det var mangen Kvinde, der i Forbifarten kastede et beundrende Blik paa 
Dagfinns stovte Skikkelse. 

Han var smuk og ung, og der var en sund Kraft i hans kraftige Lemmer, 
der bevægede sig som paa et smukt og stærkt Dyr. Han bar det blonde Hoved 
højt over de brede Skuldre, og der var den samme Styrke i hans staalblaa Blik 
ud under de kraftige Øjenbryn.194  

Many a woman cast a passing glance in the direction of Dagfinn’s stout 
figure.  

He was beautiful and young, and there was a wholesome vigour in his 
powerful limbs which moved like those of a handsome and strong creature. 

He was beautiful and young, and there was a wholesome vigour in his 
powerful limbs which moved like those of a handsome and strong creature. 
He carried his blonde head high over the broad shoulders, and the same 
strength was in his steel-blue gaze under the strong brow. 

 
Lydia’s overwhelmed reaction to his charms is to feverishly compare him to 
debauched city-dwellers, the prime example of which is her own villainous 
husband, in this erotically supercharged piece of popular vitalism: 

Hendes Kræfter svandt hen, hun følte sig saa dejlig svag, hun daanede af Fryd 
over al denne Kraft, denne Manddom og disse hede, forvildede Kys, der 
dækkede hendes Ansigt og Haar. Saadan kyssede ikke Civilisationens 
degenererede Herrer i Europas Storbyer... dette var som et Møde med en 
Naturkraft, et Urmenneske, som paa engang indgød hende Frygt og 
Beundring.195 
 
Her powers faded, she felt so gloriously weak, she swooned with delight at all 
this power, this manhood and these heated, savage kisses covering her face 
and hair. Such were not the kisses of the degenerate gentlemen of civilisation 
in the metropolises of Europe... This was like an encounter with a power of 
nature, a primitive man, who all at once infused both fear and admiration into 
her. 

 
Comparable to the Orient, the North is conceived of here as an imaginative 
place with a capacity to hold and organise a wealth of sentiments and 
desires. The feral and de-civilised trope emphasises the character’s bond to 
the film’s visuals with wild natural surroundings, and its Nordic construction 
of hegemonic masculinity is at work in the narrative, subordinating other 
masculinities, in this case not only a city-bred effeminate one, but also an 
Oriental inflection. The novelisation’s subtitle Orientalerens Kærlighed (The 
Love of the Oriental) speaks of Paul Wegener’s Turkish character’s struggle 
between his passion and his self-control (both excessive), a balance which 
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should, it is understood, ideally be managed with transparency offering 
psychological motivation to drive the plot and some measure of character 
identification, instead of being ominously and explosively veiled and 
withheld. Just as in Eskimo, the negotiations between extremes aim at the 
right balance between the primitive and the cultured, a synthesis to the 
protagonists’ thesis and antithesis.  

A comparison with Haakon Hjelde‘s Inuit character Majark is instructive. In 
the narrative, Majark is the settlement’s great hunter, presumably nimble, quick 
and secure of movement (such as is in fact his stand-in during the initial seal-hunt 
scene); however, his figure in the film is round-shouldered, slow and shuffling, 
looking sulky and evoking a sense of the shyly childish rather than moving freely 
and standing tall. He often wears his hood, seems to be dressed darkly and has 
dark makeup. A short advance paragraph in a Norwegian paper is somewhat 
elucidatory: “Hvis Haakon Hjelde trekker håret ned i øinene, rynker brynene og 
forsøker å se riktig innett sinna ut, så ligner han en eskimo. – Påstår han selv i 
hvert fall, og det har han grunn til å gjøre, for han skal være eskimo i sommer.” 196 
(If Haakon Hjelde pulls his hair down before his eyes, frowns and tries to look 
truly suppressedly angry, then he looks like an Eskimo. – At least, this is what he 
claims himself, and he has reason to, for he shall be an Eskimo this summer.) 
Here, it seems, the acted ‘Eskimo’ has come in the way of the character. It is 
interesting to note that Majark and Jack in fact wears the same kind of anorak in a 
light colour, possibly whitish, but Majark nevertheless comes across as a dark 
figure in the film and Jack as a white. Jack repeatedly wears polar-bear-skin 
trousers with his anorak, while Majark has seal-skin ones, and in the winter, Jack 
wears polar-bear garments all over, unlike the other characters. Ekaluk pointedly 
makes him a new polar-bear jacket when he means to leave Greenland.  

In contrast to what was the case in Nanook of the North, the clothing in 
Eskimo is up to date, implicitly underpinning the film’s thematising of the 
interaction between Europeans (Danes) and Inuit. The light anorak worn by 
Paul Richter (fig. 4.1) had recently come into vogue;197 during the 1920s, it 
was associated with young Danish catechists studying at the Seminar in 
Nuuk, who could not afford the prescribed black silk anorak and made do 
with less expensive white cotton.198 It does not, however, follow that the 
white anorak signalled whiteness in its bearer: Inuit men were influenced by 
this clothing practice and, already in the same decade, appropriated the white 
anorak as standard festive dress. When discussing festive clothing in 
Greenland, Cunera Buijs and Mariane Petersen include a photograph from 
the Christmas celebrations of 1933, showing a group of Inuit around the 
adorned tree, the men wearing clean, snow white anoraks and the women 
cape-like large beaded collars hitting somewhere around the elbow, like the 
one often worn by Mona Mårtenson in the film.199 Around the turn of the 
twentieth century, the Greenland Inuit had begun dressing in European 
materials.  
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Fig. 4.1. Relationships of the Arctic and the Scandinavian. Paul Richter’s white 
anorak had been fashionable among young Danish chatechists studying in 
Nuuk, and had recently been adopted by Inuit men as standard festive dress. 
Themes of exoticisation and miscegenation come together in Mona Mårtenson’s 
hair knot covered in black cloth. Image held at the Danish Film Institute. 
 
 
 
The usage of coloured garments and ready-made beads developed during the 
first decades of the twentieth century, and a blouse or anorak such as Mona 
Mårtenson’s, featuring the extended bead collar (of many colours which do 
not show in the black and white film), became standardised Sunday dress in 
the 1920s and 1930s.200 Thus, for both leading parts, the main costume is the 
Greenland Inuit Sunday suit from the twentieth century, which was to 
become Greenland’s national costume when its later association with 
national ideas was cemented from the 1950s onwards.201 To be sure, the 
Sunday suit or even festive wear at all was no less a fruit of Europeanisation 
than was the national costume; prior to Christian church-going, there was 
likely no concept in Greenland of particularly assigned finery beyond 
wearing one’s best or newest items to festive occasions.202 Jack’s and 
Ekaluk’s costumes are used indiscriminately for everyday and festive wear, 
and their function in the film is thus primarily as display items.  
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In this respect the costumes are aligned with the usage of national 
costume or costumes directly derived from such dress in Scandinavian 
heritage-orientated silent film, although the cultural-historical context for 
these was engaged in the process of becoming greatly more established, and 
their manner of usage in the films accordingly set in finer print. In Synnöve 
Solbakken (John W. Brunius, Skandia, Sweden, 1919), preceding the 
‘national breakthrough’ of Norwegian film, Synnöve unconcernedly wears 
the same costume to the dance as, for instance, when doing needlework with 
her friend Ingrid. At the same time, its cut seems extremely correct, in the 
sense that it is typical of later national costumes from Gudbrandsdalen with 
pointed cutaway shapes on the bodice front – similar to revers, but without 
folding the cloth.203 On the film’s poster, the bodice is revealed to be red, 
which is in fact the colour of the bodice in the original dress providing the 
pattern for later (most often not red) national costumes – that is, historicising 
festive wear – from Gudbrandsdalen and featuring the same bodice front.204 
This dress is held at Norsk Folkemuseum.205 Although Synnöve’s dress is 
lent an air of the everyday through the addition of a white-cotton apron, the 
absence of embroidery and the unbuttoning of the blouse’s uppermost 
buttons instead of the national costume’s prescribed brooch at the neck, its 
construction’s fidelity to a museum specimen is instructive of the 
construction process of standardised national costumes.206 The same sense of 
fidelity to a sample is incident to other instances of national-costume usage 
in films drawing on Norwegian heritage, such as the wedding costume in 
Glomdalsbruden (Carl Th. Dreyer, Victoria Film, Norway, 1926), 
acknowledging the very recent process (starting in 1920) of constructing the 
identical dress ‘Bunad for Sør-Østerdal’ based on dresses which were 
allegedly held in Glomdalsmuseet’s collection.207 Brudeferden i Hardanger 
(Rasmus Breistein, own prod., Norway, 1926) emphasises national costume 
in the narrative through a brooch; formally, such as through the sense of 
being shut out by a voluminous white mass of married women’s ballooning 
feast kerchieves in the protagonist Marit’s point of view (the effect is not 
seen in fig. 4.2, but can perhaps be imagined from the image);208 and more or 
less as manifesto in affording national costumes extensive screen time.209 
Unlike the Eastern Norwegian costumes mentioned above, the Hardanger 
costumes had not fallen into disuse before being resurrected and 
standardised as national costumes. Irrespective of this, reconstructed and 
continually worn costumes alike bear witness to the great trend for national 
costume in Norway concomitant to these films and constituting part of 
contemporary cinema culture. As a side note, the Hardanger costume, which 
for some time approximated a ‘national’ costume for all of Norway, 
inscribed itself especially into Norwegian national visual culture after Queen 
Maud had portrait pictures taken in this costume.210  
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Fig. 4.2. The insistently voluminous feast kerchieves of the married women are 
impossible to ignore and have just blocked Marit’s view of the bride and groom 
(in focus, while Marit is blurred), who she thought to be her own young man. 
Brudeferden i Hardanger (1926). Image held at Nasjonalbiblioteket. 
 
 
 
Such portraits of the new King and Queen influenced image culture greatly, and 
the Queen’s costume not only included the traditional married woman’s kerchief, 
but also more silver jewellery than usual, overtrumping the traditional and more 
egalitarian (although in other ways suppressive) duality between unadorned 
unmarried women and the silver finery of the married.211 The finer points of such 
dress would not be legible to Danes and Swedes, but the symbolising power of 
Norwegian national costume, combining a sense of continuity of heritage with 
independence and progress, would surely come across. 

Eskimo, on the other hand, was made before this kind of standardisation 
of Greenland’s national costume and makes use of adaptation and 
appropriation processes in contemporary Inuit dress in its character 
construction. The film marks Jack out as non-Inuit by having the Inuit males 
either wear dark anoraks or, as in Majark’s case, pairing a light anorak with 
a generally dark appearance. This pattern includes festive wear in the scene 
from the winter feast, described in Danish as ‘Lyseslukkerfesten’ 
(Quviasukvik).  
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Fig. 4.3. Page from an edition of Laila illustrated with production stills. This 
scene was not included in the film. Laila’s temporary change into Norwegiani-
sed clothing externalises the questions of her identity. Reproduction courtesy of 
Nasjonalbiblioteket. 
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Ekaluk is dressed like the other women, including the hair knot piled high on 
her head and, outdoors, with a cloth wound around the head for warmth (fig. 
4.1), and wearing the festive big collar in everyday scenes, like them.212 Yet, 
later on in the narrative, she wears her hair down, arguably with the effect of 
easier access when Western audiences were to relate emotionally to her 
character. Mona Mårtenson‘s two most melodramatic, emotional scenes in 
the film are her two rejections from Jack: in the first one, she comes to him 
at night when the audience is meant to understand they are both undressed 
under the fells (reminiscent of the final bedtime scene in Nanook, where 
adults’ trousers are, however, left on, likely out of considerations for 
screenability). This exotically framed representation of nudity is enhanced 
by her hairstyle: she still wears her hair to bed in a high knot. The pair share 
a classical movie-star kiss, but when Jack finds himself and realises he is 
committing a miscegenation evidently alien to his self-concept, he throws 
her off the bed. Bangsted’s novelisation explains his sudden antipathy with 
the hair knot as symbol of difference:213 “Hun havde glemt at tage 
Topfrisuren ned for Natten. Og han hadede den Top. Det var Kastemærket. 
Den synlige Forskel paa hans og hendes Race.”214 (She had forgotten to take 
down her hair knot for the night. And he hated that knot. It was a caste mark, 
the visible difference between his and her race.) This is, however, evidently 
no impediment for the knot in combination with her nudity to hold a great 
attraction for the audience, judging from a drawing of this scene which is the 
eye-catcher in one of the film’s bigger adverts.215 When rejected, Ekaluk 
creeps backwards across the floor staring at him, very much in the style of a 
wounded animal. The dialogue where she incites Majark to kill Jack is a 
narrative consequence of this, and runs parallel to Laila’s unchecked, 
‘primitive’ hatred when she believes herself stood up by her own white love 
interest. This plot element expressed literally both in Laila’s intertitles and in 
the lyrics to an accompanying song: “Jeg hater dig – min skjebne er du blitt, 
/ min drøm ved kveld og gry. // Jeg vil hate dig, forlatt, / i hjertets dype natt 
– / men elske dig påny!”216 The Norwegian daily Nationen expressed 
mortification at Richter’s character at this point, that is, “aa høre den hvite 
rases representant hovmode sig saa ubluferdig” (to hear the representative of 
the white race puffing himself up so shamelessly).217 When rejecting the girl 
he explains himself by saying that she is an Eskimo and, in Nationen’s 
rendition, he “den hvite mand” (the white man).218 Regardless of this protest 
the review still calls the Inuit a ‘strange, primitive race’: it is not the 
worldview that is criticised, only taking it too far.   

After this scene, Ekaluk’s hair is down until the final scene. In the second 
rejection scene, which is part of the film’s climax, she wears her hair thus 
and is dressed in a Westernised cotton-print blouse.219 After the following 
“kiss me, white god” dialogue as rendered above, where she has tried to 
convince Jack to stay with her on Greenland, there is indeed once more a 
passionate kiss, but Jack turns his back on her in order to count his gold in 
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preparation for departure. Mårtenson expresses great melodramatic pain 
(wordlessly – doubtless drawing on her experience in silent cinema), and 
there is not a trace of the animal-like or childish characterising Mårtenson’s 
acting elsewhere in the film. Instead, she clutches at her heart and follows 
the more civilised path of Western femininity by turning her pain inwards, 
sneaking silently out for a suicide attempt. At least, her preferred method 
retains some sense of violent wilderness as she stabs the thin bottom of her 
kayak at sea in close-up with a knife, causing sea water to stream in. In the 
very end, though, when she has regretted her suicide attempt and presumably 
swum to shore, Ekaluk again wears full Inuit garb and the hair-knot, 
believing Jack has sailed away from her. On every level, the final resolution 
and declarations of love happens in spite of her being Inuit. 

My looking for how dress informs a particularly emotional scene is 
inspired by Jane Gaines, who has observed how costume is used throughout 
film history to turn female characters ‘inside out’, displaying their 
psychology and personality on the outside of their bodies.220 This is in an 
obvious way the case with Ekaluk, whose costume changes and nudity are 
vastly more charged with emotional and relational content than are Jack’s. 
Gaines also notes how costume in silent films was more often used to typify 
and simplify characters, while sound films allowed for a more complex 
relationship between costume and character.221 Arguably, Eskimo functions 
more like a silent film in this respect. Ekaluk’s character gains in 
universality by removing the most distinctive details in dress and styling, 
and thus reducing her felt alterity. When used, the different-looking Inuit 
clothing is highly typified. In Norway, one constructor of knitting patterns 
launched the ‘Eskimo sweater’, inspired by Mona Mårtenson’s “charming” 
(bedårende) costume and marketed as “a typical ladies’ sweater ... for sports 
or other use”.222 The sweater imitated the loose beaded collar by means of a 
large-collar-like yoke in circular knit in a similar pattern as the Inuit 
garment, and was made in a variety of qualities and colour schemes.223 

In all three roles as Nina, Laila and Ekaluk, Mona Mårtenson was 
consistently praised in standing out as visually dainty, little, sweet and clad 
in becoming, exotic apparel – the trope being that this kind of gear suited her 
better than could any Parisian toilette.224 The discourse partly preceded the 
actual performance and shaped the experience of them; for instance, an 
advance report in Norway takes some pleasure in speaking of Mårtenson as 
“en liten eskimø” – a pun on ‘maid’, mø.225 In the films, the camera 
recurringly dwells on her shiny-eyed, beaming apparition in all its 
‘outlandishness’. While Viddenes folk does not particularly play up the social 
and racial divide between Sami and Norwegians – Nina is Sami and falls in 
love with a Sami; the conflict resides in other circumstances – Laila does, 
and was initially intended to set off Laila’s appearance both as Sami and 
Norwegian. A production still reproduced in the illustrated edition of the 
original novel issued in connection with the film shows Laila as 
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“nordmandspige”, Norwegian girl (which the adopted Laila ironically is by 
birth), motivated within the narrative as a necessary change of garments after 
she had been wet through in a waterfall (fig. 4.5).226 In the novel, this is a 
charged moment, not so much for Laila’s own identity as for her eligibility 
for her two suitors (one Norwegian, one Sami). In the orthography of the 
illustrated edition from 1929, the effect of the costume is described thus:  

Da Lind kom ind, studsede han ved at se hende i norsk dragt, men der var en 
varme i hans blik, som sagde hende, at han fandt hende indtagende ... Mellet 
kom ogsaa ind og saa Lajla forvandlet til nordmandspige, men han blev 
aldeles ikke tiltalt af denne forvandling. Det var, ligesom om hun var kommet 
langt bort fra ham, saa han slet ikke kunde nærme sig hende. Han bad hende 
derfor, at hun vilde tage sin egen dragt paa sig igjen, som nu var tørret ...227  
 
When Lind came in, it startled him to see her in Norwegian dress, but the 
warmth in his gaze told her that he found her captivating ... Mellet came in, 
too, and saw Lajla transformed into Norwegian girl, but he was not at all 
pleased with this transformation. It was as if she was so remote to him that he 
could not at all approach her. So he asked her to put on her own dress again, 
as it was now dry ...  

 
The scene was cut from the final version, a decision which marks the 
supremacy of exoticism in the construction of the heroine and her 
attractiveness.228 Without it, Laila lacks a vital piece of the dialectical pattern 
of her different costumes, which oscillates between statement Sami costumes 
in one end, more everyday ones in the middle, and Norwegianised ones in 
the other end. In her two most melodramatic scenes, she wears splendid and 
costly Sami costumes which were afterwards, it was announced, to be gifted 
to Oslo’s ethnographic museum,229 although the museum never received 
such a donation.230 An advance article reported that Laila’s belt was sown 
using 20,000 beads and that all the attire was “entirely correctly” made.231 
On her planned rendezvous with Anders on the mountain-top where he fails 
to show, she arrives meticulously dressed in an all-white costume including 
the bead belt, but the image of happy expectation is muddled when she takes 
off her white hood with a confused facial expression on not spotting him 
anywhere.232 In her wedding scene – where Anders in effect snatches her 
from Mellet at the altar – she is dressed in a bridal crown adorned with long 
ribbons framing the face, a look foregrounding aesthetics of folklore.233 
Mirroring the mountain-top scene, she removes this headdress, too, once the 
situation changes: when Anders arrives, she is once again happy and 
expectant instead of distressed. The taking off of the bridal crown marks a 
final moment of Norwegianisation in the film’s last moments.  

In other scenes throughout the film, Laila’s headdress of choice is the 
Sami four-cornered hat (firevindslue, stjernelue) traditional for many 
Norwegian Sami – this and the length of her jacket imply she is dressed in 
male clothing (symbolically consistent with her tomboy energy such as in 
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winning a reindeer race). However, this is not interpreted or drawn specific 
attention to in the film; and in this way gender-specific dress is reduced into 
a single, crude signifier. With audiences in Norway and beyond lacking 
specific knowledge of Sami dress, the visual content is simplified: the 
‘tomboy’ message is weakened, but the distinct and (in Norway) well-known 
four-cornered hat instead powerfully inscribes the message ‘Sami’.234 Finer 
points such as the kerchieves scene in Brudeferden in Hardanger are, then, 
impossible, although an immediate Sami parallel to the hardangerskaut’s 
visuality and symbolism was in fact available and could have contributed 
with a highly filmic appearance: the fantastical hornlue (literally, horn hat) 
which has partly fallen into disuse, with a great, beaked structure rising up- 
and forward from the back of the head.235 Such historical authenticity was 
after all not in the interest of Laila, which positioned its costumes in relation 
to both an authenticity parameter and the sometimes distinctly divergent 
parameter of contemporary notions of attractiveness applied to historical and 
exotic spectacle.236 

It is likely that Mona Mårtenson did her own makeup at least on location; 
the similarity in her made-up face as Nina, Laila, and Ekaluk is notable. The 
most conspicuous common feature is the particular shape of her drawn-on 
eyebrows. In all three films, the eyebrows run above her own natural brow 
and are thinly pencilled but quite marked, adhering to movie-star 
sensibilities of the day,237 and perhaps in particular the Greta Garbo school 
of exaggerated eyebrow design.238 Eyebrow design, then, both generally at 
this time and specifically for these three parts, emerges as an albeit limited, 
but generally overlooked site for poetic licence. For Mona Mårtenson, 
eyebrows are turned into a melancholy feature complementing her bespoke, 
beaming acting style.239 However, unlike Garbo’s permanently arched 
brows, they vary by being instead relatively straight for Nina, slanting 
downwards for Laila (like the brows of Clara Bow, who was at the time at 
the height of her fame), and for Ekaluk having an extravagant ‘s’ shape most 
closely answering to contemporary concepts of the ‘oriental’. They evoke, in 
particular, (Western) representations of Mongols such as Genghis Khan. 
Thus, they may mirror an at the time common, but faulty belief that the Sami 
were related to Siberian and Mongol peoples.240 The Inuit as example of 
another Northern people were then bracketed into the same conceptual 
category. Ekaluk’s brows have a palpably contrived look and in fact at times 
throw the entire face off balance with their erratic behaviour in certain facial 
expressions. In this way they are overlaid with a quality of metaphor: they 
expose the negotiations going on between the lure of the exotic and the risk 
of overstepping the mark and being too obvious. A further striking aspect of 
the makeup is that Mårtenson’s eye shadow seems designed to obscure the 
crease of her eyelids, illuding an ‘Asian’ monolid or Epicanthic fold (this 
effect not visible in the production still included here, where her eyelids are 
too well lit for the crease to be blurred, but it is noticeable in other 
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production stills held at the DFI and in the film itself). The drawing on the 
film’s poster hints at the same eyeshadow effect, but still (although softly) 
draws in the crease, too; surely a compromise more or less consciously 
meant to satisfy Western notions of ‘prettiness’. 

Final comments  
The idea that the Nordic North is subject to preconceived notions, and that 
narratives about it are examples of “a materiality that is strongly influenced 
by the rhetoric within which it is wrapped”, is the subject of a recent edited 
book and has also emerged as one of the lines connecting dots in this 
subchapter.241 Some social scientists consider film “a perfect vehicle for 
experiencing difference and otherness”; furthermore, for experiencing 
familiarity and identification; for which reasons film may have “a significant 
role in the construction of national and regional differences”.242 Within this 
frame of analysis, the felt lack of differentiation – as documented in the 
letter to the editor about Laila’s musical score, or in Inuit women wearing 
Sunday clothes and Laila an unacknowledged men’s suit – is observed still 
to characterise some more recent films from the North.243 The dynamics 
between difference and familiarity is also the main field within which many 
of the films’ visual-semantic shifts between ‘Nordicness’ and ‘exoticism’ 
take place. One paratextual example is the typeface of the credits in 
Viddenes folk, a style vaguely derived from Gerhard Munthe’s influential 
typeface for a printing of the medieval ballad Draumkvedet in 1904, inspired 
by medieval black-letter typefaces. In conjunction with the visual theme of 
the great outdoors, such lettering suggests an aesthetics close to nature and 
still surviving in everyday Norwegian life, namely hyttestil or ‘cabin style’, 
an expression of Norway’s significant second-home culture.244 This typeface 
thus does not signify something strange or gothic, but rather the well-known 
visuals from a tradition for outdoor life dating from the mid-nineteenth 
century onwards and from Norwegian folk culture such as folk tales. 
Location choices reinforce this conflation of the Norwegian and the Sami in 
Laila and Viddenes folk. Both display nature not nearly characteristic of 
areas where the stories are meant to take place. The latter was shot on 
location near Valdres,245 and the former partly in Finnmark and other parts of 
Northern Norway, but also at Ustaoset and Geilo. Such locations are, on the 
other hand, as it were ultra-Norwegian, and fortify the films’ secondary 
identity as national (pertaining to a nation-state unit with a constantly 
negotiated identity), not only ‘ethnic’ (pertaining to a homogenous and 
distinctive people). 

The circumstance that the intrafilmic discourse framed Sami culture and 
lands as situated within a continuum with Norwegian was perhaps a reason 
for the difference between the slant of Laila’s and Eskimo’s prologues. 
Laila’s – read aloud at the Oslo premiere by Harald Schwenzen, at 
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Copenhagen’s by Mona Mårtenson, in Norwegian246 – did not need to drive 
home the point of the Sami being at bottom Norwegian. Instead, it speaks of 
the North as a distinctive land with a different people: “... et land stråler frem 
under pol / Giv folket dernord din hånd” (... a land shines forth under the 
pole / Give the people up north your hand).247 The prologue concentrates on 
envisioning dense and recurring fairytale elements in its consistent 
privileging of expressions for anything that shines, beams, and reflects. In 
only the first eight stanzas, it has time to mention the aurora borealis; 
midnight sun; radiant sky; sunny glow on mountain tops; and silvery rivers. 
In comparison, Eskimo’s prologue, read in extremely slow and clear 
enunciation in the film’s first scene by the theatre actor Adam Poulsen, was 
an out-and-out national statement, containing the verses: “Dannebrog, som 
Draaber drysset / ind i Bugter, over Bræer: / det er Baandet – Moderkysset / 
fra de lyse Bøgetræer. // Lagt i Isens kolde Zone / er Du Perlen i vor Krone. / 
Med dit Land af Bræer og Fjælde / imod Nord / har jeg Danmark helt fra 
Polen / ned til Flensborg Fjord.”248 In approximate translation: “Dannebrog 
[the Danish flag], having sprinkled its drops [presumably, blood] into bays 
and over glaciers: that is the bond, the mother’s kiss from the light beech 
trees [on the Danish mainland]. Situated in the cold zone of the ice, you are 
the pearl in our crown. With your land of glaciers and mountains in the 
north, I have Denmark all the way from the pole down to Flensborg Fjord.” 
The echoes from British imperialist discourse are evident, both the ‘jewel in 
the crown’ and the stress on how far the empire extends, as well as an 
acknowledgement of colonial ownership itself (‘I have’). How this national 
piece at the time fit into a transnational co-production where the white hero 
is not Danish, but Norwegian, is not clear; but I have yet to see it questioned 
in the press sources. The prologue was written by one of Nordisk’s actors 
from their golden years, Otto Lagoni, and is thus in a sense also reminiscent 
of a different empire and the attempt to re-establish some of it by means of 
the gentlemen Petersen and Poulsen. The two prologues offer prisms for the 
interactions of transnational, national, and regional levels, engaged in 
dynamics both antagonistic and harmonious. The crisis phase in 
Scandinavia’s transition to sound also entailed a crisis in representation 
owing to a sudden conjunction of represented and actual sound (such as film 
music) and language (such as accents or characters’ nationalities), of which 
the consequences were as yet unclear, strategies unresolved and style 
conventions untried. Thus, the junction between transnationality and 
synchronised sound brings out highly specific materialities, helpful in 
unpacking notions of ethnicity, nationhood, and ‘Northernness’.  
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Summary and conclusions 

Studying practical Scandinavism is hardly trendy nowadays, but 
transnational film research is. Therefore, the Scandinavian perspective in my 
thesis has, as it were, piggybacked on that direction in current research. In 
this way the study mobilises anew a field that has been heavily inscribed 
with national markers. In starting out, my intentions were to locate ’hard’ 
trans-Scandinavian film history in the cases of co-productions and other 
kinds of transnational contact to be discussed purely empirically. However, 
as the research progressed, I noted that the inter-Scandinavian contacts 
conducted from within each of the Scandinavian countries, or perceived 
from the perspective of the respective countries, were equally pertinent. 
These were capable of bringing out the nuances in interplays between the 
national, the Scandinavian and the Nordic. The choice of relying on a type of 
discourse analysis throughout hinged on this choice of scope. These 
interplays sometimes merged different levels and sometimes bounced 
between them, marking out continuities as well as divergence and 
contraposition. Such attitudes and positionings lent themselves to 
historisation and contextualisation, taking into consideration both film-
producing practices and attitudes in culture and society at large about 
different kinds of northernnesses and about national specificities. 

In the thesis, the subtitle’s ‘connections, contentions and configurations’ 
are treated as components in discursive constellations defined by location, 
kinship, textualities and language. Through these, I arrived at manifold 
formulations of answers to the question of what kind of relations could be 
detected between the Scandinavian and the national in the film culture of the 
silent era. I have found that Scandinavist ideals and formulations of a 
‘northern character’ were certainly a forces to be reckoned with throughout 
the period, but that they were subject to negotiation and could be applied to 
various uses. In film production, performing Scandinavian-ness was in 
several periods a way of phrasing ambitions towards high culture. Co-
operation within Scandinavia has of course also happened for practical 
reasons and not necessarily with much thought to Scandinavian identities, 
but (except for the transnational and to a large degree trans-Scandinavian 
working communities at Nordisk Film and other Danish companies in their 
heyday) still tended to be referred to in terms of Scandinavian identity in the 
press, as a marker of goodwill and good humour.  
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Fig. i. Simplified flow chart of inter-Scandinavian contacts. 

 
 
 
The silent film cultures I have set under scrutiny have by no means been 
stable over time, and neither have they been homogeneous within 
Scandinavia. In broad terms, however, they have orientated themselves 
towards two formative phases of Scandinavian silent cinema: Nordisk’s 
international success of the early 1910s and Svenska Bio’s proclaimed new 
policy of 1917. Within the bounds of the contemporaneous discourse, these 
two moments stand out sharply as each other’s opposites. They position 
themselves at either end of a spectrum between the largely unspecified and 
the highly specified (no matter that in film history, nuances and 
counterexamples can always be given). Fulfilling the aim of the thesis has 
required me to cover a relatively wide period of time, from the 1900s to 
1930. I have drawn on phenomena and events from the entire period for the 
reason that important periods in Scandinavian national cinemas are histori-
cally out of time with each other production-wise. The discussion has need-
ed, to a degree, to embrace all of these.  

Leaving the diachronous perspective aside for a moment, a (heavily 
generalised) illustrative flowchart for the entire period, connecting the three 
countries, could look like fig. i. The main points of the assets moving 
between the countries is that Norway and partly Sweden was used for natural 
views. The flow of actors between Denmark and Sweden was two-way, but 
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from Norway it went in a one-way direction to the other countries. Literature 
(often canonical) as originals for film adaptation flowed towards Sweden. 
Know-how (crew members, screenwriters) flowed either from Denmark to 
Sweden or from Sweden to Norway. Film scripts flowed from Norway to 
both of the other countries and from Denmark to Sweden. This transnational 
activity was, in short, orientated towards the current hub for film production 
in Scandinavia: for a number of years overwhelmingly Copenhagen, then 
increasingly Stockholm, particularly when Danish filmmaking hit upon 
tougher times. In my material, the motifs, stories and other ‘raw materials’ 
for the films have often taken presedence over, for instance, the terms of 
production, and this explains that the the discussion is unevenly weighted: it 
deals the most extensively with Norwegian issues, despite the Norwegian 
output of films being the by far smallest.  

The findings relate to pre-existing literature first and foremost by 
complementing their usually national perspectives. By supplying another 
mindset, I do not mean to replace the boundary of national history with a 
new Scandinavian boundary, but to offer the contemporaneous scope of a 
comprehensive and pertinent contextualisation – a template for viewing sev-
eral conceptual units at the same time. In a number of cases, I have offered 
alternative descriptions of events or phenomena, challenging national histo-
riographies. As my final section on the transition to sound suggests, further 
research might very usefully be conducted in early sound film, as the 
implications for Scandinavia of the added dimension of spoken language 
could be fruitfully examined further.  

My discourse-analytical method has kept the discussion close to primary 
textual sources to tease out specific meanings and flavours. As a result, this 
work can be characterised as a small-meshed thesis about the meanings of 
little things in a bigger picture. It has operated by contextualising fragments 
and listening closely to what notions they mobilise, particularly when 
adjacent to each other. The inter-Scandinavian has often been framed as the 
canonical, but this fragmentary way of working around lacunae and has 
sometimes displaced the peripheral and the central. At other times it has 
instead lingered at what was already central, always following the lead of the 
mosaic of materials. The discourse has in many cases pinpointed the 
strategic dimensions of changes in film culture and shown them from a 
different angle.  

The northern discourse, its closeness to nature and the way it carefully 
delineates itself from southern cultures is interesting in a transnational 
picture also because of its allure on the German market of the 1920s; this has 
in several cases been its central merit to Danish film production. Drawing on 
Norway as for ethnographic and maritime material catered to German tastes, 
where the Nordic, northern or Arctice were not-so-distant relations to the 
Bergfilm. In such and other cases, the link in film culture between nature and 
(northern) human character has been strong. Visuals of in particular 
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Norwegian nature came to inform the rhetoric of the Nordic in travel films 
and fiction (while Danish nature has seldom been subject to 
metaphorisation), as a particular form of heritage where inner and outer 
nature conflated. In this development, fiction film and actualities influenced 
each other reciprocally, marking a change in the authenticity discourse 
towards a notion of location as meaningful and carrying identity. In the 
geographic practices of cinematic landscapes, production companies have 
used nature and in particular the nature of Norway to perform Scandinavian-
nesses, for use in and out of Scandinavia with using a strategy that can be 
described as double-entry book-keeping. 

In films drawing on nature as well as in other areas I found that 
Scandinavian countries perceive of the other ones as almost-not-abroad. 
Some of my findings have concerned Scandinavia as extended home market. 
More or less throughout my material, resonances with Scandinavian 
identities have opened for selective senses of proprietorship in the cinema 
cultures. An important nuance to this ownership discourse is that it in many 
cases depends on the externalisation and reification of symbols, a tendency 
which runs counter to ambitions towards authenticity. Both nature and travel 
films and fiction film relying on folkloric, ‘heritage’ content were pivoted on 
the dynamics between the unique and the recognisable, the strange and the 
readable.  

Despite differences within Scandinavia, concepts of a joint, respectable 
Scandinavianness were often contrasted with foreign trash cultures. The 
Scandinavian in film has been seen in contrast to Hollywood or to the 
continental and southern, although Danish film has been seen from the 
Swedish perspective as akin to both. When Danish film has been thought of 
along the same lines as Hollywood, it is as (unscrupulous) big business. One 
may speak of joint or continuous film cultures in that the trade press reported 
thoroughly from the films and film spheres of the other countries, and in that 
Scandinavians often worked together in the film business in Copenhagen or 
later in Stockholm. Practical co-operation took place in organisations and in 
the censorship authorities, and of course in co-productions – typically in the 
serious, literary styles and the serenity of the value system labelled 
‘Scandinavian’. The comedians Fyrtaarnet and Bivognen made a very 
different attractive case because their style of films functions very differently 
and because the pair was so firmly planted in Danish national film history. Fy 
and Bi were also greatly popular in a number of other countries, and the in-
between stage between Denmark and abroad, as it were – that is, the rest 
of Scandinavia – felt a particular cultural proprietorship towards the two. 

The trend going from ‘Danish’ practices to ‘Swedish’ ones was partly 
textual in nature, relying on a stamp of the literary. Danish film had had a 
strong current of literaryness in the Autorenfilme, but these were not thought a 
profound change in film culture in quite the same manner as Svenska Bio 
advertised theirs. This shift is therefore readable through textual sources, 
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including in screenplays and the discourse around them. Swedish amateur 
screenwriters are a gauge for the dissemination of the new direction in 
Swedish film, and seem to have experienced it as embodied by nature and 
national motifs and, in many cases, Victor Sjöström. Normative discourses for 
screenwriting also mark interesting shifts towards the national, often 
conceptualised as northern and Nordic.   

Among the discussions closing the thesis are two transnational productions 
on and beyond the threshold to synchronised sound: one that was never to be 
realised and one that has partly fallen out of the national historiographies. The 
binned project showed how different considerations could be at stake for the 
Norwegian and Danish co-producers – heritage, historical significance and 
authencity for the Norwegians; a comeback on the international market for the 
Danes. The case of the sound film Eskimo heralded the brief period when 
Scandinavians thought themselves more favourably disposed to hearing 
another Scandinavian language in the talkies than hearing English. In its 
capacity as co-production, Eskimo has enjoyed a precarious status in 
historiography in spite of the central part it played in the coming of sound in 
Denmark and Danish attempts at dominating the sound market in Scandinavia. 
The film also highlights a tension that marks several of the films dealt with in 
the thesis: that between the Arctic area and the Scandinavian. Both Northern, 
and overlapping, but in the films and the discourse around them, the 
Scandinavian culture positions itself as interpreter and presenter of Arctic 
cultures – not unlike, in fact, how Nordisk Film in their heyday interpreted and 
presented Norwegian and Swedish natural images. 
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